
IN THE SPECIAL COURT FOR NtA CASES,ERNAKULAM, KEMLA.

Present:- sri. P. Sasidharan, B.A, LL.B, Judge for the Trial of NIA cases, Ernakulam.
Thursday the 30th day of April, 20 j.5/ 10th Vaisakha 1937.

SESSIONS CASE No. 1/2013 (NIA)

Complainant:- State represented by National Investigating Agency,
Ernakulam.

By Sri. Arjun Ambalapatta, Public prosecutor. NlA.

Accused:- 41.

43.

42.

44,

Savad, S/o. Meerakutty, Aged 27 years, Ashamanoor
Village, Nooleli kara, Near Nooleli Mosque, Mudasseri
House. (Absconding)

Jamal, S/o. Hassan, Aged 40 years. Kalappurackal
House, Thekkum Bhagam Kara, Chowara Village,
Sreemoola naga ram, Aluva Taluk.

Muhammed Shobin, S/o. Meerankutty, Aged
24 years , Koorumattukudy (Thanimolel) House, Near
Govt. L.P.School. Venduvazhi Kara, Kothamangalam
Village.

Sajil, S/o. Makkar, Aged 30 years, Thottathikkudy
House, Randar kara, Muvattupuzha Village.
(Absconding)
Shamsudhin @ Shamsu, S/o. Makkar, Aged 33 years,
Variyathu mu ri House, Mu nda n kara pura m Bha g-om,
Vengola Kara, Araikkapadi Village.
Shanavas @ Shemi , S/o. Abdulla, Aged 28 years,
Punnakkal House, Valluvalli Kara, Kottuvalli Village.
Pareed. K.A, S/o. Aliyar, Aged 32 years, Kaippilly
House, Manakkamoola Bhagom, South Vazhakkulam
kara, Vazhakkulam Villaqe.

A5.

46.

47.

A8. Yunous Aliyar, S/o. Alifzar, aged ]0 years, Vellilavungal
House, Nellimattom Kara, Kuttamangalam Village.
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A9. Jaffer, 5/o. Meeran, aged 29 years, Paruthikkattukudi
House, Poovathur Bhagom, Eramallur Village.

A10. Ashraf; S/o. Abdul Rahiman, Aged 37 years, Mundeth
House, Mekkalady Kara, Near RadioJunction, Kalady
Village.

A11. Sikkender Alikhan, S/o. Pareeth, aged 28 years, Chalil
House, Mangattu Pallithazham Bhagam, Kizhakkekara
Kara, MuvattuPuzha Village.

Al-2. K.K.Ali, 5/o. Kunhu Muhammed, aged 30 years,
Kuzhithottil Veedu, Koorumpanampara Bhagom,
Cheruvattoor Kara, Eramalloor Village.

A1-3. Shiyas, S/o. Kunhumuhammed, aged 28 years,
Kalarikkal Puthenpura Veedu. Olibhagath, Mulavur
Kara, Eramallur, Mulavoor Village.

4L4. Siyad, S/o. Sainudheen, Aged 2Eyears , Chothiparambil
House. Kizhakkepram Kara, Kottuvalli Village.

A15. Dr. Reneef, S/o. Dr. Abdul Karim, aged 39 years, House
No.41462 K, Near Crescent School, Aluva Thottu
mughom Post (From Valiyaveettil Edavanakkattu Kara,
Kuzhuppally Village)

416. Abdul Salam, S/o, Beeran, aged 52 years, Padinjare
Veedu, Thayi kkattu kara Bha gom, Choornikka ra Kara'
Aluva West Village.

A17. Kamurudeen, S/o. Abdul Khadar, aged 30 years'
Thandirikkal House, Thandirikkal Bhagom,
Muppathadom Kara, Kadungallur Village.

A18. Fahad, S/o. lsmail, aged 26 years, Palakkal House,
Mariyappadi Bha gam, Veliyathunadu Kara, Karumaloor
Village.

A19. Niyas.K.A, S/o. Aliyar, aged 34 years, Kadukkappilly
Veedu, Kalady Village.

A20. Anas, S/o. Abdul Khadar, aged 29, Nanethan House,
Kandanthara kara, Vengola Village.

aged 38 years,
Bhagom,

421,. K.M.Ali @ Nirappu Ali, S/o.
Kolambel House, Nirappu
Mulavoor Village.

Muhammed,
Kannadi City

30
KadaVoor
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A23. Mahinkutty, S/o. Abdul Azeez, aged 35 years, Mukalel
lloyse, Waiting shed Bhagom, pallarimangalam Kara,
Pothanikkadu Village.

A24. Muhammedali, S/o. Abdul Khadar, aged 33 years,
Mullarikkattu House, Azad Road, Kavungara Kara,
Velloorkunnam Village.

A25. Abdul Latheef, S/o. Muhammed, age 40 years,
Karimpayil House, Near Mannar Masjid, Uliyannur
Kara, Kadungallur Village.

426. Moidheenkutty, S/o. tsmail, Aged 36 years,
Pullanikkattil House, Valanchery Bhagom, Kattipparathi
Village, Thirur Taluk, Malappuram District.

A27. Shejeer @ Sajeer, S/o. Hamsa, aged 28 years,
Ayyarakudi House, Eramam Bhagam, Muppathadom
Kara, Kadungallur Village.

A28. M.K.Naser, S/o. Kunhan pillai, aged 42years,
Marangattu House, Kunhunnikkara Kara, Aluva,
Ernakulam (Absco n d i ng )

.A29. Kasim.K.E, S/o. lbrahim, age 34 years, Kappooril
House, Kunhunnikkara, Kadungalloor Village, Aluva.

A30. Shafeeq, S/o. Fakrudeen, aged 25 years, Thelappuram
House, Ekunnam Bhagom, Odakkali , Ernakulam
District. (Absconding)

A31. Najeeb.K.A, S/o. Abdul Khader, aged 36 years, H.No.
Vll/656, Karimberapady House, Uliyannoor Kara,
Kadungallur Village, Aluva, Ernakulam District.
(Absconding)

A32. Manaf. P.M, S/o. Moiden Kutty, Valiyaparambil Veedu,
Choice Road, Near Pashnithodu palam, palluruthi.

A33. Azeez Odakkali, S/o. Bava, aged 30 years,
Kizhakkanayil House, Vill 403, Ekkunnam, pallippady,
Asamannoor Village, Kurupampadi, Ernakulam.
(Absconding)

A34. Anwar Sadhiq. T.H, S/o. HaneefaT.K, Thachuvallath
House, Elookara, West Kadungallur Village,
Muppathadom

A35. Niyas @ Nettoor Niyas, age 32, Slo. Muhammedali,
Madrassaparambil House, Near Juma Masjio,
NetturKara, Maradu Village, panangad.

, t



Offence charoed:-

Plea of the accused:-

Finding:-

A

436. Riyas, aged 3L years ,5/o' Muhamryiedali, 
.

Midrasaprambil Veedu, Nea r Juma Masjid, Nettoor
Kara, Maradu Village.

A37. Noushad.P.V, S/o. Beeran, Parekkattil House,
Asokapuram kara, Choornikkara Village' Aluva.

By Adv. M/s. M. Asokan, K.P. Muhammed Shareef,
M.p. enOut Latheef, P.C.Noushad and P.K. Abdul
Rahiman.

U I s I43,147,148, 120(8),
34L,427,323,324,326,506(ii),
2O1,202,2t2,153(A),307 rlw I49 lPC, Section 3 of
Explosive Substances Act,L908 and Section 15 r/w
1"6,18,18(B),19 and 20 of UA(P) Act 1967.

Not guilty

A2 Jamal, A3 Shobin and A5 Shamsudhin are found
guilty and convicted of offences u/ss
1qz,tqlJqaslr rlw r49, 427 rlw r49,323 rlw r49,
324 rtw L49, 326 rlw 149, 506(ii) r/w 149, 3O7 rlw
149, 1534 rlw L49 of lPC, Sec. 3 of Explosive
Substances Act r/w 1208 of lPC, Sec. L5 r/w 16, 15
r/w L6 & 18 and 20 of the UA(P) Act.

46 Shanavas is found guilty and convicted of
offences ulss I43,747,148,341 rlw 149, 427 rlw 149'
323 rlw L49, 324 rlw L49, 326 rlw 149, 506(ii) r/w
149, 307 rlw ]^49, 1534 r/w 149 of lPC, Sec. 3 of
Explosive Substances Act Sec. 15 r/w 16, 15 r/w l'6 &
LB and 20 ofthe UA(P) Act.

47 Pareed is found guilty and convicted of offences
u/ss 143, '1.47,347rlw I49,427 rlw I49'323rlw 149'
324 rlw I49, 326 rlw L49, 506(ii) r/w 149, 307 r/w
149, 1534 rlw I49 of lPC, Sec. 3 of Explosive
Substances Act r/w 1208 of lPC, Sec. 15 r/w 16, 15

,,' ' l" :r r/w 16 & 18 and 20 of the UA(P) Act.

' , iAB Younus Aliyar, A12 K.K.Ali and A27 Shajeer are
i tdund quiltv and convicted of offences u/ss. 326 r1w' . '')"fzoe,i507 rtw r2oB,1534 r/w 1-2oB of lPcisec. 3'bf

.,t 
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Sentence or Order:-
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Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 of ipC, Sec. 18
and 20 of the UA(P) Act.

A9 Jafar is found guilty and Convicted of offences
u/ss. 326 rlw 1208, 307 rlw 1208, t53A rlw I2OB.
201. of lPC, Sec. 3 of Explosive Substances Act r/w
1208 of lPC, Sec.18 and 20 of the UA(p) Act.

A29 Kasim is found guilty and convicted of offences
u/ss. 326 rlw I2OB, 307 rlw 1208, 1534 r/w 1208 of
lPC, Sec. 3 of Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 of
IPC and Sec. 20 of the UA(P) Act.

A25 Abdul Latheef, A34 Anwar Sadique and A36 Riyas
are found guilty of offence uls 212 of lpC.

42 Jamal, 43 Muhammed Shobin and A5 Shamsudhin
are sentenced to undergo Rigorous lmprisonment for
three months each u/s 143 of lpc, Rigorous
imprisonment for six months each u/s 147 of lpC.
Rigorous imprisonment for two years each u/s 148 of
lPC, imprisonment for one month each u/s 341 rlw
149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for one year each
uls 427 rlw 149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for
three months each u/s 323 rlw 149 of lpC, Rigorous
imprisonment for one year each uls 324 rlw I49 of
lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for five years and fine of
<15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen thousand only) each, in
default to undergo simple imprisonment for two
months each u/s 326 rlw 149 of lpC, Riqorous
imprisonment for two years each u/s 506(ii) rlw I49
of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of
<25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only) each, in
default to undergo simple imprisonment for six
months each u/s 307 rlw 149 of lpC, Rigorous
imprisonment for two years each u/s 1534 r/w 149 of
lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years each u/s 3 of
the Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 of lpC,
Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of
<25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only) each, in
default to undergo simple imprisonment for six
months each u/s 15 r/w 16 of the UA(p) Act, Rigorous
imprisonment for 8 years and fine of <25,000/-
(Rupebs TwentF five thousand only) each, in def6'ult .
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to undergo simple imprisonment for six montlts each
u/s 16 r/w 1B of the UA(P) Act and Rigorous
imprisonment for five years and fine of <10,000f
(Rupees Ten thousand only) each, in default to
undergo simple imprisonment for two months each
u/s 20 of the UA(P) Act.

46 Shanavas is sentenced to undergo Rigorous
lmprisonment for three months u/s 143 of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for six months u/s 147 of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 148 of lPC,
imprisonment for one month u/s 341 rlw l-49 of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for one year u/s 427 rlw 149
of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for three months u/s
323 rlw L49 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for one
year u/s 324 rlw 149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment
for five years and fine of <15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen
thousand only), in default to undergo simple
imprisonment for two months uls 326 r/w 149 of lPC,
Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 506(ii) r/w
149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for I years and
fine of <25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only),
in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six
months u/s 307 rlw L49 of lPC, Rigorous
imprisonment for two years u/s 1534 r/w 149 of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years u/s 3 of the
Explosive Substances Act, Rigorous imprisonment for
I years and fine of {25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five
thousand only), in default to undergo simple
imprisonment for six months u/s 15 riw 16 of the
UA(P) Act, Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine
of (25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only), in
default to undergo simple imprisonment for six
months u/s 16 r/w 18 of the UA(P) Act and Rigorous
imprisonment for five years and fine of <10,000/-
(Rupees Ten thousand only), in default to undergo
simple imprisonment for two months u/s 20 of the
UA(P) Act.

A7 Pareed is sentenced to undergo Rigorous -
lmprisonment for three months u/s 143 of lPC,
Rigorous imprisonment for six months u/s 147 of lPC,
imprisonment for one month u/s 34I rlw 149 of lPC,
Rigorous imprisonment for one year U/s 427 rlw I49
of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for-'.three months u/s
323 rlw iqg or lpC Rigorous im$risonment for one
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year u/s 324 rlw I49 of lpC, Rigorous imprisonment
for five years and fine of ?15,000/- (Rup'ees Fifteen
thousand only), in default to undergo simple
imprisonment for two months u/s 326 rlw 14g of lpC.
Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 506(ii) r/w
_149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for B years and
fine.of <25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thous-and only),
in default to undergo simple imprisonment for iii
months u/s 307 rlw I49 of lpC, Rigorous
imprisonment for two years u/s 153A r/w 149 of lpC,
Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years u/s 3 of the
Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 of lpC, Rigorous
imprisonment for B years and fine of t25,000/-
(Rupees Twenty five thousand only), in default to
undergo simple imprisonment for six months u/s L5
r/w 16 of the UA(P) Act, Rigorous imprisonment for B
years and fine of <25,000/- (Rupees Twentv five
thousand only), in default to undergo iimpte
imprisonment for six months u/s 16 r/w 18 of the
UA(P) Act and Rigorous imprisonment for five years
and fine of {10,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only), in
default to undergo simple imprisonment for two
months u/s 20 of the UA(P) Act.

AB Younus Aliyar, A12 K.K.AIi and A27 Shajeer are
sentenced to undergo Rigorous imprisonment for five
years and fine of (15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen thousand
only) each, in default to undergo simple
imprisonment for two months each u/s 326 rtw J'2OB
of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of
<25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only) each, in
default to undergo simple imprisonment for six
months each u/s 307 rlw 1208 of lpC, Rigorous
imprisonment for two years each u/s 153A rlw 1-208
of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years each u/s 3
of the Explosive Substances Act rlw I20B of lpC.
Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of
<25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only) each, in
default to undergo simple imprisonment for six
months each, u/s 16 r/w 18 of the UA(p) Act and
Rigorous imprisonment for five years and fine of
<10,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only) each, in default
to undergo simple imprisonment for two months eacn
uls 20 of the UA(P) Act.

It



A9 jafar is sentenced to undergo Rigorous

imprisonrilnt for five vears .and I!i" ,:l^<L:'100/-
(Rupees Fifteen thousand only), in default to undergo

firnbi"-i.pritonment for two months uls 326 rlw
i'io"e 

"r 
ipt, Cigo.ors imprisonment for B yea.rs and

fine of fz5,006[ lRupees'Twenty five thousand-only)'
in default to undergo simple imprisonment .for six

months u/s 307 rlw 1208 of lPC, Rigorous

i*pritonment for two years u/s L53A r/w 1208 of IPC'

Rido.ort imprisonment for two years. and a -fine 
of

<i"O,ooOl (Rupees Ten thousand only), in default to
unOltgo simpie imprisonment for two months u/s 201

ot f rc,-nigot6us imprisonment for 3 years u/s 3 of the
Explosive-Substances Act r/w 1208 of lPC, Si,gorous

imbrisonment for B years and fine of {25,000i-
(Rupees Twenty five thousand only), in default to
unde.go simple imprisonment for six months u/s 16

r/w 1S- of the UA(P) Act and Rigorous imprisonment
for five years and fine of <10,000/- (Rupees Ten

thousand- only), in default to undergo simple
imprisonment ior two months u/s 20 of the UA(P) Act'

A29 Kasim is sentenced to undergo Rigorous
imprisonment for five years and fine .of <15,000/-
(nupees Fifteen thousand only), in default to undergo
simple imprisonment for two months uls 326 rlw
fZOg of lP'C, Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and
fine of <25,000/: (Rupees Twenty five thousand,only),
in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six
months u/s 307 rlw 1208 of lPC, Rigorous
imprisonment for two years u/s 153A r/w 1208 of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years u/s- 3-of the
Ex-plosive Substances Act r/w 1208 of IPC and

Rigorous imprisonment for five years .and fine of
<1-0,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only), in default to
undergo simpie imprisonment for two months u/s 20

of the uA(P) Act.

A25 Abdul Latheef, A34 Anwar Sadique and 436
Riyas are sentenced to undergo Rigor9us.
imprisonment for two years and fine. of .<10,000r
(Rupees Ten thousand only) each, in default to
und'"rgo simple imprisonment for two months each

u/s 212 of lPC.

t t t t
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It is made clear that the substantive sentences of
imprisonment shall run concurrently. The convicts are
entitled to get set off, of the period undergone by
them in custody under Section 428 ot Cr.pC. Out ot
the fine amount, <8,00,000/- (Rupees Eight Lakhs
only) shall be paid to PW2 under Section 357(1) of
Cr.PC, if realised. No order is made for the disposal of
properties since the case against absconding accused
is pending. The accused are committed to the Central
Prison, Kannur to undergo the sentence imposed.

Descriotion of accused

st.
No.

Name Fathers Name Religion Occupatlon Residence Age

1 Savad (A1) Meerakutty lslam Mudasseri
House, Near
Nooleli Mosque,
Nooleli kara, ,

Ashamanoor
Village,

27

2 Jamal(A2) Hassa n lslam Kalappurackal
House,
Thenkkum
Bhagam Kara,
Chowara
Village,
Sreemoola nag a r
am, Aluva Taluk.

40

Muhammed
Shobin (A3)

Meerankutty lslam

,

Koorumattukudy
(Thanimolel)
House, Near
Govt. L.P.School
Venduvazhi
Kara,
Kothamangalam
Village.

24
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4 Sajil (Aa) Makkar lslam Thottathikkudy
House, Randar
kara,
Muvattupuzha
Village.

30

5 Shamsudhin @
Shamsu (A5)

Makkar lslam Variyathumuri
House,
Mundankarapura
m Bhagom,
Vengola Kara,
Araikkapadi
Village.

33

6 Shemi @
Shanavas (46)

Abdulla lslam Punnakkal
House, Valluvalli
Karayil,
Kottuvalli
Village.

28

7 Pareed.K.A (A7) Aliyar lslam Kaippilly House,
Manakkamoola
Bhagom, South
Vazhakkulam
kara,
Vazhakkulam
Village.

32

8 Yunous Aliyar
(A8)

Aliyar lslam Vellilavungal
House,
Nellimattom
Kara,.
Kuttamangalam
Village.

30

9 Jaffer (A9) Meera n lslam Paruthikkattukud
i House,
Poovathur
Bhagom,
Era ma llu r
Village.

29

10 Ashraf (A10) Abdul
Rahiman

lslam Mundeth House,
Mekkalady Kara,
Near Radio
Junction; Kalady
Village.

t

37
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11 Sikkender i pareeth
Alikhan (A1L) 

l

lslam lchariruouse, I za
lMangattu I

,Pallithazham I

lBhagam, I

lKizhakkekara IiKara, I

lMuvattupuzha I

lVittase. I

T2 K.K. Ati (A12) Kunhu
Muhammed

lslam Kuzhithottil
Veedu,
Koorumpanampa
ra Bhagom,
Cheruvattoor
Kara, Eramalloor
Village.

30

t3 Shiyas (A13) Kunhumuham
med

lslam Kalarikkal
Puthenpura
Veedu,
Olibhagath,
Mulavur Kara,
Era mallu r,
Mulavoor
Village.

28

L4 Siyad (Al-4) Sainudheen lslam Chothiparambil
House,
Kizhakkepram
Kara. Kottuvalli
Village.

28

t5 Dr. Reneef (A15) Dr. Abdul
Karim

lslam House No.4/462
K, Near Cresent
School, Aluva
Thottu mughom
Post (From
Valiyaveettil
Edavanakkattu
Kara,
Kuzhuppally
Village)

39

16

. |::
Abdul Salam
{416).t-

'.'tii:',
' 'ir -ii

.r l eti:. .,r,.1 ,,1

Beeran

t'

lslam Padinjare Veedu,
Thayikkattukara
Bhagom,
Ghoornikkara
Kara, Aluva W.est
Village,

52

t
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T7 Ka mu rudeen
(At_7)

Abdul Khadar lslam Thandirikkal
House,
Thandirikkal
Bhagom,
Muppathadom
Kara,
Kadungallur
Village.

30

l-8 Fahad (A1B) lsmail lslam Palakkal House,
Mariyappadi
Bhagam,
Veliyathunadu
Kara,
Ka ruma loor
Village.

26

19 Niyas.K.A. (A19) Aliyar lslam Kadukkappilly
Veedu, Kalady
Village.

34

20 Anas (A20) Abdul lslam Khadar
Nanethan
House,
Kandanthara
kara, Vengola
Village.

29

21 K.M. AIi
@Nirappu Ali
(A21)

Muhammed. lslam Kolambel House,
Nirappu Kannadi
City Bhagom,
Mu lavoor
Village.

38

22 Rasheed.P.M
(A22)

Muhammed
Basheer

lslam Puthenpurayil
House
Paingottur Kara,
Kadavoor
Village.

30

23 Mahinkutty
(A23)

t

Abdul Azeez lslam

:r..:\
, ,,',1,

\. 1. 
'\: ^:

,, r:iti:r ..i.i'.'i t

Mukalel House,
Waiting shed
Bhagom,
Pallarimangalarn
Ka ra,
Pothanikkadu
Village.

35
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24 Muhammedali
(A24)

Abdul Khadar lslam Mullarikkattu
House, Azad
Road, Kavungara
Kara,
Velloorkun na m
Village.

33

25 Abdul Latheef
(A2s)

Muhammed lslam Karimpayil
House, Near
Mannar Masjid,
Uliyannur Kara,
Kadungallur
Village

40

26 Moidheen Kutty
(A26)

lsmail District. lslam Pullanikkattil
House,
Valanchery
Bhagom,
Kattipparathi
Village, Thirur
Taluk,
Malappuram

36

27 Shejeer E
Sajeer (A27)

Hamsa lslam Ayyarakudi
House, Eramam
Bhagam,
Muppathadom
Kara,
Kadungallur
Village.

28

28 M.K. Naser
(A2B)

Kunjan pillai lslam Marangattu
House,
Kunju n nikkara
Kara,
Kadungallur
Village.

40

29 Kasim.K.E.(A29) lbrahim lslam Agriculture Kappooril House,
Kunhunnikkara,
Kadungalloor
Village, Aluva.

34

,36

t

Fakrudhin lslam

t

Thelappuram
House, Ekunnam
Bhagom,
Odakkali ,
Erna ku la m
District.

25
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31 Najeeb.K.A (A31) Abdul Khader lslam H.l{o. Vll/656,
Karimberapady
House,
Uliyannoor Kara,
Kadungallur
Village, Aluva,
Ernakulam
District.
(Absconding)

36

32 P.M. Manaf (A32) Moiden Kutty lslam Business Valiyaparambil
Veedu, Choice
Road, Near
Pashnithodu
Palam,
Palluruthi.

37

33 Azeez Odakkali
(A33)

Bava lslam Kuzhakkanayil
House, Vll/403,
Ekkunnam,
Pallippady,
Asa ma n noor
Village,
Kurupampadi,
Ernakulam.
(Absconding)

30

34 Anwar
Sadhiq.T.H (A34)

Haneefa.T.K, lslam Driver Thachuvallath
House, Elookara,
WeSt
Kadungallur
Village,
Mupathadom.

33

35 Niyas (A35) Muhammedali lslam Business Mad rassa pa ra m
bil House, Near
Juma Masjid,
NetturKara,
Maradu Village,
Panangad.

32

36 Riyas (436) Muhammedali

-. :j':_-.-

,--, ( .' \. -',, , ' -"- "'*.,./,. {

lslam Business Madrasaprambil
Veedu, Near
Muslimpalli,
Nettoor Kara,
Maradu Village.

3l_
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Noushad.P.V.
(437)

Veeran lslam Coolie

Date of

Parekkatil
House,
Asokapuram,
Choornikkara
Village, Aluva.

Occurrence Complaint Apprehension Release on bail CommitmenA
Date of filing

04.07.2010 04.07.20'Lo

A1- Absconding

20.01.2013

A2- 28.08.201.0 Custody

43- 07.09.20r-0 Custody

A4- Absconding

As- 20.08.2010 Custody

A6 - 07.09.2010 Custody

A7- 08.10.2010 Custody

A8- 21.07.20'J.O Custody

A9- 04.07.20LO 04.01.201L

A10- 04.07.2010 04.01.201L

Att- 24.07.20LO 07.10.201"L

A12- 30.08.2010 26.rt,201,t
At3- 22.07.2010 03.12.20r.1

A14- 23.07.2010 26.11.201L

A15- 13.07.2010 19.09.2010

416- 12.07.2010 10.01.20L1_

417- 09.07.2010 07.01.201r.

A18- 25.07.2010 26.1L.2011

At 9- 15.08.2010 Custody

A20- 07.08.2010 07.11.2010

A21- 01.08.2010 03.12.2011

A22- 07.08.2010 13.08.2011

A23- 07.08.26"10 t,
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A

up for final hearing before me on

and the court on this day delivered the

been come

both counsel09.04.2015

following:
r

i)q- zi..ot.zoi.o 03.12.2011

A2s- 21.07.2010 04.02.2012

A26- 22.07.20LO 02.07.2077

A27- 09.07.20L0 07.01.2011

A28- Absconding

A29- 28.11..20L2 11.03.2014

A30- Absconding

A31- Absconding

A32- Surrendered on
04.10.2012

Custody

433- Absconding

A34- 10.08.2011 12.01".20t2

A35- Surrendered on
22.04.2013

20.06.2013

436- Surrendered on
27.05.2013

Custody

A37- 16.10.2012 Custody

Commencement
of trial

Close of
trial

Date of
Judgment

Sentence /
Order

Service of
copy of

judgment or
finding on
accused

Explanation
for delay.

08.07.2013 23.O2.2015 30.04.2015 08.05.2015 08.05.2015 No delay
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ludqment

crime No'714/2010 is a case registered by the sub rnspector of porice,

Muvattupuzha for commission of offences under sections r43, L47,1"48, 1208.

341,, 427,323,324,326, s06(ii), 201,,202,2i.2, 1s3(A), 307 rtw 149 of lpC.

section 3 of the Explosives substances Act 1909 and section 15 r/w 16, 18.

18(B), 19 and 20 of Unlawful Activities (prevention) Act, 1967.

2. The prosecution case in brief can be stated as follows:_

Professor T.J.Joseph who was working as Malayalam professor in Newman

college, Thodupuzha, in the question paper set by him for the second semester

B' com examination held on 23.3.2010, incorporated some blasphemous

reference against Prophet Muhammad and lslam. The accused, who are active

members of Popular Front of India (in short pFl) and its political wing social

Democratic Party of India (sDpl), with an intention to pass the message to the

public and other religions that any one who offends the prophet or the lslam will

not be spared and to promote communal harmony among members of different

religions and fear in the minds of public and as members of a terrorisr gang

hatched criminal conspiracies as follows:-

i) on 28.3.20r.0 at seemas Auditorium perumbavoor wherein Ag, A2B,

A29, A30 and A31 participated and decided to commit terrorist act, to recruit

persons in their terrorist gang and to constitute different teams under the

,.,' l " ., leidership of 428 (absconding) for preparation, piloting, harbouring, financing
,i' : ,' '\,

. "-:,' .'" and attacking CW2, professorJoseph;':, ..i'

,.;l' \r; i,. 
'.., (ii) on 3.4.2010 at the Inspection Bunglow of Kerala water Authority,

r'.'.\' .j

'\i..I 
...._"_. 

. 
,
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l.4uvattuprlzha whefein A3, A4, /f8, All, i\L:, A20, A:.].,,A2* tl A'-il partir.:ip'ltr:ri

and decided to corrrmit terrorist act;

(iii) on 6.4.2010 at Revenue Tov;er, Kothamangalarn; another criminal

conspiracy was hatched among accused persons including AB;

(iv) on 10.4.2010 at the premises of Taluk Head Quarters Hospital,

Kothamangalam;

(v) on 19.4.2010 in the building of Palikkal Meeran near Sub Stationpady,

Kothamangalam;

(vi) on 4.5.2010 at Kothamangalam Municipal Park from where 42 to A7

and A28 decided to arrange money and to procure weapons, explosives,

vehicles, sufficient number of mobile phones and SIM cards by using fake

identity cards and A2 was made the leader of the team.

In order to execute the plot and as per the direction of A8, A11 prepared a

sketch of the route to the house of CW2; A18 Fahad and A37 Noushad were

deputed by A8 and A28 to finalise the sketch and accordingly they visited the

locality and finalised the sketch; A27 obtained a mobile phone and SIM card

from A17 and handed it to A29 who in turn gave it to A28 and in furtherance of

the criminal conspiracy A2 to A7, on 6,5.2010 went to the house of CW2 with an

intention to attack him. A8, A13, 421 to A23 and A30 waited at different places

to facilitate the crime and to cause disappearance of the evidence by disposing

the weapons. But the plan was foiled. Subsequently on 17.5.2010, A2, 43, 45,

46, AB and A28 visited the house of CW2, but that attempt was also foiled.

. .,.,Again on 27.5.201-0 43 and 44 with some other accused trespassed in the..a...- 'i-'. l

".-rhouSe gf CW2, but he was not present in his house. Then on 2.7.2010 andp

' -t'..-l 
' 

iq. ,3.7.2O1-O';attempts were made by 41 to A7 with the help of A8 to A10, 418, A30
. {,"..r ,l; ..l , "
. , - 

....,;._:. _.^. ,.i,.

:r' 
.- -{1")':"
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and A37. fhey could not succeed in those atremprs.

(vii) on 3.7.2010 a meeting was herd in the house of cw281 Ansari at

Kakkanad, attended by the accused including A32 and A37 wherein criminal

conspiracy was hatched to commit the offence of chopping the hand of cw2;

(viii) on the same day night another criminal conspiracy was held in the

house of A28, which was attended by A1 to A7 and A2g from where A2g gave

specific instructions to A1 to A7 about the role of each and supplied the articles

required for the purpose of committing the offence. A2g gave a mobile phone to

45 and handed over the weapons to 43 and the explosives to A6. 47 was

directed to be the driver of the omni van. Thereupon A2g went to the house of

429 for arranging <25,000/- from him for meeting the expenses that might arise

during the attack and subsequently. A29 agreed to arrange that amount next

morning and thus the accused herein along with A1, A4, A28, A30, A31 and A33

(absconding accused), in pursuance of the conspiracy made all arrangements to

attack CW2;

3. ln the early morning of 4.7.201.0 A28 contacted AB over phone and

confirmed the arrangements. A29 handed overt25,000 l- to A2B as promised.

Al,2,4,6 and 7 left the house of A28 in a Maruthi omni van and proceeded to

Muvattupuzha. On the way A3 and A5 joined them at Karikkadu junction. 41 to

A7 reached near the house of CW2. 43 who was watching the movements of

CW2 passed the information to A8 over phone. A37 took his position near

..---"Vtllege 
office, Muvattupuzha wnich is near Muvattupuzha police station to watch

:':' . , i .., \..

:,_: ,.the mo\ements of police. At about 8 am. when CW2 professorT.J. Joseph was
i.i::. '

;i '. returningl from Nirmala Matha church after attending the sunday Holy Mass in
i,.t i I

',1,',. ." ;,.. his. Maruthi WagopR car bearing No.KL-17 ElI795 along with his sister Sr.Marie

-ir.
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Stella (CW3) and their rnother Elikutty rrnd

school at Hostelpady, accused Nos'1 to 7'

when tfrey reacrled nlar t'iirlriala

in pursuance of the conspiracy,

came in a Maruthi omni van bearing fake number KL-07/AD-7201 driven by A7

Pareed,interceptedandwrongfu||yrestrainedtheWagonRcardrivenbyCW2.

A7 stopped the omni van after turning it around and remained in driver's seat

for quick escape from the scene, after committing the offence. ln the

meanwhile A1 to A6 came out of the omni van with choppers, hatchet, knives

and explosives, surrounded the Wagon R car. Then A1 smashed the right front

side door glass of the car with hatchet, 43 smashed the front windscreen with a

chopper and A2, with a chopper smashed the left front side door glass and

thereby caused damage to the vehicle to the tune of (8000/-. A1 to 4 pulled

CW2 out of the car. When CW3 Sister Marie Stella tried to interfere A5 pressed

the neck of cw3 sr. stella, restrained and attacked her by pressing her

towards the compound wall. 42 inflicted injuries on the left ankle of CW2 with a

chopper and A1 inflicted cut injuries on the left thigh, left foot and left ankle of

CW2 with hatchet. A1 to A4 together pulled down CW2 on the road at the back

side of the car. 43 and A4 guarded the place by standing on both sides of the

road with weapons, 46 threatened the persons who were coming out of the

church. On seeing CW1 Salomy, wife of CW2 and her son CW4 Mithun rushing

towards the spot, A6 hurled explosives to prevent them from approaching and

to generate fear among the public. CW4 Mithun managed to get a chopper and

rushed to save his father. In that attempt A1 had sustained injuries. A5 and 46

.,,-r:r::.-forciblV held CW4 and threw him in the school compound which is in a lower
...::';'i;,, ',.

.,-.r': \ a -. ..'.! \

'iJ,{:i,,-tevel. g1 and 42 forcibly laid CW2 on the road and then 41 cut on the left wrist
: .;y" ,1 .,*,{:}, , "

^ 
::l A$;:;i*f CW,2: The second accused reminded A1 in Malayalam that you a,re chopping

,.i;,..\ .$.1; ,ir' , ;.i ' i

'\* tir i:i;: . 1. ;r)- ..J i-.-.. . '' ,,:'or{;)*^}'*,r
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off i:he wro g haricl and directed io chop ofT the righi ir;nrj, '!-iie;r 
A-1 pr.tr::serl

the right hand of CW2 on the road and A1, with an intention to kill CW2 by

inflicting serious injuries, cut on the right hand of CW2 several times with the

hatchet knowingly that his act would cause the death of CW2 and thus chopped

off the right hand and told CW2 in Malayalam that you have ridiculed tslam by

using this hand, you don't write with this hand again. 41 threw the severed

hand in a nearby compound with intention to cause the death of CW2 and thus

committed terrorist act and caused terror in the minds of the people.

4. After inflicting grievous hurt to CW2, 41 to A7 boarded the omni van

and left the place. On the way the weapons used by the assailants were kept in

a bag. 43 alighted at Varapetty with that bag and handed over the same to

A30 who was waiting there as per the previous plan. A7 brought the omni van

to lrumalappady from where it was handed over to A9. After removing the fake

number plates, A9 threw it away to Periyar valley Canal and proceeded with the

omni van along the Perumbavoor - Kalady road to hand over the same to A10.

A19 Niyas, A31 Najeeb and Noushad M.K. (not charge sheeted) as per the

directions of A28 took AL and 45 who had sustained injuries in the attack on

CW2 in a black lndica car and then shifted them to Lancer car bearing

No.KL-O7/AH 1515 which belongs to A19 and took them to the house of 416

Abdul Salam at Aluva. A2B, A29 and Rafi (not charge sheeted) brought A15

Dr.Reneef to the house of A16 in a Swift car to attend 41 and 45. 416 brought

equipments and medicines from the clinic of A15 and made arrangements in his

house for the treatment of 4L and A5. A15 who is a dentist knowingly that he

was not authorised to treat them, rendered necessary treatment to A1 and 45.
','

ALq, wilh ,an intention to harbour the injured accused;.made arrangements to') j

: '., ' ,r' :.' ll
r.\ .:. .. .;..;:- 

- .,, .,,.-.r', 
'
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shift A1 and A5 frorn his hi:uEc iit liis 5t,-ri'pio c;rr haarirlS l',lc.KL-O:31 3883, Al

per the previous pl;rn A2 to 46 assemblr:d at Aluva companypady frorn where

they were taken by one sulfikar to house No.XVllu617 A of Edathala

panchayath. on the same day A35 Niyas shifted 42, 43 and A5 to house

No.XVlll/269 of Maradu Grama Panchayath and provided safe hide out to those

three accused. Then 436 shifted those three accused from that house to house

No.TC 68896 at Pachalloor, Thiruvanantha puram.

5. On 4.7.2010, A14 conspired with A28, A29 and A32 at house

No.Vill/533 of Chittattukara Grama Panchayath from where A2B gave t1,500^ to

A14 and A14 purchased two mobile phones and gave the mobile phones with

SIM cards to A2B and then made arrangements to shift A2B, A29 and A32 in

Maruthi Alto car bearing No.KL-8/AB 5597. A28' A29, A32' A33 and A34, with

the help of the active members of PFI and SDPI took A4, 46 and 47 to Ochira,

Nilamel, Thiruchirappally and Chennai and provided safe hide outs to those

accused.

6. A13, A2O, A24 and accused namely Rafi and Mansoor (not charge

sheeted), on 4.7.2010 at 10 pm, assembled in the house of A20 in Vengola

Grama Panchayath and conspired to provide safe hide out to A13 and

harboured A13 in that house; A25, A26 and A34 with the assistance of A47 
'

A48, 451 to A54 (not charge sheeted) took A8 to the house of A4B at Eloorkara

and then to the house of CW64 at Eloor, from where A8 was taken by A34 in the

car owned by his wife to the parking area of Najath Hospital. From that place

5 took AB in his Ritz car bearing No.KL-42lC 4700 to a flat by name Daffodils
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came to that flat. AB, A35 and 436 were harboured in that flat by A2B for two

days. From there A8 was shifted to the house of Ramla, wife of 426 at

Valancherry and then shifted to the house of A54 at perinthalmanna in the

Maruthi 800 car which belongs to 426. A19 and A2g harboured A12 and A44 in

building No.xxx/1615 at Ponnurunni, Vyttila and earmarked them as culorits to

surrender before the police so as to mislead the investigation and to ensure

that the real culprits would not be ounished.

7. In the meanwhile A9 and A10 were arrested by the police. Then A20,

with an intention to mislead the investigation and with an intention to save A9

and A10 from the clutches of law conducted processions with the assistance of

PFI and SDPI workers. In pursuance of the conspiracy hatched in the earlier

occasions A13, A20, A24 and another accused namely M.K.Asharaf (not charge

sheeted) gave financial assistance to the accused who went absconding and to

their family members.

B. On the basis of the first information statement given by CW1 Salomy a

case was registered in the Muvattupuzha police station as crime No.70412010.

Then the Circle Inspector of Police, Muvattupuzha undertook the investigation.

During investigation it was revealed that the accused had committed terrorist

act as defined under Section 15 of the UA(P) Act. Then he filed a report in the

court to incorporate the relevant provisions under the UA(P) Act. including

Section 15 of the Act and the investigation was handed over CW255 Sabu

Mathew, the then Deputy Superintendent of Police, Muvattupuzha. On

1-4;1.2011 CW255 filed final report against 27 accused before the Sessions

Court, Ernakulam alleging commission of offences under Sections 143, I47,

l48, LZOB, 34r,:.427, 323, 324, 326, sO6(ii), 1534, 201, 2OV, 2L2 and 307 r/w
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149 of lPC, section 3 of the Explosive substances Act and sections 15, 16, 18,

1BB. 19 and 20 of the unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act. The said case was

taken on file as SC No.41l2011 and made over to the lvth Additional Sessions

Court and Special Court for Trial of NIA Cases (Special Court SPE/CB|-|l),

Ernakulam for trial and disposal. In the meanwhile, as per order No.

llIO1Il62l2010-lS-lV dated 9.3.2011 of Ministry of Home Affairs, the National

Investigating Agency took over the investigation and the case was re-registered

as RC 01/2011/NlA/DLl on 9.4.201-1. NIA Hyderabad Unit conducted further

investigation and filed supplementary final report on 18.1.2013 before the

Special Court for the Trial of NIA Cases (Special Court SPE/CBl-ll), against 9

accused. That report was accepted and those accused have been ranked as A28

to A35 and SC 4L/2OII was re-numbered as SC 1/2013 (NlA) by the Special

Court. Again, on 72.4.201.3 the NIA filed supplementary final report No.ll against

A37, alleging commission of the same offences mentioned in the earlier final

reports and that report was also accepted.

9. After completing the formalities under S. 207 Cr.PC, charge framed

against 42, A3, A5 to A27, A29, A32 and A34 on 17.4.2013, for offences under

Sections 1208, 143, 147, !48, 34I, 427, 323, 324, 326, 506(ii), 20I,202, 2tz,

307 rlw 149 lPC, Section 3 of Explosive Substances Act and Section 15 r/w

Sections 16, 18, 18B, 19 and 20 of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, read

over and explained to which they pleaded not guilty. On 22.4.2013 A35

ered in court. He was remanded to Central Prison, Viyyoor. Charge

5 was framed on 29.4.2013, for the same offences. He also oleaded

Then evidence was started and PW1 was examined in part. While so,

thisOM.B-1-58/13i-dated 17.5.2013 issued by the Hon'ble High Court
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case was made over to this court for trial and disposal. 436 Riyas surrendered

before this court on 27.5.2013. After furnishing copies of the relevanr records,

charge framed against 436 on 11.6.2013 for offences under section 2r2 ot lpc

and sections 19 and 20 of the unlawful Activities (prevention) Act. He pleaded

not guilty. Then denova trial was conducted.

10. 41, A4, A28, A30, 431 and A33 are absconding. A2, A3, 45 to AB, A19,

A32, 436 and A37 are in judicial custody. During the trial A35 and A29 were

released on bail. The other accused were released on bail during the

investigation stage itself. The investigating officer along with the final report,

filed a report stating that further investigation is going on against the i"7

accused who are not charge sheeted. After filing the final reports the

prosecution has re-arranged the rank of those accused who are not charge

sheeted and arraigned them as A38 to A54.

11. As per order dated 17.4.201-3 my learned predecessor in office

ordered the proceedings to be held in camera. on the side of prosecution pws 1

to 304 were examined and marked Exts.Pl to p901. Ext. C1 to C56 were also

marked and identified Mos 1 to 227. Exts.Dl to D25 were marked during the

exa mination of prosecution witnesses. on completion of the prosecution

evidence the accused were examined under Section 313 of Cr.p.C. They denied

all the incriminating circumstances brought out in evidence against them. They

stated that they are innocent and filed separate statements. Thereupon the

prosecution and the accused were heard under section 232 cr.p.c. since there

was no scope for acquittal under the said section the accused were directed t-o

enter upon their defence and to examine witnesses if any. Accordingly, four

witnesses were examined as DW1 to DW4. Exts.D26 and D27 were marked on
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the side of the defence. Exts.c57 and c58 were also marked. PW35 was

recalled and cross examined by the accused' Thereupon the prosecution filed

application under Section 311 of Cr.P.C. seeking permission to examine a Police

Circle Inspector as witness. That petition was allowed and he was examined as

PW3O5 and Ext.P9O2 was marked. A5 was again examined under Section 313

Cr.P.C. on certain points. Again the prosecution and the defence were heard and

having found that there is no scope for acquittal under Section 232 of Cr.P.C. the

defence was directed to adduce further evidence if any. But they did not adduce

any evidence. At this stage the learned Public Prosecutor filed another

application under Section 31L Cr.P.C. to issue summons to an additional

witness. After hearing both sides that petition was also allowed and that witness

was examined PW306. PW27L was recalled suomoto. He was further examined

and two documents were marked as Exts.C59 and C60.

12. Here the points that arise for consideration are:-

1. Was an unlawful assembly formed on 4.7.2010 with the common object

of committing criminal offences and if so, whether accused Nos.2, 3 and 5

to 7 were members of the said unlawful assembly?

2. Did accused Nos. 2, 3 and 5 to 7 commit rioting; and if so, was any of

them at that time armed with any deadly weapon?

3. Did accused Nos. 2, 3 and 5 to 7 with the common object wrongfully

restrain Wagon R car bearing No.KL-17/E 1795 at a place near Hostelpady

near Nirmala school, Muvattupuzha as alleged?

4. Did accused Nos. 2, 3 and 5 to 7 with the common object smash the

windscreen and the right and left front side window glass and thereby

cause damage to the vehicle?' i
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5. Did 46 with the common object hurl bomb and cause explosion as

alleged?

6. Did accused Nos. 2, 3 and 5 to 7 with the common object to cause the

death of PW2 Prof.TJ.Joseph, attack him with hatchet, choppers and

knives, and cause simple as well as grievous injuries to him?

7. Did accused Nos.2, 3 and 5 to 7 attempt to cause the death of PW2 as

alleged?

8. Did accused Nos. 2, 3 and 5 to 7 in the course of the transaction cause

simple hurt to PW3 and PW4 as alleged?

9. Did A12, in pursuance of the conspiracy purchase a vehicle to facilitate

the crime?

10. Did A29, in pursuance of the conspiracy make false number plates as

alleged?

lt. Did accused Nos. 3, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 19 and 29 cause disappearance

of evidence as alleged?

t2. Did A15 intentionally omit to give information to the authorities

regarding the commission of the offence which he is legally bound to

give, as alleged?

13. Did accused Nos.2,3,5to27,29,32,34,35 and 37 commitany act

which is prejudicial to the maintenance of harmony between different

religious groups which is likely to disturb public tranquility?

t4. Whether accused Nos, 2, 3 and 5 to 7, with an intention to strike

terror in the minds of people by using explosive substances, cause simfle

as well as grievous injuries to PW2 Prof. T.JJoseph and damage to his car?

1s. Did qecused Nos. 16, 19, 20, 25, 26. and 34 to 36, harbour any
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offender with the intention of screening him from legal punishment and

knowing that such person is a terrorist?

16. Did accused Nos.2, 3 and 5 to 27,29,32,34,35 and 37 conspire to

attack PW2 and to cause his death?

17. Did accused Nos.8 and 32 along with A9 recruit any person for

commission of a terrorist act as alleged?

18. Did accused Nos.2, 3, 5 to 27,29,32,34, 35

members of terrorist gang abetted, and facilitated

terrorist act, harboured terrorists as alleged?

19. Did accused Nos. 2, 3 and 5 to 7 being members

involve in a terrorist act as alleged?

20. What, if any, are the offences committed?

21) What is the proper order as to sentence?

and 37, being the

the commission of

of a terrorist gang

13. Point Nos.l to 8:- For the sake of convenience these points can be

considered together. PWL is the wife of PW2, the injured. They are residing near

Nirmala Public School along with their two children namely Mithun (PW4) and

Amy (CW6) and Elikutty (CW5), mother of PW2. According to PW1, aftei the

question paper issue some strangers came to her house twice or thrice. On the

. date of the first visit her mother-in-law Elikutty, two sisters of her husband

namely Sister Marie Stella (PW3) and Mary (PW14) were present at her house.

On that day at about 5 pm she came out on hearing the calling bell. When she

ope-ned the door she found two persons in the sit out. 3 - 4 persons werJ

standihg in the courtyard. One among them told her that they came to get an

'-.,,irticle fiom her husband for publishing in a college magazine. PW3 told them
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that PW2 has gone out and asked them to wait. one among them repried that

they will meet PW2 from outside and reft the prace. This witness identified A2,

43, A5, 46 and 47 in court and also the photograph of A4 who is absconding.

she identified the photograph of A4 during the investigation stage arso. she

added that on 17.5.201.0 at about 5 pm while she was walking through the road

in front of her house along with her neighbour seena, six persons came there

on two motor cycles. After parking the motor cycles in front of her house, five

among them went to her house and the remalning person sat on the moror

cycle. she identified the photograph of M.K.Nazar to be the person who

remained there and it was marked as Ext.pi.(b). The others were identified as

A2 Jamal, ,A3 shobin, A5 Shamsudin and A6 shanavas, who came to their house

on 6.5.2010 and identified the eighth accused yunous Aliyar to be the person

who rang the calling bell. At that time pw2, his mother Elikutty, nephew Joby

(PW15) and his wife Prabha were present in that house. From the road she

found PW15 Joby opening the door. Then A5 shanavas handed over a cover to

Joby. He went inside with that cover. lmmediately he came back and returned

the cover to the fifth accused and closed the door. Accused Nos.2, 3, 5, 6 and g

went outside. lmmediately she came to the house and came to know that they

had come to the house seeking financial help for the treatment of the child of

one among them.

14. According to her, the third attempt was on 28.5.2010. tt was the
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standing in the car porch. By this time PW4 went to the backside of the house

to call his father. Those persons who were standing near the calling bell entered

into the house and searched each and every room for PW2. When she

questioned them, one among them told that he came from HDFC Insurance.

she identified 43 and Ext.P1(a) photograph to be the persons who had entered

into the room. They followed PW4 and went to the backside of the house. Then

they came to the front side and left the compound along with the four persons

who were waiting near the car porch. She followed them quickly. But one among

them threated her by showing gestures and left the place on their motor

cycles. Though she made an attempt to note the number of those motor cycles,

she could get only one number. On that day evening they went to Velankanni on

pilgrimage. On the way to Velankanni, PW2 lodged a complaint before the

Deputy Superintendent of Police. After their return from Velankanni some police

officials came to their house. They gave the phone numbers of some police

officers and the phone number of the police station. Those numbers were

written on a paper and affixed on the wall near the telephone stand.

15. According to PW1, on 4.7.20L0 at about 6.15am, Pws 2 and 3 and

their mother went to the church to attend the Mass. At around 8 am she heard a

sound from the road followed by a screaming sound. She heard the honking of

the horn of their vehicle. lmmediately she rushed towards that place and asked

her son to verify as to whether anybody attacks PW2. When they reached near

the school compound they found an omni van bearing No.KL.07.AD.720L

stopped on the road facing Companypady side without switching off the engine.

on his seat. She identified A7 Pareed as the driver of the omni

sticker of the Holy Family on tfae front windscreen of the omni
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van. She identified that ornni van as Iv]O.2. The brok:rt lrunltler'platt:: $i lhe

front side and backside were identified to be Mo.1 and Mo.3 respectiveiy. All

the four doors of the omni van were seen kept opened. She found their Wagon

R car with broken windscreen and side windows near the omni van. Her mother-

in-law was sitting in the Wagon R car and crying. At that time one of the

assailants caught hold of the neck of PW3 with a knife on his left hand and

detained her near the 'kayyala' of the school compound. She identified A5

Shamsudhin as the person who caught PW3. PW2 was laid down on the road

under the grip of 3 - 4 assailants. She identified two among them as A2 Jamal

and 43 Shobin and identified Ext.Pl.(a) photograph of 44 Sajil (absconding) who

was holding a knife and Ext.P1(c) photograph of AL Savad (absconding) who

was holding a hatchet. A6 was standing near the omni van with a plastic kit in

his hand. This witness spoke that A1 (absconding) repeatedly cut the right hand

of PW2 with a hatchet. She tried to go near PW2. At that time the sixth accused

who was carrying the plastic kit prevented her from going to that side and

threatened her with dire consequences. She deposed that she ignored the

threatening and proceeded towards PW2. At that time 46 took something like a

ball and hurled towards her. lt exploded in front of her. She realised that it was a

bomb. By this time her son Mithun managed to get a chopper from their house,

approached PW2 and inflicted injury on the backside of A1 with that chopper.

On seeing this two of the assailants who were identified as A5 and A6 came

there, took Mithun and threw in the school compound. By this time A1 got into

the vehicle with the severed hand, followed by the other assailants. The van

spe.d towards Companypady side. The severed hand of PW2 was thrown to the

compound of Plakkil J"gy (PW10). Due to the attack her husband hqd sustained

'
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injuries on hi: left hand ariil lcft l*g.

16. Accordinr] to pw1, some of the assairants u/ere wearing caps. 'Irre

others had a band on their head with a cloth like ,lungi,. pw2 was taken to the

hospital by PW3, 4 and 6. she spoke that her daughter who was there at the

place of incident, informed the police about the incident over phone. within ten

minutes police party came there and corded the place of incident. By this time

M.c.Joseph (PW158) and some others found out the severed hand. M.cJoseph

kept the same in a plastic kit and they handed over the same to the police.

lmmediately the police went to the hospital with the severed hand. she was

taken to her house by the persons who gathered there. Around 9 am police

came to her house, recorded her statement, and obtained her signature in the

same. she identified her signature in the Fl statement and it was marked as

Ext.P2. she spoke that at about 11 am the police prepared a scene mahazar as

shown by her. From the place of occurrence the police recovered two pairs of

slippers, one slipper, one spectacle, chopper, broken pieces of windscreen,

earth containing blood stains, charred pieces of newspaper, jute thread, broken

piece of aluminum and two caps. The slipper of pw4 recovered by the police

from the spot were identified by PW1 as Mo.4 series. Mo.5 series are her own

slippers recovered by the police from the spot. one slipper recovered by the

police from the spot was identified as MO6. MO7 was the spectacle used by

PW4. Mo.8 series are the two caps recovered by the police from the spot and

MO.9 is the broken glass pieces. MO.10 series are also broken glass pieces

collected by the police from the spot. The chopper which was taken by pW4

eir house and used by him for attacking A1 was identified as MO.11. MO.

;i:,''." ,-,.r'ii is,

i;, ,-,:cri'.,'. ...:'ri

":. 
'- ..1.1;.i i.. :'r ,:i

t cotton and $O.13 series is the burnt newspaper piecps. She
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deoosed that she was able to identify the assailants in the TIP conducted by the

Magistrate.

17. The injured was examined as PW2. According to him on 25'3.2010,

immediately after the Malayalam examination of the second semester B.Com

students, a student by name Thasni (PW223) approached him and enquired

about a particular question in that question paper. lt is admitted by this witness

that in connection with that question paper he was suspended by the college

management on 26.3.2010. A case was registered in the Thodupuzha police

station against him. In that case he was in judicial custody for six days. In

connection with that issue, PFI and SDPI conducted several protest rallies in and

around Thodupuzha. The Principal of Newman College had received several

threatening letters. On 6.5.2010 when he reached his house, he was told by his

wife that somebody had come at about 5 pm to see him. At that time PW3 and

their mother were there in the house along with PW1. The persons who came to

that house told them that they wanted an article from him for their college

magazine.

18. This witness spoke about the alleged incident which took place on

17.5.2010. At that time his nephew PW15 Joby and his wife who had come for a

visit, were there in the house along with him. On hearing the calling bell PW15

Joby opened the front door. He followed Joby and stood behind Joby. At that time

a person who was standing nearthe calling bell pointed out another person and

told that the latter's daughter was having some kidney problem and sought

financial help for treatment. He found three others standing in the courtyard Jf

thaLhouse. The person who spoke to PW15 handed over a cover to PW15 and

told him that it waTgiven by Thomas 5ir of Vazhakulam. PW15 gave that letter



to him' rt was a retter addressed to him and wrrtten by one Thomas
'vazhakuram. since he did not know such a person and since he noteo cruer

feeling on the face of the person who gave that retter, he returned the cover to

Joby without opening the same and asked him to give it back and to crose the
door' Joby gave it back and crosed the door. Thereupon ail the five persons Ieft

the place. This witness stated that one among them was wearing paijama and

kurta and identified that person as Ag yunous Ariyar. others were in pants and

shirts' This witness identified A2 Jamar, 43 shobin, A5 shamsudhin and 46

shanavas to be the persons who came to his house on that day. Among them

42 and A5 were having brack caps and ail of them were having shourder oags.

He identified the person who sought frnanciar herp from him as A5 shamsudhin.

He identified 42 Jamar to be the person whose daughter was aileged to have

been suffering from kidney probrem. This witness added that immediatery after

the departure of assailants, pw1 came there and he narrated the entire incident

to her. she told him that there were six persons and one among them was

waiting for the others on the road.

19. 28.5.2010 was the birthday of his daughter Amy and mother Erikutty.

They had a plan to go to Verankanni on that evening. For that purpose he had

arranged a vehicle through a travel agency. Around 2pm he went to the house

of PW15B M.c.Joseph which situates on the back side of his house to keep his

wagon R car in that house. After parking the vehicre in the house of prof.

M.c.Joseph, he had some conversations with prof. M.c.Joseph. At that time pw4

":,.:l.V${rn came to the backyard of his house and told him that somebody came-".,':i'i:" \
,rttie{elpnd they wanted to meet him. By this time two persons came to the

thfough the door of the kitchen. On seeing thisihe rushed
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to the house of M.c.Joseph and remained there for a few minutes. Later on, he

came back to his house, after ensuring that the persons who had come there

had left the place. Then Pws L and 3 narrated the entire incident to him. He was

informed by PW1 that some of the assailants were standing in the courtyard

and another man was waiting on a motor cycle which was parked near the

house. PWL told him that she questioned the persons who came there but they

threatened her by showing gestures. On the way to Velankanni he went to the

office of the Deputy Superintendent of Police and gave a written complaint. This

witness identified that complaint and it was marked as Ext.P3. After 3 - 4 days

some police officials came to their house and gave some phone numbers

including that of the Sub lnspector, Circle Inspector and police station. The

police officers gave direction to them to note the registration number of the

vehicles coming to their house and to inform the police immediately and to

furnish the details of those vehicles. Thereupon PWL wrote the phone numbers

in a paper and stuck on the wall near the telephone stand. He added that on

2.7.2O7O while he was going to the Bishop's House along with PW3 in his car

and when he reached at Randar he found two persons chasing him on a motor

cycle. The pillion rider was talking in his mobile phone. When the motor cycle

came nearer he slow down the vehicle and gave way to the motor cycle to pass

on. But the motor cyclist, without overtaking his vehicle slow down and

followed him. He was scared and so he proceeded in high speed. The motor

cyclists also followed him for about 3 - 4 kilometers. Then they entered a

pocket road and went away. He identified ALB Fahad to be the rider of thl

rnotor cycle and identified A37 Noushad as the pillion rider. When PW3 asked

hirp why he took the vehicle in such a high spged he narrated the,incident to
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her. Then they went to Bishop's House. on 4.7.2010 at about 6.15 am he wenr

to the church, which situates justt/z km awayfrom his house, along with pw3

and their mother in their Wagon R car bearing No.KL-17/E 1795. When he

entered on the road he found a stranger walking along the road side with a

plastic kit in his hand. They attended the Holy Mass. lt ended at about 7.55 am.

when he was about to start his vehicle he found sister Jessy Tressa (pw13).

Though he had offered a lift she refused. He left the church premises at around

8 am. PW3 was sitting on the front seat and their mother was sitting on the

back seat. They almost crossed the play ground of Nirmala school. when he

was about to enter the pocket road leading to his house a white Maruthi omni

van bearing No.K1.07.AD.7201 which came from the Companypady side in a

high speed, stopped in front of his car and blocked him. This witness identified

Mo.1 number plate and added that there was a sticker of the Holy Family on the

windscreen of that omni van. This witness also identified Mo.2 white Maruthi

omni van and added that the number plate now seen fixed on the van bears

some other number. This witness identified A7 in court to be the driver of Mo.2

omni van. At that time A7 was having beard. when the omni van stopped in

front of his car, he honked the horn. At that time six persons got down from Mo.

2 van, one among them was carrying a plastic kit, who was identified as 46.

The others were carrying weapons. This witness identified Ext.p1(a) and p1(c)

photographs of 44 sajil and AL savad in court and added that 44 was carrying a

was holding a hatchet. He identified 42 Jamal, A3 Shobin and A5

hin in court. According to him, A2 and 43 were carrying choppers wit6
.' ';- .' ..,''"' thepl and A5 was having a knife. All of them were in pants and shirts. A2 and 5

re wearing black caps. The black cap of A2 was identified as MO.g (a) and
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the black cap of A5 was identified as Mo.8(b). He added that these two persons

came to his house on 17.5.2010 wearing the same caps. The others were

having band on their head with a cloth like 'lungi'. He spoke that 41 and A4

came to his side and the three among them stood on the side of PW3. The first

accused tried to open the door. since all the doors were locked, A1 could not

open the door. Then A1 smashed the door glass on his right side with hatchet.

By this time A2 smashed the front door glass on the left side using the chopper

which he was holding. A3 Shobin made an attempt to smash the windscreen of

his car with chopper. When they realised that the intention of the assailants was

to attack them they cried aloud. At that time A1 put his hand inside the car and

inflicted injuries on him with hatchet. He had sustained injuries on the outer

aspect of the left hand, injuries below and above the left elbow and on right

hand. At that time A1 put his hand inside the car and opened the door. Due to

the attack he could not resist. By that time three others came to that side,

caught and dragged him out of the car. When he made an attempt to escape

from the clutches of those assailants A2 Jamal inflicted two injuries on the left

heel. A1 forcibly inflicted injuries with hatchet on the buttock above the left

thigh and on the ankle of the left foot. A1 to 44 dragged him to a place behind

the car. In the meanwhile A5 caught the neck of PW3 pointing a knife towards

her and took her near the 'kayyala'. He added that 41 to 4 forcibly laid him

down on the road and then AL cut him on his Ieft hand. At that time he heard

the sound of explosion. A2 called the name of A1 and reminded that he is

inflicting injury on the wrong hand and asked him to chop off the other hani.

On hearing this 43 Shobin caught his right elbow and pressed it on the road.

AL inflicted cut injuries on'the right hand and chopped off his right ftand by
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saying that you have ridiculed lslam by this hand, you shall not write with-this

hand any more. In the meantime he saw pw4 rushing towards that side with a

chopper. This witness spoke that 41 took the severed right hand and went

towards the omni van. The other assailants followed him. They got into the

vehicle and left the place. Thereafter pw3, pw4 and pw6 took him to Nirmala

hospital in his car. After giving first aid he was referred to Specialists' Hospital,

Ernakulam from where his severed hand was replanted. on 7.g.2010 he was

discharged from that hospital. He stated that he had five fractures. According

to him, the intention of the assailants was to cause his death. with that

common object they inflicted injuries on him. This witness identified one of his

slippers which was marked as Mo.6. He identified Mo.14 shirt. Mo.15 series

the pants with belt, MO.16 and MO.L7 under wears.

20. PW3 Sister Marie Stella also supported the versions of pW2. She is the

elder sister of PW2. she is a member of 'sisters of saintJoseph of cluny'. while

she was serving as a nun at Newzealand she entered on leave and came to

lndia on 28.4.2010. Due to illness she applied for voluntary retirement and

stayed with PW2 and his family members at Muvattupuzha. According to her,

on 6.5.201-0 at about 5 pm while she was in that house along with pWl and her

sister Mary (PW14) and their mother, somebody came to the house and rang

the calling bell. PW1 went to the front room and opened the door. she followed

her to the drawing room. When PW1 opened the door they found two persons

standing near the door. 3 - 4 persons were standing behind them. They told

that they came for getting an article of pW2. At that time pW2 was not therd.

So she invited them to sit in the drawing room. They refused and went out. This

. witness:identified A2, 43 and A5 in court and wrongly pointed out A20 and A22.' : i i , ,



and stated that they were also in the party who had visited her house on that

day. When the learned Prosecutor put a question as to whether she could

correctly identify those persons, she answered that she is having some memory

problem. Then the prosecutor showed Ext.P1 photo album. She identified

Ext.P1(a) photograph of A4 Sajil and added that he was also there in the team.

On 10.5.2010 she left for Banglore and returned on 22.5.2010. By that time she

came to know that somebody came to their house on 17.5.2010.

21. This witness also narrated the incident alleged to have been occured on

28.5.20!0. She identified 43 Shobin as one among the persons who entered

into the house and searched the rooms. The other man was identified as A4.

Then she added that PW1 followed the persons and after a few minutes she

came back and noted the number in a slip of paper. After about 15 minutes

PW2 came there. Then, on the way to Velankanni PW2 lodged a complaint

before the Deputy Superintendent of Police. After 2 - 3 days police officials

came there and gave some phone numbers and asked them to note the

numbers of vehicles coming to their house. She noted those numbers given by

them in a paperand affixed that paperon the wall. On2.7.2OIO she wenttothe

Bishop's House along with PW2. On the way she noticed the unusual driving of

PW2 and when she enquired PW2 about this, he told her that somebody was

following them on a motor cycle. On that day at about 5 pm she saw a white

omni van parked near their house. from her terrace. After sometime the vehicle

drove away.

22. According to this witness, she had witnessed the entire incident tha;

happened on 4.7.2010. On that day she went to the church along with pW2 and

their mother for qttending the Sunday Mass. When they werp returning from

39
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the church after attending the Mass, a white Maruthi omni van came from

companypady side and stopped in front of their wagon R car by brocking the

road. she said that the registration number of the omni van was KL.O7.AD.7201.

This witness also identified Mo.1 broken number plate and Mo.2 Maruthi omni

van. she said that there was a sticker of the Holy Family on the windscreen of

the omni van. According to her, she had noted those things as per the

instructions given by the police officers who came to their house to enquire

about the incident dated 28.5.2010. This witness stated that the driver of the

omni van was having beard. Though this witness had made attempt to identify

the driver in court she could not identify the driver. Her version is that when

the omni van blocked their vehicle PW2 honked the horn of their vehicle. At that

time six persons got down from the omni van with weapons. one among them

had a hatchet in his arm and two of them were holding choppers. Two others

were carrying knives. out of the six persons two of them were having black

caps and others had tied cloth like lungi on their heads. she identified Mo.g

series black caps. This witness also stated about the attempt made by the

assailants to take PW2 out of the van and about the resistance offered by them.

The assailants were able to over power the resistance offered by them and they

took PW2 out of the car by smashing the side window glass of their wagonR car.

she added that on seeing the attack on pw2 she got down from the vehicle

with an intention to interfere and to save her brother. By that time one among

the assailants caught her neck and pressed her towards the compound wall o-f

the school ground pointing a knife towards her. when pw2 made an attempt to
' i 'll .. ..

r escapd: f.rom the grip of the four persons, one among them inflicted injuries on

thq he€il of left leg of PW2 with a chopper. The person who was carrying hatchet ..
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inflicted injuries on the left ankle and on the left thigh of PW2. Then they

dragged PW2 to the backside of the wagon R car and forcibly laid him down on

the road. Then two of them stood on the right side and the other two stood on

the left side of PW2. The assailant holding hatchet who was standing on the

right side of PW2 started to inflict cut injuries on the left hand of PW2. PW2 had

sustained injuries on the left wrist. At that time she heard a sound of explosion

from the side of the Maruthi omni van. When she turned to that side she found

pwl_ and Amy standing there. At that time she heard an assailant calling the

name of Savad and asking him to chop the other hand of PW2. The person who

was holding the chopper caught the right elbow of PW2 and pressed it towards

the ground. Then the other one carrying the hatchet inflicted injuries on the

right wrist with that weapon saying that you had prepared the question paper

ridiculing lslam by using this hand and you shall not write with this hand any

more. By this time PW4 Mithun came with a chopper and caused an injury on

the backside of that assailant. On seeing this, the person who caught her let

her free, approached PW4, got the chopper from his hand and put it on the

ground. By that time the person who was carrying the plastic kit also joined him

and both of them took PW4 and pushed him down to the school compound. Two

of the assailants threatened the persons who were coming through the'ioad

after attending the Holy Mass, by showing weapons. The person who was

holding the hatchet went towards the omni van with the severed hand. He was

- followed by the other assailants. At that time she noted the number of the
.._.,;'.: ,. ..

,lt' .' vehicle on the backside. She identified that number plate on the back side as

. MO.3. ,After getting into the vehicle, they proceeded in a high speed towards
,... , i

,,.,,,, ::,..;-ComB/nypady side. By this time PW4 Mithun came back. She deposed.that
; \ . -'

rt''l : '' 'J
-..:.'''^: .:' /'
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herself and PW4 Mithun with the help of another took pw2 to the vehicle. Then

PW6 Nibin took them to Nirmala hospital. After giving first aid pw2 was referred

to specialists' Hospital, Ernakulam. By this time one police officer brought the

severed hand of PW2 to the hospital. She added that subsequently, during the

investigation she had produced her blood stained clothes before the

investigating officer. she identified M.o.14, L5 series, 16 and L7 dress materials

of PW2. The saree, blouse and skirt worn by this witness were identified as M.o.

18 to 20 respectively. she added that she had sustained minor injuries on ner

left elbow and right knee. According to her, the assailants attacked her brother

with an intention to create a communal issue and to terrorise the people. This

witness identified the photograph of A1 and stated that he was the person who

had chopped off the right hand of pw2 with hatchet. she identified 45

shamsudhin to be the person who caught her neck and pointed knife towards

her. she identified Ext.P1(a) photograph of 44 as the other person who was

carrying knife. Then she pointed out A2 and 3 to be the assailants who were

holding choppers. she added that 42 was the person who had caused injuries

on the heel of PW2 and gave instruction to A1 to chop off the right hand of

PW2. 43 was the person who had tried to smash the windscreen of their

WagonR car and caught the right hand of pW2 and pressed the same to the

ground. 46 was identified as the person who was carrying the plastic kit and A7

was identified as the driver of the omni van and added that they were also

there in the party who had visited their house on 6.5.2010.

23. PW4, Mithun has no direct knowledge about the incidents which too'k

6.5.2010 and 17.5.2010. 28.5.2010 was the birthday of his sister Amy

grandmother Elikutty. ,On that day they had a plan to go to
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Velankanni. PW3 and PW14 Mary were also there in the house. While he was

taking lunch along with PW3 and Amy, somebody came and rang the calling

bell. He went to the front side of his house and found two persons standing

near the calling bell. Four others were standing near the car porch. The person

who was standing near the calling bell told him that he is coming from

insurance company and enquired about PW2. He called his mother to ascertain

whether his father was there and he was informed by PW1 that PW2 had gone

to the neighbouring house to keep their car. Then he went towards the house

of M.C.Joseph and found PW2 chatting with M.C.Joseph. When he informed PW2

that somebody from insurance company had come PW2 replied that he had

never asked anybody to come there. When he turned around, he found the two

persons who were standing near the calling bell, coming out of the kitchen.

They entered the backyard of their house, then went to the front side and left

the place. They were followed by the persons who were waiting near the car

porch. PW1 followed them. After few minutes PW1 came back and told them

that she got the registration number of one motor cycle. On the way to

Velankanni PW2 had filed a complaint in the office of the Deputy

Superintendent of Police. This witness pointed out 43 and identified Ext.P1(a)

photograph of A4 and stated that they were the persons who had entered into

the house and searched the rooms. After two or three days of their return from

Velankanni police came to his house to conduct enquiry.

24. fhis witness spoke that he had seen the attack on his father. On that

morning at about 6.15 am PW2, 3 and his grandmother went to the church t-o

atter\d the Sunday Mass. At around 8 am while he was reading newspaper he

,, he.ard the hqnking sound of horn from the road, follorqed by the sound of



smashing grass and a screaming sound. on hearing this pw1 told him to go and

see whether it was an attack on his father and both of them rushed towards

that point. He reached the spot first. At that time he found a white Maruthi omni

van bearing No.KL.07.AD.720L stopped there facing companypady side with arl

the doors opened and without switching off the engine. This witness identified

47 in court as the person who was sitting on the driver's seat and stated that

he had identified that accused In the Test ldentification parade conducted at

centrar prison, Viyyoor. At the time of incident A7 was having beard. He

identified M.o.2 vehicre and M.o.1 number prate. There was a sticker of the

'Holy Family' on the windscreen of the omni van. Their WagonR car was seen

stopped behind the omni van. one of the assailants who was identified by this

witness as 46 was standing in between the omni van and the compound wall of

the school with a plastic kit on the left hand and a bomb on the right hand.

when he reached the spot 46 threatened him by saying ,, rcros;eoo;<f, .,gc1cor,o,, He

found PW3 under the grip of another assailant who was identified as 45. 45 was

pressing PW3 towards the compound wall. He found four assailants dragging his

father towards the compound wall of the school ground and one among them

inflicting a cut injury on the left heel of PW2. on seeing this he rushed to his

house, got a chopper and returned to the spot. When he reached near the place

where PW1 was standing, 46 threw the bomb and it was exploded. He

proceeded towards his father and found one of the assailants inflicting injuries

on the right hand of his father. He inflicted an injury on the back of the assailant

'.-t1-'r"-' .'Wfro was attacking his father. At that time A5 let PW3 free and approached him'l: :'' '" -"' - \'-..
''-, ]:1,

-,,, ,,1;;1, qldngiwith 46. They got the chopper from him and threw it away. Thereupon'I .. " i
i

',rl:ii; bothof them pus\ed him to the school ground. He had sustainec, injuries on his'.:,.#;4'

-'a ' ''
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back and on both hands. When he reached the spot from the school compound,

he found PW2 lying on the road without the right hand. The assailants and

vehicle were not there. Then he lifted his father to his WagonR car with the help

of others and proceeded to the hospital in that car driven by PW6 Nibin along

with PW3. After giving first aid PW2 was taken to Ernakulam in an ambulance.

Then he went to his house, changed the blood stained dress and went to

Ernakulam. He identified Ext.P1(c) photograph of A1 as the photo of the

assailant who had chopped off the right hand of PW2. A3 was identified as the

person who caught the right hand of PW2 and added that the said accused had

come to his house on 28.5.2010. He identified 42 and Ext.P1(a) photograph of

A4 as the persons who caught hold his father. This witness identified M.O.11

chopper which was brought by him from his house to attack A1. This witness

identified M.O.4 slippers and M.O.7 spectacles. He identified M.O.8(a) and (b)

caps worn by A2 and A5.

25. PW6 Nibin was the person who drove the WagonR car to Nirmala

hospital with the injured. His evidence is that on 4.7.2010, after attending the

mass, he reached his house with his parents at about 8 am. While they were

getting out of the car they found a white Maruthi omni van proceeding towards

hostel junction in high speed. After a few seconds he heard a sound of collision

from the road. He rushed to the spot and found the omni van stopped on the

road facing Companypady side. There were few persons behind the omni van

' with weapons in their hands. He could identify one of the weapons as chopper.

He realized that it was an attack .He was scared so he returned to his house to

: 9et hls cell phone and call his friends. But he did not get anyone. By that time

,..-".h.9 hearp the sound of explosion. On hearing the soL;nd he rushed to that place
. :'.. ':.'
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and found the omni van speeding towards companypady. pw3 to pw5, cw5

Elikutty and Punnad rhomas were there. There were some others also. pw2's

wagonR car was there. pw2 was found lying behind the car near the

compound wall with a chopped hand. The windscreen and the window panes of

the wagonR car were seen broken. when he tried to lift pw2, pw5 asked him to

take the car. PW3 to pw5 and Thomas lifted pw2 to the backseat of the car.

lmmediately he took PW2 to Nirmala hospital in that wagonR car. pw3 and pw4

accompanied them to the hospital. on the way to the hospital, he saw the wife

of Punnad Thomas. He asked her to search for the severed hand of pw2 and

proceeded to the hospital. After a few minutes the Muvattupuzha sub Inspector

brought the severed hand to the hospital in a kit wherein ice cubes were put.

He identified MO.4 series, MO.5 series and MO.6 series.

26. PW8 Thomas deposed in the same lines. His version is that while he

was returning from the church in his car along with his wife and when they

reached near the gate of Nirmala public school they heard a sound of explosion

from the road. He stopped the vehicle and found a black car on the road facing

companypady side. one lady was found restrained by a person near the

compound wall. He saw 3 - 4 persons dragging a man towards the compound

wall. That man fell on the ground. He added that he saw one among them

waving a weapon towards that man who fell down. At that time another person

was being thrown out to the school compound. pw5 George Varghese came

there in his car and they together rushed towards the scene. By that time the

left the place. They found PW2 lying on the road with injuries in a

without his right hand. lmmediately himself and pW5, with the

present there, lifted PVlp to the vehicle. ThenJi n"r4of Pg3gand PW4 who were
..;\.',. r;,, 1,'.-' " ..,7
).'\:' .r, '!. . .;

\1: -rr" r"/r
--€ - -. -,t t_
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the said vehicle was taken to the hospital by PW6. They searched for the

severed hand of PW2. lt was found in the courtyard of PW10 Plakkil Joy. After

getting some ice cubes from that house the severed hand was put in a plastic

kit and it was brought to the place of incident by PW158. That kit was handed

over by PW158 to PW5 who, in turn entrusted the kit to the police party who

came there. He spoke that he found M.O.4 series, M.O.5 series, M.0.6, M.O.8

series and M.O.11 at the place of incident.

27. PW5 George Varghese who is a trustee of Nirmala Matha church also

supported the versions of PW8. On 4.7.2010 he attended the Sunday morning

Mass. lt was ended before B am. On that day he had occasion to see pW2, 3

and their mother at the parking area of the church. They were about to return

to their house. After sometime he went to his house. When he reached in front

of Nirmala school he found the car of Thomas (PW8) stopped on the road. He

stopped his car behind the car of Thomas. He got down from the car and found

smoke near the junction. PW2's car was there. PW2 had injuries. His right hand

was seen chopped off. Pws 3, 4 and Elikutty were there among the persons

who had gathered at that place. This witness stated that himself, pws 3. 4 and

8 took PW2 to the car. As instructed by him PW6 Nibin took the car to the

hospital. He found the remnants of crackers, slippers, caps one chopper and

blood stains at the spot. After sometime M.c.Joseph (pw158) came to the spot

with the severed hand of PW2 and gave it to him. He handed over the same ro

the Sub Inspector who came to the spot.

28. PW7 Moly ceorge and PWg Betty Shaji atso deposed about the,incideni

They were returning from the church. when they reached near Nirmaja sadan

.,!hey sary a omni van proceeding towards the school,from Companypady side in
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a high speed in zig zag manner. After a few minutes they heard some sound

from the school side and found some persons standing there with weapons.

They got frightened and went back and stood near the house of pw6 Nibin. At

that time they heard a sound of explosion. After some time the omnr van

proceeded to the companypady side. pw7 added that when she reached there

she found PW2 lying on the road without his right hand, she saw smoke at the

spot' PWL. PW3, PW4, pw5, pw6/ pwg and mother of pw2 were there.

lmmediately PW2 was taken to the hospital. pw9 found the remnants of

explosion, broken grass pieces, brood stains and srippers at the spot. she

identified Mos'4 series, 5 series, 6, g series, 9 to 1i. and 13. Both these

witnesses stated that pw15g M.c.Joseph brought the severed hand in a kit and

handed over the same to pw5. He gave it to the porice party who came there.

The police party took the severed hand to the hospital.

29. PW11 Freddy craimed that he had informed the porice contror room

about the attack on pw2. on 4.7.20L0 he was sreeping in his house. He heard

the sound of exprosion from the road, foilowed by a cry. on hearing this he

rushed towards that place. He found pw1 salomy standing near the gate of

Nedungad rhomas. she was seen scared. The vehicle of pw2 Joseph was seen

stopped in front of the school. He found smoke at that place. salomy told him

that her husband was attacked and asked him to intimate the police. Then he

went to the house of Roy, contacted the police control room over phone and

gave intimation that pw2 was attacked at a place near Nirmala public school

and sought their help. Then he returned to the place of incident. By that time

.PW2 was taken to the hospitar. He found brood stains, chappals, broken grass

pieces and gaps at the place of occurrence.t'. He identifBd MO.4 series, MO.5
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series, MO.6, MO.8 series, MO.9 to MO.11 and MO.13 series.

30. PW10 PlakkilJoy deposed about the recovery of the severed hand from

his compound. His version is that on 4.7.2010, after attending the Holy Mass,

he reached his house at around I am. While he was changing dress, he heard

the sound of a horn and the sound of breaking glasses. After a few minutes he

heard a cry. He was prevented by his wife from going out. He heard a sound of

explosion from that side. After sometime he heard the sound of moving

vehicles. Then he came out and found PW5 and pw158 at the spot with some

others. He was told by PW158 M.c.Joseph that somebody had attacked pw2. He

also joined the persons who were searching for the severed hand of pW2.

PW158 found out the severed hand from the courtyard of his house. Then

PW158 got a plastic kit and some ice cubes from him and placed the severed

hand in the plastic kit with ice cubes. Thereupon pw15g gave it to pw5. Then it

was handed over to the police. This witness also stated that he found blood

stains, chopper, slippers, caps and broken glass pieces at the place of incident

and identified MO.4 series, MO.5 series, MO.6, MO.B series, MO.9 to MO.11 and

MO.13.

31. PW158 M.CJoseph is a neighbour of PW2. His house situates just behind

the house of PW2. He was the person who found out the severed hand from

the courtyard of PW10 Plakkil Joy. He spoke that after attending the sunday

Mass he prayed at the cemetery and returned to his house. On the way to his

house he found a black car speeding towards hostel junction. on seeing this he

apprehended that something had happened. At that time some ladies who wer!

walking along the road told him that somebody attacked and chopped off the

hand of ,PW2. They further infoqned him that severed hand is lying somewhFre



near the spot. When he proceeded further he found a gathering. PW5 and 8

were also there. He felt the smell of gun powder and found smoke at that place.

Then he joined the others who were searching for the severed hand. He found

the severed hand from the courtyard of PW10 Plakkil Joy. He got a plastic kit

and some ice cubes from the house of PWL0 and put the severed hand and the

ice cubes in that kit. He handed over the kit containing the severed hand to

PW5. By that time police party came there in a jeep. PW5 gave that kit to the

Sub Inspector and they proceeded to the hospital with the same. He felt bad

and so he directly went to his house.

32. PW243, the Sub Inspector of Police, Muvattupuzha is the police officer

who had reached the spot first. According to him, on 4.7.20t0 at about 8.10

am while he was attending his duty, he got an information over phone that

some miscreants attacked PW2. lmmediately he rushed to the spot with police

party. When he reached the spot he found broken glass pieces and blood stains

on the road. There was smell of explosion. He found two black caps, slippers

and a chopper at the place of incident. A few people was there. On enquiry he

came to know that PW2 was attacked by some persons who came in a Maruthi

omni van and that PW2 was taken to the hospital. At that time a person brought

the severed hand in a plastic kit with ice cubes and handed over the same to

him. Then he deputed two police men to guard the place of incident and rushed

to the hospital with the severed hand. As per the directions of the Doctor he

handed over the plastic kit to PW3. He added that since PW2 was not in a

speak, he went tothe house of PW2 after informing his higher

recorded Ext.P2 first information statement given by PW1. Then he

the police station and,'registered a case as Crime No.704/2010 ,'
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under Seclioirs 143, l-4/, I48, 42 t,:i4i", 313, 324, :2*,5C6 {ril, .jr-)7, iZO il i.,,,,r;

1"49 of IPC and Section 3 of the Explosive Substances Aci and forwarded the

same to the concerned court. That FIR was identified by this witness and it was

marked as Ext.P5B5. After registering the case the investigation was handed

over to PW294, the Circle Inspector of Police. On 7 .7 .2OtO he was transferred to

Vazhakulam police station.

33. From the evidence of PW1 and PW3 to PWg it is clear that on 4.7.20IO

at about B am PW2 was attacked by some miscreants with deadly weapons

such as hatchet, choppers and knives. In that incident pW2 had sustained

injuries. This evidence is supported by PW180, PW181 and pW265 who had

examined and treated PW2. PW180 Dr.Suresh Kumar deposed that on 4.7.2010

at 8.15 am, while he was working as Surgeon at Nirmala Medical Centre,

Muvattupuzha he examined PW2 who was brought to the hospital with a history

of " 
"6roccn;o 

c".rn6 crdcrd ao; oa,cen! oorsitoloild o{ " at around 8 am near Nirmala

Public School, Muvattupuzha". He spoke that the patient was conscious and

oriented. He noted the following injuries:

1)amputated right palm just above wrist joint with actively bleeding stump

(amputated palm was brought separately)

2)incised wound left forea rm

3)incised wound left foot.

4)lncised wound right foot

He deposed that after giving first aid the patient was referred to a higher

center. within 15 minutes the patient was taken to the specialists' Hospital in

an ambulance, He stated that most of the injuries were deep and the injuries

could be caused.as alleged. He opined that incised wounds ian be caused by
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marked as Ext.P30:i.

34. PW1B1 Dr.Paulose u/as the Medieal Officer wN'ro hacl examined FW2 froni

the Specialists'Hospital, Ernakulam. His version is that on 4.7.20!O at 9.30 am

while he was working as Casuality Medical Officer at Specialists' Hospital,

Ernakulam he examined one Joseph T.J, aged 52 years, Thenganam,

Muvattupuzha and prepared a wound certificate. That wound certificate was

marked as Ext.P306. After examination the patient was admitted in the

hospital. Further treatment was done by DrJayakumar. The patient was

discharged on 7.8.2010. This witness identified the treatment summary issued

by him and it was marked as Ext.P307. According to him, the right hand of the

patient was amputated at the wrist end. This witness also opined that injury

was fatal and added that at the time of admission the patient was critical.

35. PW265 Dr.Jayakumar is the Head of Department, Plastic and Micro

Vascular Surgery, Specialists' Hospital, Ernakulam. He spoke that on 4.7.2010

he examined Prof.T.J.Joseph, who was brought to his hospital with the following

inju ries.

l.Amputated right hand at wrist level.

2.Multiple lacerated injuries with tissue loss on the right forearm.

3.lnjury on the left palm extending on to the dorsal.

i 4.lnjury left elbow.

I

| s.lnjury left side of thigh.
t-----.
j ./1.- .:} 1.r., 6. Multiple deep lacerated injuries on the left leg lower U3d.
f'j, -'- " -' .:'
i,. ,, I -: :. 1 7. Lacerated wound on the left foot.lr '- -i ;.

l '- ,.r-{ ' i

[" -;: "r."- n!.!he wounds were.severely bleeding. There were other multiple fracturesF .;'{n: ..',
1, .; .. ''I..---..t.l
| '''-.---,.
I

I
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al:-io. There \r,rera ;t l*asl six fracture.;

36. This witnes$ stated that the injured was in a state cf shock with life irr

danger. According to him, the injured was almost dead when brought to the

hospital. He started the operation at 11 am on that day and it went on till 3 am

on the next day. The whole blood, packed cell, plasma, platelets and fluids were

substituted. The injured was in the hospital for more than one month. The case

sheet of the injured, which was brought by the witness on summons was

marked as Ext.P622. This witness stated that amputation of hand could be

caused by an axe and the other injuries noted by him could be caused by an

axe or chopper. He added that it is scientifically not possible for the right hand

to function normally after sustaining this kind of injury.

37. PWL22 Rajesh is a close friend of Saju, who is the brother of PW1

Salomy. He deposed that on 4.7.2O1O he visited the place of incident along with

Saju. He identified his signature in Ext.P133 scene mahazar and stated that he

had signed in the said mahazar from the place of occurrence. He spoke that he

had seen the recovery of MO.4 to MO.lL and MO.13 from the place of

occurrence. PW251,a senior civil police officer attached to the office of PW294

stated that on 4.7.2070 he took the video of the scene of occurrence. That DVD

was marked as Ext.P605. PW226 Village Officer of Muvattupuzha village proved

the sketch of the scene of occurrence prepared by him and it was marked as

Ext.P546.

38. PW294 the Circle Inspector of Police, Muvattupuzha stated about the

investigation conducted by him. According to him, he reached at the place of

incident at about L1 am, inspected the scene as shown by PW1 and prepared

Ext.P133 scene mahazar in the presencp of two witnesses. He took possession :-
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of ciiap[ie.!is {M0.4 :erie:, f40.5 series and lvlU.5i, l,1D'l :::t:ctacle -:. l'4f]. i: ss:rjes

biack caps, broken glass pieces (MO.9 and 10) and M().11 'Vakathi'(chopper)

from the scene of occurrence, As per the instructions given by him Scientific

Assistant collected samples from the scene. On that day itself at about 2.30 pm

he took possession of WagonR car bearing No.KL-17/E.1795 as produced by

PW6 Nibin Luka as per Ext.P427 seizure mahazar. The windscreen and the front

side window glasses were seen broken. He added that he saw dried blood

stains inside the car. The evidence given by this witness regarding the

remaining part of investigation can be considered later.

39. The evidence tendered by PW1 and Pws 3 to 8 regarding the injuries of

PW2 is not challenged by the defence. lt is true that the learned counsel for the

accused has challenged the presence of PW3 at the place of incident. That is

not a ground to reject the evidence tendered by the independent witnesses

regarding the injuries of PW2. Further Pws 5, 7 to 1-0 and 158 have specifically

stated about the recovery of the severed hand from the property of PW10. The

evidence of these witnesses regarding the injuries of PW2 is sufficiently

supported by PW1B0, PW181 and PW265 the Medical Officers and Specialists

who had examined PW2. I do not find any reason to disbelieve the evidence

tendered by these witnesses about the injuries of PW2. There is convincing

evidence to show that PW2 had sustained grievous injuries. His right hand was

chopped off. There were six multiple fractures on the right forearm. Apart from

these injuries there were multiple lacerated injuries with tissue loss on the right

multiple deep lacerated injury on the left leg, lacerated wound on the

nd injuries on left palm. left elbow and left thigh. The evidence of Pws

65 would show that the injured was in the hospital for more than one
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rnonth. iL is clear fneirn the vers;ions cr{ these three meclicai oil;cer:; th;lt P\tv2

was brought to the hospital with grievous as well as simple injuries. I am

satisfied that the prosecution was able to prove that pw2 was attacked by

some miscreants on 4.7.2010 at about 8.05 am at a place near Nirmala school.

Muvattupuzha and sustained simple as well as grievous injuries.

40. Now I shall pass on to the next points. To prove the prosecution case

regarding conspiracy, harbouring, terrorist activities etc, Nodal officers of

mobile phone service providers, police officers, other Government officials,

experts and attestors to various mahazars were examined. pws 294 and 295

have admitted that a team was formed by the higher authorities to assist them

in investigation. I shall briefly discuss the evidence tendered by the police

officers who were in the investigation team, the other officers, experts and the

second phase of investigation conducted by pw 294 and the other officers who

led the investigation team.

41. PW183 Susan Antony Forensic Scientific Assistant, attached to the

District crimes Records Bureau, spoke that on 4.7.2010 as per the direction of

the Deputy Superintendent of Police, DCRB she reached at the scene of

occurrence at 11 am along with PW1B4 T.T.Vijayan, Tester Inspector, Finger print

Bureau, Ernakulam and PW227, the photographer and inspected the scene in

the presence of PW294. The place of occurrence was seen guarded by police

constables. From the spot she collected swab, burnt remnants, glass pieces,

dark brown stains in cotton gauze from the wall and stained soil and packed

the same separately. Thereupon she inspected the wagonR car and Maruthi

omni van bearing No.KL.07.AH.8768 from the premises of the police station and

collected glass pieces, dark brown stains, stained portion from the.seat and
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pi?cked the same in separate paekets she produced the packets along ltrith

Ext.P309 to P311 reports prepared by h:r before the ASI of Muvattupuzha police

station (pw220). pw1g4 who is working as Tester rnspector, Finger print

Bureau, Ernakulam stated that he had examined the omni Van (MO.2) and a

WagonR car from the police station premises. He got nine chance prints from

the omni van and two chance prints from the wagonR car. The chance prints

taken from the omni van were labelled as M1 to M9. He developed the finger

prints of those chance prints. The police photographer took the photographs of

developed finger prints. subsequenfly he examined one Indica car and got a

palm print. Thereupon he compared the finger print slip received on 18.10.2010

with the chance finger print and on comparison it was found that there were

identical ridge characteristics. Ext.p312 is the report prepared by him, and

Ext.P313 is the original finger print slip of A7, sent by the police to him for

comparison. The attested copy of Ext.p313 slip supplied by the police was

marked as Ext.P314, subject to the objection raised by the defence. Ext.p315 is

the photograph of the left thumb impression marked as ,s' and Mo.316 is the

photograph of the specimen marked as M6. These photographs were also

marked subject to the objection raised by the learned defence counser.

42. PW18B is the sub Inspector of perumbavoor police station who had

seized Mo.2 omni van. The evidence of this witness regarding the seizure of

that vehicle will be discussed while dealing with the point regarding the seizure

of that omni van. His version is that after entrusting A9 and Mo.2 in the

Muyattupuzha police station he came back to perumbavoor and registered a

caie, against A13 shiyas, A20 Anas, A23 Mahinkutty and 50 otheis as crime No.

66612010 of that police station for conducting police station march and
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deterring police officials from discharEing iheir offrcial r.luties, Ext.P322 is the

certified copy of the said FIR and Ext.P323 is the report filed by him to add

Section 353 of lPC. This witness identified A20 in court. Thereupon he

conducted search in Hiba Jewelery, Perumbavoor and recovered Exts.P326 and

P327 publications from the said jewelery. Exts.P324 and P325 are the search

memo and search list prepared by him in connection with that search. This

witness stated that in the month of August 20L0, on getting information about

the death of the mother of A5 Shamsudhin, he went to that house in search of

Shamsudhin, but that accused was not there.

43. PW1B9, the then Circle Inspector of Police. Kothamangalam stated

that on 4.7.2010, as per the directions issued by the higher authorities he

enquired about a black Indica car bearing No.KL-7/AP 16L3 and found out the

said car near the house of one Surendran at Nellimattom. He came to know that

the said car belonged to A8 Yunous Aliyar. Then he went to the house of AB

which situates just 10 meters away from the spot where the car was seen

parked and obtained the key from the father ofA8. As per the instructions given

by him the finger print expert examined the vehicle and took some chance

finger prints from the car. Then he seized the said car as per Ext.P330 mahazar

and recovered its registration certificate, insurance certificate, copy of the

identity card of one Sudheer, some publications etc. (Exts.P331 to P338 series)

and MO.39 to MO.41 from the said car. He produced the same before pW294.

OL 10.7.2010 he conducted search in the house of 416 and recovered threer!-'=-_+
,44'

l*-.mobile-phqnes with SIM cards ( MO.42 to MO.47) and some VCDS (MOs.4B to
ll+'\
fi:: 5?).lhe qearch memo and search list prepared by him in connection with thati ,:i',,'(l\ - ,seaith'werg marked as Ext.P340 ,and P339 respectively. On 29.10.2010 he :.\. i ,'"'' 'r- 't. ---.'--t-n'
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con{.lur-ted seerch in the hor-ise *f one 5r-lifikar 3!'i,-J ii:ct}';.:f rlrl Fxts.P343 serie:; lo

P346 as per Ext.P342 search list. Ext.P341 is the search memo. This witness

added that on 5.7.2010 he received a threatening call in his mobile phone from

phone number 9747688141. He reponed the matter to the Station House

Officer. That report was marked as Ext.P347.

44. According to PW191 Sub Inspector of Police, Oonukkal, on 7.7.20L0,

after sending Ext.P348 search memo to the concerned Magistrate, he

conducted search in the house of A8 and recovered some publications, notices,

written papers, printed sheets etc. (Exts.P350 to P359) and MO.53 pendrive as

per Ext.P349 search list. On the same day at 7.40 pm, on the basis of reliable

information he again conducted search in the house of A8 and recovered MO.54

CPU as per Ext.P361 search list. Ext.P360 is the search memo sent by him to

the concerned Magistrate before conducting the search. This witness added

that on II.7.2Ol-O he conducted search in the same house, after preparing and

sending Ext.P362 search memo. This time he had recovered two title deeds and

some dress materials as per Ext.P363 search list. On 12.7.2010 he again

conducted search in the same house of AB, with a specific intention to recover

a mobile phone, which was used by A8 for committing the offence. But he did

not get it. The search memo and search list were marked as Ext.P364 and P365.

Thereafter as per the directions of the higher authorities he had prepared

Ext.P366 report, containing the list of hospitals in and around Muvattupuzha.

This witness stated that he had effected formal arrest of A8 from the jail in

connection with Crime No.101/2010 of Oonnukal Police station.

succeeted by PW193 Manoj Kumar. He. took charge as the Sub
' ,1' :"

L '' r'il;:' ' i''t:'''

...

station was

Inspector of



Folice on 13. /.2010. An 24.7.2010 he conducted search in the house of "larnar

Asharaf (not charge sheeted) and recovered MOs.55 to 58 and a pamphlet

(Ext.P36B) as per Ext.P367 search list. On 20.8.2010, on the basis of reliable

information he went to Coimbatore and found A5 Shamsudhin at the premtses

of Ukkadom bus stand at 12.00 hours and brought him to Muvattupuzha.

Thereupon he conducted search in the house of 42 Jamal. Ext.P369 is the

search memo and Ext.P370 is the search list. On 30.8.2010 he went to pollachi

on the basis of an information and found A12 Ali at Pollachi Railway station

prernises at about 2am. Then he brought that accused to Muvattupuzha and

produced him before PW295. On L7.7.20L0, he got reliable information that

some SMS messages promoting enmity between different religions are

spreading. On the basis of that information a case was registered by him in his

police station as crime No.733/2010. Ext.P371 is the certified copy of the said

FlR. Ext.P372 is the seizure mahazar prepared by him for the recovery of a

mobile phone belonged to one Mujeeb who was behind the SMS.

46. The Sub Inspector of North Paravur, when examined as PW194 stated

about the search conducted in the house of A14 Siyad. From the said house he

had recovered some publications and a SIM card which was identified as MO.59.

Exts.P373 is the search memo and Ext.P374 is the search list prepared by him

in connection with the search conducted in that house. Ext.P375 to 384 are the

publications, notices, notepad etc. recovered from the said house. This witness

stated that he had produced those items before the concerned court as per
/-:".:,.::: .._..-.

,(lt :-' 
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" ,, ., . ,; . .'i 47. pw1g5, a Grade
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. 
,*;.1"tt,." seizurl of motor cycle bearing
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Head Constable said that he had witnessed the

No.KL-41/A 3082 (MO.60) and Lancer car bearing
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No.KL-7/A.H 1515 {this Lancer car wa5 {"}nce ril:l!'1ie.i i:i f'40"24 thrcugh Fri.r-,t73

Inadvertantly it was again marked as MC.61 through this witness/. He identified

his signatures in the relevant mahazari and those mahazars were marked as

Ext.P386 and P387 respectively.

48. PWL96, the then Sub Inspector of Police, Aluva who was also in the

investigation team deposed that on 29.7.2010 he had recovered MO.60 motor

cycle as produced by Muneer, brother of accused Rafi (not charge sheeted), as

per Ext.P386 seizure mahazar. On that day itself he had recovered MO.24

Lancer car bearing No.KL-7|AH.1515 which was found abandoned at a place

near the house of one Sheena in Kadungaloor village as per Ext.P387 mahazar.

On 8.7.2010, as per the report received from PW218 Circle Inspector of Police,

Vadakkekara regarding the seizure of some CDs from the house of an active

member of PFI he registered a case as crime No.388/2010 of Aluva Police

station. The certified copy of that FIR was marked as Ext.P388. On 9.7.2010,

PW291 ASP of Police, Aluva filed a report before him regarding the seizure of a

gun from the house of accused Ayoob (not charge sheeted). On the basis of that

report he had registered two cases in his police station as Crime No.1836/2010

and 1837/2010. He added that he had registered cases against accused

Noushad (not charge sheeted) and A15, on the basis of the reports filed by

PW291. The certified copy of FlRs in Crime No.1836/2010 and Crime No.

196412010 were marked as Exts.P389 and 390.

49. PWl97, the then Circle Inspector of Kuruppumpady stated about the

t
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cycle and they were declared hostile. pwL97 added that on 7.7.2010, as a

member in the investigation team he conducted search in the house of one

Beerankutty in Asamannoor village and recovered the identity card of A1 Savad,

one diary and some publications (Exts.P392 to P400) and some CDs (MO.62 to

MO.64 series and MO.70) as per Ext.P3gL search list. On that day itself he

conducted search in the house of one lbrahim and recovered the identity card

of one Andru. Ext.P401 and P402 are the carbon copy of the search memo and

the search list. On that day itself he conducted search in the houses of one

Bavu and Basheer. The album seized from the house of Bavu was identified as

MO.69. The search lists prepared by him for conducting search in those

premises were identified and marked as Exts.P403 and P404. On 15.7.2011 he

searched the house of accused Noufal (not charge sheeted), but he did not get

any incriminating materials. This witness deposed about the searches

conducted by him in the house of Shafeek (absconding), Abdul Khader, Meeran

Moulavi, Basheer and one Muhammad, but he did not get anything in those

raids.

50. PW198, the then Sub Inspector of Police, Kothamangalam stated

about the various searches conducted by him. Ext.P405 is the search list and

Ext.P406 is the search memo prepared by him in connection with the search

conducted in the house of one Shine Muhammad. From the said house he

';lsi,7;;:;.,fecovered 
Ext.P407 photo and Ext.P408 pamphlet. He searched the factory of

/
,t *r;,.. agQ!.s€d Asharaf (not charge sheeted) on 19.7.2010 and 17.10.2010. Exts.P409
. 't " ,',lr r

l' , ",,ri . :.1.:'"i4''bnd,P416 are the search lists prepared by him. As per Ext.P416 he iecovered\ ,'.,
' 'r' .:,.r..VO€;71 to 78 from that premises. This witness stated that he had conducted
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The search memo and the search lists prepared by hirn in connecl.iori with the

search macle in those houses were markr:d as Exts.P410, P411 and P414, As per

Ext.P414 search list prepared from the house of Savad he recovered Ext.P415, a

ration card issued in the name of 41 and his family members. Exts.P412 and

P413 are the search lists prepared by him during the raid conducted by him in

the house premises of PW37 and PW38. This witness added that on 5.7.20L0 he

registered a case in Kothamangalam police station as Crime No.512/2010,

against one Rasheed, as per Ext.P347 report (certified copy) of the Circle

Inspector of Police, Kothamangalam. The certified copy of the FIR was marked

as Ext.P418.

51. According to PW199, while he was working as Circle Inspector of

Police, Kunnathunad he conducted search in the house of PWL57 Muhammad

Ansari at Kakkanad and recovered Exts.P421 to P424 publications and MO.27

CPU. Ext.P419 is the search memo and Ext.P420 is the search list prepared by

him. PW200, the Circle Inspector of Police, North Paravur stated about the

search conducted in the house of A6 Shanavas and the seizure of MO.79 series

flex sheets from that house. Ext.P425 is the search memo and Ext.P426 is the

search list. On 25.7.2010 he seized an Alto car bearing No.KL-8/AB.5597 from

the house of Hansal in Kottuvally village as per Ext.PL25 seizure mahazar.

PW116 identified his signature in the said mahazar but denied having seen the

izure of the car from that house.

of Police, Oonnukal police station Exts.P52,

are the mahazars written bv him as dictated bv

mahazar prepared for the recovery of Ext.P62 bus daily
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statement and ldo.B0 mobile phone frorn A9. He ;:rided thei: cii 5.7,2i11r1 ire

accompanied Pw294 and A9 to Methala periyar Valley car:al and witnessed the

recovery of MO.1 broken number plates, as shown by A9, pW202, wno was

working as ASI of Police in the office of the circle Inspector of police,

Muvattupuzha identified his signature in the arrest memos of A9, A15 and 426.

Those arrest memos were marked as Exts.P431, P434 and p436. He identified

his signature in Exts.P42B, P429, P432, P435, P44t, p442, p444 and p445

mahazars and identified the mobile phone recovered from A9 (MO.80), the

mobile phone and wrist watch recovered from ALO (MOs.81 and 82), the mobile

phone and purse recovered from A15 (MOs.83 and 84), the dress materials of

A8 ( MOs 85 and 86) and the mobile phones recovered from 426 and AL8 (MOs.

87 to 89). He identified Exts.P437 to P440 the driving licence, ATM debit card

etc. recovered from A26 and Ext.P443, the sketch recovered from the

autorickshaw ofA11.

53. PW203, who was working in the Crime Squad under the Circle

Inspector of Police, Muvattupuzha stated that he had signed in some arrest

memos and mahazars prepared by the investigating officers as witness. He

identified his signature in Ext.P434 arrest memo of A15 and Ext.P455, the arrest

memo of A21. So also this witness identified his signature in Exts.Pl-12 to 114,

157,43O, 446, 456 to 458 mahazars. He identified Exts.P447 to 453 diary,

notice, paper cutting, booklet etc. and MO.90, a book binder recovered from the

car of A15. MOs.91 to 93 are the material objects viz. purse, wrist watch and

1 mobile phone recovered from the possession of A21 K.M.Ali. pW204, a Head{ :.
tr

; ., 
:, 

Cons.table attached to the office of the Circle Inspector of Police, Muvattupuzha

' r identified f,ris signature in Exts.P459, 460 and 462. seizure mahazars and stated
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that he frarl witns:sss:ri tht :"elovtry" ,;f

agreement, copy of driving licence, regi:;ter

Municipal park etc.

E.<l;.F.i:j, 45, ;16 lnii l':1,-1.1., ii-r,.'l

maintained in the Kotharlangaltnr

54. PW205 deposed that on 23.7.2AI0, while he was working as Grade Sub

Inspector in Vazhakulam police station, he went to Paravur Mannam in search of

A14 Siyad. On the way he found that accused near Mannam bus stop. Then he

brought that accused to Muvattupuzha and produced before PW294. On

25.7.20L0, as per the directions of PW294, he went to the office of ASP (PW291)

at Aluva and took A1B Fahad to the office of PW294. He added that he was

present at the time of the arrest of A2 Jamal.

55. According to PW206, while he was working as Grade Sub Inspector in

Puthencruz police station he was deputed by PW295 to assist PW294 and party.

This witness identified his handwriting in Exts.P13,20,90,93, L03, 109 to l-11,

117 to 119, 124, 1,35, 138, 154, 456, 463 to 467,469 and 470 and stated that

he had prepared those mahazars as dictated by PW294. This witness stated

that he had witnessed the recovery of Ext.PI9 diary, Ext.P92 agreement,

Ext.P443 sketch and Ext.P468 series notices and MO.3 number plate by PW294.

PW2A7, another ASI of police stated that he had signed in Exts.P134, 161, 458,

459,465 and 470 mahazars and Exts.P43l,432,474,475,476, arrest memos

prepared forthe arrestof A9, A10, A17, A27, A16 and Ext.P477 the arrest memo

prepared at the time of the arrest of 43 and 46. This witness identified Exts.P45

and P46, the documents produced by PW144 Lawrence and MOs.97, 98 the

material objects recovered from 416, MO.101 mobile phone recovered from A27

and MO.102, the motor cycle recovered from the house of A18 Fahad. PW208 is

an. attestor to,- Ext.P478, P435 and P444 seizure mahazqrs prepared for the
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recovery cf 140s.14 ta 17 di'€ss rnaterials of pW2, MOs.1B tc flt. the ciress

materials of PW3 and an auto rickshaw bearing No.KL-17/F 5760 belong to A11.

Further he identified Mo.85 and Mo.B6 the dress materials recovered from Ag

Younus Aliyar.

56. PW209, a Grade ASI attached to the Muvattupuzha police station

identified his signature inExt.P472 and P473 arrest memos prepared by pW295

at the time of the arrest of A22 and A23. This witness identified the mobile

phone recovered from A23 as MO.103. He added that he had witnessed the

production of Ext.P66 sale agreement in respect of a car bearing

Regn.No.KL-1O/M.8044 before PW295 by one Muhammad Sajad. He identified

his signature in Ext.P457 mahazar prepared forthe same. PW2L0, a Grade Head

Constable attached to the office of PW295 stated that he had signed in

Exts.P479, P480, P482, P483. P484, P486, P487 and P4B9 to P492. This wirness

identified Ext.P5O, P84 to P86, P4I7, P48l and P485 recovered by pW295 as per

the above said mahazars. According to this witness, MO.104 was the mobile

phone and MOs.105 and L07 were the SIM cards used by 45 Shamsudhin and

produced by his brotherAli. He added that MO.106 was the SIM card used by A7

Pareed. lt was produced by one Abdul Gafoor (PW87).

57. PW2I2 who is working as a driver in police department stated that he

was present at the time of the seizure of a car bearing No.KL-8/AB 5597. He

identified his signature in Ext.P125 seizure mahazar prepared by pW294.

PW2I4 another Head Constable who was working in the Crime Squad of Deputy

.,- Supgr:lntendent of Police stated that he had signed in some mahazars prepared

.,..:,Qy the, investigating officers. He identified his signatures in Exts.p42i, 446,

460,464,467,50I,502,504 and 505 mahazars. This witness identified his
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P503, the arrest rnemos prepared at tlre time of lhe arrest of 426, AI7, A27 ,

416, 43, 46, A13, A24, A]-B, A2 and A25. He ideniified Ext.P461, a notice

recovered from the auto rickshaw of 411. MO.97 and MO.9B are the mobile

phone and ATM card recovered from 417. MO.100 and MO.101 are the mobile

phones recovered from AL7 and A27 and MO.114 is the bag and MO.L15 to MO.

118 are the dress materials recovered from 46 Shanavas. This witness

identified MOs.119 to 122, the dress materials recovered from 43 Shobin.

58. PW215, the Circle Inspector of Police, Piravom questioned PW3 Sister

Marie Stella on 5.7.2010 and recorded her statement from the premises of

Specialists'Hospital, Ernakulam. He seized MO.14 to MO.17 dress materials of

PW2 as produced by PW3, as per Ext.P478 seizure mahazar. He deposed that on

8.7.2010 he conducted search in the house of PW157 Ansari at Kakkanad and

recovered MO.123 sword, MO.124 scabbard, MO.125 series CDs and MO.L27 cao

from his house. He identified Exts.P508 to P515 and P178 copy of a letter, some

publications, pamphlets etc. recovered from that house. Ext.p506 is the copy of

the search memo and Ext.P507 is the search list. Ext.P516 is the search list

prepared at the time of the search conducted in the house of accused Tamar

(not charge sheeted) and Exts.P517 to P519 are the booklet, diary and photo

recovered from the house of that accused.

59. PW216 who was working as Sub Inspector of Police, in Thodupuzha

police station stated that on 26.3.2010 he got information about the question

paper prepared by PW2 and registered a case against PW2 as Crime No.

''" 327l2OlO alleging commission of offences under Section 1534 and 2954 of tpC.

,'A certified copy of the FIR was marked as Ext.P520. Ext.P521 is the pertified

'::.
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copy of the question paper. -fhe relevant qL.restion was niarkeri as f:xt.p52l (a).

This witness added that in connection with the protest railies conducted in

Thodupuzha town. four cases were registered in that police station. The

certified copies of the concerned FlRs were identified by this witness ano

marked as Exts.P522 and P525.

60. PW223 who was studying in Newman College identified Ext.p52i", the

question paper prepared by PW2 for the second semester examination of

B.com Degree students. Ext.P544 is the certified copy of her answer sheet. This

witness stated that Question No.11 disturbed her. Therefore after the

examination she met PW2 and asked why such a question was put. while she

was attending another examination on the same day pw2 approached her and

stated that he extracted that portion from a book and added that he would give

the details after the examination. Pw224, the then Principal of Newman college

stated that after the question paper issue he had received several anonymous

calls and letters. Certified copy of a post card received by him containing

threatening words, was identified and marked as Ext.p545. This witness has

stated that the original is produced before the University Appellate Tribunal in

connection with a matter pending against PW2. In connection with the question

paper issue PW2 was suspended from service.

61. PW2L7, the then Sub Inspector of Kalady police station stated that as

per the direction of the circle Inspector, he went to the house of ALO Asharaf at

l4ekalady and brought him to the office of the circle Inspector, Kalady and then

produced that accused before PW294. PWI-90, the circle Inspector of Kalady

stated that on production of A9 before him, he directed pw2l7 to produce that

accused before PW294. on 31.7.2o10 pw2l7 conducted search in the house qf
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Aliyar {father of A"t$) at Kalacli lnd iec.lv*rer-l .:: r':-)ij;l ri'iija;;:lration i:;-."r'iilir.r:ir::

of KL-o7/AH 1515 (Ext.P65), copy of a tilx receipt (Ext.P528) and MO.12B series

CDs as per Ext.P526 search list. Ext.P527 is the search rnemo prepared by him

in connection with that search. Thereupon he conducted search in the house of

one Ajmal and recovered MO.129 CD as per Ext.P529 search list.

62. PW218, Circle Inspector of Vadakkekara had seized a laptop and some

CDs from a car which was parked in the house of one Kunjumon and produced

those articles in the Aluva police station. On 13.7.2010 he conducted search in

the house of one Nazar and recovered the insurance policy of a vehicle, driving

licence of Ayoob (not charge sheeted) and a copy of a complaint filed by Ayoob

before the Circle Inspector of Police, Kadakkavoor. Ext.P530 is the search list,

Ext.P531 is the search memo and Exts.P532 to P535 are the documents

recovered from that house. On that day itself he had recovered several articles

including Ext.P537 a booklet from the house of one Abdul Salam as per

Ext.P536 search list. On 27.7.20IO this witness conducted search in the shop of

A25 at Aluva and recovered some paper cuttings (Ext.P540 series). Ext.P53B is

the search list and Ext.P539 is the search memo prepared by him. PW219 a

Head Constable identified his signature in Ext.P541 seizure mahazar prepared

by the Sub Inspector for seizure of MO.130 motor cycle.

63. PW220 ASI of Police, Muvattupuzha police station deposed that he had

witnessed the production of the samples collected by the Scientific Assistant

(PW1B3) before PW294. PW236, the Circle Inspector of Police, Perumbavoor

i supported the versions of PWL88, regarding the seizure of MO.2 omni van from

.. the possession of A9. On 2L7.2OtO he conducted search in the house of A5

i Shamsudhin and recovered MO.145 rpotor cycle, as per Ext.P555 search list. i
:-. I



Ext.P554 is the search mefiro. Thereupon he conducterl :earch in thr: house c.rf

Banasira, wife of 45. On 31.7.2010 he conducted search in the house of one

Shoukathali and recovered a diary, service book, note book etc.(Ext.p560 to

P565). Exts.P556 to P559 are the search memos and search list prepared by

him in connection of the search conducted in that houses.

64. PW227 who is working as photographer in the police department stated

that he took the photographs of the scene as directed by the police officers. As

per the direction of PW184 he took Ext.P315 and P316 photos of the developed

finger prints.

65. PW229 deposed that while he was working as Additional Sub Inspector

in Aluva Police station he received a report sent by PW291, the ASP of Police

regarding the seizure of some articles promoting hatred and contempt towards

the Government. On the basis of that report he registered a case against one

Moideen Kunju as Crime No.209412010. Certified copy of the FlR, search list and

the report of the ASP were marked as Ext.P547 to P549.

66. PW235 Rahila, who is working as Scientific Assistant (Physics), Forensic

Science Laboratory, Thiruvananthapuram deposed that in the month of January

2011 she received three sealed packets forwarded by the Assistant Director of

Serology. pertaining to Crime No.704l2010 of the Muvattupuzha Police station.

She spoke that the seals of the packet were found in tact. As per the requisition,

she examined the glass fragments contained in three packets and prepared

Ext.P553 report. On visual and microscopic examination the glass pieces

contained in the three packets appeared similar. On spectroscopic examination

the glass fragments exhibited similar characteristics. After examination she

, rCturned the items to the Serology division dnd sent Ext.P553 direcuy to the
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packets numbereci as itern 3, 9 and 15 as MO'142, M0.143 and 14O"144

respectively. From the evidence of PW235 it is clear that the broken giass pieces

(MO.144) collected from the omni van and the broken glass pieces collected

from the WagonR car and from the place of incident (MO.142 and 143)

appeared similar and having similar characteristics.

67. PW23B, ASI of Police attached to the office of Deputy Superintendent

of Police Muvattupuzha identified his handwriting in Exts.P137, P1'47, P491,

P492 and P566 to P570 and stated that these mahazars were prepared by him

as dictated by PW295. This witness identifed MO.150 mobile phone produced by

Banasira, MO.151 mobile phone and MO.152 SlM cards produced by Meerakutty

(father of A3), MO.153 and MO.L54, the dress materials of A7 Pareed and MO.

108 mobile phone as produced by one Fazarudheen. PW131 Assainar has

admitted his signature in Ext.P147, the seizure mahazar prepared by PW295 for

the seizure of the dress materials of A7, but this witness denied having seen the

seizure. PW23B added that he had witnessed the production of Ext.P61 series

daily collection statement and Ext.PL37 agreement by the concerned witnesses

before PW295.

68. PW243 Noble Manuel is the Sub lnspector of Police who registered this

case as crime No.704|2OIO of Muvattupuzha Police Station. On 5.7.2010 he

registered a case as crime No.705/2010 against the workers of 'Muslim lkya

Vedhi' (ac$" o"gyo5 cclril) in connection with a protest march conducted to the

. police station. On 7.7.2010 he was transferred to Vazhakkulam police station.

,'. 
.Aft.ef taking charge in the Vazhakulam police station, he was deputed to assist

the" investigating team. Accordingly he joined in'the investigation team. He
't,i
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stated about the seizure of the logbook from the office of the Police

Telecommunications, Aluva and about the search conducted in the house of one

Nizar and 44 Sajil (absconding). Exts,P586 to P589 are the search memos and

search lists prepared by him in connection with those search conducted in the

house of Nizar and A4. From the house of Nizar he had recovered a cap. Then

on 26.7.2010 he went to the house of PW153 Shihab at Mannam in Kottuvally

village, inspected a room as shown by PW36 Raihanath and prepared Ext.P157

mahazar and recorded the statement of PW36 and one Shijas (PW137). PW137

has admitted his signature in the said mahazar but denied that he had signed in

the said mahazar from the house of PW36. He spoke that on 3.9.2010 as per

the directions issued by the investigating officer he went to the house of PW192

Murugan as led by A2 Jamal and prepared Ext.P139 mahazar. On that day itself

he recorded the statement of PW127 Sameer who is an attestor to that

mahazar and PW65 Rajappan.

69. PW247 the Sub Inspector of Kuruppumpady police station searched

the house ofaccused Noufal (not charge sheeted) and recovered MO.130 motor

cycle bearing No.KL-7/AL 6992 as per Ext.P54L mahazar. Then he conducted

search in the house of the brother in law of A33 and the brother in law of A1,

but he did not get any material objects from those places. That search list was

marked as Ext.P594. The search lists and search memo prepared by him during

the raid in those houses were marked as Ext.P594 to P596.

.,, ""'a ,,."',x 70. According to PW270, Circle lnspector of Police, Aluva in connection.' '\)\
,.lr '. ' 

.\

u* ., with tfte investigation in this case, he had conducted searches in the house ofil
'1 ,:

i, l: .,'.:;1iil* one Ra.him Kunnathery and A31 Najeeb (absconding). Exts.P653 to P656 are the

''i.. ; , - search memos and search list prepared by him. From the house of A31 he hadi,
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recovered Ext.P657 a publication of PFl, Ext.P658 a phone bill and Ext.P659 a

membership receipt book of SDPI with some other articles. On 20.7.2010 he

conducted search in Hiba Jewelery at Aluva and seized 33 items including a

telephone index diary (Ext.P661), a copy of the question paper with a letter

(Ext.P662), a phone bill (Ext.P663) and three mobile phones with its packets

(MO.156 series), as per a search list and sent a report to the Station House

Officer to register a case. Ext.P660 is the certified copy of the search list.

71. PW280, the Sub Inspector of Police, Tirur in Malappuram district stated

that on 15.10.2012 while he was conducting night patrol duty and when he

reached at Tirur bus stand he found a stranger in a suspicious circumstance.

Since he had information that some of the accused in the hand chopping case

are staying at Tirur and its suburbs he intercepted that stranger. On

questioning, the said person told him that his name is Faisal. On further

interrogation the said person who was identified as A37 admitted that his name

is Noushad. Thereupon he brought him to the police station and gave

information to the higher authorities. On the next day NIA officials came there

and took A37 Noushad to Kochi.

72. PW286 is the Superintendent of Police, NlA, New Delhi who re-

registered this case as Crime No.1/2011 NlA, New Delhi. That FIR dated

4.4.2011 was marked as Ext.P708. PW287 is a Sub Inspector attached to NlA.

This witness stated about the arrest of an accused namely K.A.Ali (not charge

- lyh.g"ted) 
and about the preparation of Ext.P709 scene mahazar and the seizure

:.:,--of orie mobile phone. This scene mahazar was marked subject to the objectio-n

- . 1:;.1',1Eised by the learned counsel for the accused that it contains self incriminating

' statement. Since there is no charge against this accused, this document need
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not be looked into. These documents and the mobile phone (MO.26) seized

from the house of that accused are not at arr rerevant in this case.

73. Pw297, K'Jayanath lPS, the then Asst. Superintendent of police, Aluva

was a member in the investigation team. On 4.7.2010 he conducted search in

the house of one suspected person namely Manzoor and recovered Ext.pTLg to

P739 pamphlets, publications, visiting cards etc along with Mo.1B3 file folder as

per Ext.P717 search list. Those documents include the list containing the names

and addresses of the district leaders of Popular Front of India (Ext.p71g), a

pamphlet with caption ,,orocg.geona6 
cruoGoil4oocro-',(Ext.p721), a sheet of paper

containing photos of some temples in Ernakulam district (Ext.p722), a list of the

office bearers of area committees etc. The search memo was marked as

Ext.p716. on 9.7.2010 he conducted search in the house of one Ayoob, s/o

Moideen and recovered some pamplets and publications. The search list and

seized articles were marked as ExG.P740 to P743. This witness statecl that on

lo'7.2oLo at 12.15 noon, after obtaining search warrant from the concerned

court he conducted search in the house of Kasim (A29), at Kunjunnikkara in

Kadungaloor village. When he reached the house along with independent

witnesses the house was found locked. At that time two persons claimed to be

the relatives of Kasim came there. They were ready to hand over the key of the

house, but they did not give it. Then he broke the front door in the presence of

witnesses, conducted search in the house and recovered 36 items as per

.,: Ext.p744 search list. lt includes ssLC book, pamphlets, some stickers and a. .- ' ;.

i . iword' The SSLC book, ration card and a diary of Kasim were identified by this
I 'i witness and those documents were marked Exts.P745 to p747. The telephone'l

r : index diary and the &her items which were seized from the douse were
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identified as Exts.P74B to P755. The stickers (item Nos.30 to 35 in Ext.P744)

seized from that house were identified as MO.179 series and the sword was

marked as MO.L85. Thereafter he conducted search in the house of M.K.Nazar

and recovered Ext.P757 to Ext.P760 as per Ext.P756 search list. This witness

deposed about the search conducted in the clinic and the house of A15.

Ext.P76L is the search memo and Ext.P762 is the search list pertaining to the

search conducted in the clinic of A15. As per Ext.P762 he recovered MO.1g6

series CDs, Ext.P763 series phone bills, receipts etc. Ext.P764 is the search

memo and Ext.P765 is the search list prepared by him in connection with the

search conducted in the house of A15. From the said house he had recovered

31. CDs (MO.187 series) and a telephone index diary (Ext.P766) along with some

other items. Thereafter he searched the houses of accused Noushad (not

charge sheeted), Abdulla (father of 45) and Moideen Kunju and recovereo some

publications, pamphlets etc. Exts.P767 and P768 are the certified copies of

search memo and the search list prepared for conducting the search in the

house of Noushad. From the said house two publications of pFl which were

marked as Ext.P769 and P770 were recovered. From the house of Abdulla he

recovered MO.188 mobile phone and MO.189 motor cycle bearing No.KL-9/B

3560. The search memo and search list were marked as Exts.p772 and p771

respectively. This witness identified the publications. application form, badge,

the list containing the phone numbers of the office bearers of pFl etc.

(Exts.P1.74, P180, P773 to P779) and 8 seals of SDP| Periyarvalley Charitable

(MO.190 series) and three file folders (MO.191 series) recovered from the

of Moideen Kunju. After the search conducted in the house of Ayoob,

and Moideen Kunju he filed separate reports before the Station,House
i1
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Officer, Aluva. Ext.P780 and P548 are the certified copies of the reports filed by

him.

74. PW293, an ASI attached to NIA Kochi unit identified his signature in

Ext.P783 seizure mahazar prepared for the seizure of an Indica car bearing

No.KL-09/R.7541. This witness stated that he had witnessed the inspection of

the car by the Scientific Expert. Subsequently, as per directions he went to the

Regional Transport office, Malappuram and recovered the registration

certificate, sale letter etc. of the above said Indica car as per Ext.P784 seizure

ma haza r.

75. I have already mentioned about the first phase of investigation

conducted by PW294 and about the preparation of Ext.P133 scene mahazar.

According to this witness, on production of A9 and MO.2 omni van by PW188

along with Ext.P848 report, he arrested that accused and took the vehicle into

his custody. When he questioned 49 Jafar, he came to know about the

involvement of that accused in the offence. Accordingly he arrested A9 from the

police station at 4 pm. Ext.P431 is the arrest memo and Ext.P787 is the

inspection memo prepared by him at the time of the arrest of A9. Ext.P62 bus

daily statement and MO.80 mobile phone with two SIM cards (MO.158 and MO.

159) were seized from A9 as per Ext.P428 seizure mahazar. In Ext.P62

statement of accounts two phone numbers and the name of one Asharaf were

seen written. Then he questioned A9 Jafar and recorded his statement. At 9 pm

he arrested A1O Asharaf who was produced by the Circle Inspector of Police,

: ,,Kafady and seized a mobile phone, SIM card and a wrist watch (MOs.81, L6-0

and 82 respectively). Ext.P788 is the inspection memo prepared by him at the

. " .r'time of arrest of A10. At 10 pm, ASJ.Thomas (PW220) who was in the GD charge..
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produced the samples collected by scientific Assistant susan Antony (PW1B3)

from the scene of crime, from MO.2 omni van and the wagonR car. PW294 took

those items into custody as per Ext.P430 mahazar. He identified the packets

handed over by ASI Thomas as MOs.l"2, 13, 131 to 140 and 142 to 144. Then he

took possession of the Indica car bearing No.KL-7/AP 1613 along with Exts.P331

to P338 documents and MOs.39 to 41 as produced by Circle Inspector of Police,

Kothamangalam (PW189). Ext.P330 is the mahazar prepared by that witness.

On the next day, as per the confession statement given by 49 and as led by

that accused he went to Methala and seized two pieces of number plates (MO.1)

from the eastern side of the western bund of Periyarvalley canal which were

found concealed in the thickets as per Ext.P115 seizure mahazar in the

presence of witnesses. The relevant portion of the confession statement was

marked as Ext.Pl15 (a). On that day itself he went to lrumalapady as led by A9

Jafar and seized motor cycle bearing No.KL-44l8029 which was parked in front

of Royal hotel. The mahazar was marked as Ext.P52. Ext.P52(a) is the relevant

portion of the confession statement of A9. On that day itself he filed Ext.P789

report to incorporate the names of A9 and ALO as accused and another report

(Ext.P790) to add Sections 201 and 153 (A) of lPC. Then he seized MO.14 to 17

dress materials of PW2 along with Ext.P478 mahazar as produced by PW215,

Sub Inspector of Piravom police station. He forwarded Ext.P133 scene mahazar

along with other mahazars and material objects to the concerned court as per

Ext.P433 report. On 7.7.2010 PW243, PW191 and PW197 produced Exts.P318,

-:P350 to P359, P361, P391 to P401, P403, P4O4 and MOs 53, 54 and 62 to 65

;before him. On the next day, after obtaining Ext.P792 search warrant from the

Judicial First Class. Magistrate, Muv.attupuzha he conducted search in
t



'Periyarvalley' in Kadungalloor Panchayat, the district head quarters of pFl and

seized several publications, pamphlets which were marked as Ext.p196 to pl99,

P793 to P795, P800 to P805, Mo.L96 series and Mo.197 series. Ext.p791 is the

search list prepared by him. Thereafter he filed Ext.P806 report to incorporate

the name of A8 Younus Aliyar, A12 K.K.Ali and A28 M.K.Nazar and issued look

out notices against those accused. PW215 produced Exts.p178, p5og to p515

and MOs.123 to L27 along with Ext.P507 search list. On the same day the Sub

Inspector of Kuttampuzha police station and PW291, ASp of Aluva produced

some material objects and documents including MO.157 and Ext.pg07. On

9.7.2010 at 10.50 am he arrested A17 Kamarudheen and A27 Shajeer from the

police station premises. Ext.P474 is the arrest memo and P475 is the insoection

memo. He took MO.100 and 10L mobile phones from the possession of A17

and A27 respectively. On that day PW144 Lawrence produced the carbon copy

of the sale agreement entered into between that witness and A12 K.K.Ali

(Ext.P45), photocopy ofthe driving licence ofA12 (Ext.P46) and a photocopy of

the first page of the ration card of A12 (Ext.P8L1). Ext.p459 is the seizure

mahazar prepared by him for the recovery of those documents. On the same

day, after getting the police custody of A9 Jafar from the concerned court he

questioned that accused and recorded his statement. On 9.7.2010, as per the

confession statement given by A9 Jafar and as led by him he reached at a

place near the Periyarvalley canal at Methala and took MO.3 broken Dieces of

number plates as shown by A9. Ext.P154 is the seizure mahazar prepared by

. .. .him in the presence of witnesses. Ext.P154(a) is the relevant portion of th?

".:: ,:.c.,o-nfg,ssion statement given by A9 Jafar which led to the recovery MO.3. He

.,;.,,,-i:identified MO.1 and MO.3 from the dock. PW294 added that in.connection with

l
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this case, he had questioned several witnesses and recorded their Statements.

76. On 10.7.2010 Station Writer of Muvattupuzha Police station produced

Ext.P3 complaint along with the petition register maintained in the police

station before PW294. Accordingly that document was seized by PW294 as per

Ext.P453 mahazar. On the same day PW1B9, PW191, PW198 and PW291

produced Exts.P339, P363, P405, P4O7,P4OB and MOs. 42to52 before PW294'

On I2.7.2OLO PW294 arrested AL6. Ext.P476 is the arrest memo and P812 is

the inspection memo. At the time of arrest he recovered MOs.97 to 99 and MO.

164 from AL6 as per Ext.P464 seizure mahazar. He produced Ext.P8L3 report

before the court furnishing the address of Ai.6. Ext.P465 is the seizure mahazar

prepared by him for the seizure of Scorpio car bearing No'KL-O3/J 3883 which

belongs to A16. On the same day he arrested AL5 as produced before him.

Ext.P434 is the arrest memo and Ext.P8L4 is the inspection memo prepared for

the recovery of MOs.83, 84 and L61. Ext.P446 is the mahazar prepared by him

for the recovery of car No.TN-o1/P 7555 which belongs to A15. As per the said

ma'hazar he seized Exts.P447 to P454, some publications, a laptop and some

material objects found in the said car. On the same day PWs218 and 291

produced some material objects along with the documents prepared by them.

Thereupon he filed Exts.P8L5 and P816 reports to incorporate the name and

address of A15 and section 202 of IPC in the case records. This witness

identified Ext.PlO the mahazar prepared by him at the time of the search

conducted in the clinic of A15, MOs. 198 to 206 surgical equipments and

medicines seized from the said clinic and Exts.PB mahazar and P9 prescriptio-n

produced by PW49. He inspected the house of416 as perthe statements given

UV e]? and A16 and as led by those accused and prepared Ext'P502 mahazar.
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On 16.7.2010 he took motor cycle bearing No.KL-71/ 2600 into custody as per

Ext.P123 mahazar as produced by PWl27. He stated about the production of

MOs.18 to 20, Exts.P435, P426, P215 and P516 to P519 search lists,

publications, diary etc. by the concerned officers in the investigating team. On

20.7.2OlO, PW27O, PW18B and PW243, produced documents including

Exts.P587 and P589 and some material objects before him. On 21.7.2010 he

proceeded to Palakkad along with party and arrested A8 who was found in the

premises of KSRTC bus stand, Palakkad at 4.30 am. He identified Ext.P493

arrest memo, Ext.P818 inspection memo, P819 seizure mahazar and MOs.85,

86 and 109. On that day itself he arrested A25 Latheef and prepared Ext.P503

arrest memo. As per Ext.P820 inspection memo he seized MOs.L62, 163 and

207 from A25. PW194, PW218 and PW236 produced some material objects

before him along with Ext.P374 search list. On 22.72010 he seized Ritz car

bearing No.KL-42|C 4700 as per Ext.P441. (Ext.P821 series are the photographs

taken from this court while releasing that vehicle on bond). On that day he

arrested accused Moideenkutty from the police station and took Exts.P437 to

P440 and MO.87 as produced by the investigating team. Ext.P436 and P822 are

the documents pertaining to the arrest and inspection. On that day itself he

arrested Shiyas (A13) and Muhammadali (A24) as per Exts.P494 and P495

arrest memos and recovered mobile phone, purse etc. (MOs.208 and 209) as

per Ext.P823 and P824 inspection memos. Then he filed Exts.P825 to P827 and

P829 reports and furnished the names and addresses of those accused. On

23J.2010 he arrested A14 Siyad, recovered MO.210 mobile phone an-d

prgpared Ext,P496 arest memo and Ext.P828 inspection memo. On that day

itself A1.1 who,.-was found in the autorickshaw stand near Muvattupuzha private
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bus stand was brought to the police station. After interrogation he arrested A11

at 1.2 noon and prepared Ext.P497 arrest memo and seized Mo.94 mobile phone

and Mo.95 purse from him as per Exts.P830 and P466. On the basis of the

disclosure statement given by A11 and as shown by that accused he seized

Ext.P443 sketch from autorickshaw bearing No.KL-17/F 5760 which belongs to

A11. Ext.P442 is the mahazar prepared for the recovery of the sketch and

Ext.P444 is the mahazar prepared for the seizure of the auto rickshaw. Then

he conducted search in the house ofAl-1 and recovered Ext.P461 note book as

per Ext.P460 seizure mahazar. PW294 identified Exts.PB3l" and P832 reports

filed by him furnishing the correct address of A5 and A29. Ext'P688 is the

specimen handwriting of A11, taken by him. On the same day PW193 produced

Ext.P367 and P368 along with MOs.55 to 58'

77 . On 25.7 .2O1.O PW294 arrested A18 as produced before him. Exts.P498,

P495 and P833 are the relevant documents prepared by him for the arrest of

A18 and recovery of MOs.88, 89 and 165 to 167. Ext.P834 is the report filed by

him to incorporate the name and address ofA18 Fahad, in the case records. On

the next day PW200 produced Ext.P125 mahazar along with an Alto car bearing

No.KL-8/AB 5597 before him. After inspecting the house of PW36, Sub Inspector

Noble Manuel oroduced Ext.P157 mahazar. On 27.7.2010, A8 led him to

different places namely Flat No.7, Daffodils Thrissur, house No.lV/224 of

Edayoor panchayath and house No.lX/338 of Angadipuram panchayath. From

Flat No.7 he recovered MOs.21 and 22. MO.96 and Exts.P468 series were

..-re-covered from house No.lYl224. Exts.P13, P118, P467 and P119 are the
.'".1,." I

-!:: mahazars prepared by him. On 29.7.2OI0 PWs186 and 199 produced Exts.P386,

.''''P387 and P420 to:P424 along with motor cycle bearing No.KL;41/A 3068 and
,i,i.. :, ..
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Lancer car bearing No.KL-7iAl-1.1515. on 30.7.201i1 AB yunous took him to

seemas Auditorium, perumbavoor, to a building near st-rb stationpady,

Kothamangalam which belongs to palikkal Meeran, to the fourth floor of

Revenue Tower, Kothamangalam, to the outpatient section in Government

Hospital, Kothamangalam, to a mosque near Kothamangalam post office and

pointed out particular spots. Accordingly he prepared Exts.p134, p109, p110,

P13B and P111" pointing out mahazars. pw1o4 has admitted his signature in

Ext.P111 and stated that at the time of preparation of the said mahazar, police

brought a person with them, but he could not identify that person. He was

declared hostile. Pw294 added that from seemas Auditorium he seized a diary

(Ext.P1g) which contains the booking details of that auditorium, as produced by

PW32. On the next day A8 took him to the inspection bungalow of Kerala Water

Authority, Muvattupuzha, to house No.lX/98 in Kadungaloor Grama panchayat

and house No.lll282 in Eloor Grama Panchayat. During the inspection conducted

at those places he prepared Exts.P469, P470 and p1l-7 scene mahazars of

particular spots as pointed out by A8. This witness identified Exts.p704 and

P705 ownership certificates produced by the secretary of Angadipuram Grama

Panchayat and the secretary of Karumalloor Grama panchayat. on that day

PW2l7 produced the documents and material objects seized from the house of

A19 Niyas (Exts.P65, P526 and P528 along with Mo.128 series). on 1.8.2010 he

arrested A2l- K.M.Ali and recovered Mos.91, 92 and 93 from his possession as

per Ext.P456 seizure mahazar. Ext.p455 and p835 are the arrest memo and

Inspection memo prepared by him. on 2.8.2010 he seized the registration
' l :certificate and other documents of wagonR car bearing No.KL-17/E 1795 as per

' Ext:P103 rnbhazar ap produced by pw101. After takinil photoc^opies of that



c|ocuments (Exts.P105 r-o P108) he reIeased those dncumen|5 0ll |(;.}{:i]{iei

(Ext.P104). PW101 has supported the said version and stated that he had

produced those documents before Pw294 for verification and got it back on

kacheet. on that day itself PW294 recovered Ext.P92 agreement executed by

one siyad (not charge sheeted) as produced by one Kareem. Ext.P93 is the

mahazar. PW92 has admitted that a building owned by his brother Abbas was

mortgaged to one siyad in 2009. Thereupon PW294 filed Exts.P836 to P840

reports to incorporate the names and addresses of some accused including 43,

A4, A21. and A32 to A34. On 7.8.2010 he arrested A20 Anas and recovered MO.

2l-1 mobile phone from him. Exts.P471 and P841 are the relevant documents

prepared by him at the time of the arrest of A20. On that day itself he arrested

A22 and A23 from the police station premises as produced by Circle Inspector of

Police, Kalloorkkadu as per Ext.P472 and P473 and recovered MO.103 mobile

phone from the possession of A23. Ext.P742 and P843 are the inspection

memos. Then he filed Ext.P844 and P845 reports to furnish the address of A20

and A23. On 10.8.2010, on the basis of the disclosure statement given by A13,

he went to the house of PW37, inspected the bed room as pointed out by that

accused and prepared Ext.P124 mahazar from the said house. PW115 identified

his signature in the said mahazar, but he did not admit that he had seen the

preparation of the said mahazar. Then he went to the house of A20 as led by

A13 and prepared Ext.P135 mahazar. In the meantime he had questioned and

recorded the statements of the witnesses. From the statements of the

witnesses it was revealed that the accused had committed offences unddr

. i, 
l Sections 15, 16, 18, 18B and 19 ofthe UA(P) Act and he filed Ext.P846 report to

-,; incorporate those provisions of law in the case records. After incorporating the
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provisions under the UA(P) Act, the investigation was handed over to pw2g5,

the Deputy Superintendent of Police, Muvattupuzha . pw294 added that on

13.8.2010 as a member of the investigating team he seized Exts.p17 and p1B

documents as produced by PW90. on 15.8.2010, as per the instructions given

by PW295 he went to ottapalam Police station and took AL9 who was detained

in that police station and brought him to Muvattupuzha. Then he accompanied

PW295 to Thiruvananthapuram and witnessed the arrest of A2 at a place near

Beemapally. on getting reliable information he went to coimbatore and took 43

and 46 who were found in the premises of Coimbatore railway station and

produced them before PW295. On 8.10.2010 he went to Mangalapuram

Railway station, in search of 47 and found that accused near Mangalapuram

railway station. Then he brought that accused to Muvattupuzha. This witness

identified Ext.P847 mahazar prepared by him for the recovery of Ext.p597, the

list containing the details of the phone numbers obtained by 'Thejus Charitable

Trust' and the details of the users of those phone numbers along with Ext.p598

covering letter. On 22.17.2010 PW74 produced Ext.P66 sale agreement before

him, executed in favour of A26.

78. On 13.8.2010 PW295 the Deputy Superintendent of police,

Muvattupuzha undertook the investigation. On that day itself he received

Ext.P92 and P93, the RC particulars of KL-07/AH 1515 and KL-41/A 3068 from

the concerned officer. On getting information that A19 Niyas is coming to Kerala

...: pW294:,Went to Ottapahm and brought A19 to Muvattupuzha. At 9:30 pm he''
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arrested A19 a:; ptt:r [xt.PB49 arre:;t rnti],i-ro artrl recoveii:rj l.xL.F$Si-. se|ies Al-i\l

cards, PB52 voters lD card, Mo.212 rnobile phone and Mo.213 purse along \/ith

five SIM cards (MOs L7O, ]-13 and 181) as per Ext'P880 inspection memo. On

20.8.2010 he got reliable information that A5 Shamsudhin is coming to

Coimbatore. He deputed PW193, the Sub Inspector of Police, Muvattupuzha to

go to Coimbatore and to take that accused into custody. Accordingly PW193

went to Coimbatore, found A5 near Ukkadom bus stand and brought him to

Muvattupuzha. When questioned, he came to know about the involvement of

that accused. Then he arrested A5 from the police station premises and

prepared Ext.P499 arrest memo and Ext.P853 inspection memo. On the basis of

the statement given by that accused he recovered the pants and shirt worn by

A5 at the time of incident, along with some other dress materials (MOs.219, 220

and 22Ll as per Ext.P479 seizure mahazar. Then he filed Ext.P854 report

furnishing the name and address of that accused and Ext.P855 to incorporate

the names and addresses of A2. 46 and 47. On interrogation he realised that 45

had sustained injuries during the attack on PW2. Then he sent that accused to

the hospital for medical examination. In the meantime Pws 3 and 4 identified

A5 and the dress materials seized from him. On 21.8.2010 he searched the

house of A16 to seize the mobile phone which was used by that accused, but he

did not get it. The search list was identified and marked as Ext.P856. On the

next day, on the basis of the statement given by A5 and as led by that accused

he went to the Municipal park, Muvattupuzha and prepared Ext.P112 mahazar
. --. f\:..

i"' .of the concrete watch tower and its surroundings as pointed out by that
4i*., '

; .4cgtrsqd. On the next day, as led by A5 he went to Municipal park,

,., t,-'t.L
,,' n' kothamangalam, and then yeached at Municipal Stadium, Perumbavogr and

l
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prepared Ext.p113 and pl14 mahazars. This witness spoke that Fws 1,2 anc

r'5 identified 45, who was in custody. on 24.g.2010 he seized motor cycre

bearing No.KL-4O/c 3739 used by A5, as produced by his brother Ari (pw86) as

per Ext.P481 mahazar. On the same day PW86 produced MO.104 mobile phone

and Mos.105 and 107 srM cards, used by 45 and accordingry he seized the

same as per Ext.p4g2 and p4g3 mahazars. on 25.g.2010, pw2gL sent a report

about the search conducted by him in the house of A5. While so, on 28.g.2010

he proceeded to Thiruvananthapuram along with PW2g4 and party, on the basis

of the information that 42 is residing some where near Beemapally and at L2

hours found 42 at that premises and arested him as per Ext.p500 arrest memo.

Ext.P857 is the inspection memo prepared by him. While A2 was in custody he

was identified by Pws 1 to 4 and 15. On that day itself he questioned A2 and

recovered his dress materials (MOs 110 to 113 series) as per Ext.P501 seizure

mahazar. At 5.15 pm, on the basis of the disclosure statement given by A2 and

as led by that accused went to the shop of A2 at srimoolanagaram and

recovered MO.2L4 mobile phone and MO.L68 SIM card as per Ext.Pl4L seizure

mahazar. Then he proceeded to the house of A2 and seized a motor cvcle as

per Ext.P142 seizure mahazar.

79. on 30.8.2012, on the basis of reliable information PW193 was deputed

to go to Pollachi in search of A12. Accordingly, PW193 went to pollachi and

found A12 at the railway station premises and brought him to Muvattupuzha. At

7 am he arrested A12, as produced by pw193 and prepared Ext.p35g arrest. .:. -.

", 
-. 

..q"l.emo and Ext,PB59 inspection memo. On the next day he took Ext.P25 atcount
.:.. ..,::1.

,:t. .. t'i ;,; :

;.. 1': .,'. i custodian of the said register, as,per Ext.p462 mahazar. In the meanwhile i
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BanasiraproducedMo.l50mobilephoneusedbyirerhusbandSharnsurlhin

(A5).Thatmobi|ephonewasseizedasperEXt'P566seizuremahazar.Onthat

day itself he received the driving licence particulars (Ext.P4B5) of 45. At 4 pm

pwg5 Abdul Rasheed produced the driving licence and the learner's driving

licence (Ext.P79 and P80) before him and he took possession of the said

documents as per Ext.P144 mahazar, in the presence of PW129. On 1.9.2010

pw198 produced Ext.P415 ration card seized from the house of 41 along with

Ext.P414 search list. During investigation, he inspected a house which situates

near the High way Mosque, and another house at Nettoor as pointed out by A2

and prepared Exts.P35 and P30 mahazars respectively from the said premises.

on that day itself Ext.P50 rent deed was produced before him. Ext.P486 is the

mahazar prepared for the recovery of the rent deed. This witness identified

Ext.P567 mahazar prepared by him forthe seizure of the driving licence of A72,

as produced by his brother in law unais (PW72). On that day itself he received

Exts.P77 and P707 ownership certificates issued by the concerned officers' On

4.9.20L0 PW243 produced the statements given by some of the witnesses

before him, along with Ext.P139 mahazar. On 5.9.2010 PW192 produced

Ext.P137 agreement before him. On 7.9.2010 he got information that 43 and A6

are staying some where near Coimbatore railway station. He gave instruction

to PW294 to go to Coimbatore and to take them into custody. Accordingly,

PW294 went to Coimbatore along with party and brought those two accused to

Muvattupuzha. At 1 am he arrested those two accused from the premises of

puzha police station as produced by PW294 and prepared un art"it

nd dress materials found to pe in the possession of 46 (MO.114 to
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MO.11B), as per Ext.p504 seizure mahazar: on interrogortion he carne ro Know

that the pants and shirt worn by 43 Shobin at the time of arrest were the same

dress worn by him on the date of incident. Then he took those dress materiars

along with other dresses (Mos 119 to r22) in to possession as per Ext.p505

seizure mahazar. pws 1 to 4 and 15 identified both these accused whire they
were in custody. At L0 am he took Mo.141 T-shirt of 46 as per Ext.p568 seizure

mahazar and filed Ext.pg62 report, furnishing the name and address of those

two accused. on the next day he took the agreement and the power of attorney
(Exts.P32 and P37), as produced by pW40 as per Ext.p1"56 mahazar and after
verification rereased the power of attorney to that witness on kacheet (Ext.p33).

on that day he inspected house No.18/617 A in Aruva west Viilage as shown by

46 and prepared Ext'P145 mahazar. Ext.P7o2 is the ownership certificate of the

said house issued from the concemed panchayat. Ext.pg63 is the report filed by

him to incorporate the names and addresses of A35 and 436. Then he took Mo.

15L mobire phone and Mo.152 srM card used by 43 as produced by pw93

Meerakutty, father of 43 as per Ext.p569 seizure mahazar. on that day itserl on

the basis of the statement given by A3 he went to the house of that accused

and seized KL-7IAG 2766 motor cycre as per Ext.p128 seizure mahazar. Ext.pgg

is the sale agreement entered into between 43 and pwgg Noushad regarcring

the sale of the said motor cycle and Ext.p159 is the mahazar. Ext.p301 is the

driving particurars of 43 shobin. As per the instructions issued to Thejas

Pubrishing charitabre Trust, pw24g produced Ext.p5gg, the detairs of phone

numbers obtained in the name of the Trust and Ext.p6oo, showing the details df.i,',.,
the trustees. on 18.9.2010 he received Ext.p4gg, the certified copy of the Trust

Deed along with the covering retter sent by the District Registrar, Kozhikode,
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ThosedocumentsWereseizedbyhima:;perExt.P4BTmahazalfixts'F295and

P2ggaretheRCparticu|arsofScorpiocarbearingNo.KL-03/J3BB3andmotor

cycle bearing No.KL-7/AG 2766' On 25'g'2OIO at 11'30 am he seized motor

cycle bearing No.KL-7/AE 7849 which belongs to A18 Fahad' as per Ext'P161

mahazar.on6.l0.20l0heseizedExt.P5T2rationcardofPWl39Najathu||a

SiddiquiasproducedbythatwitnessaSperExt.Pl4seizuremahazar'

g0. On the basis of the reliable information that A7 Pareed is staying at

Mangalapuram,hesentPW2g4andpartytofindoutthataccused.Accordingly

po|icepartyunderthe|eadershipofPW2g4WenttoMangalapuramandbrought

47. who was found at the premises of Mangalapuram railway station' to

Muvattupuzha. After preparing Ext.P148 arrest memo and Ext.PB64 inspection

memo he arrested 47 and took his shirt and pants (MOs.153 and 154) as per

Ext.P147 mahazar. Then he took the finger print of 47 and sent it for

examination. That finger print slip was identified as Ext.P313. On that day itself,

PWBT produced Ext.P106 SIM card which was used by A7. Ext.PB65 is the report

filed by him giving the full address of 47 and Ext.P489 is the mahazar prepared

by him for the recovery of MO.106. This witness identified MO.215 mobile phone

produced by PW88, who is the father in law of 47 and Ext.P150 seizure

manazar prepared by him. on 10.10.2010, as led by A7 he went to the canal

Bund road at lrumalappady, inspected the premises and prepared Ext.P152

mahazar, in the presence of Pws 133 and 204. Exts.P84 to P86 are the driving

licence, passport and lD card of 47 and Ext.P490 is the mahazar prepared by

him for the recovery of those items. Ext.P7O6 is the ownership certificate of

../'- -i:r--:..
.,,,,',-,,gu11dgiQ:.No.Vll/246, obtained by him from the Secretary of the Kadungalloor

,,'''
ir . Grama panchayat. Ext.P416 is the search list and Ext.P417 is the diary seized

li,, :- -:- - i - 
'

\'l ' :
!\,. :.-.\,



by PW19B from Tamar Curry Powder factory. He verifiecl the cntries in Ext.p417

diary and prepared Ext.p491 mahazar. on 30.10.2010 he seized Mos.216 and

108 mobire phones, used by A2B M.K.Nazar, as produced by one Linto and

Fazarudheen. Exts.pg66 and p492 are the manazars prepared by him for the

recovery of those items. on that day itserf pw247 conducted search in the

house of A33. on the basis of the notice issued by him under section 43D of
the uA(P) Act to 'Thejas charitabre Trust', pw248 who is the secretary of the

Trust produced the publications of the Trust with a list of the publications and a

copy of the Trust deed and the phone numbers of the Thejas publications.

Exts.P601, p869, p597 and p59g are the rerevant documents. Then he fired

Ext.P867 report and furnished the address of ramar Asharaf and Ext.pg6g to

rectify some mistakes in the arrest memo. He seized Mo.2L7 mobire phone

used by A28 as per Ext.pg70 mahazar, as produced by one Jasmine. Later on,

Ext.P66 agreement was produced before him. He seized the same as oer

Ext.P457 mahazar. Exts.pg71 and pg72 are the mahazars prepared by him for

the recovery of the balance sheet, income and expenditure statement of the

PFl, produced by its state Treasurer. Then he filed Ext.pg73 report furnishing the

details of the absconding accused. In the meanwhile he had received Exts.p302,

P312 to P3r6, p322, p366, p3BB to p390, p4rg, p547 from the concerned

offices. He identified Exts.p11, p458, p57o and pg74 reports filed by him and

Ext.P61 series daily statement of accounts produced by saleem. After obtaining

necessary sanction from the concerned authorities (Ext.p875 to pB77) he filed
' the final report before this court. This witness stated that during the

. 'investigation he had questioned the witnesses and recorded their statements.

He produced alJ the documents and material objects in cou$, after verificdtion.
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This witr:t:ss id*ntified M{-1s.149, l.5lr,21B rlrfr)r cycies and Fxt.F8l8

agreement produced by PW192 and Ext.PBB0 seizure mahazar prepared by him

at the time of seizure of Ext.P599 and P600'

Bl.PW2g6,Vikraman,DeputySuperintendentofPo|ice,N|Astatedabout

the phone numbers alleged to have been used by the accused. He has no direct

knowledge about those facts. His attempt was to give evidence on the basis of

the opinion given by the experts who had examined the slM cards and mobile

phones. so also he has stated about the inference drawn by the investigating

officers. This evidence is not admissible and cannot be looked into.

82. PW302 is the DysP who conducted the first phase of the investigation,

after the investigation was taken over by NlA. After getting the case records he

verified the same and filed a petition before this court under S' 173(8) Cr'PC for

getting permission to conduct further investigation against the accused whose

names are not included in the final report. Thereupon he questioned Pws 1to 4

and some other witnesses and recorded their statements' on 12.6.2011 he

arrested accused Noushad (not charge sheeted) and questioned him. on the

basis of the statement and as shown by that accused he went to seemas

Auditorium, sait Masjid, Aluva and Flat No.7B of Daffodils and preparecl

Exts.P165 to P167. On 19.7.2011 he arrested accused K.A.Ali (not charge

sheeted), went to Government Hospital, Perumbavoor and prepared one memo

as pointed out by that accused. on 10.8.2011 he arrested A34 from his house.

on the basis of the statement given by A34, he went to the house of that
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A|uvaandthecarparkingareaoIt,lajatht|ospitai,A|t-lvaandpreparfJC|

Exts.P8B6 to PBBS memos, subject to the objections raised by the learned

counsel for the accused. on 26.9.2011 he arrested accused saleem (not charge

sheeted) and seized a motor cycle, as per the disclosure statement given by

that accused. On 28.11.2011 accused Moideen Kunju (not charge sheeted) was

produced before him by his team members and as pointed out by that accused

he insoected the house of PW36, the houses of A20 Anas and one Tamar

Asharaf and the office of sDPl at Aluva. These memos were marked as

Exts.P890 to PB93 subject to the objections raised by the defence. Thereupon

he took steps to conduct the test identification parade of A2, 43 and A5 to A8.

83. PW298, the Superintendent of Po|ice, N|A undertook further

investigation and questioned some witnesses and recorded their statements.

on 25.2.2OI2 as per his directions PWL43 Anil Kumar and cw271 had

conducted a photo identification parade and obtained a report from PW143.

84. On 10.9.201,2 the investigation was handed over by PW298 to PW303

Abdul Khader, Deputy supedntendent of Police, NlA. on getting information that

A32 Manaf had surrendered before the court, he got the custody of that

accused and recorded the statement of that accused. on the basis of the

statement given by him he went to chaliyam near Kozhikode along with A32.

on 14.10.2012 while A32 was in custody he made attempt to commit suicide

by inflicting injuries on his tongue and wrist. He was taken to hospital and

discharged from the hospital on 18.10.2012. On 16.10.2OI2, as per the

intimatisn received by the sub Inspector of Police, Tirur he deputed Pw244 t;

g6 to Tirur police station to bring A37 who was detained in that police station.

, 
On,'that day at B pm A37 was produced. before Fim. PW244 who was working in
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the NIA has supported the said version of pW303 ari{l stated Nhat ds FJet Lhrl

direction of pw303 he went to rrur porice station and brought A37, who was

detained in the poiice station to Kochi. Then PW303 arrested that accused as

per Ext.P590 mahazar and recovered Mo 25 mobire phone and Mo.26 purse

and five visiting cards (Exts.p168 and pg94 series) as per Ext.p591 search

memo. on 20.10.20r.0 he went to the house of pw157 as red by A32 and

prepared a memo which was marked as Ext.pg95. Thereupon, on 30.10.2012 he

got the custody of A37 and went to Tirur and inspected a buirding owned by

Maunath-Ul-lslam sabha. when he reached the spot that buirding was found

locked. 437 Noushad took a key, which was kept on the wall ofthe bathroom of

that building and opened the door. As pointed out by A37 he took two mobile

phones, one cD, driving licence of A37, a prescription issued in the name of

Faisal, some certificates etc. (Mo.s 25 to 34 and Ext.sp272 to p27g) into

custody and prepared a mahazar. Ext.p271 is the mahazar prepared by him. on

1.11.20!2 he got the custody of A32 from the court and continued the

investigation. on 3.11.20L2 cw279 Nizar who is the brother in law of A32

produced Mo.227 mobile phone. He took that mobile phone into custody as per

Ext.PB96 mahazar. on 20.11.20L2 he got the custody of A37, went to

Muvattupuzha, inspected the premises of Marady Village office as pointed out

by A37 and prepared Ext.p279 mahazar. Then he searched the house of

accused Subair (not charge sheeted) as per the statement given by A37 and

.,...,.* s€ized Mo.35 mobile phone, Mo.36 vcD and Ext.p281 identity card, as per

search list. On 28.11.2012 he arrested A29 Kasim as ,rrrend"r"d
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on 4.12,2012 he went to Angamaly arrd inspected the courtyar.d oi a ju:'na

Masjid as pointed out by A29 and prepared Ext'P898 mahazar' He had

questioned witness and recorded their statements. Thereupon he filed

forwarding notes before this court to forward the mobile phones and some

other material objects for getting expert opinion. Then he issued notice under

Section 43F of UA(P) Act to PW170 Sanooja and A34 Anwar Sadik to furnish the

details of their car bearing No.KL-09/R 754. Exts.P2B9 and P899 are the copy of

the said notices. To the said notice PW170 sent a reply, which was marked as

Ext.p290. A34 did not file any reply. After getting sanction to prosecute A2B to

A36 he filed supplementary final report before this court. on 18.2'2013 he

questioned PwL77 and took Ext.P304 activation tracker register and Mo.38

mobile phone as produced by PW177. Then he questioned that witness and his

employees. Thereupon he took Ext.P2B3 case sheet of Faizal as produced by

the Administrator of MES Medical college, Perinthalmanna as per Ext.P282

mahazar. on that day the Village officer, Aroor produced Ext.P308 report. After

getting Ext.P883 sanction order he filed charge sheet against A37. Thereafter

he questioned A35 and 436 who had surrendered before this court. on

8.1.20L4, as per the directions issued by him PW256 Badar Dareez produced

Indica car bearing No.KL-09/R 7541. He took the vehicle into custody as per

Ext.p783 mahazar. As per the requisition made by him Pw292 collected

samples from the car. on !7.1.2014 he took the documents relating to the

transfer of owner ship of the said car and produced the same before this court.-

'..85. Pws 139, 1'4O, ]4]-, 142, 148,164 and 165 are Government servants

working in the Revenue department. As per the instructions given by their

' superior officets they reported in the office of NlA, Kochl'on different dates.
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These witnesses state{j lirat t_hey had r...,;:orrrJ:anir:rl

accused and witnessed the preparation of pointing

those accused.

fhe ttllA L-. if ir:iJi::; ani :l.r:e

out mahazars as sholi/n by

86. PW289, who is working as Senior Scientific Officer (physics), Central

Forensic science Laboratory, Hyderabacl deposed that in the month of March

2012 he received four sealed packets forwarded from this court which

contained two laptops, three cpUs, two pendrives and some slM cards. This

witness stated that he had examined all those material objects using software

and hardware tools and he had extracted the data from those items and saved

in a sterile hard disc and sent to the court. Ext.p7L1 is the report prepared by

him and Ext.P711(a) is the covering letter sent to this court by the Assistant

Director of GFSL. The hard disc was marked as Ext.p712. This witness identified

MO.27, MO.54 and MO.157 CpUs and the two pendrives (MOs.53 and 55)

examined by him. So also he identified MOs 45 to47,59,105 to 107, 152, 158

to 169, 173 to 175, 180 and l-81 SIM cards. MO.i.76 to MO.178 are the hard

discs in the cPUs mentioned above. Mo.L76 hard disc in Mo.27 cpU hao some

internal read error problem. so he could not retrieve data from the said hard

disc. so also he could not retrieve the data in Mos.171 to 173 slM cards since it

was found pin locked. The worksheet prepared by him at the time of

examination of material objects was marked as Ext.p711(b). The hard copy of

the retrieved data was marked as Ext.P715. Ext.p7i.5(a) is the covering letter.

This witness has stated about some phone numbers saved in those material

72, who was working as Motor Vehicle Inspector in the Sub Regional

Office, North Paravur produced the RC particulars of Ritz car bearing
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No.KL42ir]4700..|hatFiCparticuiarswasrnark'e<jasExr..irJ9]'i]Wi?"Ji:i|tr:

JointRTo,Mattancherry,whoproducedtheRCparticu|arsofmotorcyc|es

bearingNo.KL-7/AL6992andKL-7/AG2T66.ThoseRCparticuIarsWeremarked

as Ext.P298 and P299. As per these documents one Asharaf is the registered

owner of motor cycle bearing No.KL-7/AL 6992 and the other motor cycle was in

the name of one Saneesh. PW237 Saneesh identified the motor cycle as MO.149

and stated that he had sold the said vehicle to one Muhammad saleem. PW175,

the Motor Vehicle Inspector attached to the Sub Regional Tiansport Office,

Kothamangalam produced the driving licence particulars of Muhammad Shobin

(A3). That document was marked as Ext.P301. PW222 Joint RTO, Muvattupuzha

produced the RC particulars of auto rickshaw bearing No.KL-17/F 5760 and

WagonR car bearing No.KL-17/E 1795 and those particulars were marked as

Ext.p542 and p543. As per the documents maintained in his office the owner of

the auto rickshaw was Sikkander Ali Khan (A11) and the owner of the Wagon R

car was Joseph T.J. (PW2). PW260, the Joint RTo Thodupuzha produced the Rc

particulars of a swift car bearing No.KL-7IBH 9807 and it was marked as

Ext.p6L4. According to him, one Vipin Mathew was the owner of the said car. In

2013 the said vehicle was transferred in the name of one Showkathali. PW261

the Joint RTO of Perumbavoor identified Exts.P615 and P616, the registration

particulars of KL-7/Y 2600 and KL-40/C 3739. As per the records one Abhilash

was the owner of motor cycle bearing No.KL-7/f 2600. The owner of the other

..-,:'''1'"Ji'ttto..r cycle was Shamsu V.M, S/o Marakkar, who is the 5th accused. Ext.P619 is
,,'"'1..i'-...:./. ...1.

,,''. ^,. thb, SCi,particulars of motor cycle bearing No.KL-07/BH 3186, which is in thi-'

l,r I\r hame of 'one Mumthas Shajahan.
1'\'' ' ..;,,';1"-'1i,. 

" r.' 88. PW143 who, was working as Deputy Tahasildar, Talu( Office,
\': \ r. , l, .:rrr' i t. .r ; ..;;: .,-t i
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l4uvattupuzha depr:t;er:i l.hat oit 2li.".l ?{l:2, a:-., per lh* iiii.,.tr.tir,rti *l rr: Rei:,,,r,r.:,,.

Divisional officer he went to the Inspe{tion Bungraw, Kerara water Authority,

Muvattupuzha arong with Ameer whs was working in the office clf the Revenue

Divisional officer and reported before pw298, the superintendent of porice, NrA.

PW298 informed him that they had obtained the photographs of three

absconding accused and they wanted to get the photos of those accused

identified by the witnesses. As per the instructions given by pw298, he wenr to

the house of PW2 arong with Ameer. From the said house a photo arbum

containing the photos of 16 persons were given to him by pW29g, after

removing the inmates of the house from the room wherein they were sitting.

Then he shuffled the photos in the album and called pw1 and asked whether

she can identify any of the photograph. After going through the album she

identified photos of three persons. After repeating the same procedure. he

obtained her signature in those three photographs. Then she was sent out and

detained in another room without giving any chance to see the other witnesses.

Then he reshuffled the photographs and repeated the same procedure for the

purpose of identification by PW2 to 4. PWl identified the photographs of three

persons' Then he asceftained the identity of those persons from pW29B and

came to know that those are the photos of 41, 44 and A28. pw2 and pw4

identified the photographs of 41 and A4. Then he called PW3 Marie and asked

her to identify the assailants. She identified the photo of 44. Thereafter he

prepared Ext.P60 report regarding the photo identification parade by giving

dictation to an officer of NIA and obtained the signature of Ameer who was

,r .-.4i" ,': present in the room along with him.
- , ".-t:,jrC i:. . : .: .'.'r'i:,' 89' PW297 who was-,working as the District coilector and District.ti
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Magistrate,Erna|<ularndurirrg20li.,icleniifiedErt.Fs/ll:anctii:nr:rderrl'li'ed

ll.l.20llissuedbyhertoprosecuteAltoATforoffencesunderSection3of

theExplosivesubstancesAct.PW2gg,theDistrictCo||ectorandDistrict

Magistrate,Ernaku|amstatedthaton14.l.2013,heverifiedtherecordsand

issuedExt.PSS].sanctionordertoprosecuteA2StoA33andA3Tforoffence

underSection3oftheExp|osiveSubstancesAct'PW300,thethenAdditionaI

ChiefSecretary,HomeandVigi|ancestatedthaton13.l.20llheverifiedthe

recordsproducedbytheinvestigatingofficerandissuedExt.P8TTsanction

order to prosecute A1 to A27 for offences punishable under Section 153 A and

120 B lpc. On the same day he issued Ext.P876 sanction order to prosecute

those accused for offences under Sections 15 r/w L6, 18, 188, 19 and 20 of the

UA(P) Act. PW301, who was working as Under secretary, |nterna| Security, MHA,

New Delhi proved Ext.P882 sanction order to prosecute A29 to A33 for

commission of offences under Section 153 A, 120 B of IPC and under Section L6

and 20 of the UA(p) Act and to prosecute A34 to 436 for offences under Section

19 and 20 of UA(P) Act. Ext.P883 is the sanction order issued by PW301 to

prosecute A37 for the same offences. PW297 and PW299 to PW301 have stated

that they have issued the sanction orders after verifying the entire records

submitted by the investigating officers.

g0.TheprosecutionhasexaminedoneAbhi|ash(PW80)'whoWaSthe

owner of motor cycle bearing No.KL-7/f 2600. PW121 Bessy Jacob has

admitted the versions of PW80 that he had purchased that motor cycle (MO.25)
- .]:\

I trrj'ii...pW3O as per Ext,P74 sale agreement. Subsequently he sold the said

,:: lvehicG to one Manaf, s/o lbrahim. Ext.P132 is the photocopy of the sale
: ..

. agreement entered into between himsglf and Manai This witness stated that he
't ' t t
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had entluirecl at"ror_lt Manaf vr;ho liarj pur,.:has;:il jit; r-nirt-r;r

know that there was no such person. According to the

motor cycle was purchased by one Noushad (not charge

is no charge against that accused I do not want to make

point.

cycle, ii:.;i l.'r-t torr:tcl Lri

prosecution, ihe said

sheeted). Since there

any discussion on this

91. PW20 is the erder brother of A24. He is working as a Madrassa teacher.

He is a member of rmams councir. He was the president of Nationar Democrat,c

Front, Muvattupuzha unit. He stated that he does not remember as to whether

he was succeeded by AB yunous Aliyar" Further he admitted that his mobire

phone was seized by the police. He denied that one Luthufulla had sent a sMS

to him promoting enmity between different religions. pw169 Anwar sadath,

who is a lecturer in MES college, Marampilly denied that he had attended the

conspiracy meeting held at the residence of pw157 at Kakkanad on 3.7.2010. ln

reply to a suggestion put by the learned public prosecutor, this witness stated

that he does not know anything about such a meeting. Further he denied

having participated in the protest march conducted by pFl against the arrest of

some of the accused in this case. The evidence of these two witnesses would

not help the prosecution to prove any of the charge levelled against any of the

accused.

92. The next question to be decided is the identity of the assailants. pws 1

to 4 have stated about the incident which took place on 4.7.20!0. The learned

counsel for the accused challenged the presence of pw3 at the spot and stated

that she had no opportunity to see the incident. According to him she is a

planted witness. Pws 2 and 3 stated that on 4.7.20L0 at about 6.15 am, they
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Fws 1 anr-i z} supp<lrtec| the saicj rlersion, PW5 Gtorge Vargl.lr:c, trul|i:.: of 1.he

churchhasspecifical|ystatedthaton4.T.za].ohefoundPW3arrdCW5E|ikuity

along with PWZ at the church' PW17 Father George who was the Priest of the

churchstatedthatPW2andPW3attendedthemorningMassonthatday'PW13

sister Jessy Tressa stated that she saw Pws 2, 3 and cw5 in the church, while

she was returning from the church. PW2 offered a lift to her but she politely

refused that offer. The evidence of these witnesses prove the presence of Pws

2. 3 and cw5 in the church on that morning. In view of the evidence of these

witnesses I can very well accept the versions of Pws 2 and 3 that they came

together to the church to attend the Holy Mass and returned to their house in

their WagonR car with their mother.

g3. Pws 5 to 8 stated about the presence of Pw3 and Elikutty at the spot

along with Pw2. PW8 P.J. Thomas deposed that he saw one of the assailants

pressing a woman towards the wall and 3-4 persons dragging a man towarcls

the compound wall. He stated that when PW5 reached there, they rushed to the

spot and found PW2 with injuries. Thereupon, himself and PW5 lifted PW2 with

the help of PW3 and PW4 to the wagon R car. This evidence of PW8 who is an

independent witness is supported by PW5. According to PW5, PW2 was taken to

the car with the help of Pws 3 and 4. PW6 Nibin Lukka who took the injured to

the hospital stated that they were accompanied by PW3 and PW4. Apart from

the evidence of these witnesses, PW7 who is the wife of PW5 also confirmed

--......the presence of PW3 at the place of incident. I do not find any reason for these
,-.. -, ,_t_r....,

' .. . qvitlipgses to give false evidence with regard to the presence of PW3 at the

place of incident. There is ample evidence to prove that PW3 was present along
' . F,.

-.,.r'r" 
*1i6 fW2 through out the incident. Exts.D11 anf D12 contradictions marked
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lhrOlrqh Pws ti ..r nri !1 are ncrt at ali rt.lt.-.; iel ar;ri r-rci. e r_tii)i;.iii .i_,: r.iLii.::iirlvc t|r,.,,.,;,

witnesses and doubt about their presenl:e at that place.

94' The learned counsel for the accused argued that there was a deliberate

move on the part of the police to suprpress the true state of facts and the

originar statement recorded by them. According to him, the information

received by the police at the time of recording the first information statement

and also the statements of witnesses recorded by pW215, the circle Inspector

of Piravom and pw294 circle Inspector of Muvattupuzha was that some

unKnown persons wearing masks had attacked pw2. In order to suppress that

fact, the police had concocted stories to the effect that the assailants were

previously known to them and there had been some attempts on previous

occasions. The first information to the police, according to the learned counsel

for the accused, was that the offence was committed by two persons who had

covered their faces with masks. To substantiate this contention he has pointed

out the information contained in Ext.p3l"g, the mahazar for the recovery of the

logbook maintained in the Office of the Police Telecommunications at Aluva. He

has argued that the prosecution has suppressed the original logbook

maintained in that office to make it appear that the assailants were previously

known to the witnesses. According to the learned counsel for the accused the

entries made in the logbook, if produced would show that pw2 was attacked by

two persons who were wearing masks. But the police, when realized the fact

that the entry in the logbook will put them in trouble and in such a situation it

*ill be.difficult to prove the identity of the assailants, hur rrppr"rred that

logbook. \.,

,', '-tr,., j,_,1'OSt]ryWZ:: Ansar, who was working as Wirelesspperator in the office of
'. .. lrir ' r:. )t'
'. 'il.'
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Police Telecommunications, Aluva deposed about the information received by

him during the'zatta'held on 4.7.201'0. According to him, on that day he had

received intimation through the wireless set about the attack on Professor

Joseph and that the assailants had escaped from the spot in a white Maruthi

omni van. lt is clearfrom the evidence of this witness that during the'zatta'the

Superintendent of Police used to discuss matters with his subordinate officers in

the district every day relating to the investigation of cases and the law and

order situation. lt is his duty to record the details of the information received

during the 'zatta' in the logbook, on specific directions. He need not record each

and every information passed though 'zatta'.

96. Though the logbook is not produced by the prosecution, the relevant

entry in the logbook is seen reproduced in Ext.P318 mahazar. According to

PW243, as per the instructions of the investigating officer he went to the office

of Police Telecommunications, Aluva and recovered the logbook as per Ext.P3LB

mahazar. Since that document was required for the day to day affairs of that

office it was returned to the concerned officer on kacheet. Then he recorded the

statements of the Sub Inspector of Telecommunications Sri.Babu V.Jose (PW232)

and Police Constable Ansar (PW233). PW186 Davis A.A, Asst. Sub Inspector,

Police Telecommunications and another police official attached to that office

had signed in Ext.P318 mahazar as witnesses.

97. lt is seen from Ext.P318 that the intimation received on 4.7.2010 at

8.37am was that Professor of Thodupuzha Newman College was attacked by

ns wearing masks and that they escaped from the spot in a white

ni van bearing No.KL.07.AD.7201. Merely because of the reason that

on did not produce the logbook, it cannot be inferred that the said
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logbook was suppressed by the prosecution. Had there been any such intention

on the part of the prosecution to suppress those facts, they could have withherd

Ext.P318 mahazar which contains the rerevant portion in the rogbook. pw1g6,

the ASI who is working in that office has specificaily stated that since the

logbook was required for their office purpose, they got it back from the sub

f nspector who had verified the same. pw243 arso supported the versions of

PW186 that the logbook was returned since it

purpose. This explanation given by pW243

was required for day to day office

for not producing the logbook

appears to be genuine. simply because of the reason that the prosecution did

not produce the logbook, I cannot say that the intention of the prosecution was

to suppress material facts before the court. whereas the production of

Ext.P318 which contains the relevant portion of the logbook itself would prove

that the prosecution had no such intention to suppress any document or to hide

the real facts.

98. The learned public prosecutor submitted that though there is such a

mistake in noting the information passed in ,zatta', it would not affect the

genuineness of the prosecution case. According to him, it was not an authentic

version regarding the incident. He pointed out that the normal procedure is

that, on getting an information from the control room it will be passed to all

the police stations for taking immediate action. lt is clear from the versions of

PW233 that during 'zatta' the informations wlll be passed in a brief manner.

After getting those informations, they will record the same in their own

language. According to the prosecution, the information passed on 4.7.2016
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Perurnbavoor deposed that on that day ai 8.15 am, whilc altending 'lati!'ihey

got inforrnation about the attack on PW2. According to PWIBB, as per the

instructions given by the Superintendent of Police during 'zatta' to check all

white omni vans, he started from the police station for vehicle checking. While

coming out of the police station he met PW236 the Circle Inspector who

directed him to conduct vehicle checking at Vattakkattupady area. He reached

at Vattakkattupady at 8.30 am and started vehicle checking duty. PW236 also

supported the versions of PW188 and stated that he gave instructions to

PW188 to conduct vehicle checking duty. Then he proceeded towards the

perumbavoor KSRTC bus stand and started vehicle checking duty near the bus

stand. From the evidence of these two witnesses it is clear that they received

the intimation at about 8.15 am itself. These two witnesses have no case that

the assailants of PW2 were wearing masks. In Ext.P321 mahazar prepared by

pW18B at the time of the seizure of the omni van at Vattakkattupady, he has

specifically stated that he received the intimation about the attack on Prof.

Joseph at 8.15 am and he reached the spot at 8.30 am. This mahazar is seen

produced in the court on the next working day itself. From the evidence of these

two witnesses and from Ext.P321 it is clear that information regarding the

attack on PW2 was passed from the office of Superintendent of Police at about

8.15am itself. In this circumstance the evidence tendered by PW11 Freddy is

also relevant. His version is that on hearing the sound of explosion he rushed

towards that place and on the way he was asked by PW1 to call police. so he

.,:: ...;-; '..Wp.Q! to the house of Roy, called the Police Control Room and sought the help of

, oolice.\This evidence of PW11 is not challenged. PW243 the Sub'lnspector of
'. -:. ,,

ri . , t 
:s.r,,Muvaft[ipuzha also stated tha.t he got information in the police stalion at about

- '.. Jr l:" 
"

'. ..- -::r "
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None of the witnesses has a case that they passed information that the

assailants were wearing masks. Merely because of the reason that some

entries were made in the logbook, I cannot say that it was recorded in the same

words of the police officer who had passed the information. lt is clear from the

versions of PW233 that they will record the informations and instructions given

in the 'zatta' in the logbook in brief and in their own words. In these

circumstances I cannot say that the entries in the logbook regarding the attack

on PW2 were true or correct. lt is very pertinent to note that nobody has a case

that the assailants came to the spot by covering their face with mask. PWB who

is an independent witness, who deposed that he saw some of the assailants

dragging the injured towards the compound wall, has no case that it was done

by the assailants who were wearing masks. Merely because of the reason that

such an entry was made in the log book maintained in the office of

Telecommunications, it cannot be taken as an authentic version. Pwsl to 4

have no such case that the assailants had masks.

99. PW243 has specifically stated that after handing over the severed hand

to PW3 he returned to the place of incident and on the way he had informed the

Superintendent of Police about the attack on Professor Joseph. He has no case

that he had given intimation to the Superintendent of Police that the assailants

were wearing masks. In view of the evidence of the ocular witnesses I can very

well say that it was a mistake committed while recording the information that

was a wrong information passed without verifying the

s of the same. At that time the only intention of the police was to

ilants. lt is ,glear from the evidence that some informalion has
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lo"n ourn*d about i;he attack on pw2 and the superinter:der'rt oi P,irce hac!

issued directions to take immediate action for iakinE the assailants and the

vehicle into custody. lt was recorded in a casual manner, There is nothing to

suggest that the police had suppressed the logbook' PW243 has specifically

stated that he had copied the relevant paragraphs in the logbook in Ext.P31B

mahazar prepared by him and returned the original since it was required for the

day to day affairs. ln the circumstances I cannot accept the contention that the

prosecution has deliberately suppressed the logbook with an intention to cover

up the actual events and that all the entries in the lo9 book were true and

correct.

100.|tisarguedbythe|earnedcounse|fortheaccusedthatPW243,the

sub Inspector, when realised the difficulties that may arise due to the entry in

the log book, deliberately omitted the portion regarding masks in Ext'P2, the so

called first information statement. The contention of the defence counsel is that

Ext.P2 is a statement recorded by the Sub Inspector of Police, after collecting

infOrmation from the local people who had gathered at the place of incident to

cover up the fact that the assailants had covered their faces with masks.

According to him, the information recorded by PW233 at 8.37am in the log book

is the first information statement and therefore Ext.P2 Fl statement cannot be

looked into. lt is already found that the log book entry is not an authentic

version about the attack and there is no evidence regarding the source of that

information passed through the wireless set. ln this circumstance the

..'' l;aidi.rrnents put forward by the learned counsel for the accused on this point will

ngt sustain.
, ""1' , ,,' I

r,:t,; 
't0t,,,, 

!s pointed out by the.learned counsel that PW243 had occasion t9
1
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discuss the rnattei: with pw3 nri{i pir.t from the l-rcspital *lrd ti-re pEr:*i,.:;

gathered at the place of incident. Even then he did not record the statement ot,

those persons. According to him Ext.p2 is a statement recorded by him after

collecting details and hence it cannot be accepted. pw243 has stated that he

had collected some details from the persons who had gathered at the place of

incident. His specific case is that he got information about the incident at 8.10

am over phone. He recorded the same in General Diary and then gave

intimation to the circle Inspectorand Dy.sp. By 9.15 am he reached atthe spot.

At the time of cross examination he has made it clear that the information

received by him when he reached the spot was not sufficient for registering a

case. His version is that when he reached at the place of occurrence pw5 had

handed over the severed hand to him and immediately he rushed to the

hospital with that severed hand and entrusted the same to pw3 as directed by

the medical officer. At that time pw2 was not in a position to give a statement.

PW180 the Doctor who had examined pw2 from the hospital has stated that

after giving first aid PW2 was referred to the specialists' hospital. Ernakulam. In

such a situation he cannot detain pW3 or pW4 and ask them to give a

statement. so he came back to the place of incident. But he could not find pwL

at the spot. Therefore he went to the house of pwL and recorded the statement

given by her. On going through the explanation given by pW243, I cannot say

that there had been laches on his part in recording the Fl statement in time. His

first concern was to take the severed hand to the hospital. I do not find any

reason for this witness to create a false statement and produce the same before
..-:n' :

tfj../: tn ls court.

' o' . 102. Another argument raised by the learned counsel for the accused is that"r"- - :'
i"i:

.li*.'- -' .'.,". ,'\ ..,;
' ' . ::. -::.:t t) '
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there is inorclinate rlelay in producing Ext.P2 trefer"e the i'.4agistr.ate. flti gtttng

through Ext.p2 and Ext.P585 FlR, I could find that it was received in the office of

the.ludicial First Class Magistrate on 5.7.2010 at 11 am. The learned counsel for

the accused relied on the decision of our Hon'ble High court in Biju v. state

of Kerala 2O]-2 (41 KLT 382 and argued that the intervening holidays for the

court is not at all a ground justifying the delay in the FIR reaching the

Magistrate. Dealing with the delay in sending the FIR to the Magistrate and its

consequences, the Hon'ble High Court in that decision held that the FIR should

reach the Magistrate immediately and without undue delay. In state of

Rajastan v. Theja singh - (2001) 3 scc 147 the Hon'ble supreme court

held that the explanation put forth by the learned counsel in regard to the delay

in the FIR reaching the court is not tenable because assuming that there were

some court holidays, that cannot be a ground for the delay in the FIR reaching

the Magistrate, because requirement of law is that the FIR should reach the

concerned Magistrate without any undue delay. According to the learned

counsel delay provides legitimate chances for suspicion of the FlR, as it offer

sufficient time to the prosecution to introduce improvement and

embellishments. ln Biju's case (supra) our Hon'ble High Court has made it clear

that mere delay in sending the FIR to the Magistrate is not a ground for

throwing away the prosecution case if the evidence adduced in the case is

found to be credible and unimpeachable. The significance of sending the FIR

immediately and without delay to the Magistrate cannot be over emphasised as

, it has.a vital and valuable role to be played in a criminal trial. ln Shivaram and

|..

,",;,:5_s,pieme Court considered the provisions.of S.gction 157 Cr.P.C. and held that if
.. ":

j 
' 1"'l'i.,
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would not demolish the other credible evidence on record. lt would only show

how in such a serious crime, the investigating officer was not careful and

prompt as it ought to be. In Arjun Marik and others v. state of Bihar

(1994 (1) KLT S.N.33 - Case No.3Z) the Hon'bte Supreme Courr pointed

out the delay in sending the FIR to the Magistrate and held that if such a

practice is prevalent it must be deprecated and it is high time that the

authorities concerned should woke up and see that the provisions of section

157 cr.P.c. are complied with, in letter and spirit. In that ruling what is held by

the Hon'ble Supreme Court is that there should not be any undue delay.

103. In Bhajan Singh v. State of Hariyana (2011 KHC 4542 - AtR

2011 sc 2552) the Hon'ble supreme court held as follows:- lt is not that as if

every delay in sending the report to the Magistrate would necessarily lead to

the inference that the FIR has not been lodged at the time stated or has been

ante-timed or ante-dated or investigation is not fair and forthright. Every such

delay is not fatal unless prejudice to the accused is shown. The expression

'forthwith' mentioned therein does not mean that the prosecution is required to

explain delay of every hour in sending the FIR to the Magistrate. In a given

case, if number of dead and injured persons is very high, delay in dispatching

the report is natural. of course, the same is to be sent within reasonable time in

the prevalent circumstances. However, unexplained inordinate delay in sending

the copy of FIR to the Magistrate may affect the prosecution case adversely. An

"do"t!r9,. 
inference may be drawn against the prosecution when there are

circumstances from which an inference can be drawn that there were chances

,mqnipqlation in the FIR by falsely roping in th9 accused

an

oy
i

persons after due
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affords sufficient time to the prosecutiorr to introduee irnprovernent and

embellishments. Thus,a delay in dispatch of the FIR by itself is not a

circumstance which can throw out the prosecution's case in its entirety,

particularly when the prosecution furnishes a cogent explanation for the delay

in dispatch of the report or prosecution case itself is proved by leading

uni mpeachable evidence.

104. Again the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Anjanappa v. State of

Karnataka (2013 KHC 4884) held that the delay by itself does not render

prosecution case doubtful. In the said case the Fl statement was seen recorded

at 11.30 pm on 17.10.1991. That FIR reached the Magistrate on the next day at

about 4.30 pm. In the said case the Hon'ble Supreme Court observed that

sending copy of the report to the Magistrate under Section 157 of Cr.P.C. is the

only external check on the working of the police agency imposed by law which

is to be strictly followed. But, that delay by itself does not render the

prosecution case doubtful. lf the delay is reasonably explained no adverse

inference can be drawn against the prosecution.

105. The settled position on this point, as seen from the above mentioned

rulings is that the inordinate and unexplained delay occurred in the FIR is very

significant. lt is to be noted that in Biju's case (supra) there was a delay of

about five days in sending the FIR to the Magistrate. In the said ruling the

Hon'ble High Court has made it clear that the inordinate delay in sending the

FIR has not been explained by the prosecution and that is fatal to the

pqp;ecution case. Here the incident was on a Sunday. FIR is seen received by

.. the Magistrate on the,next day itself. I ca_nnot say that there was inordinate
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'forthwltl-i' in Section 157 Cr.Ft"" does nrrit mean thri. ilie i;rosecution is rur. iti-e{!

to explain delay of every hour in sendirrg the FlR to the Magistrate. of cillrrse,

the same is to be sent within reasonable time in the prevalent circumstances.

An adverse inference can be drawn against the prosecution when there are

circumstances from which an inference can be drawn that there were chances

of manipulation in the FIR by falsely roping in the accused persons after due

deliberations. In the case on hand, I can very well rule out the possibilities of

manipulation. There is nothing to doubt about the genuineness of the Fl

Statement recorded by PW243. lf Ext.p2 is a statement recorded by pW243,

after collecting details from the parties who had gathered there as alleged by

the learned defence counsel, there is no chance of committing any mistake in

preparing Ext.P2. The learned counsel has submitted that there are several

omissions in Ext.P2 viz; to mention the previous visits of assailants,

registration number of the van etc. lf Ext.P2 is a fabricated one, definitely there

should not have been any omissions or mistakes. They could have prepared a

foolproof statement. lt cannot be ignored that A9 Jafar and ALO Asharaf were

arrested on 4.7.2010 itself. ln such a case the prosecution could have afleast

furnished the details of some of the assailants in Ext.P2. There is nothing to

suggest that the prosecution has made improvements and embellishments in

the FlR. There are materials to show that Ext.P2 FIR was forwarded to the

Magistrate without any inordinate delay. lt was received in the court at L1 am

on the next day itself. I cannot say that there was delay in sending the FIR to
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106. PWl Lc !--wztr tia"'c ideirtifieil A2, A3 iliid .lr5 t* ;1"1 i..i,' ;r,r iiii-i i1'!iiilani:'

These witnesses oeposed about each and every act of Lhese five actused. Pltrs

1, 3 and 4 identified A7 as the driver of the omni van. These three witnesses

stated that they found 47 sitting in the driver's seat of the omni van' PW2 and

pw3 have specifically stated that the left window pane of their car was

smashed by 42, and 43 smashed the windscreen of their car. Pws 2 and 3 have

stated that A6 took a position between the two vehicles with a plastic kit in his

hand. The evidence of PW1 and PW4 would show that 46 who was standing in

between the omni van and the wagonR car threw a bomb, when they reached

at the spot. PW3 deposed that when she came out of the car A5 caught hold of

her neck and pressed her on the side wall. The photograph of A1 savad was

identified by Pws 1 to 4 as the person who was holding the hatchet' Further it is

deposed by these witnesses that A2 was holding a chopper and he had inflicted

injuries on the left heel of PW2. Pws 2 and 4 have specifically stated that A2

and A5 were wearing Mo.8 series caps. PW1 to PW4 identified A1 to 44 to be

the persons who had dragged PW2 towards the back side of the car. Pwsl, 3

and 4 identified 45 and 46 as the persons who had lifted PW4 and thrown to the

school compound. PW1 to PW4 have narrated about the roll of A2, A3, and A5

to A7 in the attack in specific and clear words.

107. According to the learned counsel for the accused the evidence

tendered by Pws 1 to 4 with regard to the identity of A2, 43 and 45 to 47

cannot be relied upon since they had no previous acquaintance with those

accusgd. He pointed out that the accused were shown to the witnesses from

the poiite station and therefore the subsequent identification by the witnesses

has no Value and it i9 not acceptable. The learned counsel for the'accused has
)
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held that dock icentification is the tr''.roper ideniification and that c;in lre
accepted, but such a situation will arise only when there are sufficient materjals

to show that the witnesses were havlng ampre opportunity to identify the

accused at the time of the incident and when the accused are not shown to the

witnesses during the investigation. Here the incident was taken place at about

8.05 am at a public road. According to the witnesses the incident lasted about

6 - 7 minutes. They had ample opportunity and time to see the assairants.

Further PwsL to 4 have stated that they had occasion to see the assailants on 2

or 3 occasions, prior to the incident. According to the prosecution, on 6.5.2010

and 28.5.2010 the accused went to the house of pw2 with an intention to

attack him, but their pran was foired since pw2 was not present. on 17.5.2010

the attempt was failed as there were other persons in that house.

108. PW1, PW3 and pW14 have stated about the incident happened on

6.5.2010. I have already mentioned the evidence tendered by pw1 and pw3 on

this point. PW14 is the sister of pw2. she is residing at parathodu in ldukki

district with herfamily. she used to visit her brother. on one such occasion, that

was on 6.5.2010 at around 5 pm, 5 - 6 persons came to that house. she

deposed that when pw3 enquired about the purpose of their visit they told that

they came for getting an article from pw2. since pw2 was not there, pw3

asked them to wait. They told that they would meet pw2 later and left the

place. she added that on 28.5.2010 she came to the house of pw2 to join them

in their trip to Velankanni. At about 2 pm, six persons came to their house ancl

enquired about PW2. when pw4 went to the backyard of the house to call pw2.

two among them entered. in the house and searched each and every_..room of
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thr: l'rouse. They cat-rie outside through tiie door orr tlie i:acf:ri,:i.: arrd then left

the place along with the others who were waiting in the courtyard of the house.

Though PW1 requested them to disclose the purpose of their visit, they did not

give any reply. One among them showed gestures to keep silence. PW1

followed them and immediately came back and noted the number of a motor

cycle. When PW2 came they told him about the incident. On the way to

Velankanni PW2 filed a complaint in the office of the Deputy Superintendent of

Police, Muvattupuzha. These are the versions of PW14 regarding the incident

which took place on 6.5.2010 and 28.5.201"0. lt is very pertinent to note that

PW1 has identified A2. A3, 45 to A7 and another (whose photograph was

marked as Ext.Pl(a)) as the persons who came to their house on 6.5.2010. pW3

was also able to identify A2, A3, A5 and Ext.P1(a) photograph. She could not

identify 46 and A7. Instead of pointing out 46 and A7 she pointed out A20 and

A22. The failure to identify 46 and A7 as the persons who came to their house

on 6.5.201,0 will not render her evidence untrustworthy. lt is to be noted that

this witness had identified 46 in court and stated that he was standing near the

vehicles with a plastic kit in his hand. lt means that 46 was known to her at the

time of giving evidence. when the learned public prosecutor asked her to

identify the persons who came to the house on 6.5.2010, she could have very

well stated that A2, 43 and A5 to A6 were present on 6.5.2010 also, but she did

not say so. Instead of pointing out 46 and 47 who were known to her, she

wrongly pointed out A20 and A22 as the persons who came to their house on

6;5.2010. lt proves that she was not able to remember as to whether eo ano ei
' . were present on 6.5.2010. That itself is sufficient to give credence to her

' evidence. I am satisfipd that she had stated only true facts. TJle egidence given
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witness. Frorn the evidence of PWl anqi PW3, I can vi:ry rvell say that ,{?, A3

and A5 were there in the group of pei'sons who had visited their hotise on

6.5.2010. PW1 has identified 46 and A7 also.

109. Pws1,3 and 4 have identified 43 and Ext.Pl-(a) photograph of A4 Sajil

as the persons who had entered into the house on 28.5.2010 and searched for

PW2. PW14 has identified Ext.P1(a) photograph of 44 Sajil. She could identify

43 and A5 only when they were pointed out by the learned Public Prosecutor.

Whereas Pwsl and 3 were sure about the oresence of 43 on 6.5.2010 and

28.5.2010. PW1 has identified A2, A3, A5, 46 and 47 and stated that they came

to her house on 6.5.2010 also. The presence of A2, 43 and A5 in that house on

6.5.2010 was stated by PW3 as well.

l-10. PW2 deposed about the incident took place on 17.5.2010. His versions

on this point is supported by his nephew Joby who was examined as PW15.

According to PW15, he was present in the house of PW2 on that day along with

his wife Prabha. At about 5pm, 5 - 6 persons came to that house for getting

financial help for the treatment of the child of one among them. This witness

also deposed about the incident in tune with the evidence of PW2. PW2

identified 42, 43, 45, A6 and-A8 as persons who came to his house on that day

and added that A5 Shamsudhin was the person who had talked with him and

identified A2 to be the person whose child was having some kidney problem.

According to PW2, 42 and 45 were wearing caps and A8 was wearing paijama

and kurta. PW15 Joby identified 42, A3 and A5. When the learned Prosecutor

pointed out AB, this witness stated that he was also present on that day. This

witness wrongly identified 47 Pareed and A24 Muhammadali to be the members,,
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1l-1. PWl Salomy stated that at that time she was not tfrere in tiie hou$e.

she used to go for evening walk. on that day, while she was walking thrclugh

the road along with her neighbour seena, six persons came on two bikes and

stopped the bikes in front of the house. One among them remained there and

the others went to their house. She identified those five persons as A2 Jamal,

43 Shobin, A5 shamsudhin, 46 shanavas and A8 Younus Aliyar. she identified

the photograph of the person who had remained on the road side and it was

marked as Ext.Pl(b). According to the prosecution it is the photograph of A28

M.K.Nazar. I am satisfied that PWsl and 2 were able to identify A2, A3, A5, 46

and A8 as the persons who had visited their house on 17.5.2010. The presence

of A2, 43 and A5 is stated by PW15 as well.

L12. PW18 Johny who was the owner of Hotel New Paris, Anikkad,

Muvattupuzha spoke about the presence of A2 Jamal near his hotel on

17.5.2010. This witness added that during investigation A2 was brought by the

police to his hotel and he heard the said accused saying the police that the

latter had taken food from his hotel on the date of the hand chopping incident.

At the time of cross examination this witness stated that it was on l-7.5.2010. lt

is clear from the inconsistent versions that he was not sure about the date on

which that accused had visited his hotel. This witness could not give any

explanation as to how he happened to remember this accused, with whom he

had no prior acquaintance. Normally it may not be possible for a person who is

running a hotel to remember a person who had opportunity to visit his hotel

, once or twice. The evidence of this witness that he was able to identify A2 who

.-^10"1n." visited hls hotel, is n-ot reliable and it cannot be accepted. Thg
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near to the hotel of pwl8" But there is evidence of pw1, pw2 ancl F,w15, who

have stated about ihe presence of A2 on that day at their residence. That itself

is sufficient to prove the presence of 42 in the house of pw2 on 17.5.2010.

along with the other accused.

113. According to the learned counsel for the accused, pwsl to 4 had no

occasion to see the assailants prior to 4.7.2010. He pointed out that the

witnesses had no case that the accused had visited the house of pW2, prior to

4.7.201'0. His definite contention is that the incident alleged to have been

happened on 6.5.2010, 17.5.2010 and 28.5.2010 are only improvements made

by the prosecution witnesses to substantiate their case that they had

opportunity to see the assailants prior to 4.7.2010. He pointed out that there

are several material contradictions and omissions amountlng to material

contradictions in the versions of these witnesses.

114. lt is true that Ext.P2 Fl statement is silent about the previous incidents.

There is nothing in Ext.P2 to suggest that the assailants had visited their house

on previous occasions. lt is relevant to note that Ext.P2 was not a complaint

regarding the incidents which took place on 6.5.2010 or 17.5.2010 or

28.5.2010. lt is a statement recorded by pW243 within one hour, after the

attack on PW2. Nobody could expect such a detailed statement from pw1

regarding the entire incidents took place on that day and on the previous

occasions. I cannot expect such minute details from PW1 who is the wife of the

victim who had lost his right hand. I cannot ignore the fact that Ext.p2 is a

statement given by her within one hour after the tragic incident. Therefore the

, : omission to mention in Ext.P2 Fl statement regarding the previous incidents :.j-.., - 
.. t .,. ,
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has not stated anything about the presence of the sisters of PW2 irr their house

on 6,5.2010. He has pointed out one or two similar trivial omissions in the

statement given by PW1. lt is true that PW1, at the time of Eiving statement,

did not mentlon the particular dates of visits to the investigating officers. So

also she did not give the details of the visits of the assailants on those days,

before PW294 or PW295, at the time of questioning. But it is clear from the

evidence of pws 294 and 295 that she had briefly mentioned about the visits of

the assailants on those occasions. Though PWL has omitted to mention the

dates and the number of visits in Ext.P2 Fl statement, it is clear that she has

briefly stated about the previous visits to the Investigating officers.

1t 5. lt is admitted by Pws 294 and 295 that when questioned, PW3 did not

give any statement about the previous visits of the assailants on the three

occasions. Whereas it is brought out through PW215 that PW4 has stated that

he had occasion to see the assailants when they came to his house on previous

occasions. PW215 gave explanation for not getting the details from the

witnesses. He stated that he did not put any question to these witnesses with

regard to the incidents which took place on 6.5.2010. 17.5'2010 and 2B'5.2010'

pW215 added that when he questioned her, he asked only about the incident

dated 4.7.2010. From the evidence I could find that Pws 3 and 4, when

questioned by PW215 did not give the dates of the previous visits and about the

number of the persons who came to their house or about their identifying
'' ':i::'i"a*"

..','.: .--:fedi{n€s, What could be inferred from the evidence of the investigating officers
''.' ' '' ' ., \.

ous' occaslons.
J ,'
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anything to the investigating officers at,out the presence of Frw15 Joliy and his

wife at her residence on 17.5.2010. so also she did not mention to any of the

investigating officers that on 17.5.2010 when those persons came to her house

she was walking along the road with her neighbour seena. lt is true. she did not

mention about the presence pwL5 in that house on that day. These are ali

trivial and it can be ignored. Merely because of the reason that pw1 to pw4 did

not state each and every minute aspects to the investigating officers about the

visits of the assailants to their house on 6.5.2010, 17.5.2010 and 2g.5.2010, I

cannot reject the entire evidence tendered by these witnesses on these points.

so also the omission to mention that on 29.5.2010 when some of the accused

came to their house, pw1 was serving meals has no importance. I could not

ignore the admission made by PW294 who has stated that though the witnesses

had given detailed statements regarding those aspects he recorded only the

material aspects.

117. PW1 to PW4 have specifically stated that on 28.5.2010 pwl gave a

complaint before the DysP, Muvattupuzha. That complaint was marked as

Ext.P3. In the said complaint PW2 has specifically stated that on 17.5.2010 six

persons came to his house. He further stated that on that day itself he had

contacted the police and accordingly the sub Inspector came to his house on

that day for enquiry. Further he has specifically mentioned in Ext.p3 that on

28.5.2010 at about 2 pm two persons entered the house without permission

and conducted search in that house. When his wife followed them they

threatened her. lt is further stated that those persons came on three motor

cycles end that PW1 was able to collect the numbeg of one motor cycle. In this'lI
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comf,la!nt pW2 has specifi{aily ::ii-ated abo t thei ;r-ir:irJr:nl:s which i.*t-'i: qilrlr:c i.rr I

17.5.2010 and 28.5.2010. 5o also f'W2, at tlre tinle of exantination has siaied

that he had informed the police about the incident which took place 17.5.2010.

PW243 the sub Inspector of Police supported this version and said that PW2

had given intimation in the police station about that incident over phone. He

added that he did not get any written complaint with regard to that incident. In

Ext.P3 also PW2 has specifically stated that he had informed the police about

the incident dated 17.5.20L0 and the sub lnspector of Muvattupuzha had come

to his house. I do not find any reason to disbelieve the evidence tendered by

pw2 with regard to the incident which took place on 17.5.20L0. He has stated

that fact briefly in Ext.P3 also. The fact that PW243 did not maintain any record

about the enquiry conducted by him as per Ext.P3 complaint, will not make the

oral evidence tendered by the witnesses unreliable or untrustworthy.

L18. PW101 Vishwappan who is a neighbour of PW2 Joseph deposed that on

28.5.2010 he took PW2 and his family members to Velankanni in his car. This

witness also stated that on the way he stopped the vehicle near Muvattupuzha

Police station and then PW2 went to the police station. At the time of cross

examination this witness has clarified that PW2 went to the police station to

lodge a complaint. PW295 stated that on getting that complaint he had

forwarded the same to the Circle Inspector of Police for enquiry and necessary

action. PW294 in turn forwarded the same to the Sub Inspector, Muvattupuzha.

PW243 has stated that on the basis of Ext.P3 complaint he went to the house of
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Pw294 and PW29t;. I do not find any ri-.ason for these witnr-.sses to give false

evidence with regard to Ext.p3 coniplaint. Further the evi<ience of tliese

witnesses regarding Ext.P3 complaint is sufficiently supported by pw101 who is

an independent witness. lt is very pertinent to note that the defence did not

challenge the credibility of pwL01. ln this circumstance I can very well accept

the contention of the prosecution about Ext.p3 complaint.

119. According to the learned counsel for the accused, the omission on the

part of the investigating officers to conduct test identification parade of the

accused is fatal. According to him, though the investigating officers were aware

that test identification parade was absolutely necessary, they did not resort to

the same and opted the short cut method of showing the accused to the

witnesses to enable them to identify the accused during trial. lt is further stated

that the investigating officers for that purpose collected the photographs of the

accused and shown to the witnesses. The prosecution did not adduce any

evidence as to how they collected those photographs. Admittedly they did not

prepare any search list or seizure mahazar for collecting those photographs.

The learned counsel for the accused added that the test identification parade

conducted by the learned Magistrate, at the request of the NIA officials in a

later stage has no value as the accused were shown to the witnesses on earlier

occasion.

120. The learned counsel for the accused has relied on the rulings in

Mohanlal cangaram Gehani v. State of Maharashtra AIR 1982 SC 839,

Krishan Kumar Malik v. State of Hariyana - (2011) 3 SCC Cri.G3,

AIR 2OO8 SC 2.343. Sukhbir Singh andMahab,ir v. State of Delhi -
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anotherv,stateofPunjab*(zoluCri'L'J"sc2336'&'lunshiSingta

Gautarn and others v. State of M'P' - AIR 2OO5 SC 4O2 and Vijayan v'

State of Kerala - L999 (1) KLT 760 (SC) and submitted that if the accused

areshowntothewitnessespriortotheidentificationparadeorthetest

identification parade was conducted after supplying the photographs of the

accused, the subsequent identification from the court becomes unreliable' lt is

further argued that when the test identification parade is not accepted then

identification in court is of no value. The learned counsel for the accused placed

reliance on the rulings in D.Gopalakrishnan V. Sadanand Naik and others

t2oo5(1) scc 851, Shaikh umarAhamed shaikh and anotherv. state of

Maharashtra [AlR I'998 SC 1922L Girija Shankar Misra v' State of UP

tAtR 1993 SC 26r.8I and Harinath v. state of UP [X998 KH€ 849I. From

the judgment in Viiayan v. State of Kerala it could be seen that the accused

was not known to the witness in that case. Therefore it was held that the

substantive evidence of identification in the court after so many years cannot

be relied upon. The witnesses in that case had no opportunity to see the

accused before the incident. Here the facts are different. There is evidence of

pw1 to PW4 that they had opportunity to see all the assailants prior to

4.7.2010. Therefore that ruling is not applicable to the case on hand'

121. The learned counsel for the accused argued about the necessity of

holding test identification parade in a case where the witnesses have no

ac.quaintance with the assailants. According to him, PW302 when realised that

fact app.lied for conducting the test identification parade of A2, A3, and A5 to

'A8;r,That;.prayer was allowed by the Chief Judicial Magistrate' PW269, the

Judicial Fir,st plass Magistrate, Kolenchery deposed that on.5.12.2011, as per the
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conducted test identification parade of I'e, A3, 45, 46 and AB from the central

Prison, Viyyoor. I do not know why pw302 hac! decided to file such an

application before the Magistrate, that too after the appearance of the accused

before the court. The final report under section 173 Cr.p.c. was filed by pw295

before the court of sessions, Ernakulam on 14.1.2011. During that period 42,

A3 and A5 to A8 wherein judicial custody. All of these accused were arrested in

20L0 itself. on all the posting dates these accused were brought from jail and

produced in open court. After filing the final report these accused were

produced in court regularly. witnesses had sufficient opportunity to see the

accused when they were produced before court. Further pwL to pw4 nave a

specific case that they identified those accused before the investigating

officers. As such the test identification parade conducted by the learned

Magistrate (PW269) that too, after the filing of the final report has no value in

the eye of law lt was a futile attempt of pW302.

122. lt is seen that immediately after the arrest of 42, A3, 45, 46, 47, AB

their photographs were published in the leading Malayalam newspapers. The

photograph of 42 Jamal was published in the front page of Malayala Manorama,

Deshabhimani and Mangalam dated 29.08.2010 (Ext.D20 series). He was

arrested by the police on 28.08.2010. The photos of 43 and 46 were seen

published in Malayala Manorama, Deshabhimani, Mangalam, Mathrubhumi and

Kerala Koumudhi dated 8.9.2010. Those newspapers were marked as Ext.D2L

series. The date of arrest of 43 and 46 was 7.9.20IA. Ext.D22 series viz. the

Mangalam, Malayala Manorama and Deshabhimani daily dated 21.8.2010 bear

itt:
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of A7 Pareed was 8.10.2010. His photo is seert published irt Fxt.DZ3 sr:ries,

Mathrubhumi,Ma|ayalaManoramaandDeshabhimanidated9'10.2010.The

details of the arrest of A8 Younus Aliyar is seen published in the front page of

Manga|amdai|ydated22,7.2o!o(Ext.D24),thenextdayofhisarrest'Further

it could be seen that the photos of some accused including A8 Younus Aliyar

werepub|ishedinthefrontpageofMa|aya|aManoramadated].0.7.2010

(Ext.D25). In that news item the report regarding the look out notice issued by

the police against A8 and two others is seen published. From these newspapers

it could be seen that the photos of A2, A3 and A5 to A8 have been published in

all the prominent Malayalam newspapers. In such a situation if the investigating

officer is requesting for a test identification parade and it is allowed, it would

not have any value. In this circumstance I cannot find fault with PW294 who

had conducted the investigation for not conducting a test identification parade

by a Magistrate. Purpose of a test identification parade is to have a

corroboration of evidence of eye witnesses in the form of earlier identification.

A test identification parade of an accused whose photos were published in

newspapers is of no consequence . PW294 was wise enough for not applying to

conduct a test identification parade of the accused whose photos had been

widely published in almost all the newspaper in and around the locality.

123. lt is settled law that the identification test do not constitute

substantive evidence. Substantive evidence is the evidence of identification in

iourt.. In a case where the accused were known to the witnesses or the

withdsles had occasion to see the accused before the incident, the test
.''
ideiitificatjon parade has no consequence. In Haseeb v. State of Bihar - AIR

1972 SC 283 it was hel+that the necessity of holding identification parade is
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matter of alleged offence or the persons who are alleged to have been

concerned in the offence. such tests or parades belong to the investigation

stage and they serve to provide the irrvestigating authority with material to

assure themselves that the investigation is proceeding on right lines" There is

no inflexible rule that the identification made for the first time in court has to

be always ruled out of consideration.

L24. lt is clear from this ruling of the Apex Court and the other rulings

cited by the defence that there is no inflexible rule that an identification made

by the first time in court is valueless or unreliable. The role of test identification

parade is only to corroborate the witness or to contradict him. lt has no

independent value. In a case reported in l9B9 (2) KLT S.N. 3 page No.2. (Crl.

Appeal Nos.52, 53 etc. of 1956) a Division Bench of our Hon'ble High Court held

that test identification parade is not the only type of corroborative evidence

which can be tendered to confirm the evidence of a witness regarding

identification. Absence of test identification parade cannot be regarded as fatal

in all cases. Assurance could be available from other sources or circumstances.

There is no principle of law that after a lapse of period witnesses in no case

would be able to identify a person whom they had seen for the first time earlier.

Witnesses might have had a fair opportunity of seeing and noting his features

and appearance before he was brought for identification. There might have

been something in the context, manner and the circumstances of the meeting

which would render it easy for the appearance of the accused to fix itself in the

, memory of the witness; something might have taken plgnr nave place shortly thy thereafter

., ,. .wh.ich would have enabled tfLe witness to recollect the prior meeting of,the
'.-:.i, ! .j
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o"runn concernecl. lt is clear from this ejecision of the Hon'hle l-.liglr Couri ihat

even without prior identification parade, identification in court can be believed.

The learned Public Prosecutor has cited the ruling of the Hon'ble Supreme Court

in Myladimmal surendran and others v. state of Kerala [AlR 2O1O SC

32gu in support of his contentions. lt was a case where the witnesses were

asked to identify the accused for the first time, after about I years from the

date of incident. In the said case no test identification parade was conducted.

Even then the Hon,ble supreme court has accepted the evidence of the eye

witnesses. The settled law is that there is no legal obligation on the part of the

investigating officer to conduct test identification parade. Evidence of

identification in court cannot be rendered inadmissible for want of test

identification parade as it is only an aid to investigation. In this case Pws 1 to 4

have specifically stated that they had occasion to see the assailants on two or

three times prior to the incident. lt is very pertinent to note that PW1 and PW4

have stated about the involvement of A2, 43 and A5 to A7 in the incident dated

4.7.2010. PW2 also stated about the role of A2, A3, 45, 46 and 47 and

identified those accused. Whereas PW3 identified 42, 43, A5 and A6.

125. The learned counsel for the accused pointed out that these witnesses

were not able to mention anything before the investigating officers about the

appearance, identification marks and other relevant things required for the

purpose of identifying the assailants. All these witnesses were cross examined

in detail by the learned counsel for the accused with regard to the identity of

, the.assailants. Pws 1 to 4 stated that they have given the details required for

identifying the accused before the investigating officers. But it is not seen

, - recorded by any of the investigating officers. lt is not a ground to disbelieve the
t
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the assailants had visited the house o{' PW2 on previous occasions. FW1 had

opportunity to see those persons on three occasions prior to 4.7.2070" pw2 had

occasion to see them on 17.5.2010. pw3 and pw4 also stated about the

identity of some of the accused who had visited the house on 6.5.2010 and

28.5.2010.

126' lt is brought out by the learned counsel for the accused that pW1 did

not furnish any material required for the purpose of the identification of the

assailants, to the investigating officers. They did not mention that the

assailants were wearing caps, paijama, kurtha etc. They did not mention about

the appearance or physical features of the assailants. According to the leamed

counsel that itself would show that the evidence of PW1 to PW4 with regard to

the identification is not reliable. lt is very pertinent to note that all these

witnesses have stated that they had given the details; such as physical

features, identification marks etc. before the investigating officers, but there is

no evidence. But there are sufficient materials to suggest that these witnesses

had ample opportunity to see the assailants. lt is borne out from the evidence

that the incident lasted about 6 - 7 minutes. They had opportunity to see the

assailants in broad day light. In this circumstance I cannot reject the specific

answers given by these witnesses to the questions put by the learned counsel

that the appearance of the assailants were fixed in their memory and mind.

They had occasion to see the assailants on three times prior to the incident.

_-.Subsequently, they went to the police station on being summoned, identified
.:a

, : those€ssailants and gave statement to the investigating officers. I don't find
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is not a ground to disbelieve PW1 to PW4 who have stated about the identity of

the assailants in clear words. As stated above they had obtained ampie

opportunity to see all the assailants. PW2 has stated that the face of the person

who had chopped off his hand is imprinted in his mind. The evidence tendered

by Pw1, PW3 and PW4 would also show that they had sufficient opportunity to

watch the assailants on the date when PW2 was attacked and on the previous

days and that the faces of the assailants were imprinted in their minds.

l2T.ongoingthroughtheevidenceIcou|dfindthatPW].wasableto

identify A2, A3 and A5 to A7 as the persons who had visited their house on

6.5.20L0. Her evidence with regard to the presence of A2' A3 and A5 was

corroborated by PW3. Pws 1 and 2 identified 42, A3, A5, A6 and A8 and

Ext.P1(b) photograph of M.K.Nazar as the persons who came to their house on

17.5.2O1O. PW15 Joby identified A2, A3 and A5. Pws L, 3 and 4 identified 43 to

be one among the persons who had entered in their house on 28'5'20L0. PW1,

PW2 and PW4 have Stated about the involvement of 42, 43 and A5 to A7 in the

incident dated 4.7.2010. PW3 was able to identify A2, A3, A5 and 46. lt is true

that PW2 was not able to identify A7 in the test identification parade conducted

by the Magistrate. But from the evidence of PW1 and PW4 | can very well say

that A7 was also present on 4.7.2070. PW3 has fairly conceded that she did not

remember the person who had driven the van on 4.7.2010. I am satisfied that

there is cogent evidence to prove that 42, 43 and A5 to 47 had visited the

' house of PW2 on 6.5.2010. The persons who had visited the house of PW2 on

: !7.5.20IO were A2, A3, A5, A6 and A8. The witnesses have specifically stated

'1 ..' 'that on 28.5.2010 43 entered in the house along with another whose
t
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the involvement of A2 to 47, in the inci;lent dated 4.7.2010.

128. lt is argued by the rearned counsel fclr Lhe accused that dock

identification of accused who are stranqers to the witnesses for the first time in

court should be corroborated. In support of the said contention cited a ruling

reported in 2O13 (3) KLT S.N. 82 (Case No.82) - (Chandran v. State of

Kerala) wherein it has been held that the safe rule is that the sworn testimony

of witnesses in court as to the identity of the accused who are strangers to the

witnesses, generally speaking, requires corroboration which should be in the

form of an earlier identification proceeding or any other evidence. lf a witness

identifies the accused in court for the first time the probative value of such

uncorroborated evidence becomes minimal so much so that it becomes, as a

rule of prudence and not law, unsafe to rely on such a piece of evidence. lt is

clear from that decision that it was not a rule of law but a safe rule of prudence.

In Malkhan Singh and others v. State of M.p. (AtR 2OO3 SC 2G69) the

Hon'ble Supreme court held that there is no inflexible rule that an identification

made for the first time in court could not be taken as a good piece of evidence.

The purpose of a prior test identification is to test and strengthen the

trustworthiness of evidence. This rule of prudence, is subject to exceptions, if

the court is impressed by a particular witness on whose testimony it can safely

rely, without such or other corroboration. Failure to hold a test identification

parade would not make inadmissible the evidence of identification in court. The
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witness in court, if required. However, what weight must be attached to the

evidence of identification in court, which is not preceded by a test identification

parade, is a matter for the courts of fact to examine. In appropriate cases it

may accept the evidence of identification even without insisting on

corroboration. This dictum is followed in by the Hon'ble supreme court in

Sukhbir Singh's case (supra).

1.29. ln Mahabir's case (supra) the Hon'ble Supreme Court held as

follows:-

"lt is trite to say that the substantive evidence is the evidence of

identification in court. Apart from the clear provisions of S. 9 of the Evidence

Act, the position in law is well settled by a catena of decisions of this court. The

facts, which establish the identity of the accused persons, are relevant under 5.

9 of the Evidence Act. As a general rule, the substantive evidence of a witness

is the statement made in court. The evidence of mere identification of the

accused person at the trial for the first time is from its very nature inherently of

a weak character. The purpose of prior test identification, therefore, is to test

and strengthen the trustworthiness of that evidence. lt is accordingly

considered a safe rule of prudence to generally look for corroboration of the

sworn testimony of witnesses in Court as to the identity of the accused who are

strangers to them, in the form of earlier identification proceedings. This rule of

prudence, however, is subject to exceptions, when, for example, the Court is

impressed by a particular witness on whose testimony it can safely rely, without

such or other corroboration. The identification parade belonged to the stage d'f

investigation, and there is no provision in the court which obliges the

investigating agency to hold or-confers a right upon the accused to claim; a [est
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identification parade. They do not constitute substantive evidence and these

parades are essentially governed by s. 162 of the code. Failure to hold a test

identification parade would not make inadmissible the evidence of identification

in Court. The weight to be attached to such identification should be a matterfor

the courts of fact. In appropriate cases it may accept the evidence of

identification even without insisting on corroboration." From the dictum laid

down by the Hon'ble supreme court it cannot be said that in the absence of a

test identification parade, the evidence of an eye witness identifying the

accused would become inadmissible or totally useless. whether the evidence

reserves any credence or not would always depend on the facts and

circumstances of each case.

L30. The learned counsel for the accused pointed out some omissions and

contradictions in the evidence of pws 1 to 4. He has brought out during the

cross examination of these witnesses that none of the witnesses has stated

before any of the investigating officers that the person who was holding

hatchet got into the vehicle with the severed hand. so also these witnesses clid

not mention anything to the effect that the severed hand was thrown out by

the accused from the van to a property on the road side. lt is true that none of

the witnesses has given such statements before any of the investigating

officers. But that itself is not sufficient to reject the entire evidence. pw6 Nibin

Luka who took the injured to the hospital has specifically stated that on the way

to hospital he asked the wife of punnad rhomas to search for the severed hand.

PW158 M.c.Joseph deposed that he found the severed hand in the compound oT

Qlakkil Joy (PWLO) and handed over the same to pw5 George Varghese. This

evidence of PW8 is supported by pw7 Moly George and pw9 Betty shaji. pwlo
i
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plakkil Joy deposed that the severed trand was faund out from his property anil

thenhegaveaplasticbagandicecubstoPW15E.PW5GeorgeVarghese

stated that PW158 M.C.Joseph had handed over the severed hand to him and in

turn he gave it to PW243 the Sub Inspector who came to the spot. I do not find

any reason to disbelieve the evidence of these witnesses regarding the

recovery of the severed hand from the property of PW10. They have no reason

to give false evidence with regard to the recovery of the severed hand. From

the evidence of these witnesses it is explicit that the severed hand was thrown

to the property of Plakkil Joy. ln this circumstance the omission on the part of

PW1 to PW4 to give statement to the investigating officers that they found A1

getting into the vehicle with the severed hand can be ignored, The evidence

tendered by these witnesses cannot be rejected in toto stating that it was a

universal omission.

131. lt is submitted that PWL did not mention to the investigating officers

that she had seen the act of chopping off the right hand of PW2. This

submission does not Seems to be correct: Ext.P2 itself would show that the right

hand of her husband was chopped off. Though PW1 did not mention to any of

the investigating officers that she had seen the accused chopping off the right

hand of her husband in specific words, it would not render her evidence

untrustworthy. lt is clear from her versions that she reached the spot along with

PW4 and witnessed the brutal attack on her husband.

,'r,4,,,....,.!:2. lt is true that Pws 1 to 4 did not give any statement to the

investig'ating officers about the physical appearance, identification marks, dress
.t

materialslworn by the assailants etc. of the accused. But they have got a
.-:.,"

specifif" case that they had opportunity to seer'the assailants prior .to the
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incident. l"here is e:videncE: tr: show ttia, pwl arrrl pw2 hnri s;een rh€i a:si1rant'
twice. PW3 and pw4 arso had opportiinity to see the assairants on earrier

occasions. I cannot ignore the fact thar pws r- and 2 have specificaily stated

that the faces of the assailants were imprinted in their minds.

133. rt is brought out through pws 243, 294 and 295 that pw1, in the

statements given by her did not mention about the honking of the horn,

doubted that it was the horn of her vehicle, that when she reached the spot she

found an omni van facing companypady side with opened doors with a person

sitting on the driver's seat, their wagonR car with smashed windowpanes, one

person holding the neck of pw3 and standing adjacent to 'kayyala' with a knife

on right hand, 3 - 4 persons holding pw2 who was rying on the road, 42 and 43

standing with "'vakathi" and A1 with hatchet, A6 holding a plastic kit and A1

inflicting 6 - 7 cut injuries on pw2. lt is true that she did not give each and

every minute details before the investigating officers. pw215, pw2g4, pw295

and PW302 have stated that though she has narrated the entire incident and

gave minute details they recorded the same in brief. This submission seems to

be true. Merely because of the reason that she did not say each and every act

of the assailants in its sequence, I cannot say that the evidence tendered by

her before this court is a story developed by her during the trial. Further t could

not find any material omission which amounts to contradiction, in her evidence.

The prosecution was able to prove that pwL has given detailed statement

about the presence of each and every assailant and about the.role of them in

the attack on PW2 and identified all of the assailants in court. In this

circumstance I can very

by the learned counsel.

well ignore the above mentioned omissions pointed out

I
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134. The learned counsel for the accused made simiiar attempt to bring

outthroughtheinvestigatingofficersthatPws2,3and4didnotmention

anything that the driver of the omni van turned around the vehicle immediately

after blocking the car, that the driver was having beard, that there was a sticker

of the 'Thirukudumbam' (Holy Family) on the windscreen of the Maruthi omni

van, that one of the assailants catled the name of another and reminded that

he is chopping off the wrong hand, directed the other to chop off the right

hand, that the assailant who was holding the hatchet saying to PW2 that "prc

ooe oec6rB6flsc cr5l pcrpc. aorooror orgcae"jldacm G,rcr:!o 
"6lgoilorro", 

gqnil crll pe ooa od,c6n3

.,6gc,oerrec" (you have ridiculed the lslam religion using the hand, you don't write

with this hand again), that the faces of the assailants were imprinted in their

mind, that the person who was holding the plastic kit took a bomb from the kit

and threw it by saying ' rcrogoro'orororoJ, that the person who had chopped off the

hand was attacked by Mithun and sustained injuries and that the assailants had

visited their house on previous occasions. lt is true that none of the witnesses

have stated about the honking sound of the horn.

135. Pws 294 and 295 have stated that Pws L to 4 have narrated the

entire incident in detail, but they recorded their statements in a brief manner.

Even if it is assumed that these witnesses did not give these minute aspects

before the investigating officers I cannot reject the other evidence tendered by

,,.'thgse ryilnesses. We can always expect normal discrepancies and omissions in
_,1.: 

, ' '.,.,:'.

the depositions of witnesses. lt is quite natural also. Nobody can give detailed

'nafl:ation jnlsuch precision, without any omission. The question is whether such

.,,.:. omissions'are material and whether it amounts to material contradictions. No' l:' + - l

..t-,-t
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doubt the:e wil{ be some naiural ctnissir:;ns. I will rj!rcr.rs: trri: er;idelrc+ ran {jr*.j
by witnesses regarding the sticker of 'T.hirukudumbanr' in coming paragrapns.

All the other omissions pointed out by the rearned counser for the accusec are

all trivial and it can be discarded. Nobody courd expect that the witnesses

would say that the faces of the assairants are imprinted in their mrnds. No

witness will give such detairs. rt is to be noted that ail the witness had stated

that they can identify the assairants. I cannot ignore the fact that these

witnesses had opportunity to see the assailants prior to the incident. so also

the witnesses had obtained sufficient time to watch the assailants who had

attacked PW2 on 4.7.201,0. Therefore the omission in giving the details sucn as,

the appearance of the assailants, the details of the dress materials worn by the

assailants, the identification marks of the assailants etc. cannot be treated as

material omissions.

136. During the examination of pws 1 to 4 some contradictions were

marked by the defence as Ext.DL series to DLO series. The learned counsel

placed reliance on rulings in Kathi Bharat Vajsur v. state of Gujarat [2012
(2) KLT SN 132I and A.Shankar v. State of Karnataka [AtR 2OLr. SC

23021 and argued that material omission which amounts to material

contradiction render the testimony of witness liable to be discarded. He added

that identical or universal omissions and contradictions make the case doubtful.

(Dharam singh and others v. state of punjab - 1993 crr.L.J. r5o, Miran

Bux v. Liloo Alias shagir Ahmad and others - AIR 1994 sc l6L2 and

--Beg.am 
Singh v. state of M.p - AIR 2oo4 sc 26). lt is to be noted that these

nr. ., ,i..
witnesses were questioned by four investigating officers. Ext.D1 series are the

ctions in the statement of PWL given to the officer of NlA.,Ext.D2 is a
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contradiction in the staternenl of PW1 given to pWZ95. Ert.D3 series ate tf'tr

contradictions of the statements of PW3 given to PW21"5, the Circle lnspector of

Police, Piravom. Ext.D4 is a contradiction of the same witness marked through

pw2g4. Ext.D5 series are the contradictions in the statement of PW3 in the

statement given to NlA. Exts.D6 series and D7 are the contradictions in the

statements of PW2, given to Pws 294 and 295' Ext'D8 series are the

contradictions in the statement of PW2 given to the Deputy Superintendent of

Police, NlA. Exts.Dg and D1O series are the contradictions given by PW4 to

PW215 and Deputy superintendent of Police, NlA. I do not want to narrate each

and every contradictions since all those contradictions are not at all material

and liable to be ignored. I cannot forget the fact that the questioning of these

witnesses by the investigating officers started on 5.7.201-0 and lasted for about

one year. During this period these witnesses were questioned by four or five

officers. No doubt there will be some contradictions. As stated above, I could

not find any material contradictions in the versions of these witnesses. Pws 1 to

4 have narrated the entire incident in clear and specific terms. The omissions

and contradictions marked by the defence are not at all material and those

contradictions do not have any consequences. These omissions and

discrepancies are due to normal errors of observation, normal errors of memory

due to lapse of time, due to mental deposition such as shock and horror at the

time of the occurrence, and the like. Material discrepancies are those which are

normal. lam satisfied that the discrepancies referred to by the defence is

insignificant and natural. I cannot say that those discrepancies are

,,fnateriai. In the depositions of witnesses there will be normal discrepancies and
.'| ::
. 

.omissions however honest anf truthful they may be. i
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138. Apart fron: tliose minor omisllons anil contraciiction: pr:inLeti oui bv

the learned counsel for the accused, there is nothing to suspect the evidence of

PWs 1, 3 and 4 who had narrated the incident. They are most natural witnesses

to see the incident. pw1 is the wife and pw4 is the son of the injured pw2.

PW3 who came on leave, was also residing along with pw2 and family. Further

her presence in the house was not challenged in cross-examination. Their

presence at the place of incident was quiet natural.

139. lt cannot be insisted that in order to accept the evidence of eye-

witnesses, they should speak how each and every injury found on the victim

was inflicted. The injuries must have been inflicted in quick succession as the

duration of the incident was short. They may not be in a position to have a

close watch on each and every injury inflicted on the injured. In this connection

I may refer the judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Nand Kumar v.

State of Chhattisgarh (Crl.Appeal No.9O6/2O12 dated 31.fO.2O14)

wherein it was held:-

"ln our considered view when several people participate in

commission of an offence with deadly weapons and attack one or

more persons with an intention to kill them then the witnesses who

are closely related to the victims are not expected to describe the

incident in graphic detail and with such precision that which

member and in what manner he participated in the commission of

offence. Their evidence is to be appreciated in its totality.,'

140. PW2 was attacked while he was returning from the church after. :.-..

attending the Sunday Holy Mass. According to the learned counsel for the .,.

accused, though the incident way happened in the vicinity of the church fhg.
'dI"; \\i 

.'" :' "'i.1"
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prosecuiion could not exarrlirie any independent \,itne5s to prove lhe *[i 'rck orr

PW2 and the identity of the assailants. His contention is that the prosecution

has avoided independent witnesses to cover up the anomaly in the evidence of

pws 1 to 4. Ext.P2 Fl statement would show that the persons who came to the

spot after hearing the hue and cry, had seen the incident. Further PW3' at the

time of cross examination has admitted that nuns and neighbours who were

returning from the church had seen the incident, but she could not identify any

of those persons. The prosecution has examined eight independent witnesses

to prove the attack on PW2. lt is clear from their versions that they had no

opportunity to see the entire incident. PWg said that when he reached near the

gate of Nirmala Public school he heard the sound of an explosion and stopped

his car. He saw a black car on the road. A woman was seen under the grip of

another nearthe car. He saw 3 -4 persons dragging a person to the backside of

that car which was stopped there. They dropped him near the side wall. He saw

one among them waiving some weapon towards that person. He stated that he

could not identify the assailants. From the versions of PW5, PW6, PW7 and PW9

to PW12 it could be seen that they also heard the sound of explosion and when

they reached the place of occurrence they found PW2 lying on the road with

injuries. All these witnesses are residing near the place of incident. Some of

them were coming from the church. ln view of the evidence of these witnesses,

the contention that the prosecution did not examine any independent witness

will not sustain. lt is true that these witnesses did not get opportunity to see the

incident. The fact that there was no independent witness who had seen

would not falsify the prosecution case. I do not find any

argument raised by the learned counsel for the accused.



There is nothinq io sugqest t|iat ilre prosecution i,.,lr :;uppr.+ssec e\rid{jirr!:i

before this court rr:garding the attack o:r pw2. rf there are other witnesses who
had seen the entire incident the prosecution wourd have very weil examined

them' rt is very pertinent to note that the defence courd not point out any

material contradiction or omission in the evidence of pws 5 to 13. There is no

reason to disberieve these witnesses who are residing very crose to the prace of
incident.

14L. on going through the entire evidence, I find that pws 1 to 4 have
given a clear picture as to how the incident was happened. They have stated

about the previous visits of the accused. The Minor omissions and

contradictions in the evidence is not a ground to disbelieve the evidence

tendered by these witnesses. pw1, pw3 and pw4 have narrated the incident

before this court in detair. rt is true that they did not give the minute detairs

regarding the previous visits of the assailants, before the investigating officers

who had recorded the statements. tt is not a ground to disberieve the evidence

of these witnesses. The evidence of these witnesses cannot be discarded

stating that they have made improvements in their versions. ln

chandrasekhar sureshchandra Bhatt and others v. state of
Maharashtra 2OOO KHC 1674 it was held as follows:_

"Learned counser for the appeilants contended that pw2 cannot be

believed for so many reasons, main among which is that he made

improvements on his version to suit the prosecution case. He
---:: ::-": *'.

.t 
- '' :::,:, stated instances of such improvements. we have appried our mind

'.:

,,-,' , ... ,'':4,nd noticed that though there were some marginal variations on,- ) i

\. , '' , . l ''tertain aspects as between his statemept recorded under section, ----'
. j. ! .t

'. "t'
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161 of the Code of Criniinai Procedure and the testimoriy given in

court. such variations cannot be dubbed as improvements made

with any sinister motive. They are elaborations elicited by the

Public Prosecutor during the examination in chief. lt is the

prerogative of the Public Prosecutor to elicit such points from a

witness as he deems necessary for the case. No Public Prosecutor

can be nailed to the statement recorded under Section L6L of the

Code. We scrutinised the so called improvements from that angle

and we are satisfied that PW2 had basically remained at the same

position which he has stated in the FlR".

142. Here PW2 has narrated the entire incident truly and correctly in

specific terms. His versions are supported by PW1, PW3 and PW4. Merely

because of the reason that these witnesses are the wife, sister and son of PW2

they cannot be called as interested witnesses. In State of Raiastan v. Kalki

and Another - AIR 198X SC t 39O it was held as follows:-

"True it is she is the wife of the deceased; but she cannot be called

an 'interested' witness. She is related to the deceased. 'Related' is

not equivalent to 'interested'. A witness may be called 'interested

only when he or she derives some benefit from the result of a

litigation; in the decree in a civil case or in seeing an accused

person punished. A witness who is a natural one and is the only

possible eye witness in the circumstances of a case cannot be said

-...,:r,-.iq to be 'interested'. ln the instant case PWL had no interest in.'....\

.1.; 
-"" ..-,,plotecting the real culprit, and falsely implicating the respondents."

2W7(21 KHC r1e -
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2007 Crl"t.j. 18L9 it wes hetd:-

From the above case raw, it is crea!' that a crose rerative cannot De

characterised as an 'interested' witness. He is a ,naturar witness. I-irs

evidence, however, must be scrutinised carefuily. rf on such scrutirry,

his evidence is found to be intrinsicaily reriabre, inherenuy probabre

and wholly trustworthy, conviction can be based on the ,sole' testimony

of such witness. close reration ship of witness with the deceased or

victim is no ground to reject his evidence. On the contrary, close

relative of the deceased would normally be most reluctant to spare the

real culprit and falsely implicate an innocent one.',

744. ln seeman arias Veeranam v. state by Inspector of porice

(2005 cRr.L.r.26r8) it was herd that the evidence of witness cannot be

discarded merery on the ground that he is a rerated witness or the sore

witness or both if otherwise the same is found credible. lt is well settled

that it is the quality of the evidence and not the quantity of the evidence

which is required to be judged by the court to prace credence on the

statements.

145. Pws 1 to 4 have no enmity towards A2, 43 and 45 to Ag. They had no

occaslon to see these accused before 6.5,2010. The presence of pws 1, 3 and 4

at the place of incident is proved. There is nothing to doubt about their
presence at the place of incident. I do not find any reason for these witnesses to

falsely implicate these accused. Merely because of the reason that there is no
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infirmities in the evi{ence aciduced bythe proseci-rtion, 'i'he e'.ridence r1'frtlis 1,

3 and 4 which is otherwise acceptable cannot be rejected on the ground that

there are some minor contradictions and omissions in their versions.

146. Apart from the evidence of Pws 1 to 4, the prosecution relies on

Ext.P312 the report prepared by the Finger Print Expert (PW184), to prove the

involvement of 47 Pareed. The evidence of PW184 would show that the finger

print slip of A7 Pareed was forwarded to him by PW295 on 18.10.2010 and on

comparison of the same with the chance prints collected from the omni van

and labelled by him as M6, he found that there were identical ridge

characteristics. lt is clear from his evidence and Ext.P31'2 report that the chance

prints which were collected from the omni van and labelled by him as M6, is

thatofAT Pareed.

147. According to the learned counsel for the accused the chance prints

collected by the police at the time of investigation without resorting to the

provisions of Section 3114 Cr.P.C. and in violation of the provisions under the

identification of Prisoner's Act is not valid and therefore the evidence adduced

by the prosecution on the basis of such samples collected is not at all

admissible in evidence. According to him, the specimen finger print was taken

by an Assistant Police sub Inspector who has no authority to take the finger

prints. The learned counsel for the accused argued that the specimen finger

prints of the appellant were not taken before or under the orders of a

Magistrate in accordance with Section 6 of the ldentification of Prisoner's Act
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Ra.iasthan with l3abu Khan v. Statr of Rajasthan (Aln 1997 Se

on the basis of other evidence.

omni van was driven by A7

court. ThF evidence of PW1 and

?96C1.

section 5 of the rdentification of the pri.:oner's Act deals with the powers of the
Magistrate to order a person to be measured or photographed. Under section 4
of the Act porice officer is competent to take finger print of the accusecr. rn

Mohd. Aman's case it has been herd that if finger print is taken before or under
the order of a Magistrate in accordance with section 5 of the identification of
Prisoner's Act, suspicion as to its bonafides can be dispeiled. rt was herd that it
is eminently desirabre that it was taken before or under the orders of a

Magistrate. Anyway it is crear from the ruring in Mohd. Aman,s case that there
is no bar in taking the finger print of an accused by a porice officer. Further

there is no bar under the code of criminar procedure in taking the finger print of
an accused by a porice officer. pw2g5 has specificaily stated that the finger
print of A7 was taken by a porice officiar in his team as per his directions and in
his presence. lt is true that pw295 has not recorded the same in the case file.

But it is not a ground to reject the evidence given by him on this point. At the
time of chief examination this witness identified Ext.p313 finger print srip of A7.

I do not find any reason to disberieve the evidence tendered by him on this
point.

Supreme Court in the above said ruling held that the

of foot prints is not a fully developed science and

case evidence relating to the same is found satisfactory,

reinforce the conclusion as to the identity of the culorit

Here there is direct evioence

Pareed. PW1 and pW4 nave

PW4 regarding the idpntity ofIN
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fr7 aE the drivr:r '-if th+ onlni v;rri i; i.crtoirorated by E,ri.t. i],i'il iclroit prcpi:iii:rrl

by PW184.

149. The learned counsel for the accused took a contention that the

evidence of PW1B4 cannot be looked into for the reason that the rear view

minor is not produced before this court. This contention does not seems to be

correct. The rear view mirror is still there in MOZ omni van. On going through

- the entire evidence I am satisfied that the prosecution was able to prove the

role of 42, A3 and A5 to 47 in the attack on PW2.

150. PW187 Dr.P.B.Raju who was working as Assistant Surgeon in Taluk

Hospital, Muvattupuzha deposed that on 17.7.2OLO he examined PW3 Sister

Mary Stella and PW4 Mithun and issued Ext.P3L9 and P320 wound certificates.

According to him, PW3 had a healed wound 2x5 cm over the dorsal surface of

right forearm, one inch distal to elbow joint and another healed wound 1 x .5

cm over the dorsal surface of left elbow and a healing wound 1 x 0.5 cm over

the front of right knee. When he examined PW4 he found healed abrasion over

low back area 6x5 cm, L inch above left posterior superior iliac spine and

another healed abrasion 10 x 3 cm, 2 inches below the spine of left scapula. lt

is contented by the learned defence counsel that though the prosecution has a

case that PW3 and PW4 had sustained injuries in the incident, they did not

make any attempt to get medical aid in time. According to the learned counsel

for the accused the prosecution did not give any explanation for the delay in

sending PW3 and PW4 to the hospital for treatment. lt is true that PW243 who

. , had conducted investigation in the initial stage or PW2g4, the Circle Inspector
., 

- ", <':i':

i dicl'not take any steps to send PW3 and PW4 for treatment or for getting
.; .i'l:t,:if: ', i

,,i ,",, l, . Tedical report till 17.7.2010. P\f3 and PW4 also did not feel the necessity tp
,.L

...:.-,.", ii'1,

0
\,.. . '
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Eet tre trrrrini: for f he injurie-< sr,rt,,lintt I to therir. F,Yd,l",.i ::j rvir* hacj riili:iii::l:l

PW4 on 5.7.2010 did not make any enql iry about the injr,rries nor pWzl give any

statement before that investigating offi;er regarding his injuries. So also pW3

did not mention anything about the injuries sustained to her till 17.7.2010. lt is

very pertinent to note that PW3 and PW4 have got a specific case that they

were attending PW2 who was in the ICU at Specialists' Hospital, Ernakulam. In

such a situation they might have ignored their minor injuries. lt is clear from

the evidence tendered by PW294 that he noticed the injuries of Pws 3 and 4

only when PW3 produced the saree, blouse and underskirt (MO.18 to MO.20)

worn by her at the time of incident, before him. PW294 spoke that on

17.7.2010, when she produced those dress materials he found blood stains in

MO.18 saree and then referred PW3 and PW4 to the hospital with requisition.

On that day itself he got Ext.P319 and 320 wound certificates from the hospital.

151. PW187 has specifically stated about the injuries of pW3 and pW4. I do

not find any reason to disbelieve the evidence tendered by this witness on this

point. Nobody could believe that this witness had fabricated wound certificate

in support of the prosecution at the request of the investigating officers. The

medical evidence would prove that PW3 and PW4 had sustained simple injuries.

The possibilities of sustaining such injuries in the incident mentioned by them

cannot be ruled out. Merely because of the reason that there was delay in

getting treatment or medical aid, the evidence of PW3 and PW4 on this point

cannot be rejected. Their evidence is supported by PW8 who said that he found
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sustained minor injuries in the incident is reliable. On going through the

evidence adduced by the prosecution on this point, I find that the prosecution

has succeeded in proving that Pws 3 and 4 had sustained simple injuries in the

incident.

152. The definite case of the prosecution is that 46 Shanavas exploded

bomb when PW1 and PW4 were rushing towards PW2. I have already mentioned

about the evidence tendered by the witnesses on this point. The evidence of

these witnesses about the explosion is supported by PW5 to PWLl". According to

PW5, PW7 and PWLL they heard the sound of explosion and found smoke at the

place of incident. PW6 and PW8 to PW10 stated that they heard something

exploding at the place of incident. PW5 and PW9 added that they found the

remnants of the explosion at that spot. PW243 the Sub Inspector of Police

.confirmed the evidence of these witnesses stating that when he reached at the

spot he felt the smell of explosion and found the remnants. PWL83 Scientific

Assistant, Susan Antony spoke that she inspected the scene of occurrence and

collected swab. burned remnants, glass pieces, dark brown stains in cotton

gauze etc. sealed it and handed over to the ASI of Police, Muvattupuzha with a

report.

153. PW267 a police constable attached to the Muvattupuzha police station

stated that as per the directions he collected those packets from the court of

the Judicial First Class Magistrate, Muvattupuzha and produced the same in the

Forensic Science Laboratory, Thiruvananthapuram. PW230, Dr. Thomas

Alexander, the Assistant Director, Forensic Science Laboratorf,

nanthapuram deposed that on 28.9.2010 he received five sealed

..-:,,, pac'kets sent from the court of the Judlcial Firsttlass Magistrate, Muvattupuzha, r ',.. i -

't
!. . '. 
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with impression of seal and the forwarding note. Those packets contained 24

items. ltems 1, 2 and 24 in two sealed packets were forwarded to the

Explosives Division of the laboratory and items 3, 9 and 15 in three packets

were forwarded to the Physics division. He examined the remaining items and

prepared Ext.P550 report. This witness identified MO.131 to MO.139 (cotton

gauze), MO.14 to MO.17 and MO.18 to MO.20 dress materials (item Nos.4 to 8,

L0 to 13, 17 , L8,20,19,22,2'1. and 23 respectively in Ext.P550) and stated that

those items contained human blood belonging to group 'B'. He identified MO.

140 (remnant of the rexin) and MO.11 chopper (items 14 and 16 in Ext.P550).

According to him, on examination MO.140 was found contaminated with fungus.

154. PW231 Molly George who was working as Scientific Assistant

(Chemistry) stated that she examined the material objects and issued Ext.P551

report. According to her, item No.1 contained one white paper packet

containing three pieces of cotton with coloured stains. The other white paper

packet (item No.2) contained one polythene packet containing partially burned

pieces of newspaper and jute twine. This witness identified MO.L2, the

remnants of item No.l", cotton with black coloured stains and the remnants of

partially burned newspaper and jute twine (MO.13 series). This witness stated

that those material objects were examined using chemical analysis and

Potassium Chlorate, Aluminium Powder and Sulphur were detected in item Nos.

1 and 2. She stated that Potassium Chlorate, Aluminium Powder and Sulphur is

a mixture and added that by using this explosive mixture, explosion can be

_-_,...,.-m€de. PW266 the Director of FSL, Thiruvananthapuram deposed that after
'1'l :.'1.',;)\.

ed to the- Court of the Judicial' First Class Magistrate,
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MuvattuPuzha.

155. lt is clear from the evidence of PWl to PW11 that something was

exploded at the place of incident. PW231 has stated that the remnants of the

material objects examined by her contained the explosive mixture of Potassium

Chlorate, Aluminium Powder and Sulphur. At the time of cross examination this

witness who is an expert in the examination of explosives has emphatically

denied that the mixture of Potassium Chlorate, Aluminium Powder and Sulphur

is being used for making crackers. The defence did not challenge the credibility

of this witness who is an expert in this field. The argument of the defence is

that the explosives used by the assailants appears to be of negligent strength

like that of crackers and that no injury was caused to anybody including the

assailants or the persons who had gathered there. lt is clear from this

contention that the defence also has no doubt that the explosion was made by

using explosive substances. Though the counsel put forward a contention that

there is doubt regarding the location and regarding the manner in which it was

used, I could not find any materials to substantiate that contention. I am

satisfied from the evidence of PW231 that explosive substances was used by

one of the assailants for explosion. Pws 1 and 4 identified A6 Shanavas to be

the person who threw the bomb. PW3 and PW4 also stated that A6 was

standing near the omni van with a plastic kit. I am satisfied that the prosecution

was able to prove that 46 Shanavas used explosive substances for explosion.

l-56. PW4 stated that on seeing the attack on his father, he rushed to his

house, returned with MO.11 chopper and inflicted an injury on the backside 6f
'- r i: 

:

,.i'l the per.son who was chopping the right hand of his father. A5 and 46;' on seeing
'''i'. i' ! 'r.

;'';.,,0.,ru.-.,this,,€bgSht him, lifted and dropped him in thetchool compound. pW3 has
': ' i I
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supported this version of PW4. The prosecution has got a case that A5

Shamsudhin also sustained injury in the scuffle with PW4. At present there is

no evidence to show as to how A5 had sustained injuries. The prosecution has

examined PW185 to prove that A5 had sustained injuries in the incident.

According PW295, the Deputy superintendent of Police, Muvattupuzha after the

arrest of A5 he sent that accused to hospital with a requisition and accordingly

PW185 Dr.Manoj Ninan, Assistant Surgeon attached to the Taluk Hospital,

Muvattupuzha examined A5 and issued a wound certificate. That wound

certificate was marked through PW1B5. This witness deposed that 20,8.2010 at

3.30 pm he examined A5 Shamsudhin who was brought to the hospital with a

requisition by the police and issued Ext.P317 wound certificate. According to

him, there was a wound below the left knee joint of the injur"ed. lt was not a

fresh wound. He stated that he could not form an opinion with regard to the age

of that wound. There is no evidence to prove as to how that injury was

sustained and when it was sustained. lt is very pertinent to note that the ocular

witnesses did not say anything about the injuries of A5. Pws L to 4 have no case

that 45 had sustained any injury. Nobody has a case that PW4, in the course of

the transaction attacked A5 and caused injuries to him. As stated above, there

is no evidence to prove that 45 Shamsudhin had sustained any injury in the

incident. Whereas PW4 has specifically stated that he waved MO.t1chopper

towards the assailant who was attacking his father. This evidence is supported

by Pws 1 and 3. The oral evidence tendered by the witnesses would suggest

_-,. ,, !hqt-,Af Savad had sustained injury. Since that accused is absconding I am noi
'..''..

,.lt', . oiscussi\s that point in detail.
.' t

: -', 157.lk is submitted bythe learned Counsel forthepccused thatthere is no
. _ :.. ;,,..,!i i r

'' ''. ,:
'I
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sufficient material to enter into a conclusion that the assailants had an intention

to murder PW2. He pointed out that though the assailants were equipped with

lethal weapons they spared the life of PW2 knowing fully well that the persons

who had assembled there will take the injured to the nearby hospital. There

was no attempt on the part of the assailants to cause the death of pW2. lt is

argued that what matters is only the intention of the assailants and note the

effect on the injured. They relied on the decision reported in Mangal Singh

and another v. Kishan Singh and others - 2OO9 (2) KLT Supplemental

X399(SC) and argued that the nature of the injuries is not sufficient to prove

that the assailants had the intention to cause the death of the victim. In the

other ruling cited by the defence (Harikishan v. Sukhvir Singh-1988 (2)

KLT SN 57-Case No.8O) the Hon'ble Apex court held that under Section 307

IPC what the court has to see is. whether the act irrespective of its result, was

done with the intention or knowledge and under circumstances mentioned in

that section. The intention or knowledge of the accused must be such as is

necessary to constitute murder. Without this ingredient being established,

there can be no offence of "attempt to murder". Under 5.307 the intention

precedes the act attributed to accused.

158. In State of Madhya Pradesh v. Kashiram and others (AIR 2009

SC 1642) the Hon'ble Supreme Court held

"lt is sufficient to justify a conviction under Section 307 if there is

present an intent coupled with some overt act in execution thereof.

r ., :' .lt is not essential that bodily injury capable of causing death should

.[ . :.,, .have been inflicted. The Section makes a distinction between the

dct of the,eccused and its result, if any. i16s court.has to see
I

.:1.
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whethertheact,irrespectiveofitsresult,wasdonewiththe

intention or knowledge and under circumstances mentioned in the

section.Therefore,anaccusedchargedunderSection30T|PC

cannot be acquitted merely because the injuries inflicted on the

victim were in the nature of a simple hurt".

The facts of the said case are similar to the case on hand' In that case the

lower part of the left leg of the victim was chopped off. Apart from that injury,

the victim had sustained injuries on his back, right eye and left leg. The trial

court found the accused in that case guilty of offence u/s. 307 IPC and

convicted him under that section. In the appeal the Hon'ble High court of

Madhya Pradesh took a stand that the offence u/s.307 IPC is not made out. The

Hon,ble High Court observed that the doctor has not stated that the injury was

sufficient to cause death in the ordinary course of nature and held that

chopping of the leg from the body cannot be treated sufficient to cause death.

The Hon'ble Supreme Court considered the entire aspects and made it clear

that the question as to whether there was intention to kill or knowledge that

death will be caused is a question of fact and would depend on the facts of a

given case. To justify a conviction u/s.307 lPC, it is not essential that bodily

injury capable of causing death should have been inflicted. Although the nature

of injury actually caused may often give considerable assistance incoming to a

finding as to the intention of the accused, such intention may also be deduced

from other Circumstances, and may even, in sOme caseS, be ascertained

:;i:rFi
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there may be cases in which the culprit would be liable under this Section. lt is

not necessary that the injury actually caused to the victim of the assault should

be sufficient under ordinary circumstances to cause the death of the person

assaulted. What the court has to see is whether the act, irrespective of its

result, was done with the intention or knowledge and under circumstances

mentioned in the Section. The circumstances that the injury inflicted by the

accused was simple or minor will not by itself rule out application of Section

307 lPC. The determinative question is intention or knowledge, as the case

may be, and not nature of the injury. From the above rulings it is clear that in

order to bring the case within the ambit of Section 307, it must be shown that

the accused acted with such intention or knowledge and under such

circumstances that if by that act he caused the death, he would be guilty of

murder. So the intention or knowledge to commit murder must exist. To justify

conviction under Section 307 lPC, it is not essential that bodily injury capable of

causing death should have been inflicted.

L59. PW265 who treated PW2 from the Specialists' hospital has specifically

stated that PW2 had lost massive quantity of blood and was in a state of shock

and almost dying. The allegation of the accused is that there was some

manipulation in the case sheet (Ext.P622) and it was the reason for the delay in

producing the said document before the court. lt is true that the case sheet was

not produced before this court along with final report. lt was summoned by this

court at the instance of the prosecution. At the same time it is very pertinent to
"-,i:'_:"1"51 
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"'t ,oiiqiltd€tails. of the injuries on time along with the final report. The case sheet of a

,. .. , r .;

',. ,batienf is to be kept in thp hospital. Ext,P622 iryould show- that pW2,, had
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undergone prolonged treatment in the said hospital. There are materials in the

case sheet to show that PW2 was treated from the hospital on 20.06.20i.2, for

some other disease. We cannot find fault with prosecution for not producing

the case sheet along with the final report. I cannot say that the delay in

summoning the case sheet from the hospital is fatal. I do not find any merit in

the contention that there were chances for manipulation in the case sheet.

160. The leamed counsel for the accused pointed out that pW2 has a case

that when A1 inflicted injuries on his left hand, A2 reminded 41 that he is

chopping off the wrong hand and directed the latter to chop off the right hand.

According to the learned counsel the said version of PW2 itself is sufficient to

prove that they had no intention to murder PW2. lt is true that the assailants

did not inflict any injury on the vital parts of the body of PW2. But that is not a

ground to suggest that they had no intention to murder PW2.

1-61". The intention of the assailants can be inferred from their conduct and

deeds. lt is pertinent to note that the assailants had inflicted several cut injuries

and chopped off the right hand of PW2. They did not stop there. One of the

assailants took the severed hand with him, boarded the vehicle and on the way

threw it in a nearby compound. lt is clear from the conduct of that accused that

their intention was to cause delay in getting the severed hand. Fortunately,

PW6 took the injured to the hospital without wasting time and requested a

woman to search for the severed hand. PW6 has given evidence to that effect.

It is clear from the evidence that the life of PW2 was saved only because of the

timely intervention of the persons who had gathered there. Merely because i
,':t " i
i',i.l the reason that the assailants did not inflict fatal injuries on the vital parts, Ijr

''-
t

t'r*\-'. cannot say that they had no inteption to
*.:I - .,' 
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cause the d6ath of PW2. From th?
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nature of the injuries caused to PW2 on his hands and legs and from the

conduct of the assailants who had collected the severed hand and threw it to a

compound, I can very well enter into a conclusion that their intention was to

cause the death of PW2.

162. From the evidence of Pws 1 to 4, I am satisfied that the prosecution

was able to prove that A2, A3 and 45 to 47' along with two others, with a

common object to cause the death of PW2, formed themselves into an unlawful

assembly with common object to attack PW2, came to Hostelpady junction in a

Maruthi omni van bearing No.KL.07.AD.7201 (MO.2) driven by A7 Pareed who

stopped the vehicle abruptly in front of the WagonR car of PW2 which was

proceeding from the side of the Nirmala Matha church, that A2, 43, 45 and 46

got down from the omni van with the other two persons, that the side window

glass on the left front was smashed by A2 Jamal with a chopper, 43 attempted

to smash the windscreen with chopper. PW2 was taken out of the car and

dragged to the backside from where he was attacked by 42. PW2 was forcibly

laid on the road and the right hand of PW2 was chopped off. lt is proved that

PW2 had sustained simple as well as grievous injuries in the attack. When PW4

Mithun made attempt to attack the assailant who was chopping of the right

hand of PW2, A5 Shamsudhin and 46 Shanavas caught him, lifted and pushed

him towards the school ground and thereby caused simple injuries to PW4. In

the course of the attack. when PW3 got down from the car with an intention to

interfere and to prevent the attack on PW2, A5 Shamsudhin caught her neck
i'i;: r-:- ""''

' . ah-d..pressed her towarCs the side wall and caused simple hurt to PW3. The
i- I

, r",il,r{.r:{prosecution has proved that when PW1 rushed towards her husband, A6 who

was standing near the car took a bomb from the kit he was holding, threw it and

",.,ii'
,



caused explosion. lt is proved that A2 and A3 smashed the windscreen and side

window glass of the WagonR car and caused damage to the said car. From the

conduct of those accused it is explicit that they had an intention to cause the

death of PW2 and they had sufficient knowledge that their act would cause the

death of PW2. I am satisfied that there is sufficient evidence to hold that the

assailants had attempted to commit murder. These points are found

accordingly.

L63. Point Nos.9 to 12:- For the sake of convenience these points can be

considered together. lt is the case of the prosecution that A12 was deputed by

A8 and A28 to purchase an omni van for the purpose of committing the offence.

PWL44 Lawrence was the registered owner of MO.2 omni van bearing No.KL.

07.AH.8768. PW255, Mohanan Joint RTO Thrissur proved Ext.P609, the RC

particulars of the said omni van. This document would show that the ownershio

of the vehicle was transferred in the name of Lawrence in 2009. According to

PW144 Lawrence, in 2010 he contacted PW51 who is doing the business of

second hand vehicles, to sell the vehicle. On L5.6.2010 at about 2.30 pm pW51

sent two persons to the house of PWl44. After discussions PW144 decided to

sell his omni van for t1,00,000/- to those two persons. They were ready to pay

the full amount and to take delivery of the vehicle. He took those persons to the

shop of PW51 in his omni van. This witness identified A12 from the dock and

Ext.P1(a) photograph of A4 Sajil to be the persons who came for purchasing his

._,..,...9fni van. ThiswitnessidentifiedthephotographofA28and statedthatthis
,...
i:;,. perso-n also had come to his house on an earlier occasion and enquired about

, '!.; 'i' , ,. tt'rg vehicle. From the shop of PW51 they paid t1,00,000/- to him. Then Joseph,
,.,.]-t,'

, * 
w.ho",is,;a st'aff of PW51 prepared an agreement. This witness spoke that for thet ... i:.,...,/
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purpose of preparing agreement, A12 gave a photocopy of his driving licence.

They signed in the original agreement prepared by Joseph and in its carbon

copy. The original agreement was taken by A12 and the carbon copy (Ext.P45)

was given to him. A12 gave his mobile number. That number was noted in

Ext.P45. Then the vehicle was delivered to A12 Ali, along with the registration

certificate. A12 Ali promised that the ownership of the vehicle will be

transferred in his name within a week, This witness identified MO.2 omni van.

After one week A12 contacted him and expressed his inability to transfer the

ownership and promised that he will make necessary arrangements at the

earliest. When he contacted PW51, the latter asked hirn to wait for a week.

After a few days he had occasion to see his omni van in a news item telecast

by a channel in connection with the attack on PW2. lmmediately he tried to

contact Al"2 Ali in the phone number supplied by him, but he did not get AL2.

The person who had attended the phone call stated that his name is Sajeesh.

On that day itself the Circle lnspector of Thrissur West Police station came to his

house and enquired about the omni van. As directed by the officer he reached

at Thrissur West Police station. PW51 Mani was also there. They narrated the

entire incident regarding the sale of the omni van to police. Again on 5.7.20L0

he went to the police station as directed, from where a photo of A12 which was

fed in a computer was shown to him. He confirmed the identity of that person

as the purchaser of his omni van. Then he was directed to appear before the

Deputy Superintendent of Police, Muvattupuzha. As directed by the Deputy

Superintendent of Police, he went to the office of PW294. He identified his omrii
,i- . ''r- -, ,. ,van from the premises of Muvattupuzha police station. On 9.7.2010, he

copy of the agreemeht,before police. PW51 Mani
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who is engaged in the sale of second hand vehicles at rhrissur supported the

versions of PWL44 regarding the sale of omni van to A12. This witness added

that for the purpose of preparing the agreement he asked A12 to furnish copy

of his identity card. AL2 was not having his identity card with him. He gave a

photocopy of his driving licence. This witness also identified Ext.P45, the carbon

of the agreement. The copy of the driving licence given by A12 was marked

through this witness as Ext.P46. This witness also identified A12 Ali from dock

and Ext.P1(a) photograph.

164. The learned counsel for the accused challenged the genuineness of

Ext.P45 agreement stating that there is only one attester in that agreement and

that revenue stamp is seen affixed in Ext.p45 which is a carbon copy. His case is

that normally there would be two attestors in a sale agreement and there is no

practice of affixing revenue stamp in a carbon copy. pw51, at the time of cross

examination has admitted that there is no such practice of affixing revenue

stamp on a carbon copy of agreement and normally there would be two

attestors to a sale agreement. lt is to be remembered that the point to be

considered here is not the validity of the agreement. Merely because of the

reason that there was only one attester and a revenue stamp is seen affixed in

Ext.P45, I cannot say that it is not a genuine document. pffi.44 and pW51 who

have no interest in the subject matter of this case need not give any false

evidence regarding the sale of the vehicle.

165. Being the RC owner of MO.2, PWL44 was summoned to the police

station ori'. .7.2010 itself. After collecting the details from this witness and

I P V5f whor:Wls also summoned to Thrissur West Police station, the Circle

Inspector oT potice, Thrissur West directed them to apiepr before him on the
i
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next day. On that day they were directed to report before the Deputy

Superintendent of Police, Muvattupuzha. The evidence tendered by PW144 and

PW51 proves the quick action by the police. There is nothing to doubt about the

conduct of PWL44 and PW51.

166. The defence counsel argued much regarding the omission on the part

of the police in taking possession of Ext,P45 document on 4.7.20L0 itself.

PW144 has stated that on 4.7.20L0, when Circle Inspector of Police, Thrissur

West Police station came to his house he showed Ext.P45 agreement to him.

But it is clear from his version that he did not take that agreement to the police

station in the afternoon of 4.7.20L0 or on the next day. The fact that PW144 did

not produce Ext.P45 before the police on 5.7.2OLO will not affect the

genuineness of the prosecution case regarding the recovery of this document.

167. lt is argued that PW51 is a tutored witness. At the time of cross

examination this witness has admitted that before coming to the court for

giving evidence, some of the officials had read over his 161 statement to him.

According to the learned counsel for the accused, that fact itself is a ground to

reject the evidence tendered by him. But it is very pertinent to note that the

accused have a case that A12 Ali and A9 Jafar were working in the

establishment of PW51 as Call Drivers. A suggestion was put to this witness to

that effect. The accused has a case that PW5L used to obtain copy of the

driving licence of his drivers, while joining in his establishment as Call Drivers.

This suggestion would support the case of Pws L44 and 51 that Ext p46 is the

copy of the driving licence given by A12. PW51 has stated as to how this copy

gf ,!he driving licence of A12 came to their possession. That evidence of pW51 is

. "-suppofted by PW14f. These facts would prove thai Ext.p46, is ttle copy of the
itti
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driving licence of A12 Ali, produced by him atthe time of the sale of MO.2. The

accused was not able to substantiate his contention that Ext.p46, the copy of

the driving licence was given by him to PW51, when he joined in the service of

the latter as a Call Driver. I do not find any reason for PW5L to give false

evidence against A12. There is nothing to disbelieve the evidence tendered by

this witness regarding the sale of MO.2 which belonged to PW144.

L68. PW144, at the time of cross examination has stated that he

expressed his willingness to give a statement with regard to the incident before

a Magistrate. He wanted to go abroad after completing all the formalities with

regard to the seizure of his vehicle which was sold to A12. He admitted that he

was fed up by the formalities. According to the learned counsel for the

accused, these admissions made by PW144 would show that he was coerced by

the police to give false evidence. On a close scrutiny of the evidence tendered

by this witness and PW51, I cannot say that these witnesses were compelled

by the police to give false evidence. I am fully satisfied that the above said

versions of PW144 pertaining to the 164 statement given to the learned

Magistrate, is only an exaggeration. lt is not a ground to reject the evidence of

PWL44 with regard to the sale of MO.2. His evidence on this point is supported

by Ext.P45. The contradictions marked by the defence as Ext.Dl5 and D15(a),

CD statement portions are not material contradictions.

169. PW144 has a specific case that on 5.7.2010 when he went to Thrissur

^/es[-Police 
station the Circle Inspector showed a photo of K.K.Ali which was

'.'..:.

: saved in'the computer. These versions of PW144 inspire confidence. The fact



investigation quickly and were able to collect evidence within a short time.

There is no chance of fabricating documents or creating false evidence by the

prosecution within that short period.

l7O. PW144, the RC owner of MO.2 omni van and PW5L who is engaged in

the business of buying and selling used motor vehicles have narrated the entire

deal with those two accused, in specific terms. The evidence of pW144

regarding the sale of MO.2 omni van bearing No.KL-07/AH.8768 to A12 was

sufficiently corroborated by PW51, I do not find any reason for these witnesses

to give false evidence against A12, with whom they had no previous

acquaintance. The prosecution has relied on the call data records of AL2 to

prove that he had been there at Thrissur on 15.6.2010. According to the

prosecution, A12 Ali was having a Airtel mobile phone connection. His number

was 9567693209. PW76 who is the brother and PW234 who is the wife of At 2

stated that they did not know as to whether AL2 was having mobile phone

connection with that number. PW72 Unais who is the brother in law of AL2 also

pretended ignorance about the phone number of A12. But this witness has

identified Ext.P46. the copy of the driving licence produced by pw144, wherein

the phone number of AL2 was seen written. pwz25 who is a practising

Advocate and Notary Public stated that Ext.p46 is a photocopy of the notarized

copy of the driving licence of A12. In Ext.p45, (carbon copy of the agreement)

and in Ext.P46, the copy of the tD proof given by A12 to pW144, the mobile

phone number of Ali was seen written as 9567693209. This evidence would
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and copy of the document submitted by A12 as proof of identification were

marked as Ext.C5 and C5(a) respectively. That application form was in the name

of A12 Ali. The Call Data Records (in short CDR) of the said number 9567693209

was marked as Ext.P620. Ext.c6 is the BTS list of Bharathi Airtel, Kerala circle

showing the mobile tower location. (The accused has challenged the

genuineness and admissibility of the CDR. The question regarding the

admissibility of theCDR will be considered later in detail). This CDR in the name

of K.K.Ali would prove that on 15.6.2010 between 07:16 hours and 08:40 hours

the above said phone number was at the location of Cell lD No.7353 and 7351;

that is Kothamangalam area. On that day at L2.48 noon that phone was at Cell

lD No.19123, Vengoor, Ernakulam and at 13.14 hours it was at Muringoor in

Thrissur district. At 13:21 hours the phone was at Chalakkudy and at 13:35

hours it was at Nellai, at 14:39 hours it was at Thrissur Kunnathangadi and

15:24 hours it was at Olarikkara, Thrissur. At 16:00 hours that phone was at

Thrissur West Fort location and 18:13 hours it was at Perumbavoor in Ernakulam

district. These Call Data Records would prove that AL2 had been there at

Thrissur in the afternoon of 15.6.2010. In short I am satisfied that the

prosecution was able to prove that MO.2 omni van having registration No.KL-07-

AH-8768 was purchased by A12 K.K.Ali and another from PW144 for a sum of

<l-,00,000/-.

171. The prosecution has examined PW53 Amanullah to prove that A12

had handed over the RC book, insurance certificate etc. in his shop an!

case and stated that

is no

as ged by the prosecution.
I

me to suggest that
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172. Pws 1 to 4 identified MO.2 omni van as the van used by the assailants

to come to the spot. PW188 seized the said vehicle from the possession of A9

within two hours after the attack on PW2, There is cogent evidence to show that

the said vehicle was purchased by A12 K.K.Ali from PW144 Lawrence on

15.6.2010. PW184, the finger print expert proved that the chance finger print

collected by him from the rear view mirror in the omni van was found to be that

of A7. PWs L to 4 have proved that A7 was the driver of the van in which A2.

A3, A5 and 46 came to the spot along with two others. Though there is no

evidence to prove that A12, after purchasing the vehicle handed over the same

to A28, there is sufficient evidence to prove all the link in the chain regarding

the purchase of MO.2 by A1',2, its use by the assailants in the attack and its

seizure from A9. I am satisfied that the prosecution was able to prove that MO.2

omni van purchased by 4L2 was used by A2, A3 and A5 to A7 to reach at the

place of incident. A12 has no explanation as to how MO.2 omni van came into

the possession of A1 to A7 who had attacked PW2. The silence of A12 itself

would prove his involvement in the offence.

173. The prosecution case is that in pursuance of the conspiracy A9

reached at lrumalappady on his motor cycle bearing No.KL-44l8029 (MO.23),

parked it in front of Royal Hotel and waited the assailants. By that time A7

Pareed reached there with the omni van. lt is the case of the prosecution that

on the way to lrumalappady 43 alighted at Varapetty with the weapons. Then

A7 brought the vehicle to lrumalappady with the other assailants and handed

over the vehicle to A9 for disposal. A7 and the other assailants escaped fro6. . .
,....

thatspot.f9Proceededinthevehic|etowardSPerumbavoorandonthewayhe
...''

wap intercqpited by PW188. i ,. ,".' 
l
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174. The definite case of the prosecution is that while A9 was taking the

omni van for disposal, he was intercepted by PW188 at Vattakkattupady. lt is

the case of the prosecution that from lrumalappady junction MO.2 omni van was

handed over by 47 to A9 Jafar who took it along the Kalady - Perumbavoor

route. On the way A9 disposed off the fake number plates. When A9 reached at

Vattakkattupady, PW188 who was conducting vehicle checking duty as per the

instructions issued by the Superintendent of Police, Rural through wireless,

intercepted the vehicle. The version of PW18B is that while he was conducting

vehicle checking duty as per the instructions, at around 9.25 am a white

Maruthi omni van bearing No.K1.07.AH.8768 came from Muvattupuzha side.

There was no other person in the vehicle. He questioned the driver and

collected the address of that driver. Then he inspected the vehicle and found

broken glass pieces on the back seat. Further he saw blood stains on the seat

facing back and on the top of roof of the sliding door. A9 could not produce the

registration certificate, insurance certificate etc. On the basis of the information

passed by him, PW236, the Circle Inspector of Police, Perumbavoor came to the

place and made enquiries. Thereupon PW236 directed PW188 to take the

vehicle into custody. Accordingly he prepared Ext.P321 seizure mahazar

wherein his driver Salim also signed as a witness. Then he himself drove the

omni van to Perumbavoor Police Station and brought A9 along with him' When

he reached the police station premises PW236 asked him to produce A9 and

. :,:'f*g -:,v.".ehicle before the Circle Inspector of Police, Muvattupuzha' As per the
.' : . .' ..:.'t, '-'f

,, , :pm PW294 came to the office and asked him to file a report. Accordingly he

over A9 lafar and the vehicle tot'
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PW294 along with a report. PW236 The Circle lnspector of Perumbavoor atso

supported the versions of PW188 on this point.

175. According to the learned counsel for the accused, there was

inordinate delay in producing MO.2 alleged to have been seized by pW188,

before the investigating officer. His main contention is that the prosecution

could not give any explanation for the delay. PW18B said that he produced MO.2

omni van before PW294 at 1.15 pm. Whereas PW294 stated that he took

possession of MO.2 at 3 pm. According to the learned counsel for the accused,

in between 1.15 pm and 3 pm several manipulations have been made by the

police. This argument of the learned counsel does not seems to be correct.

There is no dispute that PW188 has produced A9 and the vehicle after 1.L5 pm

and left the premises around L.30 pm. PW294 has stated that he reached the

police station around 2 pm and saw A9 Jafar in the police station. lt is clear from

their evidence that they did not mention the exact time of production of A9 or

MO.2. Whereas PW1BS has specifically stated that he produced A9 and MO.2

before PW294. PW294 has admitted that A9 was produced before him by

PW188. The definite case of PW294 is that on production of A9 Jafar by pW18B,

he questioned that accused and arrested him at 4 pm. lt is very pertinent to

note that no question was put by the defence to PW294 about the time of

production of MO.2 before him by PW188. Even if there is some confusion in the

evidence tendered by PW188 and PW294 regarding the exact time of the

production of MO.2, it will not render the evidence of these two official

."",Witnesses untrustworthy. I cannot accept the contention that these polic6
"{.,:' : r "'/',.'" officials joined together and started to manipulate things as and when they got

inforr.Eation. about the attack on PW2. why shoulp pw294 who was the circle
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Inspector of Police, Muvattupuzha and PWL88 the sub Inspector of police,

Perumbavoor manipulate things? There is an allegation that the then Director

General of Police, interfered in the investigation and as per his directions his

subordinate officers manipulated evidence. I do not find any merits in this

argument. lt is to be noted that the investigation was done by Mr.Shams, the

circle Inspector of Police. He emphatically denied the suggestion put forward by

the learned counsel for the accused that it was the DGp who had constituted

the investigation team. This witness further denied that the DGp had issued

instructions to him to incorporate all the provisions of criminal law against the

assailants. lt is admitted by PW294 that after the incident the DGp had visited

Muvattupuzha. That does not mean DGP came to that place to influence his

subordinate officers. As stated above there is no merit in the allegation put

forward by the defence regarding the interference of DGp. There is nothing to

suspect about the visit of DGP. No doubt, it was such a heinous crime. lt was a

brutal attack on a professor by fundamentalists. I can not ignore the fact that

the Government, considering the seriousness of the crime, directed the NIA to

investigate the case. The impact of the crime on the public was so dreadful. I do

not find anything suspicious in the visit of DGp, in such a serious case. on the

other hand he took prompt action on time. That is to be appreciated. There is

nothing before me to suggest that police officials had manipulated evidence

against the accused due to the influence of higher officials.

_I76 From the evidence of PW188 and PW294 it is clear that MO.2 omni

van was handed over by PW188 to PW294 directly and thereafter the omni van

was under the custody of PW294. lt is very pertinent to note that pw1g3 and

. PW184 have specifically stated that they inspected ,the omni van from the
't-
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police station premises as directed by PW294 in the afternoon of 4.7.2010.

There is no reason to disbelieve the evidence tendered by these two official

witnesses with regard to the time of inspection of the vehicles from the police

station premises. Their evidence would also support the prosecution case that

MO.2 was in the custody of PW294, after its production by PW188 before

PW294.

I77.'fhe apprehension of the defence counsel was that the police officers

had manipulated things from the police station. His attempt was to make it

appear that the detection of broken glass pieces and blood stains alleged to

have been found in the vehicle is a story put forward by the police

subsequently. I cannot accept the contention. lt is very pertinent to note that in

Ext.P321 mahazar prepared by PW188 at the time of taking possession of the

vehicle from A9 at Vattakkattupady, it has been specifically stated that he

found broken glass pieces on the back seat and blood stains on the seat on the

back side of the driver's seat. lt is clearly mentioned in the mahazar that there

was an attempt to sweep the blood stains. From the evidence of PWL88 it is

clear that the broken glass pieces and the .blood stains found in that vehicle

raised suspicion in his mind and therefore he demanded the documents

pertaining to the vehicle, but A9 could not produce any of the documents.

These endorsements in Ext.P321 would support that the evidence of pW188

and PWL83 that they found blood stains and broken glass pieces in the vehicle.

The fact that Ext.P321 does not contain the signature of independent witnesses

,.. ,'will'not render it unacceptable. The only witness who had signed in Ext.P32i
'.1{

., ,t- *,.1

ot ExtP,f21 mahazar pregared by him. At the time of cross examinafion this
:., t- ij ' t

]
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witness stated that nobody had come to the place of seizure of MO.2 during the

interception of the van. He denied that it is a busy road. According to him,

there is only one bus service through the said road. He added that though some

persons had come along the road, on seeing him they avoided that way. This

witness has specifically denied the suggestion put forward by the learned

counsel for the accused that there were two or three houses in the vicinity. He

has admitted that there were some plywood factories near the place of

occurrence but all of those factories were bounded by big compound walls. I am

satisfied that the explanation given by PW188 for not getting the presence of

any independent witness during the preparation of Ext.P321 is reasonable and

acceotable.

178. lt is true that there is a correction in the time shown in Ext.P321. On

the last line of Ext.P32L the time is seen corrected as 9.50 am. I cannot say that

this is a material alteration. In the first part of that mahazar PW18B had

mentioned the time of getting information and the time of his arrival at

Vattakkattupady. lt has been specifically stated in that mahazar that the omni

van driven by A9 reached the spot at 9.25 am. His evidence is that, after

inspecting the vehicle he questioned A9, then informed PW236 the Circle

Inspector, PW236 came to the spot and after verification PW236 directed him

to take the vehicle to the police station. From the recitals in Ext.P321 it is clear

that it is not a material alteration. lt would not affect the genuineness of the

said mahazar.

. , L79. Jhe learned counsel for the accused challenged the genuineness of

Ext.P848 report submitted by PW188 to PW294 and pointed out the delay in

' 
.pro.duqing 

tha't report before t\e court. That document is seen produced before
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this court on74.2.2014 only. According to the defence counsel, it is a fabricated

one. The argument of the learned counsel for the accused is that this is a report

fabricated by the prosecution to cover up the unexplained delay in producing

the vehicle. Here it is very pertinent to note that pW18B, in the chief

examination itself has specifically stated that when he met PW294 at 1.L5 pm

for handing over A9 and the vehicle, PW294 directed him to produce the

accused and vehicle with a report. Accordingly he produced the accused and

MO.2 with a report. On the next day of examination of PW188 the prosecution

has produced that report with a petition and it was received. I cannot believe

that the NIA officials had fabricated this document within 24 hours after the

examination of PW188. First of all PW188 need not give any false evidence on

this point. He has got a specific case that after examining the vehicle at

Vattakkattupady, he prepared a mahazar and brought A9 and the vehicle to the

police station. PW294 has specifically stated that he had mentioned about

Ext.P848 report in the GD. lt is clear from the evidence of PW294 that he did

not consider it as a relevant document as it was produced by a police officer

before another police officer. Even if it is assumed that there is no such

document, I cannot say that the evidence tendered by PW188 regarding the

seizure of MO.2 omni van from the possession of A9 is not reliable. The

evidence of PW188 on this point is supported by PW236 the Circle lnspector of

Police, Perumbavoor. PW236 has stated that, as per the information given by

PW188 he went to Vattakkattupady, saw A9 and the vehicle along with PW188,

examined the vehicle and found broken glass pieces in the van and blood stainst , 
...it. ,

. ,on ,the b."ackside of the driver's seat and then gave direction to PW188 to takei, r {
'.f I "'i i

,' . ttl" accused along with the vehicle to,'the police station. PW236 has identified i
,- .": l
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A9 Jafar from the court. As stated above I do not find any reason to disbelieve

the evidence of PW188 and PW236. Further, from the suggestion put forward by

the learned counsel for the accused to PW294, it could be seen that there is an

entry in the GD about Ext.P848 report filed by PW188 pertaining to the

production of MO.2 omni van. On going through the entire evidence, I cannot

say Ext.P848 is a fabricated one. The delay in producing the same before this

couft is not sufficient to raise any reasonable suspicion about the genuineness

of that report.

l-80. The learned counsel for the accused relied on a statement given by

PW144 at the time of evidence and argued that the entire case of the

prosecution regarding the seizure of MO.2 is a cooked up story. PW144 who had

sold the omni van to A12 stated that he saw a white omni van in a news item

telecast by a TV channel relating to the attack on PW2 on 4.7.20'l-O at 9.45 am.

lmmediately he tried to contact A12 K.K.Ali. The learned counsel for the

accused relied on this statement of PW144 and submitted that if that be so, the

vehicle might have been seized by the police before 9.43 am. Ext.P620 CDR

would show that there was an incoming call in the phone number of A12 on

4.7.20L0 at 9:43:25 hours from 9847380528. which is the number of PW144.

This entry in the CDR corroborates the evidence of PW144 that he tried to

contact A1-2 in the above said number. The evidence of PW188 is that he

intercepted MO.2 omni van at 9.25 am at a place Vattakkattupady and gave

information to the Circle Inspector of Police. lf the evidence of PW144 that he

.,.'''.'hdd s.een one white omni van in theW news is true, the news reporters migni

. ,: have receijved information regarding the seizure much earlier. I cannot ignore' : ' '.:
'' lthe fact that the information regarding the,"attack and the vehicle used by,,thet.t

.", 1.,-*,=;..
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assailants with the number have been passed through wireless set. lt is to be

noted that the incident was happened near a church, that too immediately after

the dispersement of the people who attended the Sunday Mass. PW17 Vicar of

the Nirmala Matha Church stated that normally around 350 persons would

attend the Sunday Holy Mass. In such a situation the news will be flashed within

no time. Naturally it will be aired by the TV channel without any delay. In such

a situation, some TV channel might have shown a white omni van in the news

item. lt is very pertinent to note that PW144 has not stated that he had seen

the omni van which was sold by him, The incident was at about 8.05 am.

PW188 and PW236 have specifically stated that the omni van was intercepted

by PW188 at a place Vattakkattupady. I do not find any reason to disbelieve the

evidence tendered by these witnesses on this point. lt is clear that there was

no chance of showing the omni van which was seized by the police at 9.25 am

at an interior place, in the news at 9.43 am. There was no chance of seeing his

white omni van in the news item telecast at 9.43 am. Even if it is assumed that

the T.V. Channel men showed a white omni van in the news item relating to the

attack on PW2, it cannot be said that it was MO.2 Maruthi omni van. There is no

reason to reject the evidence tendered by PW1BB regarding the seizure of MO.2

from the possession of A9 at Vattakattupady. The prosecution was able to prove

its case that A9 Jafar was apprehended by PW188 along with MO.2 omni van at

Vattakkattupady.

181. PW294 stated about the seizure of broken pieces of the number olates
' '" i l;-"::1: lr'

:.(MO,1 & MO.3), from the Periyarvalley canal bund. These two material objects
:l ',

Wefe_ seen recovered on 5.7.2010 and 9.7.2010 respectively. The definite case
ii, ii' . ,' ., 'i,."
of PW294 is that on 5.7.2010,.on the basis of the cronfession statement given by

i
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A9 and as led by that accused he reached at Periyarvalley canal bund at

Methala at 9 am and recovered the broken pieces of the number plate (MO.1),

in the presence of witnesses as per Ext.P115 seizure mahazar. Then on

9.7.20L0, while A9 was in custody, he proceeded to Periyarvalley canal bund at

Methala as per the confession statement given by that accused and recovered

MO.3 in the presence of witnesses as per Ext.P154 mahazar. The relevant

portion of the confession statement was marked as Ext.P154(a). The

independent witnesses in Ext.Pl15 and P154 seizure mahazars turned hostile to

the prosecution and denied having seen the recovery of MO.1 and MO.3. But it

is very pertinent to note that these witnesses have admitted the presence of

police officers at the places from where Ext.P115 and PL54 were prepared.

These witnesses have stated that police came to that place. Further it is clear

from the evidence of these witnesses that they were present at that place at

the time of preparation of those two seizure mahazars. lt is true that PW10B

Koyan, at the time of cross examination stated that the police had obtained his

signature after 4 or 5 days. No doubt this version of PW108 that he did not see

the recovery of MO1 is utter falsehood. Merely because of the reason that these

witnesses have denied the recovery of MO.1 and MO.3, the evidence tendered

by PW294 regarding the recovery of these material objects cannot be rejected.

This evidence of PW294 is sufficiently supported by PW201 and PW206, the

police officers who had accompanied him. The fact that PW108 and PW135

denied the seizure would not discredit the evidence of Pws 294, 20L and 206. ln

Halappa Pujar and Others v. State of Karnataka - (2OO7) 13

e Hon'ble Supreme Court had occasion to discuss the evidence of
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The Hon'ble Supreme Court has made it clear that the fact that some witnesses

turned hostile is not a reason to discard the evidence of other eye witnesses. lt

was held that there is nothing unusual in a criminal trial that many a times

independent witnesses who do not want to incur the wrath of the accused will

turn hostile at the trial. lt is the tendency on the part of the persons to play

safe by remaining neutral.

182. lt is very pertinent to note that the prosecution has a definite case

that the accused some how managed to win over the witnesses. The learned

Public Prosecutor pointed out the admission made by an independent witness

who was examined as PW117. This witness was examined to prove the seizure

of the motor cycle of 43 Shobin. This witness has denied his signature in the

mahazar for the seizure of the motor cycle. When the learned Public Prosecutor

put some questions to this witness after seeking permission from this court, he

stated that he did not remember as to whether police had questioned him. Then

he added that he is a heart patient and he has some memory problem and

started to weep. This witness has admitted that on that day he came to this

court along with an accused and Meerakutty (father of 43). The evidence of

the official witnesses cannot be rejected on the sole ground that their evidence

regarding the seizure is not supported by independent witnesses. In this

judgment I do not want to conduct a postmortem and find out as to how or why

most of the independent witnesses turned hostile to the prosecution. The

learned counsel for the accused blamed the prosecution stating that the

attestors to most of the mahazars are

ev.idence cannot be relied upon. At this

police officials and therefore their

juncture I want.to.make it clear that

almost all the arrest memos were prepafed from the police station at the time ii'r
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of the arrest of the accused. The definite case of the prosecution is that the

accused were brought to the police station and after interrogation they arrested

the accused from the premises of the police station. Further it is to be noted

that several documents and material objects were produced by the witnesses in

the police station. Merely because the reason that there is no independent

witness in some mahazars, it cannot be said that these mahazars are all forged

documents by police officials. The prosecution was able to explain the reason

for not getting the presence of independent witnesses at the time of arrest of

accused and at the time of preparation of documents from the police station

premises. I can very well say that the investigating officers had made all efforts

to conduct investigation in the proper manner. Simply because of the reason

that the witnesses who are the attestors in various mahazars turned hostile to

the prosecution, the versions of the police officials cannot be thrown out. The

mere fact that PW108 and PW135, attestors to Ext:P115 and P154 turned

hostile, will not render the evidence of the police officers who had effected the

seizure and prepared the mahazar untrustworthy.

183. lt is true that PW201 ASI of police who had signed in Ext.PLL5 as an

attester could not identify A9 Jafar from the court. lt is not a material defect. lt

is a fact that at the time of the recovery of MO.3 on9.7.2OIO, A9 was in police

custody. The failure to identify an accused by a police officer who was in the

team for assisting the investigating officer, cannot be said to be a material

defect. lt is clear from the evidence of PW294 that at the time of recovery of
, - tl

MO.1, A9 was in his custody. He produced A9 before court only after effecting

received

to create
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false evidence against A9.

184. The prosecution case is that immediately after the incident, 42, 43,

A5 and 46 along with 41 and A4 escaped from the spot in MO.2, driven by A7

and proceeded to lrumalappady. As per the previous plan the vehicle had to be

handed over to A9. For that purpose A9 was waiting at lrumalappady. To prove

the presence of A9 at lrumalappady on 4.7.20L0 the prosecution has examined

his wife Shereena (PW78), his father Meeran (PW81) and some other witnesses.

Pws 78 and 81 denied that in the early moming ot 4.7.20LO, A8 contacted A9

over phone and made arrangements for the same. These witnesses stated that

they did not know anything about such a call. PW69 who is a neighbour of A9

denied that on 4.7.2010 he found A9 proceeding on his motor cycle. PW59 who

is a relative of the owner of Hotel Royal at lrumalappady has denied that he

had occasion to see A9 who came to the hotel for taking tea on 4.7.2010.

These four witnesses were declared hostile.

185. lt is proved by PW52 that he had sold the said motor cycle bearing

No.KL-44l8029 (MO.23) to A9 Jafar. According to him, this motor cycle belonged

to his relative Hashim who was working abroad. Hashim had authorised him to

sell that motor cycle to A9. Accordingly he sold it to A9 for t15,000/-. The

prosecution to make the case more believable, examined PW174, Joint RTO,

Kothamangalam who has stated that the registered owner of that motor cycle is

one Hashim, S/o Kareem, Kunnassery House, Eramalloore. The evidence of

PW52 regarding the sale of the motor cycle which belonged to Hashim to A9 is

not challenged by the defence. lt is very pertinent to note that A9 lafar himself

,got the motor cycle (MO.23) released under Section 451 Cr.P.C.

i . i 186. PW294 has got a specific case that, on 5.7.2010 he went to
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lrumalappady as per the confession statement given by A9 and as led by that

accused and recovered MO.23 motor cycle which was parked in front of the

Royal Hotel. PW60, Bava who is the owner of the Royal Hotel, lrumalappady

admitted his signature in Ext.P52 mahazar prepared by PW294 on 5.7.2010 for

the seizure of MO.23. lt is true that this witness has turned hostile. But he has

admitted that police had obtained his signature in Ext.P52 mahazar from his

hotel. The admission made by this witness that he had signed in the said

mahazar from his shop would prove that police came to lrumalappady. ln this

circumstance I can very well accept the contention of PW294 that he had

recovered the said motor cycle (Mo.23) from a place in front of Royal Hotel at

lrumalappady on 5.7.2010 at L1 am. Here the prosecution has proved that the

motor cycle of Jafar was found at lrumalappady on 5.7.2010. A9 Jafar has no

explanation as to how his motor cycle happened to be there at lrumalappady

on that day. These facts would prove the prosecution case that A9 had been at

f rumalappady on 4.7.2OIO with his motor cycle. After parking the said motor

cycle at lrumalappady he took MO.2 and proceeded to perumbavoor side. I am

satisfied that there is ample evidence to prove the allegations against A9. ln

short the prosecution was able to prove the involvement of A9 Jafar in the

incident.

187. Pws 1to 4 have specifically stated that on 4.7.2Oi.0 the assailants

came to the spot in Maruthi omni van bearing No.KL.07.AD.7201. This number

_ - is seen mentioned in Ext.P318 seizure mahazar prepared by pW243 at the time

.. of the:seizure of the logbook. Further in Ext.P321 mahazar prepared by pW1B8

.,, i! has been specifically stated that he got information about the attack on,Prof.

, Joseph at 8.15 am through wireless set and that the numbrer of the vehicle used
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by the assailants was KL.07.AD.7201. The number of the vehicle seized by him

from 49 was KL.7.AH.8768. The learned counsel for the accused put several

' suggestions to Pws l- to 4 to the effect that they did not mention the digit '0' in

the registration number, to any of the investigating officers. The investigating

officer (PW294), when cross examined on this point stated that though the

witnesses had mentioned '0' he omitted to write digit '0'. In Ext.P321 and p318

also '0' is not seen written in the registration number. There also PW188 did not

mention '0'. So it is clear that it was a usual practice. lt cannot be said that it is

a material omission. lt has no relevance at all.

188. According to Pws L to 4, there was a sticker of Holy Family on the

windscreen of MO.2 van. But it is very pertinent to note that they have not

stated anything about the said sticker to any of the investigating officers. Had

there been any such sticker on the windscreen definitely PW188 would have

mentioned the same in Ext.P321 seizure mahazar. Further I could not find

anything regarding the sticker in Ext.P84B report submitted by PW188 before

PW294. lt is to be noted that none of the witnesses has stated about such a

sticker before any of the investigating officers. Therefore the evidence tendered

by Pws 1 to 4 regarding the sticker of Holy Family is to be eschewed as it is a

material omission.

from the court. They had sufficient

of incident. The defence could not

of these witnesses with regard to

by the assailants. there is ampl-e

, -, ":,,evj$gnce to prove that the assailants came to the spot in MO.2 Maruthi omni

,r,,!i il" lrl-Y: - '-.-,,

..'n:,.: the ,tiegistration number of the vehicle used
,. .t 

;:,,

189. Pws 1 to 4 have identified MO.2

opportunity to see the vehicle at the place

point out any contradiction in the versions

nurjber p,late having registration No.KL-07-AD-7?01. PW258 the
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Joint RTO, Aluva produced the RC particulars of No.KL-07-AD-720I (Ext.P612)

and stated that as per the registration certificate it was not a Maruthi vehicle

but a Santro car manufactured by Hyundai. As per the said document the owner

of the vehicle is one Jose (PW114). PWL14 Jose, who is an employee in Federal

Bank has stated that he is having a Santro car with registration No.KL.O7.AD.

720I. PWL44 who was the registered owner of vehicle No. KL.07.AH.8768

identified that vehicle from the premises of Muvattupuzha police station on tfie

next day itself. PW176 the Assistant Motor Vehicle Inspector, Muvattupuzha

stated that on 7.1.2011 he inspected Maruthi omni van bearing No.KL.O7.AH.

8768 at the premises of Muvattupuzha police station and prepared a report.

Ext.P302 is the report. This witness deposed that on verification he found that

the engine number of the Maruthi van was F881N227L933 and the chassis

number was ST911N524169. Ext.P609. the RC .particulars issued by PW255

would show that the engine number and chassis number of the vehicle in the

name of PW144 were same. That vehicle was seized by PWL88 from the

possession of A9 on the date of incident, within 90 minutes after the attack.

Further there is evidence to show that MOs 1 and 3, the broken pieces of the

number plates having registration No.KL-07-AD-720L were recovered by PW294

as per the confession statements of A9. Here the prosecution was able to

connect all the link with regard to the use of MO.2 Maruthi omni van by the

assailants by using a fake number and its seizure from A9. I am satisfied that it
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conspiracy had arranged fake number plates for the vehicle used by the

assailants. PWs 1to 4 have identified MO.1 and MO.3, the pieces of the numoer

plates from the court. Further it is proved by prosecution that information about

the number of the vehicle used by the assailants was passed through wireless

set. Ext.P3L8 seizure mahazar prepared at the time of the seizure of logbook

would show that the said number K1.07.AD.7201 has been noted in the log

book. PW294 has proved that he recovered MO.1 and MO.3 from the

Periyarvalley canal bund at Methala on 5.7.2010 and 9.7.2010. as per the

confession statements given by A9 Jafar. lt is already found that the assailants

came to the spot in MO.2 omni van with fake number KL.07.AD.720L and that

number plates fixed on the said vehicle were subsequently seized by PW294 as

per the statement given by A9.

191. PW291 the ASP of Aluva deposed that on 10.7.2010 at L2.l_5 noon,

after obtaining search warrant from the concerned Magistrate he searched the

house of A29 Kasim at Kunjunnikkara, Kadungalloor village and seized 36 items

from the said house as per Ext.P744 search list. lt is very pertinent to note that

the accused did not challenge the prosecution case that A29 is the owner of the

house searched by PW291. No question is seen put to PW291 challenging his

evidence with regard to the ownership of that house, from where the SSLC book

and ration card of A29 and Ext.P747 the personal diary of his wife were seized.

At the time of examination under Section 313 of Cr.P.C. a question relating to

the search conducted in his house and the seizure of Ext.P745 to P755 and MO.

.,;.1:,,r.17-p series, MO.184 and MO.185 material objects was put to him. Ue ju{t
.,.r-'fr.':

, ,l'.1',':..'. answered that it is false. He did not deny the ownership of the house. At that'! 1, .r' 11rr!1.,i .- -, ,

r-,.,. ,time l'1e;filed a written statemept and denied the prosecution version regarding.r i , 
,

':1,i .':" '

'_' 'Ir' !''
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the search, but he did not deny that he is the owner of that house. The

evidence tendered by PW291, who is a responsible IPS officer on this point is

supported by two other officers. I do not find any' reason to disbelieve the

evidence tendered by PW291 regarding the search and seizure from the house

of A29. lt is to be noted that this accused has even denied the phone number

issued in his name. Even then he did not prefer to challenge the prosecution

case that he is the owner of that house. I cannot ignore the fact that pW291,

along with MO.179 series seized the SSLC book and ration card of A29 from that

house. The address given in Ext.P745 SSLC book and Ext.P746 ration card are

same. These documents also would prove that he is residing in that house.

192. lt is true that during cross examination of PW291 a suggestion was put

to that witness about the persons living in that house. He did not give any

specific answer to that question, but it is not a ground to reject his entire

version regarding the seizure made from that house. As per Ext.p746 ration

card, the inmates of that house are A29 and his wife Subaida. The entries in the

ration card would prove that A29 and his wife are residing there. There is no

other name in the ration card. That fact itself is sufficient to prove that the

house from where his SSLC book and ration card were seized, belonged to him

and it was in his possession. In this circumstance I can very well accept the

contention of the prosecution that the house wherein PW291 conducted search

on 10.7.2010 belongs to A29.

time of the search conducted by PW291 in the

asim, nobody was there in the house, so he had to broke open

presence of witnesses. I do not find any reason to disbelieve the

t
by this IPS officer who was a memb.er in the investigation
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team. The police officers who had conducted investigation or the police officer

who had seized the items from the house of A29 had no personal grudge or

enmity towards him. I do not find any reason for these officials to foist a case on

the accused.

194. According to PW291, he had seized 36 items of properties from the

said house. He stated that those items seized from the house of A2g were

produced before the court. Ext.P744 search list prepared by PW291 for the

seizure of those properties would show that the said search list was received in

the court of Judicial First Class Magistrate, Aluva on I2.7.2010. 10.7.2010 and

ll.7.2O]O were holidays. Therefore the properties were sent to the court on

I2.7.20LO. According to the learned Public Prosecutor there was no delay in

producing these documents in the court. The date seal affixed in the property

list from the court of the Judicial First Class Magistrate, Muvattupuzha would

show that the said property list was received in that court on 22.9.2010 only.

Those items were seen produced along with the same property list before the

court of Judicial First Class Magistrate, Aluva. lt was retumed from that court

with direction to produce before the proper court. The date of production of

those properties before the court of the Judicial First Class Magistrate, Aluva is

not seen written in that property list. lt does not show whether it was produced

on L2.7.20LO or subsequently. Whereas Ext.P744 would show that it was

received in the Court at Aluva on 12.7.2OIO itself. lt would prove the version of

PW291 that there was no delay in producing the items before the court.

:,. | . According to the learned Public Prosecutor, those items were produced along
: i ' i' with,Ext.P744, but when it was returned the office of the court has omitted to
..:.$. - r flot€ the date of return of those properties,'lt is very pertinent to note that no
i" t " t

',,\.
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discrepancy was noted by the office of the Judicial First Class Magistrate,

Muvattupuzha, when the items were produced in that office. Had there been

any difference in the descriptions of the properties in the list and'the properties

produced, it would have been returned from that court. Material objects will be

received in court only after verification. But no such discrepancy was noted by

the concerned court. That itself would prove that no manipulations have been

made in the material objects produced before the court. Merely because of the

reason that the date seal on the property list affixed by the office of the Court

of Judicial First Class Magistrate, Muvattupuzha bears the date 22.9.2010, I

cannot say that there was inordinate delay in producing the same before a

court. lt is clear from the evidence that those items were produced in the office

of the court at Aluva on I2.7.2010 itself. There is nothing to disbelieve the said

contention. The omission in showing the date of production and return of the

properties before the court of Judicial First Class Magistrate, Aluva will not

render the evidence of PW291 unreliable. As per Section 102 of Cr.P.C. the

police officer has to report the seizure to the Magistrate forthwith. lt does not

say that the properties also should be produced before the Magistrate forthwith.

The question is whether any manipulations have been done in the properties

and whether any prejudice has been caused to the accused due to the delay in

producing the material objects before the Magistrate. As pointed out above, no

discrepancy has been noted by the concerned office. Those items were seen

accepted in the office of the court at Muvattupuzha without any objection. In

short, there is nothing to suggest that there was inordinate delay in producin-g

the items before court. On the other hand the evidence of PW291 and the date

seal on Ext.P744 would show that these items were produced before the courtt-
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oiJr-rdiciai First Class Magisiraie, Aluv'a without atry cielay"'flte argunlent cn this

point that there was inordinate delay in producing these items is not

acceptable. Even if it is assumed that there was delay there is nothing to

suggest that prejudice has been caused to the accused due to the delay.

195. Another important point raised by the learned counsel for the

accused is that the attestors to Ext.P744 are not from that locality. He has cited

rulings in Khalaksingh and others V. State of M.P. - (f992 Cri.L.J. 1150),

Pradeep Narayan Madgaonkar etc. v. State of Maharashtra - AIR 1995

SC 1930 and Vrjay Takur v. State of Himachal Pradesh (2014(4) KLT

S.N. 79 - Case No.1O2) and argued that discovery evidence cannot be wholly

relied upon when chain of events is incomplete. lt is further argued that the

recovery of articles of crime from a house not in exclusive possession of the

accused cannot be relied upon. According to him, the failure of the police to get

any independent witnesses of locality would create doubt regarding the

genuineness of the versions of investigating officers regarding the recovery. lt is

already found that there is clinching evidence to prove that the said building

was in the absolute possession of A29. lt is true that PW291 could not deny the

suggestion that one of the attestors is residing about 45 kilometers away from

the house of A29 and the other attestor is residing about 10 kilometers away

from that place. Further it is admitted that there are several houses in that

locality. On that sole ground I cannot say that his evidence regarding seizure is

untrustworthy, At the time of cross examination this witness has stated that he

, - :-.F.' 
SoJ two persons from the place where his vehicle was stopped and went to the

of A29 along with those two persons. The learned Public Prosecutor

gr is from the same locality. lt ispted out that one_attestor to the said mahazgr i
I
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true that Vimalan, who is an attestor to Ext.p744 is resrding far avvay frorn thr

house of A29. But there is nothing to support the contentiorr of the defence that

Kunjumuhammad, the other attestor to Ext.p744 is residing 10 kms away from

the house of A29. lt remains as a suggestion. whereas it is seen from the

address given in Ext.P744 that he is a resident of Kunjunnikara in Kadungalloor

village. The house of A29 situates at the same place in the same village. The

fact that PW291 could not say the distance between the houses of A29 and

Kunjumuhammad who is an attestor to Ext.p744, is not sufficient to suggesr

that Kunjumuhammad is not a resident of that locality. There is nothing to

disbelieve the evidence tendered by pw291 regarding the seizure of items from

the house of A29 or about its genuineness. Further there is nothing to suspect

that manipulations have been made by the police, after the recovery of those

material objects.

196. During the trial the prosecution filed an application to send the stickers

(Mo.179 series) which were seized from the house of A29 to the Forensic

Science Laboratory, Thiruvananthapuram for comparison with the pieces of the

sticker affixed on Mo.1 and Mo.3 number plates. That petition was allowed and

those items were forwarded to FsL. PW235, Rahila. scientific Assistant

(Physics), FSL stated that on 22.5.201,4 she received the parcel sent from this

court, consisted of three sealed packets. The impression of seal was found in

tact. lt was corresponding to the specimen impression forwarded from this

court. ltem No.1 in the packet contained MO.1, two pieces of broken number

plate.'ltem No.2 contained a broken piece of number plate and item No.3

contained six unsealed packets. Those unsealed packets containing black

coloureclsticker with cut out letters, digits and symbpls were numbered as 3(a)
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to tf). This witness stated that she conrpared those items nllcl prepared

Ext.p713 report and forwarded the same to the court through the Director.

Ext.P714 is the covering letter signed by the Director, FSL. The results of

examination is as follows:-

l.Materials of the number plates contained in item no.1 and 2 are similar.

2.Black colour materials of the digits/letters/symbols of the number plates

contained in item no.1 and 2 and that contained in item no.3 are similar.

3.Small size cut out of the spaces inside the letters/digits A, D and 0 contained

in item no.3 (f) are the parts of corresponding letters/digits contained in item

no.1.

4.Large size cut out of space inside the digit 0 contained in item no.3(f) is the

part of corresponding digit contained in item no.2.

5.Two out of three of the symbols contained in item no.1 could be the missing

symbols from the material objects contained in item no.3(c) and 3(f).

According to her, she conducted microscopic examination of the symbols and

found that the edge characteristics of the symbols contained in item No.l. and

the missing symbols from item No.3(c) and (f) were similar. When similar

examination were conducted for the examination of letters and digits she found

that those were the exact replica of the corresponding letters and digits. She

identified the stickers numbered as 3(a) to (f) as MOs.179 series. I could not

find any serious cross examination by the defence on this point. Here the

,, . .prgsecution was able to prove through PW235 who is an expert that the small

i; size cut out of the spaces inside the letters 'A' and 'D' and digit '0' contained in
t11''. 

"',, 
l^ ";'1 '

, l', . .MO;179(e) sticker are the parts of the corresponding letters and digit in MO.1

. ,' and..large size cut out of space inside thgdigit'0'contained in item no.3(f) is
.i
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the part of corre:jponding digit ccnti:ined ln Mo 3. -itr!s ',,."'ri:lil prove ii.r{:

contention that pieces of the sticker used for making Mo.1 were found in MO.

179 (e) which was seized from the house of A29.

197. The defence has cited the rulings in Mayadhar swain v. state of

orissa 2oo1(1) Ktr sN 87 (case No.lo7) and Abu v. state of Kerala

2oo9(4) KLT s.N,73 and pointed out that the proof of conscious possession of

the contraband article is necessary to sustain conviction. Those rulings are

rendered in cases under Narcotic Drugs and psychotropic substances Act and

Explosive Substances Act. In such cases possession of contraband articles itself

is an offence. In such cases the prosecution has to prove beyond all reasonable

doubt the conscious possession. so those rulings are not applicable to the case

on hand. Here the facts are different. I cannot ignore the fact that along with

Mo.179 series, the ssLC book and the ration card of A29 were recovered by

PW291 from that house. This fact would prove that Mo.l-79 series were arso

kept by A29 along with his personal documents. That proves the conscrous

possession of A29 over the same. A29 has no explanation as to how the cut out

of the spaces inside the letters'A'and'D'and digit,0' in MOs.1 and 3 happened

to be in Mo.179 which was seized from his house. In this circumstance the only

inference that can be drawn is that it was A29 who had made Mo.1 and Mo.3

the fake number plates. which were seen fixed on MO.2 omni van used by A2,

43 and A5 to A7. A29 has no explanation as to how Mo.179 series happened to

be in his house along with his ssLC book and ration card. This circumstance

itself is sufficient to prove the complicity of A29.

19q. lt is argued by the learned Prosecutor that on 4.7.2OJO

attack on . PW2, A28 M.K.Nazar contacted, 416 Abdul Salamt -. t

after the

to make
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arrangements in his house for the treatment of 41 and 45 tvitu had sustained

injuries in the incident and informed that he will reach there with A15 Dr.Reneef.

Then A2B contacted A15 who is a Dental Surgeon, went to his clinic at Aluva

and took him to the house of 416. The prosecution case is that absconding

accused Najeeb (A31) brought A1 Savad and A5 Shamsudhin to the house of

416. When A15 realised that suture was needed he sent 416 to his clinic for

collecting the equipments and informed his assistant Sainaba to send those

surgical equipments required for suturing. After completing his assignment he

returned to his clinic with A31. These are the allegations against A15.

199. To prove this charge against A15 the prosecution has examined PW25

and PW48 who were working in the clinic as his assistants. They did not give

any incriminating evidence against A15. PW49 and PW50 have stated that they

had been in the clinic of A15 on 4.7.20L0. The prescription issued by A15 to

PW49 on that day was seized by the police as per Ext.P8 seizure mahazar dated

16.7.20L0. PW24 who is an attestor to Ext.PB mahazar has admitted that police

came to the house of PW49 and seized the said prescription. The attempt of the

prosecution was to prove through PW49 and PW50 that A15 was not there in

the clinic in between 9 am and L2 noon. But these witnesses did not support

the prosecution.

200. PW291, ASP Jayanath deposed about the search conducted in the

clinic and in the house of A15 and about the seizure of 1.0 CDs (MO.186 series),

phone bills etc. PW294 stated about the seizure of car bearing No.TN-01/P.

laptop, some pamphlets, a zerox copy of the impugned question

me

46

surgical equipments, CDs etc. from the car, clinic and residence of

who is running a sh.op adjacent to the clipic of A15 has identified
'l ',:i
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his signature in Fxt"p10 seizure nrahazrr prepfircd i1'1 p.l,tztltl, trui h: r!irl nr:t

admit that he had witnessed the seizurer of surgical materials from the ctinic of

A15. These documents and material oirjects will not help the prosecution to

prove that he had treated A1 and 45.

201. A15 has admitted that 9746026660 is his phone number. From Ext.p62i.

cDR it could be seen that on 4.7.201,0 this phone of A15 Dr.Reneef was ar

companypady location at 9:40:12 hours and i.0:35:25 hours. He has a case that

it was the phone number used by his staff in the clinic. There is no evidence to

substantiate the contention. But that cannot be the sole ground to enter into a

conclusion that this accused had been at Aluva between 9.40 am and 10.35

am. The mere fact that during the entire period of Ext.p621 cDR it was only on

these two occasions his number was seen used in that location, is not sufficient

to prove his complicity. I cannot not ignore the contention raised by the learned

counsel for the defence that the distance between his clinic at Aluva and

companypady bus stop is around two kilometers only. pw24r who is a Nodal

officer stated that the normal range of a mobile phone tower is between 2 - 3

kilometers. sometime there may be overlapping and the calls in a particular

tower location will be registered in some other tower. That is usual. Even if it is

assumed that the phone number of A15 was located at companypady location

on that day between 9.40 to 10.30 am, I cannot say that A15 was personally

present in that location and that the accused was not there in his clinic during

that time. Further there is absolutely no evidence to prove that the house of

A1Q-,g1tu3tes at companypady. on going through the records I could not find
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Bul there is notfring to sugge-.:jl +;frai A1 had lustaitrrt it:.jltry atrJ :utuf{:1,*.ia5

done. So also the prosecution was not able to prove that 45 haci sustained

injury in the attack. In short there is no evidence to suggest that A1 and A5

were treated by A15 from the house of AL6 and thereby caused disappearance

of evidence.

202. The prosecution has a case that on 4.7.2010, A16 was alone at his

house. Their case is that on that day he had to attend a marriage of one of his

close relatives. But, as per the directions of A28, he remained in his house and

sent his wife to attend the marriage. To prove the said case prosecution has

examined his wife and brother. PW22 Habeeb who is the brother and PW99,

wife of 416 denied that on 4.7.20L0 416 remained in his house without

attending the marriage. Further PW22 denied that on that day when he went to

the house of A16, he found a stranger in that house. These witnesses were

declared hostile and some contradictions were marked through these witnesses

as Exts.PT series and 10 series.

203. lt is true that there were seven outgoing calls from phone number

9037220794 alleged to have been used by A28 to the phone of A16. Further

there was another call from another phone alleged to have been used by A28 to

the number of 416 at L:19 pm on 4.7.2OI0. lt is very pertinent to note that

there was no outgoing call from the phone of 416 to the number of A28. Even if

it is assumed that A28 had contacted 416 several times on a particular day,

,';,'",1; $hf,! does not mean that 416 also took part in the conspiracy or made

\- ,. 204. The,. prosgcution has a case that after the attack ory PW2, they
tl
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proceedeci towards lrumalappady antl rrr the wey 43 got tlovrrn rl vnrairperry

with the weapons and destroyed the same, but the prosecution was not able to

prove the said contentions against A3. There is no evidence to prove that ,q3

had destroyed the weapons used by them for attacking pw2, similarly I could

not find anything on record to suggest that 47 who drove Mo.2 to the place of

incident destroyed any evidence. The fact that he entrusted Mo.2 to A9 is not

sufficient to prove that he had destroyed evidence.

205. The prosecution has a case that the Lancer car bearing No.KL.07.AH.

1515 which belongs to A19 was used by him to transport the offenders to safe

hide outs. PW196, the Sub Inspector of Police, Aluva deposed that on 29.7.20i.0

he seized Lancer car bearing No.KL-07/AH.1515 which was found in an

abandoned state at a place near the house of one Sheena in Kadungalloor

village as per Ext.P3B7 mahazar. PW195 stated that he had signed in that

mahazar as a witness. That vehicle was identified by pW73 Abdul Azeez who is

the owner of that car as MO.24 (inadvertently the same car was identified as

MO.61 through PW196). Ext.P292, the RC particulars produced by pW171 would

show that the registered owner of the said vehicle was one Varghese George.

An attested copy of the certificate of registration (Form 23) was marked through

PW73 as Ext.P65. lt would show that the ownership was transferred in the

name of PW73 with effect from 23.6.2005. PW73 stated that he had given that

car to A19 Niyas some where in 2006 and added that Niyas had paid rent to

him up to 2010 January. Later on he came to know that this car was seized by

case. The evidence adduced bv

ld prove that A19 was in possession of the car bearing No.

said c4r, which was found at a place near the housg of onet:t
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Sheena was sei:erj by PW19{r orr 2!.7.201-0. BLrt thiE i,;rti i:,; nt.il s',tfiit.i*t-rr- lr.r

prove that A19 had used the said car for transporting the accused who had

attacked PW2. There is absolutely no evidence tO connect this car with the

crime.

206. lt is alleged that A15, who is a medlcal practitioner concealed the

information regarding the commission of an offence before the authorities and

thus committed an offence under Section 202 of lPC. The prosecution case is

that this accused who is a Dental Surgeon was bound to inform the authorities

about the commission of the offence, but he had suppressed that fact before

the authorities and treated A1 and A5. I have already found that there is no

evidence to prove that A15 had rendered medical aid to any of the accused.

Further there is no evidence to show that he was aware of the incident. Even if

it is assumed that he was aware of the incident he is not legally bound to inform

the police about the same especially, when the police has a case that he also

took part in the conspiracy to commit the offence. I cannot say that A15 had

committed an offence under Section 2OZ lPC.

207. ln view of the discussions on these points, I find that there is

evidence to prove that while A9 was proceeding in MO.2 which was used by the

assailants to attack PW2 and when it reached near Periyarvalley canal. he threw

the number plates to the canal bund and thus destroyed evidence. There is no

evidence to prove that A3, A15, 416, A19 and A29 had caused disappearance of

.,.,;i',,,r. : any evidence as alleged by the prosecution. These points are found accordingly.

, , ' 208. Point No.13:- lt is alleged that A2,3, 5 to 27,29,32,34,35 and 37,
1,1 .: .., I who are active members of PFI/SDPI, out of enmity towards PW2 on his having

t incorborated blasphemous referqpce to Prophet Mohammed and lslam in p
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question paper, m{rtivated wirh lii* spe cific inteirljrn lo ry_.vcngei ori FVij,l::nr!

there by to pass nressage to the publlr and other religions that any one who

offends the Prophet or lslam will not be spared ancl also to promote cornrnunal

disharmony among members of different religions and fear in the minds of

public, acted as members of terrorist gang, hatched conspiracy and promoted

enmity between religions by attacking pw2 who was returning from church

after attending the holy mass.

209. The learned counsel for the accused refuted the entire arguments put

forward by the learned public prosecutor and submitted that none of the

ingredients of section 1534 has been proved by the prosecution. According to

him, none of the witnesses has stated that the assailants had intention to

commit such an offence. lt is pointed out by the learned counsel that the

violence was confined only against pw2 and not even against his family

mempers.

Section 153A IPC reads as follows:-

1534. Promoting enmity between different groups on grounds of religion,

race,place of birth, residence, language,etc., and doing acts prejudicial to

maintenance of harmony-(1) Whoever-

(a) by words, either spoken or written, or by signs or by visible

representations or otherwise, promotes or attempts to promote, on grounds of

religion, race.place of birth, residence,language,caste or community or any

d whatsoever,disharmony or feelings of enmity,hatred or ill-will

religious, racial, language or regional groups or casres or

mits any act which is pre/udicial to the maintenance of harmony

.'-:j
l+*i";
,.$:';::'n,

comm|ini
. 1*i.,' .,,'
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betweerr diti:rr:ni religicir-rs,rar:i..ri,larigu;:ge r"tr r*ir,rti:li !t(':rjps iil ad:;;-r'r::' li

communities, and which disturtrs or is likely to disturtr ihe public trancluility, {or)

210. The definite case of the prosecution is that PW2 had prepared a

question paper ridiculing Prophet Muhammad. The accused herein, aggrieved

by the act of PW2 decided to take revenge on PW2 who has prepared that

question paper. lt is admitted that a case was registered against PW2 under

Section 153A of IPC and he was prosecuted for that offence. Further it is

admitted that several organisations including PFI had conducted protest march.

PW224 the Principal of Newman college has admitted that he had received

threatening calls and letters. There is evidence to show that PFI had circulated

pamphlets to protest against the act of PW2. Exts.P721- and P75B are the

pamphlets circulated by the PFl. lt is alleged by the prosecution that the

accused who are the members of PFI decided to attack PW2 and to take

revenge on him. lt is very pertinent to note that PW2 was not known to any of

the accused. The accused had no personal acquaintance with PW2. They had

no grudge or enmity towards him. So it is clear that the accused had attacked

PW2 as a retaliation. The motive of the accused was very clear from the act of

the accused who had no acquaintance with PW2. Further the declaration made

., r,'r..-.by. the assailants at the time of the attack on PW2 also would prove that the

' motive was to take revenge on PW2 who had prepared the question paper.

r,' , Attack on a person who belongs to another religion on the ground3 of bqlief and

reliqion amounts to an offence under Section,1534 of lPC. The essence of the.t
j
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riffeft{:€i is rfialiciori,c inienli,:n. The fa, i*. cirr:i-irrr;i;rr{r:11 a1r,,:i t.irr::: i: r.r,,: :lrir

relevant in deciding the intention. where there is an iritention ancl sometfrinE is

done with the object of effecting the resi:lt intendecl, there is an attempt. Here I

want to quote some lines from the ruling of the Hon'ble supreme court in Nazir

Khan and others v- State of Delh! (AtR 2OO3 SC 44271. ,,No religion

propagates terrorism or hatred. Love for all is the basic foundation on which

almost all religions are founded. unfortunately, some fanatics who have

distorted views of religion spread messages of terror and hatred. They do not

understand or realize the amount of damage they do to the society and as a

result of these fanatic acts of misguided people innocent lives are lost, distrust

in the minds of communities replaces love and affection for others. Neighbours

belonging to different communities who have lived like brothers for ages start

viewing each other with suspicion and hatred." Though the facts of the said

case and the case on hand are different those lines of the Hon'ble supreme

Court are relevant. No doubt the act of A2, 43, A5 to A7 and the other rwo

accused who had participated in the attack on pw2 who belongs to another

religion, promoted disharmony or feelings of enmity between the members of

different religions. The assailants decided to attack pw2 on a Sunday, when he

was returning from the church after attending the Holy Mass. Merely because of

the reason that the assailants did not attack any other person or that the

assailants did not utter a single word against other religions or community, I

cannot say that they had no intention to promote disharmony among the

among
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211. Ridiculing Prophet Muhammad is an offence uncier Section 1534. lt is

admitted that a case was registered against PW2 under that Section for

preparing the question paper. The assailants were not sdtisfied with that action

taken by the authority. They wanted to revenge in their own method and in

execution of that plan they attacked PW2, in the presence of the believers who

were returning from the church after attending the Sunday Holy Mass. lt is clear

from the versions of PW16 Latha Abraham who was an office bearer of

Muvattupuzha Merchants' Association Womens' Wing that after the incident

there was ill will and hatred in the minds of the people of different religions. Her

evidence would prove that it started with the question paper issue. The hand

chopping incident inflated that feeling of ill will in the minds of the people

belong to those religions. on going through the entire evidence I find that A2,

43. A5 to A7 had intention to promote disharmony among the members of

different religions. The attack on PW2 on the ground of belief promoted

disharmony in the minds of those people. This point is found accordingly.

212. Point No.l4:- According to the learned counsel for the accused. the

provision under the UA(P) Act has been incorporated by the prosecution for the

sole purpose of denying the protection guaranteed under the Constitution of

India. lt is alleged that the accused had conspired to wreck vengeance against

PW2 and decided to commit terror as a lesson to the society to avoid repetition

of such incident. According to the learned counsel for the accused, these are all

imaginations of the prosecution and the incident did not create any impact on

cases cgrnrng

on an
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rPC, Section 15 0f the uA(p) Aci can he incorpo;'ated. it is urged that if the
prosecution is allowed to take these sort of contentions, all the offences under

the Indian Penal code and other speciar enactments wiil become redundant.

According to him, the contention of the prosecution that the accused, active

members of pFr/sDpr, out of enmity towards pw2 motivated with specific

intention of taking revenge on him formed into a terrorist gang and decided to

take law into their own hands established under due process with an intention

to attack the sovereignty, integrity, unity and security of lndia are ail imaginary.

213. Under Section 2(k) of the UA(p) Act .,terrorist act,, has the meaning

assigned to it in Section 15, and the expressions ,.terrorism', and .,terrorist,,

shall be construed accordingly.

Section 15 of the Act reads as follows:-

"15. Terrorist act. - 1) Whoever does any act with intent to

threaten or likely to threaten the unity, integrity, security

leconomic securityl or sovereignty of lndia or with intent to strike

terror or likely to strike terror in the peopre or any section of the

people in India or in any foreign country, _

(a) by using bombs, dynamite or other explosive substances or

inflammabre substances or firearms or other rethar weapons or

potsonous or noxious gases or other chemicals or by any other

bstances (whether biological radioactive, nuclear or otherwise)

, or injuries to, any person or persons; or

loss of, or damage to, or destructiql of,.property; or

or

of

f , t

t,'
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( iii)

(iv)

(b)

(c)

lExplanation. - For the purpose of this sub-section, -
(a) "public functionary"

(b) "high quality counterfeit Indian currency" ...............

2I4. The leamed counsel for the accused pointed out that the

object of the UA(P) Act was to provide more effective prevention of

certain unlawful and terrorist activities and not to bypass the provisions

under IPC and Cr.P.C. He relied on the decision of the Hon'ble Supreme

Court in Bonkya Alias Bharat Shivaji Mane and Others v. State of

Maharashtra (AlR 1996 SC 257) and the decision in Hitendra

Vishnu Thakur and others v. State of Maharashtra and ofhers 
,

(AlR X994 SC 2523) and argued that merely because thb victih'

' 
,"3,,-,,:helongs to a particular community, no inference could be drawn bithe'' l

' '':.

..,* -. etttiCk by the accused on him by intending strike terror in a s€ction of'ifl''' '''',

..:1 . thq,sopiety. Anoth.er ruling on this point is Nirapian Singh Karam
!{

i

I
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Singh Punjabi v. litendra Bhinrraj Brjja and otheE,s {AtR 19g$ SC

f962). According to him, it is clear fron: the evidence that the intention

of the assailants was not to strike terror in a section of the society or to

the members of a particular society.

215. The learned Public Prosecutor relied on a decision of the Hon'ble

Apex court in Mohd. lqbal M. shaik and others v. state of Maharashtra

(1998 Crl.L.J,2537l and argued that the most important result of the use of

violence is not merely the physical and mental damage of the victim but also

the prolonged psychological effect it produces or has the potential or producing

on the society as a whole. lf the object of the activity is to disturb harmony of

the society or to terrorise people and the society with a view to disturb even the

tempo or tranquility of the society and if a sense of fear and insecurity is

created in the minds of a section of the society or the society at large, then it

will, undoubtedly be held to be a terrorist activity. In support of the contentions

the prosecution relied on the rulings in Devender pal Sing v. State of NCT

of Delhi and another l2OO2 Crl.L.J.2034), Jayawant Dattatray Suryarao

v. State of Maharashtra (AlR 2OO2 SC 143), Girdhari paramand

Vadhava v. State of Maharashtra (1996 (7) SCALE 1O3) and Ravidra

Shantram Sawand v. State of Maharashtra (AlR 2OO2 SC Z46Ll.

216. Under Section 15 of the UA(P) Act any act likely to strike terror in the

of the people by bomb explosion or by use of explosives or other

in the process of causing murder or causing injury or causing

destruction of property amounts to a terrorist act. In the instant

and 45 to 47 along with some other accused decided to attack pW2

the church to his.house in broad day ligfrt. There is evidence to
t:'
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prove that they went to his house on three or four occasions to rnake

preparations. on one such occasion PW2 was present in his house. Even then

they did not attack him. That was on 17.5.2010. Thereafter, the assailants went

to the house of PW2 on 28.5.2010 and then purchased a vehicle to execute the

attack, made all arrangements and finally attacked PW2 on 4.7.2010. The

assailants made all preparations before the attack on PW2. The evidence would

show that the assailants had formed plan and decided the role of each and

every assailant. They were given separate assignment. This would prove the

nature of attack. They finally decided to attack PW2 on the public road in the

presence of the local people. The time selected by the assailants for the attack

was after B am, on a Sunday. They fixed the date, time and venue in such a

manner. when PWl and PW4 approached the assailants who were attacking

pw2, 46 who was guarding the place of incident hurled bomb and threatened

them with dire consequences. No doubt this act of the assailants would prove

that their intention was to strike terror in the people. For that purpose they used

bomb and lethal weapons such as chopper, hatchet etc. They arranged a

vehicle for this purpose alone. lt is very pertinent to note that none of the

assailants had any personal acquaintance or enmity towards PW2. Their

intention was only to revenge on PW2 who had prepared the question paper

with some blasphemous reference to Prophet Muhammad' They did not even

consider the fact that a case was registered against PW2 in Thodupuzha police

.station for setting that question paper. on the other hand the assailants

decided to wreck vengeance on PW2 and thereby pass message to the public

'tha!-they 
would not tolerate any act which they do not like. With that intention,

th9 assailants wh9 had no previous acquainta.nce with PW2 dpcided to attack
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him in broad day light in the presence of the lr;*al people wno wera1 c,Jmlng

from church after aLtending the sunday Hory Mass. pws 6 to 10, 12, 13, 16 and

17 stated about the impact created in their mind and among the local residence

in that locality. All these witnesses stated that the local peopte were scared.

PW13, the Headmistress of a local school stated that after the attack on pW2

the students have fear in their mind. PW17 the Vicar of the church also stated

about the impact of the attack created on the local people. In Kamarudheen v.

sHo Muvattupuzha porice station (2011 (1) KLT 342) our Hon'bre High

court held:- "The offences alleged were committed in broad day light on the

public road, giving a feeling of insecurity among the public at large and thereby

perpetrators could strike teror in mind of the people. The crime alleged could

give a feeling that those who do any act which the people like the perpetrators

doesn't like ortolerate would be dealt in a brutal manner. Such a feeling is more

than sufficient to threaten the security of the people and the Nation. Having

due regard to the nature of crime, we find that it had a terrorizing effect on

those who had witnessed the incident. The terror, fear and panic which the

victim, his wife, mother, son and those who witnessed is unfathomable and

tend to demoralize the ordinary man as observed by the Apex court in an

identical case, reported in Ravindra Shantram Sawant y. Sfafe of Maharashtra

(AlR 2002 sc 2461). The crime had created far reaching consequences and

would affect the society at large. lt may even disturb the harmony in the

society and even the public life. In the above circumstances, we find that the

_"ri:..9$sqces alleged against the appeilants wourd come within the definition of
,..n !::.e ' / .:'...

, ., ' , -'-'..' i, l\
'. '': ' .,"'f€froris\.act' under s.L5 of the uA(p) Act, 1967 and is punishable under s.16 of

,'l'r: ','-.t. t \
i ,; ".it:le"Fagr4ct." 

liue it wqs a decision rendered by the Hon'bte,High eourr in this
i:. ,.' ':,:' 

.,.,i /' t . i
'i ..i .-, 

.

- .: t:.:l r.r .:i;r.,,.
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case cluring the investigation stage" Those facts itl the case have been pfoved"

Therefore the said ruling is squarely applicable on the point. Merely because of

the reason that the witnesses did not mention about the impact of the attack

created in their mind before the investigating officers, their evidence cannot be

thrown out. Their intention was to give a waming that they would not tolerate

any other who makes any remark which is against their belief. Here the

prosecution was able to prove that 42, 43 and A5 to A7 had committed offence

under Section 15 of the UA(P) Act. This point is found accordingly'

217. Point No.15:- lt is the prosecution case that after attacking PW2, A7

took Al- to 46 in MO.2 to lrumalappady, from where 41 and A5 were taken to

the house of A16 by A3L in car bearing Regn.No.KL-09/R.7541- which belongs to

A34. A2 to 44, 46 and 47 were shifted fom lrumalappady by one Sulfi @

sulfikker to the house of Dr.Khadeeja at Nochima, Aluva. After getting the

treatment, A5 Shamsudhin was also brought to that house. Ext.P702 is the

ownership certificate of house bearing No.XVlll/617/A issued by PW281, the

Edathala Panchayat secretary. lt would show that the building belongs to one

Dr.p.M.Khadeeja. PW295 deposed that on 9.9.2010 at L2 noon he went to the

said house as led by 46 shanavas and prepared Ext.P145 mahazar. PW130 Shaji

an independent witness identified his signature in Ext.P145 and stated that he

had signed in the said document at the junction near his house. He did not

He

reason to

eljeve the versions of PW295 with regard to the preparation

that PW295 took 46 Shanavas to that house to create

ceused. This witness had no reason to go torthe
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house of a doctor and fabricate evideri.e. There is noihlng to charienge tne

evidence of PW295 that he had inspec,t-ed house No.XVill/617A and prepared

Ext.P145 as shown by 46 shanavas. what could be inferred from this evtdence

is that 46 had been there at the hou:;e after the incident. But there rs no

evidence to prove that A2 to 46 were taken to that house by any ofthe accused

who is facing trial.

218. The prosecution case is that A35 Niyas @ Nettoor Niyas, under the

instructions from A32 Manaf provided safe hide out to 42, A3 and 45 at a rented

building at Nettoor where his workers were residing . Ext.pl7 is the ownership

certificate of building No.XVilt/269 (otd No.9/648A) issued by pW83, the

secretary of Maradu Grama panchayath. As per this document one Muhammad

Naseer is the owner of the building. pw41 Haseena is the wife of the said

Muhammad Naseer. she deposed that on the strength of the power of attorney

executed by her husband the said building was let out to A35 Niyas. Ext.p32 is

the rent deed and Ext.p37 is the power of attorney executed by her husband in

her favour. PW136 who is a relative of pw41 stated that he had witnessed the

production of those documents by pw40 before police. Ext.p156 is the mahazar

prepared by the police for the seizure of those documents. After verification.

those documents were released to pw40, on Ext.p33 kacheet. The evidence of

PW41 in respect of the entrustment of the building in favour of A35 and about

his possession over the said building during 20L0 is supported by her son

Muhammad Zain who was examined as pw4o. The accused did not challenqe

. I 
^s?.:gvidence of these two witnesses with regard to the tenancy right of A35

t\e said building and about his possession. Here the prosecution has

d lhat during 2010, A35 was,in possession of building No.XVlil/269 (old ,.-f t ,' - i
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No.9/6484) of Maradu Grama Panchayath.

219. There is no direct evidence to prove that A2, 43 or A5 had occasion

to occupy the said house. PW295 Deputy superintendent of Police,

Muvattupuzha deposed that on 2.9.201,0 at 2.15 pm he inspected that house

near Nettoor Highway Masjid as led by A2 and prepared a mahazar. PW40

Muhammad Zain identified his signature in that mahazar and it was marked

through him as Ext.P35. He stated that police had brought a person by name

Jamal to that building and told him that the said Jamal had stayed in that house'

This witness did not identify A2 Jamal and stated that he did not remember

whether he had occasion to see that accused from that house on an earlier

occasion. He was declared hostile to the prosecution and some contradictions

were marked as Ext.P36 series. From the evidence I could find that this

witnesses has something to hide. At the same time he admitted that the name

of the person who was brought to that house by police during the investigation

was Jamal. This evidence corroborates the evidence of PW295 that he was

taken to that house by A2. Here the prosecution was able to prove the presence

of 42 in that house along with PW295. In this circumstance I can very well

accept the prosecution case that PW295, on the basis of the statement given by

A2, had inspected the house which was in the possession of A35 Niyas along

with A2 and prepared Ext.P35 mahazar. lt is not sufficient to prove that A2 was

harboured in that house. The allegation is that A35 had provided hide out to A2,

43 and A5. But there is nothing to support the contention of the prosecution

regirding the harbouring of 43 and A5. The fact that an accused had pointed

gutulg place to a police officer is not sufficient to suggest that he was harboured

in tha\'pErticu.lar place. The fact that A2 had point$ out that house remains as
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a weak link. The prosecution was not abre to point out any other circumstance

in support of the contention. In this circumstance the prosecution case that 42.

43 and A5 were harboured in the house which was in the possession of A35

cannot be accepted.

22o. lt is contended by the rearned pubric prosecutor that from the house

of A35 Niyas at Nettoor, A2 Jamal. A3 shobin and A5 shamsudhin were shifted

to Thiruvananthapuram and harboured by 436 Riyas in a house at pachalloor.

taken by him on rent from pw1g2 Murugan. The case of the prosecution is that
A2' 43 and A5 were taken by A35 to cherthara rairway station on his motor

cycle bearing No'KL-07/BH.3196 and then shifted to Thiruvananthapuram.

PW192 Murugan is the owner of a two storied residential building at pachalloor.

He is residing on the ground froor of that buirding. In the month of May 2010,

the upper portion of that buirding was given on rent to 436 Riyas who is a
contractor engaged in the cable laying work. The said house was taken on rent

by 436 for accommodating his workers. The rent deed was marked as Ext.p137.

PW125 who is the brother in law of Murugan has stated that he had signed in

the mahazar prepared by the porice for the seizure of that agreement. pw!27

sameer deposed that he was doing cabre work at rhiruvananthapuram under

436 Riyas. During 2010 this witness (pW127) was staying with other workers of

Riyas in a house at pachalloor. These facts are not challenged by 436.

221. According to pw192, who is the owner of the house, one day in the

first or second week of the seventh month of 2010, whlle he was coming back
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room a !-tcl watching television prograrn. in reply i:o ti:e qr.:':::t)':il Frr.l: ry illr-rr ih l;'

told him that they are workers of 436, came from Kollam. He asked them to call

Riyas. This witness identified those persons in court as A3 and A5. He added

that the person who was sitting in the sit out was not there in that room" He

identified that person in court as A2. On the next day Riyas came to his house

and enquired as to why he has gone to the upstair portion. When he expressed

his concern about the presence of strangers, in view of the hand chopping and

similar incidents, 436 told him that they are his workers and assured him that

they will not create any problem. PW243 Noble Manuel, the Sub Inspector of

Police, stated that on 3.9.2010 he went to the house of PW192 at Pachalloor,

Thiruvananthapuram as led by A2, inspected the upstair portion of the house

as shown by that accused and prepared a mahazar from that house in the

presence of witnesses. PWI27 Sameer has admitted his signature in Ext.P139

mahazar and submitted that he was present in that house at the time of

preparation of that mahazar, but denied the presence of A2 at the relevant

time. He was declared hostile to the prosecution.

222. According to the learned counsel for the accused, PW192 is a tutored

witness and that fact alone is sufficient to reject the entire evidence given by

him. There is no dispute that PW192 is the owner of the building wherein 436

and his workers were staying. His evidence with regard to the entrustment of

the upstair portion of the building to 436 is not challenged. 5o also there is

":" nothing on record to disbelieve the evidence of this witness that he had

opportunity to see 42, A3 and A5 at his house

:6ble;to identifu those three accused from the

,thigwitness, who lps no interest in the result

some where in July 2010. He was

dock. Nobody could believe that

of this case, gavp false evidence
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against 436 who was a tenant under him. lt is clear from the evidence of this

witness that he had no grudge or enmity towards 436. An attempt was made by

the defence to make it appear that there was some dispute between pw1g2

and A36. PW192 has admitted that three months rent was due to him from 436.

therefore he did not return the advance amount. This cannot be a ground to

disbelieve the evidence of this witness. lt is clear from his version that at

present there is no dispute between himself and 436 with regard to the

payment of arrears of rent. The entire claim has been settled by adjusting the

advance amount towards the rent arrears. The said contention of the defence

that this witness has given false evidence against 436 due to enmity cannot be

hold good. There is nothing to suggest that this witness had any sort of enmity

towards 436.

223. lt is true that the prosecution courd not give the exact date of

harbouring. The exact date of harbouring is not seen mentioned in the charge.

The learned counsel for the accused relied on the decision of our Hon'ble High

Court in Vijayachandran v Superlntendent of police (2008 (3) KLT 3O7)

and argued that the particulars viz day/period, time and place at which and the

manner in which the offence was committed should be mentioned in the charge

and it is mandatory. In the above said ruling it was held by the Hon'ble High

court that details such as date, time, place at which the offence was committed

should be mentioned in the charge. This requirement is mandatory First of all I

may submit that the facts of the case reported and the facts in the case on

hand are entirely different. lt was a case registered under the prevention df

Corruption Act. No doubt in such cases the particulars such as day, period,

place etc are to be mqrtioned in the charge. In the said decision, the Hon,ble,'- r- ' 'l
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High Court has made it clear that due to the omission to mention the details in

the charge prejudice has been caused to the accused therein. But in the case

on hand all the necessary details except the date of harbouring has been

mentioned in the charge. Further copies of all the relevant documents showing

the details of harbouring have been furnished to the accused. Those matters

are included in the charge framed by this court against the accused. lt is settled

law that it is not in every case that it may be necessary to give the place or

date of the commission of the offence. lt all depends upon the circumstance of

the case. The question of prejudice is ultimately one of inference from all the

facts and circumstances of each case. To say that there was prejudice, it should

be pointed out as to how or in what manner the accused was prejudiced. No

doubt a charge must contain those particulars such as place, person and

circumstances of the offence. A charge must contain those particulars which

give the accused an idea of the case which he has to meet. lf such details are

known to the accused from the documents furnished to him, in such cases it

cannot be said that prejudice has been caused to the accused. In K. Prema S

Rao and another v. Yadla Srinivasa Rao and others (AlR 2OO3 SC 11) the

Hon'ble Supreme Court held that mere omission or defect in framing charge

does not disable the criminal court from convicting the accused for the offence

which is found to have been proved on the evidence on record. On going

through the decisions I find that the ruling of the Hon'ble High Court in

)lijayachandran's case is not applicable to the case on hand. ln the said case
.,.:'

.1 ,-'-ttrere qyis,a finding of the Hon'ble High Court that due to the omission to
Sit'- ,, mention the particulars, prejudice had been caused to the accused. But in the

i .,.. . ,./i
r' ; I.. . case on hdnd all those detaill have been furnished to the accused. Thege is
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non-mentioninE of the exact date of hartiouring,

224.ltis contended by the learned i:ounsel for the accusecl that there is nc

evidence to show that 42, A3 and A5 were permitted to stay in the said ho.rse

by 436. Admittedry the employees of 436 were staying there. According to the

learned counsel for the accused, the employees of 436 can accommodate

others in the house without the knowledge of A35 or 436. rt is clear from the

evidence of PW192 that it was not a casual visit by those three accused. There

is clear evidence to show that they spent one night in that house. Nobooy could

believe that A36 was not aware of the stay of these three accused in that

house. PW127 has stated that 436 Riyas and A35 Niyas used to stay in that

house while they were at Thiruvananthapuram in connection with their contract

work. He added that it was Riyas and Niyas who select the workers under them

and allow them to stay there. According to this witness nobody can stay there

without the knowledge and consent of A35 or 436. Further it could be seen that

436 Riyas, on the next day went to the house of pW192 and questioned him

why he had gone upstairs. At that time pw192 made it clear to that accuseo

that he won't allow to change the inmates frequently and allow the strangers ro

stay there. In reply, 436 stated that those persons are not bad. The evidence

tendered by PW1"92 regarding the presence of those three accused in that

house inspire confidence. The learned counsel for the accused could not point

out any material contradiction or omission in the evidence of this witness. There

isltonvincing evidence to prove that 436 had full knowledge about the stay of

A2, A3 and 45 in that house and they were allowed to stay there by 436.

ili- t
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5C 7S2) the l-lon'ble 5upreine CouiL has rnaije it- r:le;:r th-:r, i:o t.:ttriict Lltc

offence under Section 212 lPC. there must be proof that the accused knew about

the commission of the offence and that he is harbouring or concealing an

offender or a person believe to be an offender. lt was held that the prosecution

has to establish commission of an offence and harbouring or concealment of

the offender and if such concealment was found to be with an intention of

screening that offender, the accused cannot escape from legal punishment. lt is

very pertinent to note that 436 did not give any explanation during the

examination under Section 313 Cr.P.C. about the presence of A2, 43 and A5 in

that house. He simply denied the said contention. The accused has a duty to

explain the incriminating circumstance which was brought out in evidence

against him. Here 436 simply denied the entire circumstances brought out in

evidence. The fact that A36 went to the house of PW192 and questioned him as

to why he had gone upstairs, would prove that 436 was aware of the

involvement of A2, 43 and 45 in the crime. Being the owner of the house

PW192 can go to the portion occupied by his tenant. The tenant need not

question the landlord for the same. The fact that 436 had questioned that act of

PW192, itself would show that 436 had something to hide. Otherwise he need

not question the landlord. This conduct of 436 would prove that he was aware

of the involvement of those accused in the crime. These circumstances would

definitely lead to a conclusion that A36 had knowledge about the involvement

A5 in his houseiat Pachalloor with the intention of
i

,' harboui.ep 42, 43 and
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screening theni fro iri leEal punishrnerrt.

226. There i:; evidence to show tfre L A2 along with A3 ancl A5 urere found

in the house which is in the possession of 436 at Thiruvananthapuram. lt !s

argued by the learned Public Prosecutor that the cails between A35 and 436

during late night would prove that these two accused were discussing about the

harbouring of accused. lt is pointed out that there were two calls between A36

and A37 on the night of 6.7.2070. The learned counsel for the accused pointed

out that there had been other late night calls between A35 and 436 on some

particular days. They are brothers. They had to discuss their family matters and

the matters relating to their contract work. This argument of the learnecl

counsel for the accused seems to be correct. I am also satisfied that there is

nothing to doubt about these calls made between brothers. There is nothing

unusual in it. The fact that these two brothers had contacted each other in the

midnight of 6.7.2010 and in the early morning of 7.7.2010 is not sufficient to

prove that these two accused were involved in the conspiracy. But the

prosecution was able to produce ample evidence to prove that A2, 43 and A5

were allowed to stay in the house which was in the possession 436. The

conduct of 436 would prove that he had allowed those persons to stay in the

house taken on rent by him and which was in the actual possession of this

accused, knowing fully well that those accused are involved in the hand

chopping case.

227 . fhe allegation against A19 is that he had arranged shelter to A12 who
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said building was given by him to PW5B Niyas on rent. Subsequently the

agreement was renewed. The evidence of this witness with regard to tfre

entrustment of the building is supported by PW39 who is a close relative of

PW65 Rajappan. PW5B Niyas has admitted the rental arrangement with PW65.

According to this witness that building was arranged through A19 Niyas. After

getting possession PW58 started a Travel agency in the said building in the

name and style ' South Gate Tours and Travels'. This witness made it clear that

the said building was in the joint possession of himself and A1"9.

228. PW295 Deputy Superintendent of Police deposed that on 02.09.2010

he went to the house of PW65 at Ponnurunni as led by A\2 K.K.Ali, inspected

the house and surroundings and prepared a Mahazar. That Mahazar was

marked as Ext.P30. PW39 who is a relative of PW65 has admitted his signature

in Ext.P30 and stated that he had signed in the said Mahazar from the said

house which belongs to his uncle PW65, in the presence of the Police officials

and another. This witness could not identify AL2 in court. He was also declared

hostile to the Prosecution.

229. The only evidence available before this court to connect A12 with the

house which belongs to PW65 is Ext.P30 pointing out Mahazar prepared by

PW295. There is no other evidence to suggest that A12 had been there in the

house, at any point of time afterthe hand chopping incident. From Ext.P30 and

from the evidence of PW295, it could be inferred that A12 was having

, ,;t:,. knowledge about the existence of the building which belongs to PW65 at
',,'t'- -::

' Vvttlla. But thpre is ahsolrrl-elv no evidence io clrooest l'hat A17 Ali had siaver-l. But there is absolutely no evidence to suggest that A12 Ali had stayedVvttlla-."ry

."in,that,,l ie,,that hqrse. The prosecution has failed to prove thatrAlg took Al2 to the said
'.''?
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230. The prosecution lras a case th.lt AB Yolrirrjs Aliyar lva: h;irl:oured iit ;
house at Elookkara. PW284, the Se,::retary of that Panchayai proved the

ownership certificate of house No.llli2B5A (New lX-98). This ownership

certificate was marked as Ext.P705. As per this certificate house No.lXi9B

belongs to one Basheer. Ext.P470 is the pointing out mahazar prepared by

PW294 when he inspected that house as shown by AB. This document has no

relevance in this case since there is no evidence to suggest that A8 was

harboured in the said house, except the pointing out memo (Ext.P470) prepared

by PW294. Ext.P470 mahazar is not sufficient to prove that AB was harboured in

that house at any point of time. Ext.P470 pointing out mahazar would suggest

that the said house was known to A8 Younus Aliyar. That is not sufficient to

prove that he was harboured in that house.

231. Another contention of the prosecution is that A8 was harboured by A34

Anwar Sadik in the house of PW43 at Eloor and then shifted him to a safe hide

out at Thrissur. To prove the said contention the prosecution relied on the

evidence of PW42 Shiyas and his mother Afsath (PW43). They are staying at

Eloor. lt is admitted that A34 is the nephew of the deceased husband of PW43.

PW42 and PW43 submitted that A34 and his family members used to come and

stay in their house. According to PW42, on 6.7.2010 A34 came to his house with

his family members including his mother and stayed there. On 8.7.2010 A34

-..-,,....._.-,.r"equested to provide accommodation to one of his friends. Permission was

'AnWy' Sadhiq',s friend. Then he met their guest. At that [ime A34 was not in
. .,," t" 4r ,- t ; t



their house. This witness identified Ag younus from the dock. on the next day

when he came back from the office A34 and Ag were not there in the house.

when he enquired about A34 and Ag, his aunt Jameera informed that they reft

the house by L2 - 12.30 noon. After a few days he had occasion to see the
photo of that accused in television channels. Later on, police came to their
house along with Ag. This evidence of pW42 is supported by pW43. She

identified A8 Younus Aliyar in court.

232.rhe defence assailed the evidence tendered by pw42 and pw43. Their

definite case is that these two witnesses are not in good terms with A34 and his

family members. To prove the said case they examined one of the relatives of

PW42 and PW43 as DW4. lt is brought out in evidence through this witness that

there were some disputes between pw43 and A34. DW4 stated that the dispute

arose some where in 2009. At the same time he admitted that the dispute

between PW43 and A34 relating to the gold ornaments was settled even before

her examination before this court as a witness. According to him, there was

another dispute between pw43 and Jameela, mother of A34. His version is that

the request made by pw43 for partition of the properties of her deceased

husband was refused by Jameela. pw43 denied this suggestion put forward by

the defence that she is not in goods terms with Jameela since the latter had

refused her request for partition of their family properties. The only evidence

available before the court with regard to the property dispute is the oral

ence of DW4. This witness has admitted that A34 is his mother,s sister's
t...;;):soi a.nb' he is in very cordial terms with A34 and that family., In thi!

li 
, i j ifilgyg:tance his evidence cannot be accepted in toto. The best person to say. 

-_r i

1ut 
the alleged dispute is pw43. tt is very pe$inent to note that pw43 did not

I t
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take any legal steps to effect the partition of the property belonged to her

deceased husband and the co-owners. Even if it is assumed that there was

some dispute between PW43 and A34, I cannot reject the entire evidence

tendered by PW43 and her son with regard to the stay of A8 in their house. lt is

clear from the evidence of PW43 and PW42 that during 2010, A34 and his

family members used to come and stay in their house. PW43 has made it clear

that the entire dispute arose after this incident. These witnesses have no

reason to give false evidence against A8. I cannot believe that these witnesses

have given evidence against A8, due to their enmity towards A34. Pws 42 and

43 have identified A8 from the dock and gave evidence against that accused.

They need not give false evidence against A8 who is a total stranger to them,

especially in a serious offence.

233. PW294 deposed that he was taken to the house of PW42 and PW43

by AB during investigation. PW294 stated that on 31.7.2010 A8 who was in his

custody took him to the house No.11/282 of Eloor Grama Panchayat, from

where he prepared Ext.P1l,7 mahazar. PW282, Malathi, the Secretary of Eloor

Grama Panchayat stated that the said building belongs to K.S. Rahim,

Karimbanakattil House, Eloor north. DW4 has admitted that PW43 is the wife of

deceased Rahim. The prosecution has proved that the said building belonged to

Rahim who is the father of PW42 and husband of PW43. PW109 who is an

independent witness identified his signature in Ext.P117 mahazar prepared by

PW294. He added that police had brought one person to that house. Though

this witness was declared hostile to the prosecution, since he failed t6

. iemember the place from where he had signed in Ext.Pl-17, he has made it

clear that .police brought one person to the house, of PW43. This evidence ,t,,
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tendered by PW109 corroborates the prosecution case that Ag had showed the

house of PW43 to the police. PW42 and PW43 also stated that police brought

A8 to their house during investigation. A8 or A34 did not grve any explanation

with regard to the evidence tendered by these two witnesses and pw294. Ag

has no case that he had previous acquaintance with pw42 or pw43. He has no

case that he had occasion to visit the house of pW43 before the alleged

incident. Then I do not know how he was able to lead pw2g4 the investigating

officer to the house of PW43, who was a total stranger to him. The fact that AB

who had no prior acquaintance with Pws 42 and 43 took p.W2g4 to their house

is a strong piece of evidence against A8 and A34. On going through the entire

evidence I find that the evidence of PW42 and PW43 regarding the harbouring

of A8 by A34 can be accepted. Their evidence cannot be rejected on the sole

ground that there was some dispute between pW43 and A34.

234. Another contention of the defence is that Pws 42 and 43 are tutored

witnesses. According to the learned counsel for the accused, pw42 was

detained by Police for about 10 days and coerced him to give false evidence

against A34 and AB. At the time of cross examination, PW43 stated that police

had come to their house on several occasions for investigation purpose and

detained PW42 for about ten days. pw42 has no such case. The learned

counsel for the accused who put suggestion to PW43 regarding the illegal

detention, surprisingly did not put any suggestion to pw42 who was alleged to

.,.,. ,=iT. f.rave been detained by the police. The best person to say about the illegal

* detention is PW42. He has no such grievance. In this circumstance I cannJtf,.t; f,: 1 ', t1.. .._

; li:ii'.taccept the contention thar pw42 and pw43 were tools in the hands of theI u. :' ,

i r..'1 I ' pt:qsec,ution. Nobody could believe that these., two witnesses had given
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evidence against A34 who is a close relative of them because of the pressure

from the investigating agency. On going through the entire evidence I find that

the evidence tendered by PW42 and PW43 against A34 and A8 is reliable and

trustworthy.

235. The next question is whether A34 was aware that A8 was an offender.

There is cogent evidence to suggest that A34 took A8 to the house of PW43.

The prosecution was able to prove that case against A34. But A34 did not give

any explanation regarding the evidence tendered by PW42 and PW43 about

the stay of A8 in their house. That itself would prove that A34 was aware of the

invofvement of AB in the case. I cannot ignore that PW294, Circle Inspector of

Police has deposed that on 8.7.20LO itself he filed a report before the

concerned court to include the name of A8 in the array of accused and a look

out notice was issued against AB and two other accused. lt is not possible for

the prosecution to prove the knowledge of A34 about the involvement of AB in

the offence with direct evidence. lt is to be inferred from the circumstances. The

fact that A34 took AB to the house of PW43 is sufficient to prove that A34 was

providing hide out to that accused. The prosecution was able to prove the role

of A34 with convincing evidence. I am satisfied that there is ample evidence to

bring home the guilt of A34 that he had harboured AB in the house of PW43

knowing fully well about the involvement of A8 in the offence.

236. The prosecution case is that from the house of PW43, A8 was shifted

to the Ddffodils Flat at Thrissur by A25 Abdul Latheef. PW23 Varghese is the

watchman of Daffodils Flats at Thrissur. His version is that three persons came
;

to'the flats in a Maruthi car and sought permission to go to the seventh floor.

They were allowed !o,go inside. After a few minutes one among fqem had gone
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out and brought food for them. Thereafter two among them left the flat in the
car. According to this witness, those two persons retumed to the flat after two
days and went back with the other person. After about one month porice

brought two among them in the frat for the purpose of investigation. when Ag

and A25 were shown to this witness he identified them to be the persons who

came to his frat. Then he pointed out A25 and stated that A25 was the person

who had driven the car and identified Ag younus Aliyar to be the person who

had stayed in the flat.

237. pw45 Tony is an interior designer. He deposed that he had

undertaken the interior design work of flat No.7B at Daffodils. He had given sub

contract to one Muhammad lqbal. His version is that in the middle of July 20L0

he had occasion to visit this flat in connection with his contract work. At that

time he found some workers in the said flat. He identified Ag to be one among

the persons who was found in the flat. Later police brought that accused to the

flat in connection with the hand chopping incident. At that time he identified Ag

before the police. Though the learned counsel for the accused has cross

examined this witness he could not challenge the credibility of this witness who

is an independent witness.

238. PW146 rqbar, who is the brother in law of A25 admits that he had

under taken the interior work of flat No.2 under PW45. His brother in law Abdul

Latheef used to supply workers for him. This witness has admitted that he had

- i''seen A31 Najeeb (absconding) and Noushad (not charge sheeted) and another

fat man:who was having spectacles in his flat. He wrongly identified A34 anwai
. ,i

sadik,in court to be the person who was found in that flat. No doubt it was a

mistake. Thouoh this witness has failed to ideptify A8, he deposed that the man
r 

vL},vJvv L,,sr L 
i
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who was found in the flat was having spectacles. This evidence corroborates

the evidence of PW45 and PW23 who had identified A8. These witnesses have

no grudge or enmity towards A8 or A25. On the other hand PW146, who is the

brother in law of A25 proved the prosecution case regarding the access of A25

in flat No.7B, Daffodils. PW56 who is the father of PW146 added that A25 had

been absconding for a few days after the hand chopping incident. Now the

prosecution was able to connect all the link against A8 and A25 regarding their

presence in Flat No.7B, Daffodils. When the learned Public Prosecutor pointed

out AB and A25 who were in the dock and asked this witness as to whether he

can identify those persons, PW23 showed A25 and stated that he was the

person who had driven the car. Then he added that the other accused (A8) was

the person who has stayed in that flat. lt is clear from the evidence of this

witness that he was sure that the vehicle was driven by A25. The evidence of

PW23 would prove that A8 was taken to the flat in a car driven by A25 with

another accused. PW146 proved that A25 had access in the said flat. PW45

Tony has specifically stated that he had occasion to see A8 in the flat in the

middle of July 2010. A25 did not explain the circumstances under which he

brought A8 in the said flat. No explanation is forthcoming. In the circumstances

I can very well accept the prosecution case that A8 was shifted by A25 to flat

No.78, Daffodils at Thrissur.

239. According to the learned counsel for the accused, there is no evidence

to prove the involvement of A8 in the offence. Even if it is assumed that A8 had
,....::.

occasion'to stay in the above said flat, it would not constitute any offence.
..'

'; Whlle taking such a contention, the defence forgot the fact that A8 was also

gang who had visited the house offw2 on 17.5.2010. PWl and
t
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PW2 identified A8 as one of the persons who had visited their house on that
day. I have already discussed the evidence of these two witnesses on that point.

To avoid repetition those details can be omitted at this stage. The prosecution

was able to prove the presence of AB in the house of pw2 on 17.5.20i.0. That

evidence would prove the involvement of A8 in the entire incident. lt proves

that A8 took part in the conspiracy.

240' lt is argued that A8 was taken to Thrissur in a Ritz car which belongs to

PW239 Najatullah Sidhique. The prosecution has got a case that the said car

was purchased by A25 in the name of pw239. This contention of the

prosecution is denied by PW239. To prove that PW239 was not having sufficient

financial capacity to purchase the said vehicle, the prosecution has produced

his ration card (Ext.P572) which would show that during the said period his

name was included in the Below Poverty Line list. This witness has stated that

during the said period he was residing along with his elder brother and denied

that he was a dependent of his brother. Whatever may be the prosecution case

regarding the financial capacify of PW239, there is no evidence to prove that

the said Ritz car was purchased by A25 in the name of pW239. lt is admitted

that PW239 is related to A25 through PW27 who is the brother in law of A25.

Further it is admitted that the petition for the release of the said Ritz car was

filed before the court by pw27, as the power of attorney holder of pw239.

These facts would support the prosecution case that A25 had occaston to use

the Ritz car bearing No.KL-42lc 4700. lt is very pertinent to note that pw23

"rgrnerg{9se who is the watchman of Daffodils flats, Thrissur stated that he haj
v

i!' :,:."'" noteoiihe number of the car in which those persons came to his flat as ,4700,.
," i,;,'- 4 nq..--r,
!,.' t, |VfoevelfngV be the owner of the said car, the prosecu]ion wlas able to prove

:t,

-i 
'':;

'-r'.,:i.''
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that the said car was used by A25 for shifting A8 to Daffodils flats, Thrissur.

241. From Flat No.7B, Daffodils AB was shifted to a hide out at Malappuram

by 426. For shifting A8, 426 used his Maruthi car. This is the prosecution case

against 426. lt is contended that 426 provided hide out to A8 at his wife's house

at Valancherry. To prove the said contentions the prosecution has examined

PW2B who is the wife of 426 and PW74, who is an attestor to a sale agreement

relating to one maruthi car bearing No.KL-10/M.8044 and some other witnesses

to prove the seizure of the car, search of the house of PW2B etc. Here the

question as to whether the said car belongs to 426 is not at all relevant. The

only piece of evidence adduced by the prosecution to connect 426 is Ext.PL18

pointing out mahazar prepared by PW294 from the house of PW28, wife of 426.

This witness stated that he went to that house No.lV/224 of Edayoor Grama

Panchayath, Malappuram district as led by A8 Younus Aliyar, inspected the said

house and prepared Ext.P118 mahazar as pointed out by A8. PW211, a Civil

Police Officer attached to Valancherry police station identified her signature in

the said mahazar and stated that she was present at the time of preparation of

that mahazar by PW295. Even if it is assumed that A8 had pointed out that

place to PW294 it would not help the prosecution to prove the involvement of

426. There is absolutely no evidence to prove that 426 Moideenkutty had

harboured AB at the house of his wife at Valancherry.

242. Another contention of the prosecution is that a safe hide out was

. ,.,.,,Qfovided to A8 by one Zakkeer Hussain (not charge sheeted). PW46 lbrahim is

and PW47 is the wife of Zakeer Hussain. These witnesses denied that

occasion to stay in their house. But PW111 who is a neighbour of PW46

that police had occasion to inspect the house of PW46in the presence of
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an accused. This witness identified his signature in Ext.p119 the mahazar

prepared by the police from the said house. Ext.p704 is the ownership

certificate of house No.Ap-lV/652 which belongs to pW46 lbrahim who is the

father of Zakeer Hussain. There is evidence to show that police had occasion to

visit the house of pw46 at Angadippuram. pw111 deposed about the presence

of an accused along with the police. In view of the evidence of the said witness

and Ext.pr.r.g pointing out mahazar prepared by pw2g4 atthe instance of Ag, I

cannot rule out the prosecution case that AB had occasion to stay in that house

during the said period. Any way, since the prosecution did not fire any charge

sheet against the said Zakkeer Hussain, I do not want to discuss the matter in

detail. In this case, what I can say is that Ag had stayed in the house of pw46

at Angadippuram in Malappuram District.

243' The prosecution has alleged that A20 had harboured A13 Shiyas in his

house on 4.7.2010. pw!24 who is the brother of A20 Anas denied that police

brought A13 shiyas to his house and that they had prepared a mahazar from

the sit out of his house as pointed out by A13. Any way this witness has

admitted his signature in Ext.P135 mahazar. The evidence of the investigating

officer that A13 took him to the house of A20 is not sufficient to prove that he

was harboured in the house of A20. lt is very pertinent to note that A2o was a

leader of pFllsDpl and he was elected as a member to the Block panchayath.

Even if it is assumed that A13 who is an active member of pFl took the police to

the house of one of his leaders, it may not be sufficient to prove that the.., '. "'-.

""'-' 
:;-'.'aicused was harboured in the said house. The pointing out memo prepared al

i-';l:$f-'e"instance of the accused would only prove that he knows the said house.

t:" Ngthing more crould be inferred from that sole circumstance.lThere is absolutely. .t ,
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no evidence to prove that A20 gave accommodation to A13 Shiyas at his house.

244.|n view of the above discussions lfind thatthe prosecution was able to

prove the charge against A25, A34 and A36 that they had harboured A8, 42, 43

and A5 at different places knowingly that they were involved in the attack on

PW2. I am satisfied that A25, A34 and 436 had reason to believe A8, A2, 43 and

A5 to be offenders. That knowledge or belief is sufficient to found those

accused to be guilty of offence under Section 2I2 of IPC'

245. ln order to attract an offence under Section 19 of the UA(P) Act, the

prosecution has to prove that the accused had knowledge that the person so

harboured was a terrorist. There is nothing to substantiate the contention that

these accused had knowledge that A2, A3, A5 and A8 were members of terrorist

gang or that the said accused had committed terrorist act. In this circumstance

I cannot find that A25, A34 and 436 have committed offence under Section l-9

of the UA(P) Act, but there is evidence to prove that they committed offence

under Section 212 of lPC. This point is found accordingly.

246. Point Nos.16, 18 and 19:- The prosecution case is that after the

question paper issue, on 28.3.2010 a conspiracy was hatched by A8, A2B, A29

and A32 at Seemas auditorium, Perumbavoor. To prove this contention the

prosecution has examined PW32 Varghese who is the Manager and PW123

Paulose, the owner of Seemas auditorium. These witnesses stated that the

auditorium was booked for the district conventlon of SDPI by one Noushad.

f4;P--f9 is the diary maintained by PW32 in the auditorium and Ext.P19(a) is

the,,relevant entry showing the details of booking of the auditorium for th-e

convention. These witnesses submitted that the auditorium was booked before
.:.'.

one week. That means the district convention was scheduled even before the--'- ..; l t .! ,
,...t
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rerease of the question paper in the examination herd at rhodupuzha Newman

College.

247. lt is the case of the prosecution that the State level committee of SDpl

instructed the District committee to take action against pw2 in retaliation of the
question paper issue. Accordingry in the convention herd on 2g.3.2010, Ag, A2g,

A29 and A32 decided to recruit abre bodied men and to assign the task to
different group of members and to constitute teams for execution of attack. to
provide sherter for the assairants, to a'ange vehicres, to provide regar and
medical aid, to arrange financial assistance to the relatives of the assailants. to
arrange weapons etc.

248. rt is admitted that a convention of the sDpr was herd on 2g.3.2010 at
seemas Auditorium. There is no direct evidence to show that Ag, A2g, A2g and

A32 attended the meeting. prosecution could not produce any witness to prove

the participation of those accused in that convention. But the learned

Prosecutor pointed out that the CDRs of those accused would show that on the
evening of 28.3.2010 they were at pathipalam location, where seemas

Auditorium situates. To substantiate the contention the prosecution has

produced the customer Application Form (cAF) in the name of A8, A21, A2g,

A29 and A32. Ext.p623 is the copy of the cAF fired by A29 and Ext.p623(a) is

the copy of the rD proof submitted by A29. Ext.p624 is the cDR of the phone

number 95677L2600 ailotted to A29 Kasim as per the said cAF. Ext.cg and c15
are the CAFs filed by A8 for getting Airtel as well as Vodafone connections and

e;rpetal and c15(a) are the rD proofs submitted by A8 arong with those cAFs.'

, *As 
pgdiExt.cB application an Airter connection with No.9995954555 was given in

-, ''th.,nirpe of A8' As per Fxt.cls phone number g946508555 was ailoFted to A8!,
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by Vodafone. The relevant cDRs were marked through PW264, who is the Nodal

officer of Airtel and PW271, the Nodal officer of Vodafone as Ext.P627 and

Ext.P664 respectively. Ext.c17 and Ext.c17(a) and Ext.P665 are the CAF, copy

of the lD proof and the cDR of phone number 9745003256 allotted by Vodafone

in the name of A28 M.K.Nazar. Ext.P668 and Ext.P669 are the CDRS of phone

numbers 9846722220 and 9946855461, along with copy of the cAF and lD

proof of A32 Abdul Manaf and A21 K.M.Ali. Ext. c6 is the Base Transmissive

System list of Kerala circle (Cell lD list) produced and marked through PW264,

Nodal officer of Bharathi Airtel. From the evidence of these two witnesses and

from the above CDRs it could be seen that the phones ofthese accused were at

Pathipalam location on that day. So it is to be presumed that these accused had

attended the District convention held at seemas Auditorium on 28.3.2010.

249. PW294 the Circle Inspector of Police stated that on 30.7.2010 as led by

A8 Younus he, along with his party reached at the premises of Seemas

Auditorium, Perumbavoor and prepared Ext.PL34 pointing out mahazar' PW206

and PW207 two police officers supported the version of PW294 and stated that

they accompanied PW294 and A8 to Seemas Auditorium, Perumbavoor. PW207

identified his signature in Ext.P134 mahazar. Though PW32 has stated that

police brought a man with them to the auditorium and prepared a mahazar, he

was not able to identify A8 from the court. He could identify A8 only when the

Public Prosecutor pointed out AB on the dock. Even if it is assumed that

wav there is no much dispute with reqard
t-t



to the presence of Ag in that premises on that day. The question to be decided

is whether he, arong with some other accused hatched conspiracy as aileged by

the prosecution.

250. Admittedly all the accused are members of pFl/SDpl. lt is admitted that

A32 was the then District president of pFr. so his presence at seemas

Auditorium, where the convention of sDpl was held is natural. so also the

presence of other accused who are the members of pFl/SDpl in the District

convention of SDP| cannot be said to be suspicious. Even if it is assumed that

these accused had attended the meeting there is nothing to suggest that they

hatched a conspiracy to attack pw2. Mere presence of some of the accused in a

meeting conducted by the District committee cannot be said to be a conspiracy.

I cannot ignore the fact that the office bearers had decided to conduct that

meeting even before the question paper issue and booked the auditorium.

251. According to the prosecution, the next conspiracy was at the Inspection

Bungalow (lB) of Kerala water Authority at Muvattupuzha. pw154 who was the

Mandalam President of SDPI admitted that a convention of SDpl was held in that

lB, but he did not remember the date of that convention. At the same time he

admitted that he had booked the lB for a meeting scheduled to be held on

L5.3.2010. on that day it was postponed to some other day. This evidence of

PW154 regarding the convention held at the Inspection Bungarow was

supported by PW30, Antony the Assistant Engineer of water Authority,

Muvattupuzha office, who was in charge of the lB and pw31 savio, the then

Junior superintendent in the office of water Authority, Muvattupuzha. Th6

booking register maintained in the lB was produced by pw90 who was a staff in

that office along with a receipt. Those documents vfere seized by pw294 as per't'
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Ext.p90 seizure mahazar. The register was marked as Ext.PLT and relevant

entrywithregardtobookingdonebyPWl54wasmarkedasExt.PlT(a).Ext.P1B

is the receipt for the payment of the rent'

252.Pw2g,whoisthewatchmanof|BspokethatthemeetingofSDP|was

held in the lB in the evening of 3.4.2010 and on the next day' According to him,

the meeting was held in secrecy and some members were placed near the gate

and on the four sides of the compound to guard the premises. On seeing this he

reported the matter to PW30. PW30 supported these versions and stated that

he reached the spot on the basis of the information passed by PW29. Then he

asked PW29 to get the signature of PW154 in the register. Though PWL54

stated that he did not remember the date of convention, it is clear from the

versions of the official witnesses and from the admission of PW154 that a

meeting of SDPI was held in the evening of 3'4'2010 and 4.4.2OL0' PW154' the

Mandalam President identified AlL Sikkander, A12 K.K'Ali, A20 Anas and A21

K.M.Ali and stated that they had attended the meeting' Those facts are not

seen challenged by the defence. This witness identified an application form for

getting membership in SDPI and that application was marked as Ext.P174'

Ext.P174(a) is the oath to be taken by the members of SDPI at the time of

joining in that organization.

253. The prosecution has got a specific case that during the meeting A3

Muhammad Shobin, A8 Younus Aliyar, A28 M'K.Nazar, A29 Muhammad Kasim,

A32 Manaf and the other absconding accused disassociated and sat together on
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he had supplied food to the members who had attended the meeting. pw29,

the watch man of rB has no such case. He is the best person to say so. rt is crear

from his version that he was watching the members who had assembred there.

He has no case that some of the participants sat together and had discussion.

There is no evidence to prove the contention that those accused disassociated

with the other members and sat together to hatch conspiracy.

254. The prosecution relies on the evidence of pw154 and the cDRs for

proving their presence in the lB. pw154 has proved the presence of A11, A12,

A20 and A21. Further Ext.p664, the cDR of Ag would show that his phone was

at Vazhapilly location on 3.4.201-0 at22:47:49 hours, Ext.p627 would show that

A8 Younus Aliyar's other number was at Velloorkunnam location.

255. Admittedry it was a meeting convened by sDpr. The booking was

done by PW154 to conduct the meeting on 21.03.2010 but it was postponed to

3.4.20L0. So it is clear that the lB was booked for conducting meeting even

before the examination in which the impugned question paper was supplied to

the students. In this circumstance, I cannot say that the meeting was held with

a view to make arrangements for the attack on pw2. Further pw29 has stated

that around 100 persons attended the meeting. After attending the first day

session of the meeting, some of the participants left the lB and a few

participants stayed there. They were engaged in discussion till late night. pw29

could not identify any of the persons who had stayed there.

256. Mere presence of some of the accused in the premises were the

District convention of the party was held is not sufficient to prove that they

haiehed conspiracy to attack pw2. In that meeting around 100 workers of that

organisation had participated. There is po.evidence to suggest that some of the
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participants disassociated from the others, sat together and discussed the

matter in a discreet manner. Here also there is no evidence to prove that a

conspiracy was hatched by some of the accused on that day' Further there is

absolutely no evidence to suggest that A32 had participated in the meeting'

The cDRs of A3, A8 and A13, would show that their phones were located in the

surroundings of Velloorkunnam, Muvattupuzha. But it is not sufficient to prove

conspiracy. The fact that some members of the said organisation were placed

on different corners of the lB to guard the premises, is also not sufficient to hold

that some of the members hatched a conspiracy. The definite case of the

accused is that the said meeting was held in the wake of ensuing Panchayat

election. There is nothing unusual in the participation of the members in the

meeting held by their organisation. I cannot reject the said contention of the

learned counsel for the accused, in view of the evidence that the booking was

done on 15.3.2010.

257. ltis submitted by the learned Public Prosecutorthat A3' A8, A11, A12,

A13, A20, A21 and A29 did not give any explanation at the stage of

examination under Section 313 of Cr.P.C. regarding their presence at lB on that

day- Admittedly it was a meeting convened by PFI/SDPI. The fact that the above

accused who are members of PFI/SDPI had attended the meeting is not at all an

incriminating circumstance against them. Merely because of the reason that

those accused had denied their phone calls alleged to have been made by them

,,€lfiFraq. particular day, court cannot draw adverse inference against those
. ::l- -
7 4tcused.,:i

Another conspiracy was said to have taken place on 6.4.201"0 at

The -only evidence adduced bY the
tt
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prosecution to prove this contention is Ext.p110 pointing out mahazar prepared

by pw2g4' pw2g4 stated that Ag red him to Revenue Tower, Kothamangaram

, and thus he prepared Ext.p110 mahazaJ.. pw103 who is an independent

witness has identified his signature in Ext.pr10 but he courd not identify Ag. He

stated that pw2g4 brought an accused to that prace. so arso another

conspiracy was taken prace on r.0.4,2010 at raruk Hospitar, Kothamangaram.

The prosecution case is that on that day A8 and A28 discussed about the future

plans. Here also there is no evidence except the pointing out memo alleged to

have been prepared by pw294 on the basis of the statement given by Ag. That

pointing out mahazar was marked through pwL26 who is an independent

witness. This witness did not mention anything about the presence of any of the

accused at the Taluk Head quarters premises. The prosecution has a case that

on 19.4.2010 another conspiracy was taken place in the building of one Meeran

near substationpady, Kothamangalam. pw294 stated that on 30.7.2010 he

went to the said premises as led by Ag and prepared Ext.plog pointing out

mahazar. PW102 who is an independent witness stated that police came to that

building with an accused. He identified his signature in Ext.p109 but stated that

he could not remember the person who came to that building along with

PW294' What could be inferred from the evidence adduced by the prosecution

is that PW294 was taken to the above mentioned places by Ag. That does not

mean that A8 and some other accused assembled at any of the places

mentioned above and hatched conspiracy. The pointing out mahazars are not

sufficient to prove the prosecution case regarding the conspiracy alleged t6

-;r,*.=. 
hau" b""n taken place at the above premises. The presence of Ag at that

places would rlot prove .that some of the accused had gpsembled 
,,at 

those
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places and discussed their future plans' An important point to be noted is

even the prosecution did not know the accused other than A8' alleged to

that,

have

been attended the meetings.

259. According to the prosecution' on 4'5'20L0' 42 to A7 and A28

assemb|ed at the Municipal park, Kothamangalam and discussed about the

eiecution of the plan. PW34 who is the Secretary of 'Mahatma Swashraya

Sangham' deposed that during 2010 the said 'Sangham, was managing the

municipal park as entrusted by the Municipality. This witness stated that, after

the hand chopping incident police came to the park along with A2 and

conducted enquiry regarding the meeting held by some persons in the park on

4.5.2010. He informed the police that on that day some persons came to the

park at around 2.30 pm and spent about 1.30 - 2 hours in the park. He added

that police verified the account book and other registers maintained in the

office. That account book was marked as Ext.P25. The entry regarding the

collection as entrance fees on the relevant day was marked as Ext.P25(a). This

witness identified A2 and added that he did not remember the other persons

who had gathered in the park on 4.5.2010'

260. PW34, identified A2 and stated that A2 had been there in the park on

4.5.201-0. At the time of the cross examination this witness stated that police

came to the park along with A2 on 31.2.2010. No doubt it is a mistake. That

mistake is not sufficient to reject the evidence tendered by this witness

. -:,rpgfrdlng the presence of A2 on 4.5.2010. First of all this witness has no enmity

.' 
towards A2. He need not give any false evidence against A2 with whom he had
l: ,,

',..i!, 
O*u,out acquaintance or enmity. lt is clear from his version that he had

.,, ii$Ot" opOortunity |o watch and observ.e A2 who had been thpre in the park
t: :. ... t' ':=:'"-

t
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about two hours. He was abre to identify that accused in court. The prosecution

courd not chailenge the credibirity of this witness. There is no sufficient ground
to disberieve the evidence tendered by pw34 who is an independent witness.

261. pW295 the Deputy Superintendent of police, Muvattupuzha oeposed

that on 23.9.20Lo he went to the Municipar park, Kothamangaram as guided by
A5 Shamsudhin and prepared Ext.p114 mahazar. pw1o7 who is an independent

witness and pw203 a porice constable admitted that the mahazar was prepared

by police at a place near a concrete bench under a rain tree. Though pw1o7

was not abre to identify A5, it is crear from his version that an accused was arso

present at the park along with the porice. pw295 stated that it was 45 who took

him to that prace. I cannot disberieve the evidence of pw295 that he wenr to
the park as led by 45. pw2o3 arso proved the presence of 45 in the park arong

with PW295.

262. According to the learned counsel for the accused, Exts.p1i.2 to p114

pointing out mahazars and the covering letter (Ext.p901) alleged to have been

prepared on 22.B.2oro and 23.g.2010 are all forged documents and hence it
cannot be looked into. He pointed out that these documents were received in

the concerned court on 20.g.2010 itself. lt is true that the court seal affixed on

these documents would show that those documents were received in courr on

20.8.2010. To prove that it was a mistake committed by the court staff, the

office superintendent of that court was summoned and examined as pw302.

This witness produced Ext.c56 Distribution Register maintained in that office.

According to this witness, Exts.p1i.2 to p114, p900 and p901 documen,, u."-
seen entered in Ext.c56 distribution register as seriar No.5542/2010 and

554y20r0. That endorsement was made on ?p.8.2.010. This witness after
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referring to Ext.C56 stated that the difference in the date seal affixed in those

documents was a mistake and added that these documents were received in

, court only on 26.8.20:10. lt appears to be correct. she need not give false

evidence on this point. As per Ext.C56 these documents were received only at

26.8.2010. There is no question of manipulation in Ext.c56, a register

maintained in the court. In Exts.P112 and P114 the date seal showing date

20.8.2010 was happened to be affixed by mistake. lt was a mistake committed

by the court staff. They failed to change the date on the seal and affixed the

seal in a reckless manner on a subsequent date. I cannot find fault with the

investigating officer for the mistake committed by the court staff.

263. The attempt of the prosecution was to prove that there were no phone

calls in the phone A2, A3, 46, A7 and some of the absconding accused on

4.5.2010. Their mobile phones were found inactive on that day at a particular

time. At the same time the prosecution contends that there was one call in the

phone used by A5 at 3.01 pm. I do not know how the prosecution reconcile

these different situations. By no stretch of imagination it cannot be said that 43,

A6 and A7 were present at the municipal park, Kothamangalam on 4.5.2010.

The contention of the prosecution is that the mobile phones of A2, A3 and 44

were found inactive between 12.23 pm and 03.11 pm. Though the prosecution

did not give the exact time of the meeting held at the park, from the arguments

of the learned Public Prosecutor it is to be inferred that the meeting was held

between 12.00 noon and 03.00 pm. Ext.P691, the CDR of phone number

9847542062 (connection obtained by one PW64 Shameer) alleged to have beei

was at Paravur at 3.17 pm. lf that be so,

that meeting held at Kothamangalam. The
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evidence of PW34, the secretary of the sangam, who was in charge of the park

would show that A2 was present in the park on that day. Further there is
evidence to prove that A5 took pw295 to that prace. The conduct of 45 showing

the place would prove his connection with that place. That evidence is not at all

sufficient to prove that A2 to A7 and A2g hatched a conspiracy on 4.5.2010 at

Municipal park, Kothamangalam. There is nothing to prove the charge against

the accused that 43, A6 and A7 and some of the absconding accused had

assembled there and decided to arrange money, weapons, explosives etc., that

A2 was made the leader of the team to execute the attack, that ALi. prepared

and gave a sketch of the route to the house of pw2 and its surroundings and

that A29 and another accused were deputed to arrange mobile phones, SIM

cards etc.

264. The learned Public Prosecutor submitted that accused 2 to 7 will have

to explain the circumstances under which their phones have been found

inactive and that A2 have to answer why he was identified by the witness to

have come to the park. According to him, these facts are within the special

knowledge of the accused and they have to explain the same. lt is true that

when a person does an act with some intention other than that which the

character and circumstances of the act suggests, the burden of proving that

intention is upon him. At the same time Section 106 of the Evidence Act will not

attract unless the initial burden of establishing the prima facie guilt of the

accused is proved. The accused are not bound to give explanation regarding

,- the-elii4gnce adduced by the prosecution that their phones were found inactiv6
\

dtying two\r three hours on a particular day.
it'- I

,, i 
i, 265. lLis contended that on 6.5*2010 evening A2gconvened a meeting of !



A2 to A7 and discussed the matter at Perumbavoor Stadium. Here also the

prosecution relies a pointing out mahazar alleged to have been prepared by

PW295. The evidence of PW295 is that on 23.8.2010, A5 Shamsudhin who was

in custody led him to Municipal Stadium, Perumbavoor and pointed out a bench

inside the park. Ext.PL13 is the pointing out mahazar. Ext.P874 is a rectification

report filed by PW294 wherein it has been stated that in Ext.P113 he wrongly

written as Municipal Park instead of Municipal Stadium. PW106 who is running

a shop in front of the stadium/park identified his signature in the said mahazar

and stated about the presence of a person with the police officers at that place.

He could not identify that person, but when learned Public Prosecutor asked A5

to stand up and put a question to the witness whether he had any occasion to

see that accused, this witness answered that the accused had been there in the

stadium along with the police. This cannot be treated as a proper identification.

There is nothing before this court to corroborate Ext.P113 pointing out mahazar.

Further there is no evidence to prove the presence of any other accused at that

place. Even if it is assumed that PW295 was taken to that place by A5 it would

only prove that A5 knows that place. There is no evidence to prove that 45

had conspired with 42, 43, A6 and A7 on 6.5.2010 as alleged.

266. A conspiracy was said to have taken place at Muvattupuzha Municipal

park on 27.5.2010. According to the prosecution, it was the third conspiracy

meeting of A2B and A2 to 47. Here also the prosecution relies on a pointing out

mahazar prepared by PW295. This witness stated that on 22.8.2010 at 11.30

'--,.:ofi-Lh€ 
went to the Muvattupuzha Municipal Park along with PW2O3 and pWlOi

--r':' , . ': j;,'i.-.'i '"..

,,:
ji. .l

; yolt!n9,9$ an employee, in the park identifieF his siqnature in the said mahazar''. t i.i I':'

"'t -. 1'
' , i,_ .,.-- ,._. i...



and it was marked as Ext.p112. According to him, that mahazar was prepared

by PW295 near an '.6qocs., (watch tower). He stated that an accuseo was

brought to that prace by the porice. But he courd not identify that accused.

PW35 who is an employee in the park stated that during the investigation porice

came to the park and made enquiries. He did not give any evidence regarding

the presence of any accused.

267. lt is submitted by the learned prosecutor that during the conspiracy

there were no calls in the mobile phones of A2 to A7. These phones were found

inactive in between 4.15 pm and 5 pm. The attempt of the prosecution was that

at 4.'J.2 pm 46 Shanavas contacted A2 Jamal and then there was a return call

from A2 to 46 at 4.1-3 pm. At that time the phone of 42 was found to be at

Marampilly location. At 5.53 pm the phone of A2 Jamal remained to be at

Marampilly. In between 4.L3 pm and 5.53 pm that phone was found to be

inactive. At that time 46 shanavas was at Kalady. That means both of these

accused were at different places. Thereafter a call was seen made by A6 to A2g

at 4.15 pm. At that time the location of A28 was at Mathoor. That would also

suggest that these persons were at different places at around 4.L5 pm. After

4.L5 pm all the mobile phones went inactive. There is nothing to suggest that

after those phone calls all these persons assembled at Muvattupuzha park.

whatever may be the contention of the learned public prosecutor there is

nothing to suggest that A2 to A7 and A2B had assembled at Muvattuouzna

Municipal park on 27.5.20'J-o and discussed about the execution of the attack on

has a case that on L.7..2OI0, A28 convened a

at Kunjunnikkara. The prosecution cpuld not
t.'

meeting

give the
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exact time of the alleged conspiracy. lt is submitted that there was no activity

in the mobile phones of 41 to A7 in the evening. The attempt was that during

that break they assembled at the house of A28. PW33 who is the wife of A28

denied that seven persons had assembled in her house on 1.7.2010. This

witness has admitted her photo in Ext.P23, the copy of the cAF in her name and

Ext.p24, a copy of her lD card, but she denied the signature in the said

application form. She denied the suggestion put forward by the Public

Prosecutor that as per the said application, phone number 9846182638 was

allotted to her. PW288 is the mother in law of A28 and mother of PW33. This

witness identified Ext.C19 CAF and C19(a), the lD proof submitted by her for

getting mobile phone number. Then she identified the photo in Ext.C17 CAF

and Ext.Pl(b) to be the photo of her son in law Nazar (A28). What could be

inferred from the evidence of these witnesses and documents that A2B was

using the phone numbers obtained in the name of his wife and mother in law.

Those phones were found inactive during the alleged conspiracy meeting. Even

if that phones were found to be at that particular place, there is nothing to

doubt about the same as A28 was residing in that area. There is no evidence to

prove that a meeting of A2 to A7 was held in the house of A28 on 'J..7 .2OLO.

269. The argument of the learned Public Prosecutor is that the mobile

phones of A2 to A7 were commonly placed without usage on the night of

1.7.2010 with a clear set of pattern and it would indicate the discrete nature of

the accused persons. I cannot accept this contention because those phones
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of 44 at 7.57 pm. Ext.p636 cDR which is in the name of A5 would show that

there were two calls to his phones at 5.5g and 6.19 pm. so also calls are seen

registered in Ext.P691, and Ext.p696, the cDRs of the phone alleged to have

been used by 46 and A7 at 5.15 pm and 7.22 pm. on the basis of these cDRs

the prosecutor cannot argue that the phones of these accused were placed

without usage at a particular point of time with a very clear set of pattern.

There is no evidence at all to prove that these accused assembled at the house

ofA28 on that day.

270.lt is alleged that on 3.7.20ro a high level committee of pFl was held at

the house of PW157 Ansari at Kakkanad to discuss about the steps to be taken

to harbour the accused, to make propaganda after the incident for taking

political benefit etc. Prosecution has examined PW157 who is the owner of the

house. The ownership ceftificate of the said house was marked as Ext.p607

through the Secretary of Thrikkakara Municipality (PW253). But PWl"57 did not

give any evidence with regard to the alleged meeting. This witness stated that

during the investigation police conducted search in his house and seizeo some

material objects including MO.27 CPU. He identified the copy of his driving

licence seized by the police at the time of the search and it was marked as

Ext.P17B. PW169 Anwar Sadath also denied having attended the meeting.

These witnesses were declared hostile.

27I. PW248 Haris has admitted that he had worked as the Secretary of

Tlrejus "Charitable Trust during 2.007 - 2010. During that period he was a

'..rrtember:of the State Committee of PFl. He admitted that he had furnished the

to whom mobile phones were given by Thejus Charitable

and P599 are thg.reports submitted by him and Ext.p598 is tfie
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covering letter attached to Ext.P597. ln addition to this he has produced

Ext.P600 report furnishing the names and address of the trustees of Thejus

Charitable Trust. These documents were marked subject to the objection raised

by the defence counsel that these documents are hit by Section 162 Cr.P.C.

Admittedly this witness had produced this list as per Ext.P601 notice issued by

the Deputy Superintendent of Police under Section 43F of the UA(P) Act. PW248

stated that phone numbers 9746477689,9745004910 and 9745004911

obtained by Thejus Charitable Trust were given by the trust to PW36 Raihanath,

one Moideen Kunju and Mansoor K.A. for their use. He denied that he had

acquaintance with Moideen Kunju, Mansoor and A32 Manaf. He was also

declared hostile. The evidence tendered by this witness would prove that Thejus

Charitable Trust had distributed some SIM cards obtained by them to some of

the witnesses and some accused against whom no charge sheet has been filed.

Those facts have no relevance in this case.

272. The prosecution relies on the CDRs of A32, A37 and some others to

prove the conspiracy meeting alleged to have been held on 3.7.2010. The

phone alleged to have been used by A37 was found inactive. That does not

mean that the said phone was switched off by A37 so as to attend the meeting.

Ext.P668 CDR of the phone number alleged to have been used by A32 would

show that his phone was at Kakkanad location between 5 pm and 7.45 pm. So

also the phone numbers alleged to have been used by one Moideen Kunju and

,,'-Manso-gr (both not charge sheeted) were at Kakkanad location. But the

'i;- prosecutiron was not able to collect any evidence against the involvement of the

Kunju and Mansoor in the offence. Though thrtnese Dersons were

sed in the records, the,prosecution did.not file any charge sheet
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against these two persons. what remains is the phone aileged to have been

used by A32. No doubt his phone was found at Kakkanad location. But that fact

is not sufficient to substantiate the contention regarding the conspiracy. Even if

it is assumed that A32 had been at that location on the evening of 3.7.2010, I

cannot say that A32 and A37 had assembled at the house of pwL57 with

others. The remarks made by the learned public prosecutor in the notes of

argument and in the additional notes of argument regarding the phone of A37

and the contact with others are all inferences. The fact that there was no

activity in the phone of A37 during those hours cannot be treated as an

additional link to connect the chain of circumstances. since there is no pnone

call in the phone number used by A37 he is not bound to explain any

circumstance. A37 is not expected to give any explanation regarding the fact

that his mobile phone was found inactive for two or three hours. what could be

inferred from the evidence available before this court is that a meeting of pFl

was held on 3.7.201"0 at the house of PW157. That does not prove that a

conspiracy was hatched by A32, A37 and some other accused on that day.

273. lt is argued that on 3.7.20L0, A2to A7 assembled at the house of

A28 and made the last minute preparations. The prosecution could not produce

any direct evidence to prove the presence of any of those accused at that

place. Just like the other conspiracies, the prosecution relies on the CDRs of

these accused. Ext.P697, the CDR of phone number 9847573397 alleged to

hgvelbeen Used by 43 would show that the said number was at Thottumukham

, 1. location on 4.7.2070 at 00:04:19 hours. So also Ext.p632 the CDR of phone

. number 8129101103 alleged to have been used by 45 would show that on
\,, ,...
{,3.7..2010 at 2?:12 hours the pfrone was at pulinchodu, near Aluva. So it is,to be
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presumed that 43 and A5 were at the Suburbs of Aluva at the time mentioned

above.ButthereisnoevidencetosuggestthepresenceofA2,46andATat

Aluva or its surroundings on 3.7.2010. lt is very pertinent to note that the

orosecution has no case that these accused had contacted each other from

different places, discussed the matter over phone and thus there was meeting

of minds. The definite case of the prosecution is that these accused assembled

at the house of A2B, for which there is no evidence. The only link available to

the prosecution is that the phone numbers alleged to have been used by A3

and 45 were found at Thottumugham and Pulinchodu locations near Aluva.

274.The prosecution case is that after the incident A28 called one Ayoob

(not charge sheeted) and directed to arrange a meeting place to discuss the

future plans. lmmediately the said Ayoob contacted A14 over phone, A14 in

turn. called PW36 Raihanath and her husband Shihab (PW153) and arranged

their house for the meeting of the conspirators. lt is contended that A14' A28,

A29 and A32 and one Moideen Kunju assembled in that house and made

arrangements to provide transportation and safe hide outs to A1 to A7.

Ext.P668 CDR of phone number 9846722220 which is in the name of A32 Manaf

would show that his phone was at Mannam between 10.47 hours and 12.46

hours. lt is further stated that Ext.P701 CDR of phone number 9847345611,

which is in the name of PW63 Adam, alleqed to have been used by A14 Siyad

was found to be at Paravur - Mannam locations between 8.57 hours and 12.47

presence
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275. According to the prosecution, A14 siyad was using mobire number

9847345617 which was issued in the name of pw63 Adam. pw63 has admitted

his signature in Ext.p55 apprication form submitted by him for gerting that
phone connection. Ext.p54(a) is the copy of the rD card submitted by him arong

with Ext'P55' This witness admitted that A14 is a relative of his wife, but denied

that the said slM card was given by her to AL4. This witness was atso declared

hostile. Some contradictions were marked on the side of the prosecution as

Ext.P56 series through this witness. whatever may be the contentions of the

prosecution, there is no evidence to prove the presence of any of the accused

other than A32 at Mannam on 4.7.2010.

276. pws 36 and 153 pretended ignorance about such a meeting. They

were declared hostile. lt is admitted that pw36 was the state committee

Member of National women's Front and pw153 is an employee of Thejus Daily.

Further it is argued that pwL53 is an accused in crime No.705/2010, a case

registered by Muvattupuzha police in connection with a march conducted by pFl

to that police station to protest against the move of the police against pFl

workers. lt may be true. Simply because of the reason that these witnesses are

active members of pFl, I cannot say that what is stated by the prosecution is

true. The definite case of the prosecution is that Ar4, A2g, A29 and A32

assembled at that house and hatched conspiracy. But there is absolutely no

evidence to suggest the presence of A2g and A29 at that house at the relevant

time. At best court can presume that after the attack on pw2, A32 and A14 met

together at Mannam and had discussions. lt would not prove that these two
".,- 

I1-l " "^^...

accused.,,.had prior knowledge about the attack.

. ' 
,277.'lt is the prosecution case that after the above said consprraFy, A3z

.;.,,;:1i,,,;:',,,r.



met A8 and one Noushad Kunjunikkara at the premises of sait Masjid, Aluva,

had discussions and arranged safe hide outs to those persons. Ext.P668 CDR in

the name of A32 would show that between 13:39:52 hours and L4:01:06 hours

the said number was at Aluva Bank Junction (Cell lD No.13271) where the Sait

Masjid situates. PW16l" Abdul Nazar who is running a shop at Aluva Bank

Junction deposed that Sait Masjid is just 50 meters away from his shop. From

this evidence it could be seen that A32 was present at that location between

1.30 pm and 2 pm. But there is no evidence to prove the presence of A8 Younus

Aliyar or any other accused at that place on 4.7.2010 between 1.30 pm and 2

pm.

278. PW150 who is working as a UD clerk in Kanayannur Taluk Office stated

that on L6.6.201l- he reported in the NIA office as directed by his head of office,

from where he was taken by the NIA officials and one Noushad to Seemas

Auditorium, Perumbavoor, Sait Masjid, Aluva and then to Daffodils Flat at

Thrissur. He identified his signatures in the mahazars prepared by PW302 from

those locations. Those mahazars were marked as Ext.P165, P166 and P167

respectively. PW147 Sijin Varghese, who is residing in Flat No.7B has stated that

NIA officials came to his flat with an accused namely Noushad. The prosecution

relies on the evidence of this witness and Ext.P166 to prove the presence of

Noushad. But prosecution could not collect any evidence or file charge sheet

against the said Noushad. Therefore the presence of the said Noushad at Sait

Masjid is not at all relevant in this case. At present there is no evidence to

suggest that A8 Younus Aliyar and A28 met A32 at Sait Masjid, Aluva. The only

240

be drawn from the evidence of these witnesses is the

presence of A32 at Sait Masjid between 1'30 pm and 2 pm.
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279' The definite case of the Prosecution is that the accused, active

members of Popular Front of India/Social Democratic party of India, out of

enmity towards PW2 on his having incorporated blasphemous reference to

Prophet Muhammad and lslam in a question paper set for internat examination

of B.com degree course held on 23.03.2010, acted as a terrorist gang and

hatched criminal conspiracy at various places with a common object to wreck

vengeance. But the Prosecution has failed to prove the case that the accused

had assembled at various places on different dates and hatched conspiracy.

That does not mean that there is no evidence to prove the conspiracy hatched

by accused to execute their plan to murder pW2.

280. The offence of criminal conspiracy consists in a meeting of minds of

two or more persons for agreeing to do or causing to be done an illegal act by

illegal means, and the performance of an act in terms thereof. lf pursuant to

the criminal conspiracy the conspirators commit several offences, then all of

them will be liable for the offences even if some of them had not actively

participated in the commission of the offence. Conspiracy can be hatched in

different methods. For hatching conspiracy the conspirators need not sit

together and discuss the matter. In order to constitute an offence of criminal

conspiracy there should be an agreement between persons to do one or other

of the acts described in the section. What is required is the meeting of minds.

"Section 120 A defines conspiracy. lt reads as follows:-

..-- . 
-"::r!.. 

. 120-A. Definition of criminal conspiracy- When two or more
'. ,.'', \
' , ,, p€rsohs agree to do, or caused to be done,-

' ' . ,,,.;i$1,) an;illegal act, or

\,,.:t.:r,r1"1"."
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designated a criminal consplracy:

Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an

offencesha||amounttoacrimina|conspiracyun|esssomeact

besidestheagreementisdonebyoneormorepartiestosuch

agreement in Pursuance thereof.

Explanation- lt is immaterial whether the illegal act is the ultimate

object of such agreement, or is merely incidental to that object'"

281. In Yashpal Mittal v. State of Punjab (1977 KHC 715) the

Hon'ble Supreme Court observed as follows:-

"The very agreement, concert or league is the ingredient of the

offence. lt is not necessary that all the conspirators must know each

and every detail of the conspiracy as long as they are co-

participators in the main object of the conspiracy. There may be so

many devices and techniques adopted to achieve the common goal

of the conspiracy and there may be division of performances in the

chain of actions with one object to achieve the real end of which

every collaborator must be aware and in which each one of them

must be interested. There must be unity of object or purpose but

there may be plurality of means sometimes even unknown to one

another, amongst the conspirators. In achieving the goal several

offences may be committed by some of the conspirators even

unknown to the others. The only relevant factor is that all means

...."i . adopted and illegal acts done must be and purported to be in

ough there may

mes misfire or over-shooljng by some of the conspirators."
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282" rn saju v' state o'f Kerala {ArR 2osr sc 3"?s} the gon,t;r1 sr-rp;-ernc

court quoted portions of an earrier judgment (sardar sardut singh

caveeshar v. state of Maharashtra-ArR 1965 sc 6g2l wherein it was herd:

"ln short, the Section can be analysed as follows: (1) There shall be

a prima facie evidence affording a reasonabre ground for a court to

believe that two or more persons are members of a conspiracy; (2)

if the said condition is furfiiled, anything said, done or written by

any one of them in reference to their common intention will be

evidence against the other; (3) anything said, done or written by

him should have been said, done or written by him after the

intention was formed by any one of them; (4) it would also be

relevant for the said purpose against another who entered the

conspiracy whether it was said, done or written before he entered

the conspiracy or after he left iU (5) it can only be used against a

co-conspirator and not in his favour."

283. The learned Public prosecutor, in several pages of the notes of

argument has stated about the conspiracy. No doubt it is very difficult to prove

the conspiracy with direct evidence. He has cited the ruling of the Hon'ble Apex

court in Firozudheen and others (2001 (3) KLT 189 sc) wherein it was

held that the offence of criminal conspiracy is complete even though there is

no agreement as to the means by which the purpose is to be accomplished. lt is

the unlawful agreement which is the gravamen of the crime of conspiracy. The

j' 'unlawful agreement which amounts to a conspiracy need not be formal or. i.
:: !
"".

,j.r,l ,: .... glpress, but may be inherent in and inferred from the circumstances, especially
!f l.|..
r,. il, i:.1'i$ed.tprptions, acts and conduct of the congpirators. The agreement need not be
'; ' . '-.:.
\' /r.:'t' ., l-":..,:..::'t'
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enteredintobyn|itirepartiestoitatth':Sarr]€|irtre,l:''liiilinyt-j*rei;cl:et1l.;;;

successive actions evidencing their joininq of the conspiracy' lt was furiher held

thatacrimina|conspiracyisapartnershipincrime,andthatthereisineach

conspiracyajointormutualagencyfortheprosecutionofacommonp|an.

Thus, if two or more persons enter into a conspiracy, any act done by any of

them pursuant to the agreement is, in contemplation of law, the act of each of

them and they are jointly responsible therefore. This means that everything

said, written or done by any of the conspirators in execution or furtherance of

the common purpose is deemed to have been said, done or written by each of

them. And this joint responsibility extends not only to what is done by any of

the conspirators pursuant to the original agreement but also to collateral acts

incidental to and growing out of the original purpose

284. In Parshwanath v. state of Karnataka (AlR 2O1O SC 2914) the

Hon'ble SuPreme Court held:

'Although there should not be any missing links in the case, yet it is

not essential that each of the links must appear on the surface of

the evidence adduced and some of these links may have to be

inferred from the proved facts. In drawing these inferences, the

court must have regard to the common course of natural events and

to human conduct and their relations to the facts of the pafticular

case. The Court thereafter has to consider the effect of proved facts'
: i__\

'.' , ' - , .1" deciding the sufficiency of the circumstantial evidence for the

r ' .' l;.5fr1lipose of conviction, the court has to consider the total cumulative

ii,.::; "' '- . '...fft.t of all the proved facts, each one of which reinforces the
', 

" , .- ...-:', .-t.lt', --.^)-*'" ,onclusion of guilt and if the combined effect of all these facts taken .'.
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together is csncrusive in estabrishing the guirt of the 0ci:rsed, the

conviction wourd be justified even though it may be that one or

more of these facts by itserf or themserves is/are not decisive. The

facts established shourd be consistent onry with the hypothesis of

the guilt of the accused and should excrude every hypothesis excepr

the one sought to be proved. But this does not mean that before the

prosecution can succeed in a case resting upon circumstantial

evidence alone, it must exclude each and every hypothesis

suggested by the accused, howsoever, extravagant and fanciful it

might be. There must be a chain of evidence so complete as not to

leave any reasonable ground for the conclusion consistent with the

innocence of the accused and must show that in all human

probability the act must have been done by the accused, where

various links in chain are in themselves complete, then the false

plea or false defence may be called into aid only to lend assurance

to the court."

285. lt may not be possible to prove conspiracy by direct evidence. In V.C.

Shukla and others v. State (Delhi Administration)- AtR 1980 SC t3g2

held as follows:-

" Before we proceed further, we might indicate that it is well settled

that in order to prove a criminal conspiracy which is punishable under

Section 120-8 of the Indian penal Code, there must be direct or

..-eireumstantial evidence to show that there was an agreement between
,/:... : '

. .;' two .9r mofq persons to commit an offence. This clearly envisages that't\
' ;ii

,,.th,efg 
flrust 

rbe a meeting of minds resulting in qp ultimate. decision''.. ,.\' '. .:i;

'''-:.-,,. i ii-
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taken try lhe con,;grirators reEartlilli; tt; .l r:r:minrissifi 11 ("11'' 'r1i ] llll'e n'e 11: i:o

true that in most cases it will be c.liffi":ult to get direct evidence of an

agreement to conspire, but a conspiracy can be inferred even from

circumstances giving rise to a conclusive or irresistible inference of an

agreement between two or more persons to commit an offence"'

286. The learned Public Prosecutor has cited several other rulings on

this point. The defence also cited several rulings including

Purushothaman v. State of Kerala (2005 (4) KLT 842 SC), Arul Raia

v. State of Tamil Nadu (2O1O (8) SCC 233), fohn Pandian v' l'G',

Tamil Nadu (2O1O (14) SCC 129), Viiayakumar v. State of

Rajasthan (2014 (1) KLT Suppl. 29 SC) and Baliya @ Bal Kishan v.

State of M.P. (20f2 (3) SCC 123U on the same point and submitted

that tits and bits are not sufficient to prove conspiracy, it must be proved

by reliable evidence and all change should be fully proved. For brevity all

those rulings need not be mentioned in this judgment. The dictum of the

rulings cited by both sides is same.

287. The Prosecution mainly relies on the Call Data Records (CDR) of the

accused to prove the conspiracy. ln Wasim Khan and others v. State of

Chhattisgarh- (MANU/CGlO357l2OL3, it was held by the Hon'ble High Court

of Chhattisgarh that to prove the conspiracy various proved circumstances have

to be appreciated not in isolation but in conjunction with other proved

circumstances. All these circumstances put together lead to a conclusion that a

. conspiracy was hatched actuated by motive of revenge. Conversation amongst

the accused, persons lead to inference of conspiracy, not because there were
t.

. , ,.. ' egnyer,1afion: put special features of those conversation fike large number of 
:.

.- r,'..' .'l--''|. ' j

\:.,itr.- _-::::.:
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calls to each other, their respective location rnonrents, excharrge oi:_rll,l ar11i

mobile handsets, the calls made between the accused and seizure of the

materials used for committing the offence.

288. PW295 Deputy Superintendent of Police, Muvattupuzha deposed that

he had approached the Superintendent of Police, who is the authorised officer

to take steps to get the CDRs of the accused. lt is admitted that as per the rules

and regulations issued by the Telephone Regulatory Authority of India, the

competent authority to get the CDRs from the service providers is the

Superintendent of Police. PW295 has specifically stated that the letter sent by

him for getting the CDRs were returned by the Nodal officers and then he made

arrangements to get the CDRs through the Superintendent of Police. The

Nodal officers have stated that they produced CDRs as per the requisition made

by the authorised officer. There is no reason to disbelieve the evidence

tendered by PW295 and the Nodal officers on this point. Nobody could believe

that the service providers have violated the provisions and issued CDRs on the

basis of the application filed by the Deputy Superintendent of police. The mere

fact that the prosecution did not produce the copy of the requisition filed by the

Superintendent of Police to get the CDRs would not falsify the evidence

tendered by PW295, which is sufficiently supported by the Nodal officers.

289. Another contention raised by the defence counsel is that the CDRs

produced before this court are not properly certified as per the provisions of the

Evidence Act and as such those documents cannot be considered as primary

658 of the Evidence Act reads as follows:

658. Adrhissibility of electronic records -(1) Notwith6tanding
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anything contained in this Act, aity inforrneLicrr csntain*d irr arl

electronic record which is printed on a paper' stored' recorded or

copied in optical or magnetic media produced by a computer

(hereinafterreferredtoaSthecomputeroutput)shallbedeemedto

be also a document, if the conditions mentioned in this section are

satisfied in relation to the information and computer in question and

sha||beadmissib|einanyproceedings,Withoutfurtherproofor

production of the original, as evidence of any contents of the

original or of any fact stated therein of which direct evidence would

be admissible.

(2) The conditions referred to in sub-section (1) in respect of a

computer output shall be the following, namely:-

(a) the computer output containing the information was

produced by the computer during the period over which the

computer was used regularly to store or process information for the

purposes of any activities regularly carried on over that period by

the person having lawful control over the use of the computer;

(b) during the said period, information of the kind contained

in the electronic record or of the kind from which the information so

contained is derived was regularly fed into the computer in the

ordinary course of the said activities;

ih which it was not operating properly or was out of operation

i
that part df tne period, was not such as to affect tthe
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electronic record or the accuracy of its contents; and

(d) the information contained in the electronic record

reproduces or is derived from such information fed into the

computer in the ordinary course of the said activities.

(3) Where over any period, the function of storing or processing

information for the purposes of any activities regularly caried on

over that period as mentioned in clause (a) of sub-section (2) was

regularly performed by computers, whether-

(a) by a combination of computers operating over that

period; or

(b) by different computers operating in succession over that

period; or

(c) by different combinations of computers operating in

succession over that period; or

(d) in any other manner involving the successive operation

over that period, in whatever order. of one or more computers and

one or more combinations of computers,

all the computers used for that purpose during that period shall be

treated for the purposes of this section as constituting a single

' computer; and references in this section to a computer shall be

by virtue of this section,

desirecj to give a statement in

a certificate doing any of the

ng things, that is to say,-
.,
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(a) identif}iing the e|ectronic ;-ecord corltaining th* 
'tet-el1.)ent

and describing the manner in whicl'r it was produced;

(b) giving such particulars of any device involved

production of that electronic record as may be appropriate

purpose of showing that the electronic record was produced

computer;

ln

for

by

the

the

(c) dealing with any of the matters to which the conditions

mentioned in sub-section (2) relate,

and purporting to be signed by a person occupying a

responsible official position in relation to the operation of the

relevant device or the management of the relevant activities

(whichever is appropriate) shall be evidence of any matter stated in

the certificate; and for the purposes of this sub-section it shall be

sufficient for a matter to be stated to the best of the knowledge and

belief of the person stating it.

(5) For the purposes of this section,-

(a) information shall be taken to be supplied to a computer if

it is supplied thereto in any appropriate form and whether it is so

supplied directly or ( with or without human intervention ) by means

of any appropriate equipment;

(b) whether in the course of activities carried on by any

'r' pr:d€essed for the purposes of those activities by a computer
.r I i5:r. ar'\

r .l
, ., : I

', '!
: '' 'd j"4*., rcipepated otherwise than in the course of those activities, that

' . i "'.'i i
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supplle,l i{r tlrat computer, sh;lll frc tnLcfr to he

course of those activities'

inforniation,

supplied to it

(c) a computer output shall be taken to have been produced

by a computer whether it was produced by it directly or (with or

without human intervention) by means of any appropriate

equipment.

Explanation.- For the purposes of this section any reference to

information being derived from other information shall be a

reference to its being derived therefrom by calculation, comparison

or any other process.

290. In AnwarP.V. v. P.K.Basheer (AtR 2Ot5 SC IBO) the Hon,bte

supreme court held that an electronic record by way of secondary evidence

shall not be admitted in evidence unless the requirements under Section 65 B

are satisfied. Thus, in the case of CD, VCD, chip, etc., the same shall be

accompanied by the certificate in terms of Section 65 B obtained at the time of

taking the document without, which the secondary evidence pertaining to that

electronic record, is inadmissible.

291. According to the learned counsel for the accused there is no proper

certification in the CDRs produced before this court. His contention is that the

persons who have certified the CDRs are not the persons connected with the

..n.,.tf€lgvant 
device and none of them have certified that the informations collected

J:

l'' ' are true and correct to the best of his knowledge and belief.

,( ','l' ,'
;t, j , r,.. 292, lL is fufther argued thatthe CDRs issued by pws 264 and 272,the, .ilr'

. i1ii9l; | :,
.Sbd?l officers of Bharathi Airtel and Tata Tele Services are not properly

'' 'i;' t t'
:'woiUE6. According to the learned counsel qrloting of relevaht provisions of law
.'', 

.j

il'duly

in the
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in the ceitit'cdLiorl i5 trot :rifticierit fo1 r '1mpl1:'tr1; 
' i'l- ilii ' ' irl''tt:l " :

the CDRs of the ldea Celh-rlar, Tata Telecommunications and Bharathi 'Airtel

are not issued by the competent officers, but issued for and on behalf of the

company. on going through the cDRs issued by Pw264 and 272 | could find that

all the required materials are there in those certificates.

293. The Nodal officers of BSNL, MTS, Bharathi Airtel, Vodafone Celluar

Limited. Tata Tele Services, ldea Cellular Limited and Reliance Communications

were examined as PWs 240,241, 242, 264' 268' 27I' 272 and 215. PW240'

The Nodal officer of BSNL proved Exts. P576, the CDR relating to the phone

connection of one M.K.Asharaf (not charge sheeted), Exts. P577 and 578 CDRs

relating to the phone calls of Aliyar (father of A19 Niyas) and Ext. P582 relating

to phone number 9446935639 of A16 Abdul Salam. PW247, the Nodal officer of

MTS proved Ext.P583 and 584 CDRs of the phone numbers of A24 and another.

PW242, the then Nodal officer of Reliance Communications identified the CAF

submitted by PW154 Shalikar and it was marked as Ext.C4. According to him, as

per the said application phone number 9809926230 was allotted to that

applicant. PW264, the Nodal officer of Airtel identified Exts.P620,

621,,624,625,627 to 629, 631 and 632 CDRs, relating to the phone numbers

allotted to A12, A15, A29, A13, A8, Meeran (father of A9), A17, Thejus

Publications and one Muhammad Hashik (alleged to have been used by A5).

PW268, the Nodal officer of Reliance communications identified Ext.P663 and

Exts. P635 to 637 CDRs of the phone numbers in the name of 431, A37, 45 and

A35. PW271, the Nodal officer of Vodafone Cellular Limited identified the CDRs

ofl the,'phone numbers issued to A8, A28, A32, A2L ,A34, A2 and the phones of
'" ,i -" \

r in law of A2B), the phones obtatned in the name of Selvaraj,
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Christopher, Shihabudheen, Vahithad arrcl Thejus Pi.rbJjratinn-.; Tho:;e C.tij:1:; ,",ycril

marked as Exts.P664 to 676 and 678 to 6g2. Exts. p6B3 to 686 cDRs were

marked through Pw272, the Nodal officer of Tata Tele services. Those

certificates are relating to the phone numbers of A17 (having two mobile phone

connections), A27 and 46. PW275, the Alternate Nodal Officer of BSNL produced

the documents relating to mobile phone number allotted to one Hashim K.p,

K.M.Samad, K.M.Muhammad, Muhammad Ansari (pW157), M.K.Asharaf (not

charge sheeted) and one shaji, The cAFs and lD proof submitted by those

persons were proved as Exts.C37 series to C42 series. The Cell lD list of BSNL

Kerala Circle was marked as Ext.C43. These witnesses have specifically stated

about the certification and about their authority to retrieve the call data from

the central server and to issue CDRs as the Nodal officers of the respective

companies. According to these witnesses, all the call data will be saved in the

central server of the respective service provider automatically. The data saved

in the Central Server is protected by separate password. Nodal officers and

Alternative Nodal officers shall have separate password and lD to take the data.

PW27I has specifically stated that permanent lP is installed in the office

computer to retrieve CDR. Nodal officers can retrieve data from that computer

only by using their user lD and password. The above Nodal officers have

specifically stated that Nodal officers and Alternate Nodal officers are the

authorised officers and no others will have access to the said computer or to

the server to retrieve data. They have stated that the lD and passwords will not

-,,-,'6e giVen.to anyone including the Alternative Nodal officers. Alternative NodJl
/|''

' ''ri r.., ;. i

, ,,, . R?ss,Woitl.:fhe evidence of these witnesses..regarding the procpdure to retrieve
.''.'', !

tr, tt'
tt,...,r,n
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the cJata anCl to issue CDR standS unchallengtd. l'{=ri:!r' b*:r-aus+ ':i, lil{: ii:r.;:'i.;fi

that the documents proving the authority of these witnesses to issue CDRs are

not produced, the oral evidence tendered by these witnesses regarding their

authority cannot be rejected. These witnesses who are legally bound to issue

CDR need not give false evidence on this point. lt is clear from the versions of

these witnesses that they have no control over the data saved in the server but

they have the authority to retrieve the call data of the subscribers on getting

application from the authorised officers. Further it is clear from the evidence

that since the call data are recorded in the server system in an automated

process, no alteration in the call data is possible.

294. Another contention of the accused is that the CDRs issued by PW271

are not accompanied by certificate as provided under Section 658 of the

Evidence Act. Ext.C60 is the certificate in respect of the CDRs produced by this

witness before the investigating officer. Those CDRs are seen retrieved on

22.7L2O70 and Ext.C60 is seen signed by this witness on 02.12.2O10. pW271

have specifically stated that after taking all the print outs he certified the same

and handed over the same to the concerned officer. lt is true that Ext.C60

certificate was produced before this court only on 22.10.2013. But that does not

mean that he had handed over the CDRs to the police without proper

certification. In Crl.MP 9912013, the petition filed by the learned Public

Prosecutor to receive the documents it has been stated that those documents

-w^ere not produced owing to mistake. The said petition was allowed with out any
.. i-.1

. obj6.,etio*-q. and those documents have been received. From the evidence of
'..,1

i . ' PW27f itrlis clear that he had produced all the CDRs before the authorised,, .: ,
;r

\\. officer along with Ext.g60 certificate, but Ext. C60 was omitted to $e produced
..,,. . .l\
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trefore this coLrrr ar$rig wiltl the cDRs. In this cile urnsiairr il. ; c,)irroi :jay th.ri_

the cDRs produced by pw271, were not accompanied by certificates. Merely

because of the reason that the certificate was not signed by the concerned

officer when the print outs were taken, I cannot say that there is no compliance

of Section 658 of the Evidence Act. I do not find any reason for pW271 who is

not at all interested in the subject mafter of this case to give false evidence.

295. There is no dispute regarding the fact that Ext. p5g3 and p584, the

CDR issued by PW24L, who is the Nodal officer of MTS are not certified. In the

said CDRs there is no certificate at all. I could find that the other CDRs are

properly certified by the concerned officers. On a scrutiny of the CDRs, I could

find that all of these records except Exts.P583 and P5B4 are properly certified.

The omission on the part of the Nodal officers to mention in the certiflcates that

the information collected are true and correct to the best of their knowledge

and belief, will not make the cDRs inadmissible. lt is not a ground to reject

these documents. lt is brought out through the Nodal officers that the

information recorded are true to the best of their knowledge and belief. On

going through the evidence of these Nodal officers I am satisfied that the CDRS

were properly certified as provided under section 65B of the Evidence Act.

296. lt is the definite case of the prosecution that A2 Jamal was using

mobile number 9946304017. PW27l identified Ext. c23 cAF and Ext.c23(a), the

copy of the lD produced by A2 for obtaining the said number. Ext.P674 is the

CDR. The mobile phone used by A2 was seized from his shop attached to his
'

-. :'' .' house. at sreemoolanagaram by pw295 on the basis of the confession

t . statement given by that accused. Ext. p141 is the mahazar prepared by pw295
I ,i-. r.,l - ':

', , . '' ' lignd.,M9,?14 is the moBile.phone recovered as per the confessionrbtatement' ;!
'" ";',,.. . ..'.,

'' . .' '.r'i'
:-.:!ir;r-'l'
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Eiven by /'.2" lt is tri-ie that P\n/128 anii Iw149, whrr ilij 3i.te:Ler:1r:, F]"i !'iii

turned hostile to the prosecution. But they admitted their signature in Ext.P141

seizure mahazar for MO.214 mobile phone and Ext.P142 seizure mahazar

prepared by PW295 at the time of the recovery of the motor cycle of A2. The

learned Public Prosecutor through PW128 marked Ext. P143 series

contradictions and marked Ext. P164 series contradictions through PW149. On

going through the evidence I find that these witnesses who are residing near

the house of A2 turned hostile with a view to help 42. That is not a ground to

disbelieve the evidence of the investigating officer with regard to the seizure of

this mobile phone with SIM card. Further in Ext. P203(a), the application

submitted by 42 for getting party membership, this number is seen written as

his phone number. This accused, at the time of questioning under Section 313

CrPC has admitted that he was using the said number. lt is admitted by the

orosecution that the mobile phone of A2 was found inactive at the relevant

time. Further the prosecution could not point out any suspicious call with the

other accused. Therefore the CDR of this accused has no relevance in this case.

297. lt is argued that some of the accused were hiding from 30.6.2010

itself. lt is submitted by the learned Public Prosecutor that A2 to A7 were

engaged in the preparation of the attack and so they had to keep away from

their houses. To prove the said case the prosecution has examined some

witnesses. PW85 who is running a driving school at Perumbavoor deposed that

,*_A2 Jamal had applied for getting licence to drive four wheelers through his
.'. '-'::

office: Jhis witness identified Ext.P79, the application form submitted by A2 for

.., .,-.gqttinglearner's licenceandExt.PBO,thedrivinglicenceofA2fortwowheelers
.*..; 71 ,,. .: i

, '--'trrgfhlttbd through his officql PW85 has admitted that he had producedithese
- -/;'i'./

\. -"
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docurnents Lrefore Irr:lice. Ext.pi44 is the itanazar Lri e il:e r+::,:.j l:v ti:e Foitci:.,: i,:i

the recovery of these documents. pw129, who is a relaiive oi pw85 admitted

his signature in Ext.pL44 but denied having seen the production of those

documents. Though this witness was declared hostile, pw85 has admitted that

he had produced those documents before police. According to pwg5, though 42

was directed by the concerned department to attend the driving test on

2.7.2oro, he did not turn up on that day. The evidence of pwg5 that 42 did not

attend the driving test held on 2.7.20re is not a ground to believe that A2 was

absconding or hiding himself for making arrangements for the attack.

298. The prosecution has a case that 42 was absconding after 3.7.2010.

PW70 who is the wife of A2 was examined to prove that 42 did not come to

their house after 3.7.2010. But she did not support the prosecution case that A2

was absconding. she was declared hostile to the prosecution. Though there is

no evidence to suggest that A2 was absconding after the incident, there is

cogent evidence to prove his involvement in the overt act. Therefore

prosecution need not rely on circumstantial evidence to prove the guilt of A2.

299. PW278, Rajkumar, Nodal officer of ldea Cellular Limited produced the

cAF and copy of the lD proof submitted by 43, shobin. Those documents were

marked as Ext. c48 and Ext.c48(a) respectively. As per this application, phone

number 9847573387 was allotted to 43. pw93, who is the father of 43 stated

that he did not remember the phone number of his son. But the said phone

number is shown in Ext.P88 sale agreement entered into between 43 shobin

...eiia"FWgg who stated that he had sold his motor cycle bearing No.KL-7|AG 2766

to 43 shobin..Ext.P159 is the mahazar prepared by police for the recovery of
1.. ' :

Ext.P88 sale jgreement. lt was marked thrFugh pW138,.The evidence of pW27g

-,+L . . rp.rri
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and ths docr-lments producerl by the prosectii-it,,r; ,;;r;ulil

phone number 9847573387 was allotted to 43. Ext.P697

period between 25.03.2010 and 06.07.2010.

prc}re L! r:rL rt-iui:iir

is the CDR foi" the

300. Ext.P569 is the mahazar prepared by PW295 for the recovery of the

mobile phone of 43. lt was identified as MO.151. MO.152 is the SIM card used in

the said phone. 43 has admitted that 9847573387 was the number allotted to

him. At the time of examination under Section 313 Cr.p.C. this accused has

admitted the said number and added that his parents and their employees were

using the said number. But there is no evidence to prove that his parents were

using the said number, which was obtained by him. This number was found

inactive during the relevant time and date. Here also, as in the case of A2

prosecution could not point out any suspicious call.

301. PW118 who is a neighbour of A3 has admitted his signature in

Ext.P128 mahazar prepared by the police for the recovery of the above said

motor cycle from the house of A3, but he did not admit that he had witnessed

the seizure of the motor cycle from the house. This witness, though declared

hostile, has admitted that police came to house of 43 and that he had signed in

the said mahazar from that house. pw117 paulose who is an attestor to the said

mahazar stated that he does not remember as to whether he had signed in any

mahazar from the house of 43. From the evidence it is clear that police has

seized the motor cycle of 43 from his house. But that fact has no relevance.

There is no evidence to prove that the said motor cycle was used by 43 for:
.:

commltting the offence.

'i- _. r' ;,' i:.,;',;;,,,.'3O].:Admittedly 45 was having a Reliance Communications mobile pnonpnone.:
conne.ctidl'r with number 93q7787I70. Ext. C12,, the original CAF submitfed by
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this accused for getting the said connection was markecl throi"rgh plvz6g. -iill

cDR relating to this phone number was marked as Ext.p636. This number is

seen admitted by A5. The prosecution has proved that A5 has been using a

mobile phone connection with that number. According to him he used to call

A10 and A20 in this number. so also he used to contact the father of Niyas, who

is a "Vaidyan" (practitioner in Ayurvedic medicine).

303. The prosecution has a case that 45 was using another mobile

number which was obtained by pw1-l-2 Muhammad Hashik. pw112 has

admitted that he had obtained some mobile phone connections for his business

purpose. PW264, the Nodal officer identified the cAF and the documents

produced by PW112 along with that application and those documents were

marked as C11 series. PW112 Hashik identified the copy of the CAF, copy of

the lD proof and the letter addressed to the Airtel and those documenrs were

marked as Ext. P120 to P122. This witness has submitted that he took those

connections for the use of his employees including one Shamsudhin. At the

same time he stated that he does not know Shamsudhin. This witness was

declared hostile. lt is clear that his attempt was only to depose in favour of A5

who was an employee under him. He could not give any explanation for the

suggestion put forward by the learned Public Prosecutor that he had contacted

A5 in the above said number on several occasions between March 2010 and

July 2010. A contradiction was marked by the prosecution through this witness

as Ext.P328. Ext. P329 is an account book maintained by this witness in his

prosecution made an attempt to prove that 45 was using that

by examining PWS4rbanasira, wife of A5 andgiven by PW112,
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P\n/86 Ali urho is Ltrc. Lrroliter o{ 45, but r":y 'li'l rlt)t 5r-!pp{'r lr r-1 r:irI ": ';'ttr'

PWB6deniedthathehadproducedthernobi|ephoneandtheS|McardofA5

before pw295. The mahazars prepared by PW295 for recovery of these

material objects were marked through PW21O who is a civil police officer as

Exts.p482 and P483. The evidence of PW295 and PW210 would prove that the

mobile ohone and SIM card of 45 were produced by PW86 before PW295'

Whatever may be the contentions of the accused on this point, it could be seen

from Ext.P715 that phone number 8129101103 was saved in the mobile phone

of A2 Jamal in the name shamsu.P. This data saved in the phone of A2 Jamal

would also support the prosecution case that the phone number was used by

A5. The cDR of this phone number would show that A5 had contacts with

some of the accused, over Phone.

305. An attempt was made by the prosecution to prove that on 3^7.2010 A5

was in the company of AL to A4 and A25 and he did not even attend his wife

who was hospitalised. PW84, wife of A5 admitted that she gave birth to a child

on 4.7.20'J.O at Carmel hospital, Aluva. lt is submitted by the learned Public

Prosecutor that A5 did not go to the hospital on 4.7.2010 or on its previous day

to see his wife and that itself would prove that he was engaged in the

preparation of attack. PW84 and her mother (PW79) denied the prosecution

case that A5 did not come to hospital on those days. PW94, who was working as

a nurse in Carmel hospital, Aluva stated that on 3.7.2010 at 9'30 pm and on the

next day at 6 am she went to the room wherein PW84 was admitted, as part of
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prosecution on this aspect. There is evidence to prove lhe pre:errce i:f 45 at ti:*:

place of occurrence at the time of attack on PW2 and about the act committed

by him. Therefore the evidence tendered by pw84, pw79 and pw94 regarding

the absence ofA5 at hospital on the previous night has no relevance at all.

306. To prove that A5 was absconding after the incident the prosecution has

examined three witnesses as pw95 to pw97. pw95 and pw96 who were

working in the workshop of Ali, brother of A5 shamsudhin and pw97 who is

running a shop near the workshop stated that A5 used to come to the

workshop. when the learned Public prosecutor put a suggestion that after the

hand chopping incident 45 did not come to the workshop, they pretended

ignorance. But these witnesses have admitted that when they went to the

house of 45 to mourn the death of his mother, they could not see ,A5 in that

house. No doubt this evidence of PW95 to PW97 would support the case of the

prosecution that he was absconding. This fact is also a circumstance against

that accused. But as stated above, where there is direct evidence to prove the

complicity of the accused, court need go for circumstantial evidence. Here the

eye witnesses have proved the involvement of this accused in the overt act. In

this situation court need not go for circumstantial evidence.

307. The learned counsel for the accused refuted the contentions of

prosecution that A5 was absconding and pointed out that on 5.7.2010 the

police had registered a case against A5 and others for conducting police station

march. Ext.D26 is the certified copy of the final report submitted by DWI-, the

'-"'!i'- "'.,1 Sub Inspegtor of Muvattuouzha before the concerned court. Ext.D27 is the

; certified cppy of the FlR. In the said final report A5 herein was shown as A70.t ' -it

i,. i 
^1.' . But DWA;,atJh€ time--of cross examination stated that he ffad no.occasion to',''..

'.!..: .
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questioit A5 herein, in connettion wit.h t! :e said ..rsrl. Accltri!rrq i,-., lri,"i. ii',: il..i:-1

prepared that final report on the basis of the statenlent given by some sDPl

workers. Whereas PW305, the Circle Inspector of Muvattupuzha stated that as

per the direction of the superintendent of Police, Ernakulam Rural, he

conducted further investigation in crime No.704/2010 and filed a

supplementary final report under Section 173(B) Cr.P.C. On further investigation

he came to know that A5 herein did not participate in the march. Therefore he

filed the additional report deleting the name of A5 in the party array. These

facts are not at all relevant in the case on hand. There is clinching evidence to

prove the involvement of A5 in the attack on PW2. Hence this point canvassed

by the defence does not require a detailed discussion.

308. Ext. C34 is the CAF and Ext. C34(a) is the copy of the lD submitted

by 46 Shanavas for getting mobile phone connection. This CAF was identified

by PW273, Anwar Azeez Sait, who is the present Nodal officer of Tata Tele

Services. As per this application phone number 8089230639 was allotted to

Shanavas. Ext. P685 is the CDR and 685(a) is the copy of the lD proof produced

by PW272 before the investigating officer. There is no dispute with regard to the

use of the above said mobile phone number by 46.

309. PW64 Shameer who is the brother in law of 46 Shanavas admitted

that he had obtained an ldea mobile phone connection, but he did not

remember the number allotted to him. Admittedly Ext.P57 is the copy of the

. -j"'6pplieetion form submitted by him for getting that connection. According to

. .PW?79 a: per Ext.P57 application phone number 9847542062 was allotted to

'' , ,,.-.I.P-WE[.;,::..T,F prosecution has a case that this SIM card was given by PW64 to 46

" .. . andhO was using thb said number. The only document which shdws that it was
' 'l +u;," ,3;e:ii '
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the number used by 46 is [xt. P 199(a), the ap6ilir:eti*ri J'$rrr filecl hy frir;r ir.;r

getting membership in the party. Further it could be seen frorn Ext. p715 that

this number was saved by A2 and A25 as the number of 46. The CDR

(Ext.P685) would prove that 46 was in touch with other accused.

310. To prove that this accused was absconding one of his neighbours

was examined as PW77. This witness stated that he knows 46 for the last 10 -
20 years. The distance from his house to the house of 4'6 is less than 100

meters. This witness stated that after the hand chopping incident he could not

see 46 Shanavas in that locality. lt is clear from his evidence that at the time of

the incident he was admitted in a hospital. There is no evidence to show as to

when he was discharged. Since he was in the hospital, there is no chance for

this witness to see 46. From the evidence of this witness. it cannot be inferred

that 46 was absconding.

311. The prosecution claims that during 2010 A7 Pareed was having a

mobile phone connection with number 9605300950. Ext.P696 is the CDR

relating to that number. PW88 Abu, father of A7 denied that he had produced

the mobile phone, driving licence, identity card and passport of 47 to the police.

PW132, who is an attestor to Ext.P150 mahazar stated that he did not see the

recovery of those items from Abu. These two witnesses were declared hostile.

PW279 the Nodal officer has admitted that the said connection was in the name

of one Akhil. There is absolutely no evidence to show that 47 Pareed had

obtained a phone number from ldea Cellular Limited. PW87 Abdul Gafoor

';t . . .denied that he had given a SIM card to A7 and that he had subsequently

produced the same before the police. The mere fact that the said number was

i saved-in the phones of A2 and A5 (obtained in the name of PW112),bs that Df
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A7, is not sufficient to prove ttiat A/ was i.tsing lfrir laiil ilumbei'

312. From the above discussion, it is clear that A2,A3,A5 anC 46 were

having mobile phone connections during 2010. The relevant cDRs would

orove that there had been contacts between these accused during the relevant

period. The definite case of the prosecution is that these accused kept their

phones idle during the time of operations without any activity. The said

contention seems to be correct. I am satisfied that A2, 43 and 45 to 47 took

due care and caution to see that their phones are not used during the

operation. The said conduct of the assailants would show that it was a well

planned operation. That itself would show that these persons had discussed

the matter sufficiently early and decided as to how it was to be executed.

Further there is evidence to show that A12 had purchased MO2 for the use of

these accused. They took all the necessary steps in pursuance of the

conspiracy hatched by them. No other evidence is required to prove that A2,

43 and A5 to 47 had conspired for committing the offence and made all

arrangements for that purpose, along with some other accused including A12. I

am satisfied that the prosecution was able to prove their case against A2,A3

and A5 to A7 regarding the conspiracy hatched by them, beyond reasonable

doubt.

313. The prosecution has proved that A8 Younus Aliyar was in the gang who

had visited the house of PW2 on 17.05,2010. On that day they did not attack

PW2; might be a futile attempt or it might be a preparatory one. But that fact
.....''
provb€the role and involvement of A8 in the attack on PW2. lt is the case of

on that A8, A28 and A32 decided to arrange a vehicle for

t
' ,!

- : " tt. i .. cornmittr'lng the offence and made neobssary arrangements for the same. PW51': :, | , t '



Mani identified Ext.pl(b) photograph of A2g and staterl trral t_ir* saiil acr:r,;Eecj

had visited his shop at rhrissur to enquire about the availability of nraruthi omni

van. After two or three days A12 and another (pw5r identified the photograph

of 44) directly approached pw51 for purchasing the omni van with sufficient

amount.-The learned public prosecutor pointed out that the calls made by Ag,

A],2, A28 and A32 would prove that they were the persons who had decided to

purchase Mo2, arranged the consideration for the same and deputed A12 and

A4 to purchase the same.

314. According to the learned public prosecutor, Ag had two mobile phone

connections. Pw264, the Nodal officer of the Bharati Airtel and pw274. the

Alternate Nodal officer of Vodafone identified the cAFs submitted by Ag in the

respective companies for getting mobile phone connections. Ext.cg and c15 are

the CAFs submitted by A8 in those companies and C8(a) and C15(a) are the

copy of the lD produced along with those CAFs. Those applications were

received and phone number 9995954555 was allotted to him by the Airtel.

9846508555 was the number allotted by Vodafone to AB. Ext.p627 and C664

are the relevant CDRs. A8 has denied these phone numbers.

315. The photograph of A8 is seen affixed in Ext.C8 and C15 CAFs. The

copy of the lD card of A8 is seen produced along with those CAFs. I do not find

any reason to disbelieve the evidence of the Nodal officers with regard to the

allotment of mobile phone numbers to A8 on the basis of the applications

submitted by him. According to PW271, it was a postpaid connection. In such

nection the phone bill will be issued to the subscriber every month in the

bills issued by the co;npanf in his address. Further it could be seery
.'1, ,: .'.; :'
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that his Vodafone motrile phone nt.tmb€r ltas seen"";rlil-lt: iit F:':i P453 itri.i i'i'l;4'

the list of the freedom parade organising commitiee mernbrers. His name was

shown as the co-ordinator. During the said period he was the Division President

of pFl. Further this number is seen saved in the phone of A9 in the name of

Yoonus N. So also the Airtel mobile phone number of AB is seen written in the

application submitted by him for party membership (Ext.PL96(a)). This number

is also seen saved in the phone of A2 in the name Yoonus K.M' All these

evidence would prove that during the period covered by Ext'P627 and P664, AB

was using those numbers allotted in his name by the said service providers.

316. PW271 deposed about the calls made between A8 and the phone

numbers 9037220794 (phone number of A17- alleged to have been used by

A28), 9745003256 (phone number of A2B),9846722220 (phone number of A32)

and 9567693209 (phone number of A12). Ext.P664 would show that A8 had

contacted A12 on 14.6.2010 at 1.19 pm. There was a call on that day between

A32 and A8 at 2.05 pm. PW271 has specifically stated that on L5.6.2010 there

were three calls between the phone number of AB and phone number

9567693209 (phone number of A12). Those calls were at 5.54 am, 6.04 am and

at 6.23 am. Another call is seen made between these two numbers on the same

day at 10.18 am. There are corresponding entries in Ext.P620, the CDR of the

phone number of A12. On that day A15 went to Thrissur and purchased MO.2

from PW14. These facts would support the prosecution case that on that day

and the previous day A8 and A12 had discussed about the purchase of Maruthi

' omni van. lt is very pertinent to note that A8 or A12 did not admit those phone

numberg. The reason for denying the same is clear. lf they are admitting the

,nurnbers they have to explain these calls. Tp avoid tlrat situation they resorted
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to a simple method of denying the entire phone numblr. -i"hi: it also ;i

circumstance against these accused and is a link in the circumstances to

the guilt of those accused.

5trrn!;

prove

317. According to PW27L, there were three calls between AB and the phone

number 9037220794, alleged to have been used by A28 (admitted number of

A17). There were several other calls between the said number of Ag and the

phone numbers in the name of A28. Further it is stated by pw271 that on

4.7.20LO at 6.30 am and 8.L9 am, A8 contacted A9. At 10.L1 am the said

number of Younus Aliyar was located at Anikkad, Muvattupuzha. Thereafter the

said number was not used by A8. The prosecution has got a definite case that

A8 was deputed by A28 and A32 to visit the place of occurrence and to report

about the situation prevailing in that area. Even if it is assumed that there is no

evidence to prove that A32 and A28 (absconding) had contacted A8 on that

day, the presence of AB at Anikkad, is suspicious. A8 younus Aliyar did not give

any explanation regarding the above mentioned phone calls and about his

presence at Anikkad on 4.7.2010.

318. ln Neel Kumar alias Anil Kumar v State of Hariyana - (ZOL2| s

SCC 776 the Hon'ble Supreme Court held as follows:-

"lt is the duty of the accused to explain the incriminating

circumstance proved against him while making a statement under

Section 313 Cr.P.C. Keeping silent and not furnishing any explanation

for such circumstance is an additional link in the chain of'

Karnataka (AlR 2OO3

i



"in short, in their 313 state|ner:t they compltiely del:i:il l!'ir:

established facts and offered false answers. By now it is wel:

established principle of law that in a case of circumstantial evidence

where an accused offers false answer in his examination under 313

against the established facts that can be counted as providing a

missing link for completing the chain."

In the said judgment the Hon'ble Supreme Court has discussed about an earlier

decision reported in Swapan Patra v. State of West Bengal - (f999) 9 SCC

242 and observed that in case of circumstantial evidence when the accused

offers an explanation and that explanation is found not to be true then the

same offers an additional link in the chain of circumstances to complete the

cha in.

320. This accused did not give any satisfactory explanation regarding the

above mentioned phone calls. Whereas this accused has simply denied his

phone numbers. That itself is a strong circumstance against the accused. The

circumstances which I have discussed in the above paragraphs would prove the

involvement of A8 in the incident and the preparation made by them to execute

their plan.

321. PW42 Shiyas and PW43 Afsath stated that A8 was harboured in their

house by A34. PW23 Varghese spoken about the stay of AB and the presence of

A25 at Daffodils flat, Thrissur. PW45 Tony also stated about the presence of A8

at that flat during the middle of July 2010. Further PW26 Rejoy and PW44
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signed in Ext.PllB mahazar prepared by police from the hou;e oi ili/Jl8 Rarnla,

who is the wife of 426. According to him, police came to that house along with a

person. when learned Public Prosecutor showed Ag to this witness he sated that

the said accused might be the person who came to that house with police. The

evidence adduced by the prosecution on this point would suggest that Ag had

stayed in the house of PW43 Afsath, in Flat No.7B. Daffodils at rhrissur and in

the house of PW28 Ramla. A8 did not give any explanation regarding his

presence in the above said places. This evidence would support prosecution

case that after the hand chopping incident A8 was absconding. This is also a

link in the chain of circumstances against that accused.

322. Another circumstance against A8 is the recovery of Ext.P62 bus daily

statement from the possession of A9 Jafar who was arrested by the police

immediately after the incident, while taking the Maruthi omni van which was

used by the assailants to reach the spot. The leamed defence counsel

challenged the genuineness of Ext.P62. PW68 Mansoor, conductor of bus

bearing No.KL-6/8.8226 which was plying in Kothamangalam - Mattancherry

route identified the daily statement of accounts of that bus and those

statements were marked as Ext.P61 series and P62. According to this witness,

these statements were prepared by him in his own handwriting. He added that

the two phone numbers written in Ext.P62 are not in his handwriting. This

witness added that he knows A9 Jafar, who is a relative of the owner of the said

PW82 Salim who is the owner of the bus identified Ext.P61 series and
,..:__q, . :.ub

daily statement of accounts. PW294, the Circle Inspector of police;
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investigation, iili itl, prodLlction irefcte he cGuri !r''l :l.l-ii.20lil Fxf Ff i i;r.t':

subsequently forwerrded to the F5L Thiruvananthapuram along with the

admitted handwriting of AB. PW277, the Assistant Director, FSL spoke that on

1,4.2.2011. while he was working as scientific Assistant (Documents) he

examined the questioned handwriting in Ext.P62 which was marked as A1 (a)

and 42 (a) with specimen writings marked as S1(a) to S56(a). Ext.P689 (in two

sheets) was the admitted writings forwarded to his office and Ext.P690 contains

the specimen writings. Ext.P687 is the report filed by him. According to him,

after comparison he found that the person who wrote the blue enclosed

standard writings stamped and marked as A1(a), A2(a) and S1(a) to S56(a) also

wrote the red enclosed questioned writings marked as Q1(a) to Q2(a). lt is clear

from the evidence of PW277 that phone numbers in Ext.P62 were written by A8

who has given the specimen handwriting to the police for investigation.

323. The learned counsel for the defence put forward a contention that

Ext.P62 is not properly proved. According to him, nothing has been mentioned

about the said document in the arrest memo or inspection memo prepared by

Pw294 at the time of the arrest of A9. The prosecution case is that Ext.P62 was

recovered by PW294 from A9 as per Ext.P428 mahazar. The argument of the

learned counsel for the accused is that if Ext.P62 was in the possession ofA9 at

the time of arrest, it would have been mentioned in Ext.P431 arrest memo and

Ext.P787 inspection memo. lt is true that PW294 did not mention anything

about the recovery of Ext.P62 in Ext.P431 arrest memo or in the inspection
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recovery of that document. Fxt.P428 seizure mahazar wor.rld sirow i:har. r*ccil ery

was made at u|.35 pm, after the arrest of A9. The said document was recovered

by PW294 as per Ext.P42B mahazar. That mahazar was seen produced before

the concerned court on 5.7.2010. Nobody could believe that PW294 had

fabricated such a document on the date of incident itself. lt is true that there is

no independent witness in Ext.P428 mahazar. The witnesses signed in Ext.P428

are police officials. There is no chance of securing the presence of independent

witnesses in the police station. lt cannot be considered as a suspicious

circumstance. The above circumstance pointed out by the learned counsel for

the accused are not sufficient to reject the evidence of PW294 with regard to

the recovery of this document.

324. Now there is evidence to prove that Ext.P62 daily statement of

accounts with the phone number of A8 and A10 Asharaf was seized from the

possession of A9 on 4.7.2OIO itself. The said account statement was found in

the possession of A9 while he was travelling in MO.2. Further lcould find from

the evidence of PW27I that there were two calls from the phone of A8 to the

phone number of A9 at 6.30 am and 8.19 am on 4.7.201.0. This would also

prove the link between A8 and A9. The seizure of Ext.p62 statement which

contains the phone number of A8, which is proved to be in the handwriting of

A8 is also a piece of evidence to connect AB and A9.

Let me conclude the circumstances

i) he was in the gang who visited the

calls made between this accused

on which date A12 purchased MO.2

highlighted by the prosecution

house of PW2 on 17.5.2010, iD

with A12 on 14.6.201"0 and

omni van from PW144, iii) his

at Anikad on 4.7.201b at 10.11 am (prosecution has a definite.c'ase
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that lre went to the str.:ilr: 'f *ccUrrer, ."r: tf; r-.:ii:i;;1ric the sii.l.inijr:i:l i,,ii iii,..

purpose of taking further action), iv) the: phone calls with Ag on 4.7.2010 at

6.30 am and 8.19 am and v) after the incident he went absconding. These

factors are sufficient to connect all the link against A8 and it would lead to an

irresistible inference of an agreement between this accused and the other

accused whose involvement in the crime has been Droved.

326. According to the learned counsel for the accused, mere abscondance

of an accused cannot be taken as a circumstance against him. He relied on the

decisions of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in S.K.Yusuf v. State of West Bengal

(AlR 2Of l SC 2283), Suiit Biswas v. State of Assam {2013 (2) KLT S.N.

154 - Case No.194 SC) and Rabindra Kumar Pal @ Darasingh v.

Republic of India (AlR 2011 SC 1136). The Hon'ble Supreme Court

observed that even an innocent man may feel panicky and try to evade arrest

when wrongly suspected of a great crime. In Sujith Biswas's case the Hon'ble

Supreme Court has made it clear that the act of absconding is a relevant piece

of evidence to be considered along with the other evidence. I have already

found that the prosecution has succeeded in connecting all the link in the chain

of circumstance against A8.

327. PW279 the Nodal officer of ldea Cellular proved Ext.P71, copy of CAF

submitted by Jafar (A9), S/o Meeran and Ext.P71(a) copy of his lD card. Ext.P699

is the CDR of that Dhone number 9605785296. This document would prove that

the above said number was allotted by the ldea Cellular to A9 Jafar. According
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conneclion. The original cAF and the copy of the lll produced alcng r.;ii-h tirai

cAF were marked as Ext.cg and c9(a). Ext.p62B is the cDR. Exts,p699 and p62B

cDRs would prbve that these numbers had contact with Ag and some others.

Corresponding entries are seen made in the CDRs otAS also.

328. I have already discussed about the seizure of Ext.p62 bus daily

statement containing the phone number of A8 from the possession of A9. so

also I have given the details of the phone calls made between these two

accused on 4.7.2010.In addition to these materials, the prosecution was able to

prove the recovery of Mo.2 from the possession of A9. The seizure of Mo.2 from

the possession of this accused, thattoo within two hours afterthe incident itself

is sufficient to prove the role played by this accused in the commission of the

crime. I am satisfied that the circumstances proved by the prosecution would

prove the involvement of A9 in the conspiracy to attack pW2.

329. According to the prosecution, ALO Asharaf was deputed by A8, A2g and

A32 to wait at Perumbavoor, to take possession of MO.2 from A9 and to destroy

the same. lt is argued that A10 reached at the spot at perumbavoor to receive

MO.2, but on the way the said vehicle was seized by the police. pW294 stated

that on 4.7.20IO at g pm he arrested A10 Asharaf at the premises of the police

station as per Ext.P432 arrest memo. Ext.P788 is the inspection memo prepared

by him at the time of arrest. After the arrest, PW294 stated that he recovered a

mobile phone (MO.81) and a wrist watch (MO.82) from the possession of A10.

Thereafter he questioned the accused and recorded his statement. To connect

A10 with the offence, the prosecution mainly relies on Ext.p62 daily statement

of I dlcount which contains the phone number of A8 and A1O. pW27gof.

Bamactiandran proved Ext.P698(a), the topy of the CAF with lD proof andlJ ;t'';r.,fl



Ext.P69B, the CDR of phone number 956 i45088i). Aclntitt|Ci;' this t: t.he rr:olrilq:

phone number of ALO. MO.B1 is the mobile phone seized from A10 as per

Ext.P429 seizure mahazar. Merely because of the reason that the above said

phone number of A10 is seen written in Ext.P62 which was seized from A9, I

cannot say that A10 was aware of the conspiracy. Admittedly all the accused

are members of PFl. Even if it is assumed that the phone number of A10 who is

a member of PFI was given by A8 to A9, it will not be sufficient to prove that it

was given with the knowledge of A10. lt is true that Ext.P698 CDR would show

that A1O had contacted some accused on one or two occasions. But that is not

sufficient to prove that he had participated in the conspiracy against PW2.

Further there is no evidence to show that A10 waited at Perumbavoor to receive

MO.2, as directed by A32 or A2B. Though the prosecution has examined PW290

Shihabudheen to prove that he had obtained a mobile phone connection with

number 9946609011 and gave it to some accused includinq A10, this witness

did not support the said case of the prosecution. When the learned Public

Prosecutor showed the CAF in the name of A10, this witness stated that he does

not know the person whose photograph is seen affixed in the CAF. There is

absolutely no evidence to suggest that this accused had participated in any of

the conspiracy or rendered any help to the other accused including A9 to

commit the crime. The fact that a slip containing the phone number of this

accused was seized from another accused. whose guilt is proved, is not a

ground to enter into a conclusion regarding the involvement of this accused. I

prove the charge against A10

According to the pr.osecution A28 pnd A32 decided to verify lh"
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surroundings of the l'rouse of PW2, in tite rneetirrg lreld al Seernas Aurijtoriulrr

on 28.3.2010 and directed A8 to find out a person who knows the topography of

Muvattupuzha town and the house of PW2. AB, as entrusted by A2B and A32

contacted A11 sikkander Alikhan who is an auto driver at Muvattupuzha and

asked him to prepare a sketch of the locality where the house of pw2 situates.

It is the case of the prosecution that A11 had prepared a sketch and handed

over the same to A8. on verification, A8 noticed some mistakes and then

returned the sketch to A1L to rectify the mistakes. Accordingly A11 rectified the

mistake in the sketch and placed it before A8. These are the allegations of the

prosecution against A1 1.

331. PW294 stated about the arrest of A11. According to him, on 24.7.20L0

Al-1 Sikkander Alikhan was found with his auto rickshaw at the premises of

Muvattupuzha private bus stand. Then A11 was brought to the police station.

On interrogation he realised the involvement of A11 in the offence. At L2 noon

he arrested that accused and prepared Ext.P497 arrest memo. The mobile

phone (MO.94) and the purse (MO.95) found to be in the possession of A11 were

recovered as per Ext.P466 seizure mahazar. Ext.P8B0 is the inspection memo

prepared by PW294. Thereafter he questioned A11 and came to know that the

said accused had prepared a sketch of the place of incident. On the basis of the

confession statement given by A1L that he had kept that sketch in his auto

rickshaw, he took the sketch which was kept in a box in auto rickshaw bearing

No.KL-17/F.5760 as per Ext.P442 mahazar. The sketch was identified by this

and it was marked as Ext.P443. Ext.P444 is the mahazar prepared for

ry of that auto rickshaw.

is p6inted out by the learned counsel for the acc0sed that the arrest



of A11 itself is doutrtful. According lo hi n,

who were present at the time of arr€rst

ttw2.94 iri i.ii:: arlhci f-,i]iiae r:Jffire;-;

of A11 have no consistent case

, regarding the arrest and recovery The version of PW294 is that A11 was found

near the auto rickshaw stand and then he brought that accused to the police

station. The arrest and seizure were made from the police station. But PW213

Shameer. a Head Constable in the investigation team gave a different story

about the arrest of A11. This witness has specifically stated that they reached

Ashramam bus stand at 11.50 am and found 411 sitting in his auto rickshaw in

the auto rickshaw stand. According to him, ALl- was arrested by PW294 from

that auto rickshaw stand near Latha Theatre at 12 noon. An arrest memo was

prepared from the spot. This witness identified that arrest memo and it was

marked as Ext.P494. Thereupon Al-L was taken to the police station along with

the auto rickshaw. During cross examination this witness has reiterated that the

arrest of ALl- was from the auto rickshaw stand nearAshramam bus stand. He

was sure that Ext.P494 was prepared from the auto rickshaw stand. The

evidence of PW213 regarding the place of arrest is supported by Ext'P497.

When the learned counsel for the accused put suggestions to PW294 with

regard to the arrest of A11, that officer made attempt to wriggle out from the

situation by saying that the entry in Ext.P497 regarding the place of arrest is a

mistake. In view of the answers given by PW213 | cannot accept the said

contention of PW294. On going through the different versions of the officials

what could be inferred that the version of PW294 regarding the arrest of A11 is

' 
". -not coffSct. Then how the evidence tendered by this witness regarding the

-- 'i .1'" ' -' reiovery\ilf Ext.P443 could be believed? The main link to connect A11 to the
r i.. 1.,:'
: offencel,..is the. recpvery of Ext.P443. But the evidence. adpuced by the
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prosecution regarding the recovery is contradjr:tory tri e.:ch other and

would falsify

recovery of

untrustworthy. The evidence of PW213 and the entries in Ext.p497

the evidence of PW294 with regard to the arrest of A11 and the

Ext.P443 sketch alleged to have been made frorn the auto rickshaw.

333. Ext.P443 sketch was forwarded to the Forensic Science Laboratory and

examined by PW277. His report was marked as Ext.p687. Ext.p6g8 is the

standard writings of ALL. This expert opined that on comparison it was found

that the person who wrote the blue enclosed standard writings also wrote the

questioned writings in Ext.p443. whatever may be the report of pw277

regarding the authorship of Ext.P443, in view of the contradictory versions of

PW294 and PW213 regarding the arest of that accused and seizure, it cannot

be looked into. Further I cannot believe that this accused who is an active

worker of PFl, had kept the sketch prepared by him in his auto rickshaw which

was plying in and around Muvattupuzha town, while the police was searching

for the culprits who are the members of PFl. The evidence adduced by the

prosecution regarding the arrest of A11 and the seizure of Ext.p443 sketch is

found to be not acceptable.

334. No doubt the CDR produced by the prosecution would prove that AL1

had contacted some of the accused. The CDR of phone number 9961g39g01

and the copy of the CAF submitted by Sikkander Alikhan were marked through

Pw279, the Nodal officer of tdea ceilular Ltd. as Ext.p695 and p695(a).

,,. Ext.P695(b) is the lD proof. Though the accused has denied the use of the said
/,

1,t.. , ,1n1ne 
nyber, the evidence of pw279 would show that At1 had obtained a

,i,! mobile nl,rpne connection with the said number. Ext.P695 would show that he'I ' . ."1

l;. ,' , had qall$;'with sbme of the accused namery A8, A32 and A2d But that,does not'i': " l. -' ...;;';"
. \-'^r. -. '; 

l-
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lxean that ire took fral't- ifl the conspir;ri"j, :lt"prepar+cl .i .rli:rtiLtli i:J l:h* lo{:i1ir)r; .rj

alleged. The prosecution could not pin []Dint a particular call to prove that he

had contacted the accused whose involvement has been proved, with an

intention to prepare a sketch during the last week in the March or in the month

of April.

335. PW264, the Nodal Officer of Bharati Airtel proved Ext. C5 CAF and

C5(a) copy of the lD submitted by A12 K.K.Ali. The learned counsel for the

accused has contended that the photo affixed in Ext. C5 is not that of Ali and on

that sole ground it is to be rejected. There is difference in the photo affixed in

Ext. C5 and the photo in Ext. C5(a), copy of the lD proof submitted along with

Ext.C5. There is no dispute that Ext. C5(a) is the copy of the driving licence of

A12. At the time of examination under Section 313 Cr,P.C this accused has

admitted that Ext.P47 is the copy of the driving licence given by him to PW5L.

Though this accused, put forward a contention that there is difference in the

photo in Ext.CS and C5(a), he did not put any such suggestion to PW264

regarding the same. The defence did not put any question to PW264

challenging the genuineness of Ext.C5. The address of K.K.Ali shown in Ext.C5

and C5(a) are one and the same. PW144 has stated that after the sale of MO.2

to A12 Ali, he called A12 on several occasions in that mobile phone number

furnished by Ali, and requested to take steps to transfer the ownership of that

omni van. The mobile phone numberof A12 written in Ext.P45 and in Ext.Cs are

one and the same. There is sufficient evidence to prove that the said mobile

number was used by A1-2. Therefore I need not probe into the question as to

how therdi.ffgrence in the photograph was occurred. lt is proved by the Nodal

,.offic,ers 
that {uringrthe period they were fot conducting any Bnquiry before

:
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issuing rnobile phone numbers to ttie appiicants. All thesr- I'srinalities were cloi-rl

by the retailers. The retailers might have committed mischief while accepting

the cAF, but it is not a ground to reject the evidence tendered by prosecution

through PW51 and Pw144 regarding the phone number of A12. pw98, who is

the owner of the tipper lorry driven by Ar2 stated that he used to call Ali over

phone. Though this witness stated that he did not remember the phone number

of A12, he did not deny the suggestion put forward by the prosecution that the

phone number of A12 Ali was 9567693209. pw12o who is working as a tipper

lorry driver also stated that A12 was having a mobile phone connection. I am

satisfied that Ext. c5 is the cAF submitted by A12 K.K.Ali for getting mobile

connection. From Ext. c5 it could be seen that 9567693209 was the number

issued to A12. There is convincing evidence to prove that A12 Ali was using the

said number.

336. From the evidence of pw264 it could be seen that there were rB4

calls between Ar2 Ali and A8 younus Aliyar during the period between

25.3.201-0 and 30.8.201.0. so also there were 135 calls between A12 and 44

sajil. Tiue, these contacts are not sufficient to prove the involvement of an

accused who was charged for conspiracy. But there is ample evidence to prove

the involvement of A12. The call details would show that he had contacted A8

on 15.6.20L0 on which date he purchased Mo.2 from pw144. There were calls

between A8 and A12 in the early morning before 6.30 am. on 14.6.2010, these

two accused had contacted over phone. This fact, coupled with the phone calls

t
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that A12 frad direct involverneni. i* ilre '.:onspir-ii 
(',i iii tilt:; rirci.i rns [i] l{.f' ! riii-!fi.

need not go for any other evidence. There is evidence to prove the allegation

against A12 that he took part in th: conspiracy to attack PW2, made

arrangements for the execution of their plan and purchased MO.2 for that

purpose.

337. The allegation against A13 Shiyas is that he had participated in the

conspiracy held at the Inspection Bungalow at Muvattupuzha, helped AB Younus

in recruiting the members for committing the crime, provided financial help to

the family of some of the accused and conducted police station march with a

view to deviate the investigation. This accused was arrested by PW294 as per

Ext.P494 arrest memo. Ext.PLg7(a) is the application submitted by him for

getting membership in SDPI. lt is admitted that he is a member of PFl. The

attempt of the prosecution was to prove the conspiracy by producing his call

details. PW264 proved the copy of the CAF submitted by A13 Shiyas and the

CDR of phone number 9995227345, allotted to that accused. Ext.P625 is the

CDR and P626 is the copy of the CAF submitted by A13.

338. Ext.P625 would show that 413 used to contact A8 and A32. There is

no other evidence against this accused. None of the witnesses has given

evidence against this accused. There is no evidence to suggest that these calls

were made by A13 for the purpose of committing offence or that he was a party

to the conspiracy. Merely because of the reason that this accused had contacts

with the District President of PFI and Muvattupuzha Division Convener of PFl, I

cannot say:,that he was aware of the conspiracy or took part in the conspiracy.
': ".'; . The pr,osecution has got a case that A13 had approached some building owners

i to provide tr.ide outs to theaccused. Tg substantiate the contention one witness
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was examined as PW57, but he denied that A13 had approached hinr for getting

his building for rent. The prosecution has failed to prove that allegation also.

The fact that he had attended the meeting of pFl held at lnspection Bungalow,

Muvattupuzha on 3.4.2010 is not a circumstance to prove the involvement of

this accused in the offence. I do not find any reason to fasten this accused with

criminal liability.

339. There is an allegation that A13 and A24, as directed by A28 rendered

financial assistance to the accused who were absconding. pw75 who is the

mother ot A72 denied the suggestion put forward by the learned public

Prosecutor that when the child of A12 was admitted in the hospital during that

period, A13 Shiyas and A24 Muhammadali went to the hospital and paid some

amount to her. There is absolutely no evidence to prove that A13 or A24 had

rendered financial assistance to the family members of A12 who was involved

in the offence.

340. The alleged role of A14 Siyad is that he took part in'the conspiracy

held at Seemas Auditorium on 28.3.2010, arranged a meeting of some accused

including A28, A29 and A32 at the house of PW36 Raihanath and purchased SIM

cards through PW290 and CW276 and helped to arrange a car bearing

No.KL-8/A8.5597 for the escape of A28 and conducted police station march to

deviate the investigation. According to the prosecution, A14 Siyad managed to

arrange the said car which belonged to one Suhara through her son Hansal.

PW294 has stated about the arrest and seizure of MO.210 mobile phone with

,*iStfii firO of ldea from the possession of A14. Ext.P496 is the arrest memo an-d

,,,' Ext.P939 is\'the inspection memo prepared at the time of arrest. pWL94

Sub Inspectop of. North Paravur stated about the searchJ,conducted in the
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house ofA14.

341. PW36 Raihanath and her husband shihab who was examlned as

pw153 denied the prosecution case that a meeting of A28, A29 and A32 was

held at their house at Mannam. These witnesses were declared hostile to the

prosecution. The learned Public Prosecutor marked some contradictions through

this witnesses as Exts.P27 and P171. Any way there is no evidence to suggest

that a meeting of some accused was held at the residence of PW36'

342. According to the prosecution, A14 Siyad was using the phone obtained

in the name of PW63 Adam. PW63 who is a close relative of AL4 admitted that

he had a mobile phone connection with number 9847345611. This witness

identified Ext.P54 as the copy of the lD proof and Ext.P55 as the copy of the

CAF submitted by him for getting that connection. But this witness denied that

the said SIM card was given to A14. He was declared hostile to the prosecution

and some contradictions were marked by the learned Public Prosecutor as

Ext.P56 series. So also there is no evidence to show that A14 had arranged a

SIM card through PW29O Shihabudeen. PW290 has admitted that he had a

Vodafone mobile phone connection, but he denied the suggestion put forward

by the learned Public Prosecutor that the said SIM card obtained from Vodafone,

was given to A14. Though the prosecution has contended that A14 had

obtained another SIM card through Cw276 Vahishad, they could not adduce any

evidence in support of the said contention. PW61 who is running a mobile

ne shoo at Paravur denied that he had sold a mobile phone to Vahishad and

issued b.sash bill in the name of one Manoj. These witnesses were declared

!
hostile. pw6z who was a dealer of slM cards stated that one Vahishad hadpWOZ wfro was a dealer of SIM cards stated that one Vahishad had

purchased a SIM card from his shop. This witness identified^,Ext.P59ithe copy of
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the CAF and Ext.P60, the copy of the lD proof submitted by Vahishad in his shop

for getting the SIM card. He added that the number issued to Vahishad as per

this application was 9946617247. From the evidence of PW67 it is explicit that

Vahishad had purchased a SIM card from his shop. But the prosecution could

not adduce any evidence to show that the said SIM card was given by Vahishad

to A14. PW62, who is the mother of Vahishad denied that a 5lM card was given

by her son to A1-4. So also there is absolutely no evidence to prove that A14

had arranged a meeting of A28, A29 and A32 at the house of Raihanath or

arranged two mobile phones through PW290 and CW276 and gave it to A28.

343. When examined PW71 Suhara denied that her son Hansal took their

carfrom her house on 4.7.2010 and gave it to Siyad. PWI-52 Hansal also denied

the said prosecution case. There is no evidence to show that A14 Siyad had

provided a car to A14 to transport A2B.

344. Admittedly Ext. c7 is the cAF and c7(a) is the copy of the lD submitted

by A15 Dr. Reneef. These documents were marked through Pw264. As per his

application, number 9746026660 was allotted to him. Ext.P621 is the cDR of

that phone number issued in the name of A15. lt would prove that he used to

contact in the number of 416, A17, A19, A28, A32 and A34 Anwar sadique. At

the time of examination under Section 313 Cr.P.C. this accused stated that wife

and mother of Anwar Sadique and father of A17 Kamarudheen were his patients

and they used to call in his clinic in the above number. lt may be true. Even if it

is assumed that A34 and A28 had occasion to contact this accused on that day,

t;-iii'Ji.1[lolrufficient to prove the charge levelled against him.

,.,' ,had participated in any of the conspiracy held before 4.7.20L0. His role starts
'). J

'i.r
t
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only after the incident, when A2B requested his service for the treatment of A1

and A5. Prosecution case is that on 4.7.2010 at B:39:10 am A28 contacted this

accused through the phone of A17. The call duration was 15 seconds. At

8:39:50 am there was an outgoing call from the mobile phone of this accused to

the above said phone of 42B. There is no other call between these numbers on

that day. I cannot say that these calls were made in pursuance of the

conspiracy. By that time the incident was over. Even if it is assumed that A2B

had contacted this accused after the incident, it cannot be said that this

accused also took part in the conspiracy.

346. The learned counsel for the accused argued that the frequent contacts

between friends, colleagues, party leaders and members of political parties

cannot be considered as unusual. Admittedly all the accused are active

members of PFl. There is every chance for these persons to contact each other.

It is pointed out by the learned counsel for the accused that in the Parliament

attack case (State (N.C.T. of Delhi v. Navjot Sandhu - AIR 2OO5 SC 3820)

the Hon'ble Supreme Court held thatfrequent calls by one of the prime accused

with other accused before, during and after the attack cannot be taken as a

ground to convict that person. The Hon'ble Supreme Court in the said case,

had noted the conduct of accused Gilani who had responded to the information

about the attack on parliament with a loud laugher and held that it is natural

that there will be contacts between the members of the same group when an

untoward incident takes place. In the said case there was evidence to prove

were contemooraneous calls between Gilani and two others who

,,j .. were.lqu'Qdlguilty. Further it was proved in the said case that Gilani pointed out
.-:t- .i ' .1 '

.:- . ,: ,ar '.'
[ ",. :tf'p house,.ot,pne convicted person. The Hon'blp Supreme Court has considered
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all those aspects and held that his conduct which is evident from the facts and

from the untruthful pleas raised by him about his contacts with shaukat and

Afzal, give rise to serious suspicion at least about his knowledge of the incident

and its tacit approval of it. At the same time, suspicion however strong cannot

take the place of legal proof. lt was observed by the Hon'ble supreme court

that though his conduct was not above board, the court cannot condemn him in

the absence of sufficient evidence pointing unmistakably to his guilt. Therefore,

even if it is assumed that some of the accused contacted each other.

immediately after the incident it cannot be said that the latter was aware of the

entire conspiracy. lf a person after committing an offence contacts another and

making request to do some favour, it cannot be said that the latter was aware

about the offence committed and that it was committed with the concurrence of

the latter. lt is to be noted that A15 has explained the calls received from the

mobile numbers of A34 and A17. Even if it is assumed that his explanation

regarding those phone calls are not true, court cannot found him guilty on that

sole basis. In the Gilani's case it was proved that he was given false answers to

the question put to him during the examination under Section 313 Cr.P.C. The

Hon'ble Supreme Court had considered that aspect and observed that he gave

false answers probably in his over anxiety to wriggle out from the situation and

it does not make an otherwise innocuous factor an incriminating circumstance.

In the earlier paragraph of this judgment I have already found that there is no

e to prove that this accused had treated AL or 45. Further there is no

lt
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connect A16 with the offence or the conspiracy hatched by the other accused'

347.lt is admitted by A17 that he had three mobile phone connections in

his name. Ext.C33 is the cAF submitted by A17 for getting Tata Tele services

connection and Ext.P630 and P630(a) are the copies of the cAF and lD proof

submitted by this accused. These documents were marked through Pw264,

Nodal officer of Airtel and PW272, Sheela Sara Abraham, the Nodal officer of

Tata Tele services. Ext.P683 and Ext.P6B6 are the cDRs of phone numbers

9037220794 and 9249738696. Ext.P629 is the CDR of Airtel phone connection

number 9995377187. The CAF, copy of lD proof etc were marked as Ext.C3L,

Ext.P683(a) and P686(a). This accused did not deny these numbers. According

to him, he was using the mobile phone number 9249738696. Phone number

9995377!87 was used by his family members at his house. He added that the

other number 9037220794 was used by his father. lt is very pertinent to note

that the prosecution has no case that this accused took part in any ofthe overt

act or in the alleged meeting held at various places. The only allegation against

the accused is that he gave the SIM card of phone number 9037220794 to A2B

for the purpose of commission of the offence and thus helped the accused.

Ext.P6B3 CDR of this phone number 9037220794 would show several contacts

with the other accused who took part in the alleged conspiracy. The prosecution

case is that those calls were made by A2B by using the phone number of A17.

First of all there is no evidence to suggest that this SIM card was given to A28

and that A28 was using that number. There is absolutely no evidence to show

-"!hat this accused had handed over the SIM card to A28. The fact that thi;

,.: aJiLSeO is an active member of PFI and that he had contacts with A8, A32, A34

prove the alleged entru,stment of that SIM card to
t
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A2B. Even if it is assumed that the said slM card was happened to be in the

possession of A28, court cannot enter in to a conclusion that this accused had

handed over the same knowingly that it was given for the purpose of

committing an offence.

348. The defence has put forward a contention that AL7 and A27 were

taken into custody on 4.7.2010 and they were under illegal detention till

9.7.20L0. He raised the same allegation regarding the arrest of other accused

also. According to the defence counsel, the close relatives of A17 and A27 filed

a petition before the Judicial First Class Magistrate, Muvattupuzha to issue

search warrant to find out those accused who were in illegat detention. The

learned Magistrate appointed an Advocate Commissioner to inspect the police

station and office of Circle Inspector and Deputy Superintendent of Police.

Accordingly the Advocate Commissioner had inspected the said premises but he

could not find out those accused at that premises. The Advocate Commissioner

was examined as DW2. He identified the warrant issued by the court in his

name and the report filed by him before the Magistrate's court and those

documents were marked as C57 and C58 respectively. According to this witness,

though he had inspected the police station lock up on 9.7.2010 at 3.30 pm he

could not find out those two accused in that premises. This witness, to a

question put by the learned counsel for the accused during the chief

examination, stated that he had asked the Sub Inspector, Circle Inspector and

Deputy Superintendent of Police about the arrest of those two persons. But

there is nothing in Ext.C58 report that he had contacted those officers. lt iS

, clear from the evidence of this witness that he was not able to find out the
i' .'

accused in the police station premises. Further he ha.d no caset:i ii
,i1,.,.^. ,

i n, ..l

that the police
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officials had stated that these two accused were arrested by them on that day

or on the previous day. There is absolutely no evidence to suggest that these

two accused were arrested on 4.7.2010. Whereas PW294 the Circle Inspector of

Police, Muvattupuzha deposed that on 9.7.2010 at 10.50 am he arrested A17

and 427 as per separate arrest memos and recovered mobile phones found to

be in the possession of those accused. The arrest memos were marked as

Ext.PA74 and P475 and the inspection memo prepared by this witness were

marked as Ext.P80B and P809. The mobile phone recovered from these accused

were marked as MO.100 and MO.101. On that day itself he prepared Ext.P810

report to incorporate the names of these two persons. I do not find reason to

disbelieve the evidence of PW294 regarding the arrest of these two accused.

Merely because of the reason that the relatives of these two accused had

approached the concerned Magistrate with a complaint, lt cannot be said that

the allegations raised by them in that complaint were true. lt is to be noted that

A9 and A10 were arrested on 4.7.20L0 itself and that matter was reported to

the court without any delay. They were produced before the Magistrate without

any delay. That fact itself would show that the invedtigating officers had no such

intention to detain any of the persons who were taken into custody. On the

other hand they promptly reported about the arrest of accused in court without

any delay.

349. lt is alleged that A18 Fahad being member of terrorist gang rectified

the mistakes in the sketch prepared by 4L1 as directed by A8. Further this

accused, as a member of the pilot team to watch the movements of PW2,

followed PW2 and gave intirnation to the other accused regarding the

movements of,,PW2. For that purpose he used the mobi[e phone number of
t-

l.:i



PW306 Christopher. These are the allegations against A1g.

350. Pws 2 and 3 deposed that on 2.7.2010 while they were going to

Bishop's house they were followed by two persons on a motor bike. These two

witnesses identified them in court as A1g and A37. The prosecution has

examined witnesses to prove that A1B was the owner of a motor cycle bearing

No.KL.7E.7849 and that motor cycle was seized by the police as produced by

his father. PW250 Asharaf who is working in the police department was the RC

owner of motor cycle bearing No.KL-7/E.7849. Ext.P618 is the RC particulars of

this motor cycle produced by PW262 the Motor Vehicle lnspector of North

Paravur. According to PW250, on 8.10.2009 he sold the said motor cycle to ALg

and handed over the original documents with sale letter. This witness identified

the said motor cycle as Mo.102. pw145 KunjuMuhammad identified his

signature in Ext.PL61 seizure mahazar prepared by pw295 for the recovery of

that motor cycle, but denied that he had witnessed the production of the said

motor cycle by lsmail, father of A18 Fahad before the Deputy Superintendent of

Police. When examined as PW91, lsmail denied that he had produced the motor

cycle of his son Fahad before the investigating officer. These two witnesses

were declared hostile and some contradictions were marked as Ext.P162 and

Ext.Pg1 respectively. whatever may be the contention of pws 9i. and 145

regarding the seizure of that motor cycle by the police, there is evidence of

PW250, the original owner of that motor cycle that he had sold the same to

A18. This evidence of PW250 on this point stands unchallenged.

351. The learned counsel for the accused refuted the evidence tendered
- 'i:"

by PW2'and PW3 and pointed out that they did not give any such statemeni to

lj ' ' gny of the investigating officers about the incident alleged to have been
lJtt'i t
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occurred on 2.-t.2OIO. This contention seems to be correct. The prosecution has

a case that after the visit of the accused in the house of PW2 on 28.5.2010,

Police Officers went to his house, gave some phone numbers and asked him to

report in case of any suspicious act from any corner. Even then PW2 did not

take note of the registration number of the motor cycle nor did he inform the

police about the incident. According to PW3, on the way to Bishop's house she

enquired about the reckless driving of PW2. At that time PW2 told her that

somebody was following them. She added that on that day evening at 5 O'clock

a van came in front of their house, stopped there for a few minutes and then

left the place. The allegations of PW2 and PW3 regarding the incident were

very serious. Even then they did not inform the police who had advised them to

intimate police in case of such untoward incident. I do not know why PW2 or

PW3 did not intimate the police about the incident. Further they did not mention

anything about the incident alleged to have been taken place on 2.7.2010 to

any of the investigating officers, Omission to mention that incident amounts to

a material contradiction. Therefore it is liable to be eschewed.

352. Another important point to be noted is that PW2 had no occasion to

see A18 or A37 directly. According to PW2, they were following him on a motor

cycle and he saw them through the rear view mirror. lt is clear from his version

that they followed his car and never made any attempt to over take his vehicle.

It is very difficult to believe that he could identify A18 who was riding the motor

cycle and A37 who was the pillion rider. lf his version that they were following

him is true, there is no chance of seeing A37 who was sitting behind A1B.



court. Such evidence cannot be accepted without corroboration. There is no

other circumstance to substantiate the contention that A18 and A37 followed

him on a motor cycle, during his journey to Bishop,s house.

353. The argument of the learned Public Prosecutor is that on 2.7.2010,

A18 and A37 were deputed to watch the movements of pw2 and to inform 41

to 47 who were waiting near Muvattupuzha town to execute their plan. To prove

the presence of AL to A7 at Muvattupuzha on 2.7.2Q70, the prosecution has

examined PW19, the lmam of Anikkad Chirappady mosque and pW21 who is

running a hotel at Anikkad. The prosecution case is that on that day A1 to 47

had attended Juma Namaskar in that mosque and had food from the hotel of

PW21. But these witnesses did not support the prosecution. PW19 stated that

he did not remember as to whether A1 to A7 had attended the Juma Namaskar

on that day. So also PW21 stated that he did not remember the presence of 41

to 47 on that day in his hotel. The prosecution has no case that these accused

were known to PW21 or PW19 prior to the incident. Even if it is assumed that

these accused had attended Juma Namaskar in that mosque on that day or had

food from the hotel of PW19. there is no chance for these witnesses who had no

acquaintance with the accused, to remember their faces. Both these witnesses

were declared hostile to the prosecution.

354. Another allegation against this accused is that he had rectified the

mistakes in the sketch prepared by A11 and handed over the same to A8.

There is absolutely no evidence to prove the said contention. Therefore no

further discussion is needed on this ooint.
- - {\ 

t

,: :: S5q lt is alleged that A18 was using the phone nunrber obtained in the
::'- ' name cif one Christopher who was examined as PW306. He identified the CAFr'* i t t t

;!,l
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submitted by him for getting the phone number and it was rnarked as Ext.C59.

He was conducting an agency in the name and style 'Team Telecom'.

According to him, A18 Fahad joined in his office as an employee in May 2010.

During this period he had supplied the above SIM card to Fahad for official

purpose. A18 Fahad left the job some where in the month of July 2010, but he

did not return the SIM card. Therefore he approached the service provider for

getting a duplicate SlM card. The defence did not challenge that Fahad was

working under him as an employee. lt is clear from the versions of this witness

that A1"8 had worked under him for a short period. During that period A18 had

obtained that SIM card from him. That fact is proved by prosecution through

PW306. PW271 the Nodal Officer proved the CDR of the mobile phone number

9846003789 issued to Christopher. Ext.P673 is the CDR.

356. Ext.P673 CDR would show that there were several calls between this

number used by A18 and the phone number of A37. There were four calls

between these two numbers in the night of 1.7.2010. This document would

prove that there were frequent calls between A18 and A37. But the prosecution

could not point out anything unusual regarding these calls made between A18

and A37. Here the prosecution has failed to prove the allegations raised against

A18.

357. lt is pointed out by the learned Public Prosecutor that the phone calls

between A19 and A32 would prove the complicity of the former in the offence.

Ext.P668 the CDR of phone number allotted to A32 would show that in between

' ApnF,?,:OJ0 and July 2010, that accused had 22 calls with A19. lt is very
.' . \

perlin'ent".io note that A19 had no mobile phone connection in his own name.

phone pumber obtained in the
t
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name of his father. Ext.P577 and Ext. P57B are the Certificates issued by BSNL,

Ernakulam in the name of Aliyar, father of A1.9. As per these documents the

phone numbers allotted to Aliyar were 9447623404 and 9446334404. At the

time of arrest, PW295 recovered mobile phone (Mo172), two slM cards (Mo173

and 181) from the possession of Ai.9 with some other items. so it could be

inferred that A19 was using the mobile phone number 94476234o4. Ext.p668

CDR would prove the contention that A19 and A32 had frequent calls. But that

is not sufficient to prove that A19 took part in the conspiracy to attack PW2 or

that he had provided safe hideout to A12 in his building at Vyttila. I cannot

ignore the fact that the said house was not in the absolute possession of A19. lt

was in the joint possession of 4L9 and PW58. The fact that A12 took PW295 to

Vyttila and pointed out the house which was in the joint possession of A19 and

PW58, is not sufficient to prove that A12 was harboured in the said house by

419.

358. According to the Prosecution, A12 was earmarked by 428 and 32 as a

dummy accused with a view to conceal the involvement of the assailants and

the conspirators before the investigating officers. I cannot accept the said

contention. The Prosecution has a definite case that A12 had directly involved

in the conspiracy and that he was deputed by A8 and A28 to purchase MO.2

from PW144. The Prosecution was able to orove the contention that A12 had

purchased MO.2 for the sole purpose of committing the offence. Nobody could

believe that such a person who had vital information about the other

conspirators and the actual assailants and about the entire incidents was
,r,t.i,": ," : .--

,'1r:'€armarkq.d as a dummy accused. There is no reason to accept this contention
i., '- i*
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scape goat. There is no evidence to substantiate the contention'

359. lt is submitted by the learned Public Prosecutor that A19, who was

deputed by the conspirators to render financial aid to absconding accused went

to Hyderabad and made arrangements for payment of some amount to one

accused Shanavas (not charge sheeted). PW54 and PW55 denied that they

accompanied A19 to Hyderabad. lt is true that there is evidence to prove that

A19 was taken into police custody from a train, during his journey from

Hyderabad to Kerala. That evidence is not sufficient to prove that this accused

had rendered any financial assistance to an offender. There is absolutely no

evidence to prove the said allegation against A19.

360. The role of A20 Anas, according to the prosecution is that he took

part in the conspiracy held at Seemas auditorium and then, after the incident

hatched conspiracy with A13 and A28 at his own house and harboured A13 in

his house. Further he had conducted protest march to police station against the

arrest of A9 and A10 with a view to deviate the investigation. PW3B Abdul

Khader who is the father of 420 denied that on 4.7.2010 a meeting of A20 with

A13 and some other accused was held at his house. PW37 Khader also denied

the prosecution case that a meeting of A20 and some other accused

convened at his house. Pws 37 and 38 denied that A13 and A20

participated in the protest march and meetings held in connection with

arrest of A9 and A10. They were declared hostile.

361. PW188 the Sub Inspector of Perumbavoor police station deposed that

.,--g.n 
4.7.20'J.O a march was conducted by the member of SDPI/PFI, violatinq the

' -oider of.the Hon'ble High Court. In connection with the said march he registered

WAS

had

the

. a caqF tr,a.caqe u.a.Caqe in tl-re Perumbavoor police station as crime,No.666/2010 against A20 and
l' .-it 

',i
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some others for participating in the march. certified copy of the FIR was marked

as Ext.P322. Ext.P323 is the report filed by him to add section 353 tpc in the

said crime. I do not find any reason to disbelieve the evidence of pwlg8

regarding the participation of A20 in the police station march. But there is

nothing on record to suggest that the said march was conducted with a view to

deviate the investigation as part of conspiracy. Nowadays conducting protest

march by local leaders against the arrest of party members has become usual

course of practice. lt cannot be treated as part of conspiracy.

362. Admittedly A20 was using mobile number 9744l-3}OO3. The CDR of the

said number was produced by PW279 Ramachandran, the Nodal Officer of ldea

Cellular Ltd. and it was marked as Ext.P693. Ext.C5L is the CAF and C5L(a) is

the lD proof. These documents are not disputed by the accused. From the CDR

it could be seen that A20 had contacted 41 and AB on one occasion. The call

A1 was

could

made on 20.6.2010 and the call with A8 was on 24.6.20'J.0. So also

be seen that he had several calls with A5. A7 and A32. But the

prosecution also has no case that he took part in any of the conspiracy except

in the conspiracy meeting held at Seemas auditorium. lt is admitted that this

accused is a leader of SDPI. He was elected as a member to the Block

Panchayat in the election held after the incident. I cannot rule out the

contention of the learned counsel for the accused that being a local leader of a

political party A20 used to contact A32, the District President of PFI and other

leaders and members who were working for the party. The said contention
-. "jll l-' .f.-:'n\

Sdems,'to be correct."Merely because of the reason that A20 had contacted

and members of SDPI I cannot enter into a conclusion that

the conspiracy,. There is nothing unusual.in attending the 
,.ttt

to

it
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meeting of the party members held at Seemas Auditorium'

363. Ext.P135, the pointing out mahazar prepared at the instance of A13,

would only prove that he knows the house of A20. That is not sufficient to prove

that a meeting was held in the said house on 4.7.2010.lt is true that there are

some self incriminating statements in Ext.PL35 mahazar, alleged to have been

given by A13. That portion is not admissible in evidence. Court need not reject

the entire document on the ground that a portion in that statement is not

admissible in evidence. Even if it is assumed that PW294 was taken to the

house of A2O, it would not prove that a meeting was held in that house as

alleged by the prosecution. There is absolutely no evidence to prove that A20

had convened a meeting of some of the accused at his house in Vengola Grama

Panchayat on 4.7.2OIO after the hand chopping incident. Here the prosecution

has failed to prove the charge against A20 that he had convened a meeting in

his house and conspired about the future plan.

364. lt is alleged that A2L K.M.Ali and A22 Rasheed took part in the

conspiracy meeting held in the Inspection Bungalow, Muvattupuzha and that

they were deputed to shift the vehicles used for committing the offence and to

destroy the weapons. Also, A21 Ali had participated in the meeting hetd at

Seemas auditorium, Perumbavoor. PW294, the Circle Inspector of Muvattupuzha

has stated about the arrest of these two accused. Ext.P455 is the arrest memo

and Ext.P835 inspection memo prepared by him at the time of arrest of A21.

Ext.P472 and Ext.P842 are the arrest memo and inspection memo related to

A22, The evidence of PW294 regarding the arrest of these accused is supportei
.-:', by'PW203, PW206 and PW209, the police officials who were assisting PW294 in

the investigation. i .. t
I
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365. pW154 Shalikar who is a leader of SDpl stated that o' 3.4.2010. A2I
Ali had participated in the meeting herd in the Inspection Bungarow,

Muvattupuzha. lt is already found that there is no evidence to prove that some

of the accused disassociated and assembled at a corner of the Inspection

Bungalow and hatched conspiracy. The prosecution courd not produce any

other evidence to substantiate the contention against those two accused.

366. lt is admitted that as per Ext.c20 cAF, phone number 9946855461

was af lotted to A21. Ext.p669 is the cDR. From the evidence of pw27L and from

Ext.P669, it could be seen that the accused had contacted A32 and 41 on one

ortwo occasions. He used to contactA4, Ag, AL2, AL3, A24 and A29. But it is
very pertinent to note that the prosecution could not point out any calls

between these numbers on the date of incident or on the other three days

when the assailants went to the house of pW2.

367. Ext.c47 is the original cAF submitted by A22.9544869060 was the

number issued to him. Ext.p700 is the cDR. The cDR would show that he had

calls with 41, 44, A8, A!2, A13 and A24. The evidence of pw279 wourd show

that there was one call each between this number of A22 and the number of Ag

on 17.5.2010 and 28.5.2010. These phone calls are not sufficient to

substantiate the contention that this accused took part in the conspiracy.

Ext.P192(a) the application form submitted by this accused would prove that he

was a party member. But these facts are not sufficient to prove his invotvement

in the conspiracy.
_, :,..j.:r.,-. \,.-..

,:(',: 368'..'lF 'puointed out by the learned counser for the accused frequent-
''' '.!.

:cortla.qts.6btween'\the accused alone is not a ground to enter into a conclusion
i l '-.: ' .r-' :) i: ir -
'1that tliei,.todk part,in thq. conspiracy. lt is a weak link of evidence. Tllere rs nor'.r', ...'r... i t ; i-':.1.' '. ' "-.:
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other link to connect A21 and A22 to prove that they took part in the

conspiracy. Merely because of the reason that they had contacted some of the

accused over phone, court cannot enter into a conclusion that they also took

part in the conspiracy. In short there is no evidence to prove that A21 and A22

took part in the conspiracy and facilitated the commission of the crime.

369. The prosecution case is that A23 Mahinkutty was deputed to destroy

the gvidence after the attack on PW2 and on the basis of this direction he

participated in the three attempts made viz. on 6.5.2010, 17.5.2010 and

28.5.2010. So also this accused had participated in the police station march

with an intention to deviate the investigation. PW206 and PW209 two police

officials stated that they had witnessed the arrest of this accused by PW294.

Ext.P494 is the arrest memo and Ext.P824 is the inspection memo prepared by

PW294. Ext.PB44 is the report filed by the police to add the names cf A20 and

423.

370. lt is argued that as part of the conspiracy A22 and A23 travelled

together in an auto rickshaw along with another accused. But PW100 who is an

auto rickshaw driver residing near the house of A23 denied such an incident.

There is no evidence to prove that these two accused conspired along with

another for committing the offence.

371. The attempt of the prosecution was to prove that A23 was using the

mobile phone number issued to one K.M.Samad, S/o Moideen, Muvattupuzha.

The CAF and lD proof filed by the Samad were marked as Exts.C38 series. These

,'Uor-Suinents would prove that 9446720090 was the phone number allotted to

Sa4rad: {hqre is no evidence to suggest that A23 Mahinkutty was using the SIM

| . ' ,lt t' '. card'number issued to Samad.
]'I

'' - - ---j
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372' The prosecution has a case that A24 Muhammadari had helped A8

Younus to recruit men to attack PW2 and helped the leaders in providing aid to

the family of A12 who was absconding. In addition to this, this accused had

participated in the protest marches conducted on 4.7.2010 and 5.7.2010. He

was arrested by PW294.

373. lt is admitted that this accused is also a member of pFl. Even if this

accused had participated in the protest march, on that ground alone I cannot

enter into a conclusion that he took part in the conspiracy and provided aid to

the assailants. The prosecution could not adduce any evidence that this

accused had provided financial help to the family members of A12 or any other

accused.

374. Ext.Cl is the original CAF and Ext. C1(a) is the copy of the lD of A24.

These documents were proved through pw24r the Nodal officer of MTS.

Ext.P583 is the cDR, found to be in admissible for want of certification under

section 65B of the Evidence Act. Therefore these documents would not help the

prosecution to prove the contacts of this accused.

375. The prosecution has proved that A25 Abdul Latheef took A8 and

another to flat No.7B, Daffodils at rhrlssur and provided safe hide out to those

accused in the said flat. I have already discussed that point. lt is argued by the

learned Public Prosecutor that this accused was using mobile number

9447798692, which was obtained by his father Muhammad. There is absolutely

no evidence to prove the same. Further the cDR of the said number is not seen

produced. The fact that this number of Muhammad was saved in the mobil-e ,

phones of some accused, as Latheef or Latheef aluva, is rtot sufficient to prove

aI AZ5 Abdul Latheef was using that number. ,{r
,.it.
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376. The allegation against 426 Moideenkutty is that in pursuance of the

conspiray he shifted AB Younus from Daffodils flat at Thrissur to his wife's

house at Edayur and then shifted that accused to the house of one Zakkeer

Hussain (not charge sheeted) in his car bearing No.KL-1"0/M.8044. lt is already

found that there is no evidence to suggest that A8 was brought to that house of

PW28 by 426.

377. PW22B the Sub Inspector of Police, Valancherry spoke that he, on

26.7.2OI0 found car bearing No.KL-lo/M.8044, in front of the shop of A26 at

Valancherry and brought the same to the police station. On the basis of the

information given by him PW294 came to the police station and shifted the car

to Muvattupuzha. PW206 and PW214 George Joseph, identified their signature

in Ext.P467 seizure mahazar prepared by PW294 from the Valancherry police

station for the seizure of the said car. PW74 Muhammad Sajad was the owner

of car bearing No.KL-10/M.8044. This witness identified Ext.P66 sale agreement

and stated that he had entered into a sale agreement with 426 regarding the

sale of the said car, Recovery of the said sale letter was proved by PW203 and

pw2og, two police officials who had signed in Ext.P457 seizure mahazar.

whereas the evidence of PW259 Subash Babu, Joint RTo, Tirur and Ext.P613, RC

particulars of the said car would show that the said car was transferred to the

name of Abdul Rahiman with effect from 15.10.2010. whatever may be the

prosecution case with regard to the ownership of car bearing No.KL-10/M.8044,

there is no evidence to show that 426 had shifted A8 to various places in this

car..on a careful analysis of the entire evidence adduced by the prosecution

against 426;'l could find that there is no evidence to fasten this accused with
,:l

the crimi.nai [iability of harbouring of an offender. 
,.

l"l
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37g. The role of A27, as alleged ity the proseclition i:, ihirl- 11r, !rr ilursuantir,l

of the consptracy arranged slM card by using fake lD proof and handed over the

same to A2B to facilitate the crime. The details regarding the arrest of this

accused and the arguments of the counsel for the accused regarding illegal

detentionhavebeendiscussedwhiledea|ingwiththearrestofAlT.PW294

statedthatherecoveredMo.l.o].mobi|ephonefromthepossessionofA2T.

AccordingtotheprosecutionduringthatperiodA2Twasusingmobi|ephone

number go372g4544. The cDR of the said mobile phone number was produced

byPW2T2andmarkedasExt'P6S4.Atthetimeofcrossexaminationthis

witness has admitted that it was the cDR relating to the phone number issued

to one shafeek A.A. s/o Latheef. There is no document to prove that A27 was

using that mobile phone number. But I cannot reject the evidence of PW294'

which is supported by two other police officials that the said SlM card was

seized from A27 Shajeer along with Mo'101 mobile phone. That fact itself would

provethatA2TShajeerwasusingthatnumberduringthatperiod.

3Tg.Accordingtotheprosecution,on3.T.2olothisaccusedpurchaseda

slM card from the shop of PW177 by using the lD proof of PW168 Selvaraj'

pw16g who is a native of Kadalur district in Tamil Nadu stated that he had no

occasion to visit Kerala or to purchase SIM card from Kochi. Ext.P284 is the copy

of his passport (one sheet only) obtained by the prosecution from the mobile

phone service provider. According to the prosecution, that was the copy of the

IDproofproduceda|ongwiththeapp|icationformsubmittedbytheapp|icant

_ -. 
-," ,., getting slM card. Exts.P285 and P286 are the cAFs filed in his name for

o.ilino connection. pW168 identified Ext.P284 copy of the passport but denied
-. r\-

.'. t ,h" Jignatures in Ext.P285 and P286 CAFs which.contain his phgto. His definite
ii

r."'1"-', it"-,,...r--.--.-., .i/'
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case is that while irer was working irr a !.:iloring shcp iir a Gulf country" he ii*d

occasion to hand o'r'er a copy of his passport and 20 photos to his employer for

getting Visa. According to him, among the employees in the shop eight persons

were from Kerala State. He has specifically stated that he went abroad on

15.5.2009 and returned to this country on 23.11.2010 only. He asserted that he

had no occasion to visit Kerala during 2010. The evidence tendered by this

witness need not be disbelieved. I am satisfied that the evidence tendered by

this independent witness who is hailing from Tamil Nadu that he had no

occasion to visit Kerala is true.

380. PW177 is the owner of 'Surya photostat', from where SIM cards in the

name of PW168 were sold. This witness identified A27 Shajeer as the person

who had submitted that application form for purchasing SIM card. During 2010

the service providers were selling SIM cards through retailers. He was a dealer

of SIM cards of all the service providers. During that period the procedure for

selling the SIM card was not so strict. On getting the application the dealer has

to intimate the distributer about the number given to the customer. On getting

that intimation the distributor will keep the number alive and pass intimation

through their net work. Then the retailer has to put the SIM card in the mobile

phone provided by the company and to send a service message to a number

'111'. lmmediately the new SIM card will get activated. That was the procedure

for selling SIM cards. The retailer has to record the details of the sale and

activation in the tracker register. This witness stated that as per the direction of

lhe NIA officials he had produced the tracker register maintained in his shop for
-,': a:'u"\.

,'' ,. .1 . r. . .-..
,/ . '" the ile.rigd 2010. lt was seized by the officials as per a seizure mahazar. That

.i .- ..' ,,
'.''.'.

; I .i:15eizure r-nahazar and the.-tracker register were marked through this .witness as

! r: '-
\.
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Ext.P303 and P304.

38L. PW178 is an employee under PWL77 in surya Photostat. This witness

identified Ext.P285 and stated that she had seen the original of the said

application form. According to her, on 3.7.2010 at around L2 noon a person,

whom she identified in court as A27 came to the shop for purchasing SIM card

and produced a photo and lD proof of another one. She returned that photo and

lD proof to that person along with the cAF and requested him to fill up the

columns in the CAF and to sign in that application form. A27 returned the same

after putting his signature and asked her to flll up the columns. On the basis of

the information given by A27 she filled up the columns. Thereupon PW177 took

necessary steps to get the connection activated. she identified Ext.P284, copy

of the lD proof submitt ed by A27 . When cross examined this witness stated that

she did not see this accused signing the CAF. She stated that after getting the

CAF A27 moved to aside. Within few minutes he gave it back to her. lt is clear

from her version that the signed CAF was given to her by A27. This witness also

submitted that during that period the retailers were not so strict. She identified

MO.38 mobile phone supplied by Vodafone for activating the SIM card and

Ext.P304 the tracker register of that company' PW179 is also an employee of

PWI77. This witness identified the relevant entry made by her in Ext.P304

tracker register with regard to the sale of SIM card in the name of Selvaraj and

that entry was marked as Ext.P304(a). This witness also identifled Mo.38 mobile

phone which was used for sending messages to the company for the purpose of

ng SIM cards. According to her, the number allotted as per the said CAF

5631249.

. The evidence of PW177 to PWL79 would prov.e that the-SlM card of



mobile phone number 9645631249 was sold from their shop on 3.7.2010.

PWL77 and PW178 identified A27 to be the person who had purchased the said

SIM card. lt is very pertinent to note that PW177 and PWl78 have no interest in

the subject matter of this case. They are total strangers to the victim and other

witnesses related to the incident. I do not find any reason for these independent

witnesses to give false evidence against A27. lt is to be noted that several

independent witnesses examined by the prosecution have turned hostile to the

prosecution, The learned Public Prosecutor submitted that the witnesses who

had turned hostile were either influenced or threatened by the accused, their

relatives and party members. lt is brought out by prosecution through pW1L7

Paulose that he came to the court to give evidence along with an accused and

father of another accused. While appreciating the evidence of independent

witnesses I have to consider that aspect also. In such situation there is no

chance for an independent witness to give false evidence against the accused.

Here Pws 777 to 179 have narrated their case in specific terms. The defence

could not challenge the credibility of these witnesses inspite of searching cross

examination. On the other hand the evidence of these two witnesses who are

not in any way connected with the incident, regarding the purchase of a mobile

phone from their shop by A27, inspire confidence. lt is true that first time

identification in the court is a weak piece of evidence, but it is not a ground to

reject the evidence of independent witnesses who have given evidence in

specific terms. I have already discussed the rulings of the Hon'ble Apex Court

on this point. lt is settled law that in appropriate cases, court may accept th-e

" '" ,.eyidence of identification even without insisting on corroboration. (Malkhan
':

' ,' t.
Singh's case (supra)). l.am convinced from the evidence of these two

'i|t,. -
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independent witnesses that A27 had purchased a SIM card of Vodafone by

producing the cAF and lD proof of one selvaraj from their shop at Penta

Menaka, Marine Drive, Ernakulam on 3.7.20L0.

383. PW271" the Nodal officer of Vodafone identified the cDR of phone

number 9645631249 and that CDR was marked as Ext.P671. Ext.P671(a) and

(b) are the covering letter and the relevant certificate. The original CAF and the

photocopy of the passport submitted by the subscriber for getting that mobile

phone connection were produced by this witness as per summons and that CAF

and the copy of the passport were marked as Exts.C22 and C22(a)'

384. Along with Ext.P671 CDR, PW271 produced the CDR of phone number

9946055745. That connection is also seen issued in the name of PW168. That

CDR was marked as Ext.P672. Exts.P286 and P287 are the copy of the CAF and

lD proof relating to that phone number. PW271 has stated that he could not

produce the original CAF and the copy of the lD produced by the person who

had applied for getting phone number 9946055745, which was allotted in the

name of Selvaraj. He filed an affidavit to that effect. The evidence of this

witness would prove that two mobile numbers were issued in the name of

Selvaraj (PW168). But PW168 when examined, denied the signature in the CAFs

and stated that he did not file any such application. There is nothing to

disbelieve the evidence tendered by this witness. The prosecution was able to

prove that out of the two mobile phone connections issued in the name of

PW168, one connection was obtained by A27. lt was on 3.7.2010. According to
,* ' -: '1; ti i'.

,-'PW271,. the'oJher connection was also activated on 3.7.2010. The prosecution
| . t.'r\
. coulci'not tiradb out the person who had filed Ext.P286 CAF in the name of

. t,:'.1.i::r.. i,' i\,.PW168.. i i ". ;
\/
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385. PW271 by referring to Ext.p671 cDR, deposed that on 4.7.20L0 this

number had contacted phone numbers 9746955290, 9744s28638 and

9946055745. The last number was the other phone number allotted in the

name of selvaraj. The calls made between these two numbers issued in the

name of selvaraj would support the prosecution case that those persons who

had obtained those slM cards were known to each other. The contacts between

these two numbers would prove the same. lt is for Az7 to explain these calls

which were made from the slM card purchased by him from the shop of pwl-77

on 3.7.2010. He has no explanation. In Neel Kumar's case (supra) it was held

that the accused has a duty to explain the incriminating circumstance proved

against him while making a statement under section 313 cr.p.c. lt was further

held that keeping silent and not furnishing any explanation for sucn

circumstance is an additional link in the chain of circumstance to sustain the

charge against him. In view of the evidence of pw177 and pw17g, A27 cannot

say that he had no connection with that number. The calls made between the

two numbers allotted in the name of selvaraj who was working abroad during

the said period is a strong circumstance against A27. The facts proved by the

prosecution would show that A27 knew the other person who had used the

other mobile number issued in the name of pW168.

386. On 4.7.201,0 there were calls from the phone number 9645631249,

which was proved to be purchased by A27 with phone numbers 9746g55290

and 9744528638. The prosecution could not find out the details of the

bers of those phone numbers, 9746855290 and 9744528638. This fact
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the location of each tower of the said company' As per Ext.C16, on 4.7.2010 at

6.16 am, the said phone number 964563!249 was within the limits of cell lD

No.11303, i.e. Muvattupuzha, Anikkad. This phone number was at

Muvattupuzha bus stand location (Cell lD No.L4453) between 6.37 am and 7.21

am. At 7.34 am this phone was at Randaar (Cell lD No.15043). These places

situate very near to the place of incident. A27 who had purchased the phone

number has no explanation as to how the said phone number had been there in

the said places at the relevant time. Whereas the prosecution has got a definite

case that the said phone number was being used by A28 for supervising the

attack on PW2. So also Ext.P672 CDR and the evidence of PW271 would prove

that on 4.7.2OLO, the other phone number issued in the name of Selvaraj

(9946055745) was also in use at Muvattupuzha. At 6.32am that mobile phone

number was seen located at Muvattupuzha, between 6.44 am and 6.46 am, it

was at Muvattupuzha bus stand location, at 6.55 am it was at Pezhakkappally

location (Cell lD No.10902), at 7.03 am it was at Muvattupuzha bus stand

location, at7.23 am it was at South Marady (Cell lD No.12072). at 7.32 am it

was at Randar location and at 7.51 am that phone was at Anikkad location. All

these places are very close to the place of incident.

387. There is evidence to show that on 4.7.2070 both these phone

numbers were found to be in use at Muvattupuzha town. Another important

point is that the activities from these two phone numbers were stopped on

4.7.201A itself. As per Ext.P671 the last call was at 8:11:23 am and thereafter

was no activity in the phone. Thereafter that SIM card was not used. So

Ext.P672 of phone number 9946055745 would show that the last activity

t{at phone was at 8:12:'40 am on the same day. Further-Ext.P672 CDR
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phone numbers 9744528638 and 9746855290. The data in Ext.P671 also would

show that from the phone number 9645631249 there was one call with

9744528638 and two calls with 9746855290 on 4.7,20L0. In short it could be

seen that on 4.7.2010, both the phone numbers obtained in the name of

Selvaraj were found to be in use at Muvattupuzha and suburbs. Further there

were calls from both these numbers to same phone numbers obtained by using

fake lDs. lt is for A27 to explain the purpose of the phone calls made from

9645637249, the number obtained by him. As pointed out above he has no

explanation. This is another circumstance to support the prosecution case that

these numbers were used by some of the facilitators of the crime.

388. The prosecution has proved that there were several calls between the

phone number 9O37294544, found to be in possession of A27 (issued in the

name of Shafeek and seized from A27) and the mobile numbers of A2, 47, A8,

A16, A17, A1.8. A29, A31 and A34. PW272 the Nodal Officer of Tata Tele services

deposed about the calls from that phone number with phone numbers

9946406099 and 9567712600. There is evidence to show that on 2.7.2010

there were two calls between the number seized from Shajeer and phone

number 9567712600. which is in the name of A29 Kasim and on 3.7.2010 there

were three calls in the morning till 9 am. This accused has no explanation

regarding those calls.

' arranged a SIM card by using the copy of the passport of PW168 and handed
j

'r'. oV€r to A29. Though there is no direct evidence to connect this accused with
:,'"' the attac.t< on PW2, the prosecution was able., to pro.ye that the SIM card

-'.r I i' '.'
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purchased by A27 in the name of selvaraj was used on 4.7.2010 by the

facilitators, along with the other SIM card obtained in the name of Selvaraj.

Here the prosecution was able to connect that link against A27. Then it is for

A27 to explain the circumstances found against him. This accused did not give

any explanation about these factors, but simply denied the prosecution case. I

am satisfied that the prosecution was able to connect all the links in the chain

of circumstances against A27 Shajeer. The first and formost is the purchase of

slM card from the shop of PW177 by using the copy of the passport of PW168,

ii) another slM card was purchased on the same day by somebody by using the

copy of the passport of PWI-68, iii) both these slM cards were purchased on the

previous day of incident, iv) on 4.7.2010, at the time of incident both these

phone numbers were found to be at Muvattupuzha and surroundings, v) calls

made between these two numbers issued in the name of PW168 vi) calls from

the two mobile numbers in the name of PW168 to same numbers, within a short

period between 6 am and I am, vii) no activity from both the mobile phone

numbers after the incident, viii) no explanation from A27 and ix) contacts with

other accused whose involvement have been proved particularly the calls with

A29 on 2.7.20LO and 3.7.2010. These facts would prove that these two slM

cards were purchased for the sole purpose of facilitating the crime. These

circumstances pointed out by the prosecution would prove the involvement of

A27 in the conspiracy. In this case lcannot simplify the matters by saying that

,this.ac€used might have knowledge about the attack and there is no evidence

he took part in the conspiracy. This argument will not sustain. t ari
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390. Ext. P623 is the copy of the cAF and Ext.p623(a) is the copy of the lD

produced by A29 for getting Airtel mobile connection. pw264, in reply to the

summons issued to him to produce the original cAF, filed affidavit to the effect

that the original is not available. A29 has disputed the case of pw264

regarding the purchase of slM card. He stated that he did not have any sucn

mobile phone number. But in Ext. p453 and p754, lists of the Freedom parade

organizing committee members, Aluva, name of Kasim is seen printed along

with number 9567712600, the number allotted to Kasim as per Ext. p623.

Further it could be seen that this number was saved in the name of Kasim in the

mobile phone seized from A2 Jamal and in Mo.107 slM alleged have been used

by A5. From this evidence it is clear that phone number 9567712600 was

allotted to A29 Kasim as per Ext.P623 CAF. Ext.p624 is the CDR.

391. Frequent calls between friends and party members alone is not

sufficient to prove conspiracy. But here the prosecution was able to point out

some suspicious calls from the phone number of A29. pw264 spoke that in

between 25.3.2010 and 3.7.2010 there were 74 calls with phone number

9048686611 (phone number of A28, proved through pW2B8 Sainaba). On

3.7.2010 there were L3 calls between these two numbers, and the last call

between these two numbers was at 22:59:00 hours. A29 had contacts with the

other phone numbers of A28. He has no explanation regarding these calls with

A28, whose photograph (Ext.Pl(b)) was identified by pW1. Further he had

contacts with the phone numbers of A1 to A8. But A29 did not give any

explanation for the calls made on the days very close to the date of inciden{

,.i,. :-:,^itithtfe persons whose involvement has been proved. Another important point
':,t.''": :.' \
,"i:-!:::y:,y;:l"W

was on 4.7.2OIO at 9 am.'l;is.that-the last call from the phone number of A29
:r:.,,.: .. .!:.- 'i :- t
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Thereafter the said phone number was not used. He has no explanation for the

same. I have already found that this accused had made fake number plates for

using in Mo.2 omni van. This fact, coupled with the suspicious calls made by

this accused with the other accused would prove that this accused also took

part in the conspiracy.

392. The allegation against A32 who was the District President of PFI is

that he had published notices, pamphlets etc. and declared the stand of PFI on

the question paper issue to its members, participated in the conspiracy along

with other accused and being a member of the tenorist gang attended the

conspiracy hatched at seemas Auditorium and Inspection Bunglaw,

Muvattupuzha monitored the events through A8 Younus Aliyar and A28

M.K.Nazar. recruited members for the crime, decided to purchase an omni van

and to provide funds. Further this accused had hatched conspiracy at the house

of PW157 Ansari at Kakkanad and then attended the meeting held at the house

of PW36 Raihanath so as to provide safe hide outs to the accused. These are

the allegations against A32.

393. The prosecution was not able to adduce any evidence to prove that

this accused had recruited members from the cadre to execute the plan to

attack PW2, that he had provided money for making arrangements for the

attack and that he took part in the conspiracy meetings. lt is alleged that this

accused had attended the meeting held at Seemas Auditorium, Perumbavoor

and the lB at Muvattupuzha. There is nothing to doubt about his presence at
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party workers who had attended those meetings disassociated from others and

hatched conspiracy.

394. Pw245, a constabre attached to NrA, Kochi unit spoke about the

attempt made by A32 to commit suicide from the lock up. In connection with

the said incident Pw245 has filed a report in the south police station. on the

basis of the said report PW252 shamsudhin, the sub Inspector of police, Town

South Police station registered a case as crime No.1312/2012. Ext.p5g2 is the

certified copy of the report filed by pw245 and Ext.p6o6 is the certified copy of

the FlR. Pw252 added that he had completed the investigation in the said case

and laid charge against A32 in the court of the Additional chief Judicial

Magistrate (Economic Offences), Ernakulam. pW254, who was working as

Casuality Medical Officer at General Hospital, Ernakulam deposed that on

L4.10.2012 she examined Manaf, Valiyaparambil House, palluruthy, who was

brought by the officials of NIA with a history of alleged fall in bathroom and

alleged self inflicted wound with blade. According to her, Manaf had the

following injuries:-

Lacerated wound at the junction of anterior 1/3rd and posterior 2l3rd of tongue

5xLx1cms.

Suicidal cuts, both wrists multiole 5 x 0.1 cms.

He was admitted in the hospital. Ext.P608 is the wound certificate. This witness

opined that the injuries could be self inflicted injuries. Any way these matters

are not relevant for consideration in this case.

395. PW303 the Deputy Superintendent of Police, NIA deposed about the

arfqst of A32. According to him, on 4.1-0.2012 he got the custody of A32 Manaf,
..'' who had surrenddred before this court. Thereupon he questibrled that accused
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and recorded his statement. On 20.10.2012 he went to the house of PW157

Ansari at Kakkanad along with PWL55 Sathyaseelan who is an employee at

Taluk office, Kanayannur as led by A32 and prepared Ext.P895 pointing out

memo from the said house. Thereafter he inspected the house of PW36

Raihanath and the house ofA20 Anas as led by A32 and prepared Ext.P890 and

P892 pointing out memos. Even if it is assumed that PW303 had inspected

those premises as shown by A32, it would not prove that he hatched conspiracy

along with some others from the said premises. As discussed above, there is no

evidence to show that this accused had participated in any of the conspiracy

meetings alleged to have been held before 4.720L0 except the party

conventions held on 28.3.2010 and 3.4.2010. The contention of the

prosecution that he had attended the conspiracy held at the houses of PW36

and A20 also cannot be accepted as there is no evidence to prove the same.

The fact that his phone number was found at cell lD location No.13841

(Mannam) on 4,7.2010 between 10.47 am and L2.46 pm is also not sufficient to

prove that contention. Even if it is assumed that he had participated in the

conspiracy meetings held at those houses after the attack on PW2, court cannot

enter into a conclusion that this accused also had an intention to attack PW2 or.

that he was aware of the attack on that witness.

396. The prosecution is relying on the call details of this accused to prove

his involvement in the conspiracy. The CDR of phone number 9846722220

issued in the name of A32 was produced along with the copy of the CAF and the

That documeni *"t marked as Ext.P668. PW274, the Alternate Nodal
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the said number was deactivated from the system on 12.12.201'0. He deposeo

that after one year from the date of deactivation the details will be removeo

from the archives. He spoke that the original application and the documents will

be kept for a period of one year only. All those documents will be removed after

one year from the date of deactivation. A32 has denied the phone number

issued in his name. lt is true that the photo of the applicant in the copy of the

CAF has no resemblance with the photo in the copy of the driving licence which

was given as lD proof. But the address of this accused fumished by the

prosecution and in the CAF are one and the same. The accused has no dispute

with regard to the address furnished by the prosecution in the final report. So

also, copy of the driving licence of A32 is seen produced along with the said

CAF. lt is true that the address given in the driving licence is different. pW156

Nadira who is the wife of this accused has admitted that a criminal case rs

pending against herself and this accused in the Palluruthy police station in

connection with the purchase of a SIM card in the name of another person. From

the CAF and the copy of the lD proof submitted in the company for getting

mobile phone connection I can very well find that the copy of the lD submitted

along with the CAF was that of A32. As per this application the above number

9846722220 was allotted to him.

397. Ext.P71B and P777 are the listsof the district leaders of PFI with

phone number and email lD. PW291, Assistant Superintendent of Police
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" oorca.gecollci (ruoeol4o(6)cro'", a sheet of paper with the photos of important

temples in Ernakulam district (Ext.P722), and some other pamphlets connected

with PFI and SDPI which were marked as Ext.P723 to P739. Ext.P727 is a file

containing the details of the office bearers of PFI and Ext.P729 series are the

reports of the meetings of the district committee held on different dates.

Ext.P732 series are the visiting cards of K.A.Mansoor. He was shown as District

Secretary, Ernakulam. Ext.P777 is the list of district leaders of PFI seized from

the house of Moitheen Kunju (not charge sheeted) by PW291 as per Ext.P549

search list (certified copy). PW291 stated that the original search list has been

produced in another court. From the house of Moideen Kunju he had recovered

the seals of SDPI (MO.190 series), three file folders (MO.191 series), application

forms (Exts.PlBQ series to Ext.P269 series), a diary, some publications and file

folders which were marked as Exts.P773 to P779. In Exts.P718 and P778, the

listsof the district leaders of PFl, A32 Manaf was shown as the President of

Ernakulam district and one K.M.Sidheeque and K.A.Mansoor were shown as the

Secretaries. ln those lists the phone number of A32 is shown as 9846722220.ln

addition to this, this phone number is shown in Ext.P202(a), the application

submitted by him for getting membership in the party. There is no dispute with

regard to the genuineness of Ext.P202(a) application for getting party

membership. These documents are admitted by PW154 Shalikar Muhammad Ali

who was the President of SDPI, Muvattupuzha Mandalam. This document is not

seen challenged by the accused. He was not cross examined by the Oetenc-e

with regard to the genuineness of these documents. These dpcuments seized

from the house of the then Secretary of PFI and from the house of Moideen
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9846722220, the number allotted

by that accused.

398. Ext.P668, the cDR would show that on 28.3.2010 this mobile phone

number was found in use at cell lD No.14191- Perumbavoor Pathipalam location.

The attempt of the prosecution was to prove that he had attended the meeting

held on 28.3.201,0 at seemas Auditorium, perumbavoor. There is no dispute

with regard to this fact that A32 had attended the meeting. According to the

prosecution, he was the then District president of pFl. lt was brought out

through PWL54 and PW32 the Manager of Seemas Auditorium that the hall was

booked even prior to the question paper issue. lt is already found that there is

no evidence to suggest that this accused or any other accused had

disassociated from the other members who had gathered there, sat together

and hatched conspiracy. The fact that A32 had attended the said meeting would

not help the prosecution to prove that he had participated in the conspiracy.

Ext.P668 would prove that this accused was at Kakkanad location on 3.7.2010

between 5.05 pm and 7.49 pm. But there is no evidence to show that a

conspiracy was hatched at the house of PW157 as alleged.

399. Ext.P668 would show that A32, during the period between 23.5.201"0

and 30.8.2010 had contacted A8 on several occasions. After 3.7.2010 there

had been no incoming or outgoing call to the number of A32 from Ag. lt is

pointed out that on 14.6.2010, the day before purchasing the omni van there

"..was'€.:c-all from the phone of this accused to the phone number of Ag a;
-:\ ''\

r:' 14:0.5:08 :h0-urs. As per Ext.P668 on 14.6.2010 there were five calls between
'..,. _.'il

i :A:2 enU,:fa PW271, has idenfified Ext. P666 CDR of phone nurnber,,
, uo,

,/
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Manaf was using

by Vodafone as per

mobile phone number

the application submitted
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904868661-1 allotted to Nazar.M.K., Marangottu House, Kunjunikkara (A2B).

Ext. C18 is the CAF and 18(a) is the copy of the lD submitted by Nazar for

getting that connection. The photograph of A28 is seen affixed in Ext.C18.

Ext.C18(a) is the copy of the lD card issued by the Election Commission of India

to A28. PW288 Sainaba identified the photograph of A28 Nazar who is the son

in law, in Ext.C17. Ext.P665 is the CDR of mobile phone number 9745003256

and Ext.P666 is the CDR of phone number 9048686611 issued in the name of

M.K.Nazar. Ext.P667 is the CDR of phone number 9846182913, issued in the

name of PW288 Sainaba who has stated that she had never used a mobile

phone. Ext.P666 would show that there were five calls between A32 and

M.K.Nasar. The prosecution has got a definite case that A8, A12, A32 and A28

(absconding) had decided to purchase a vehicle for the purpose of committing

the offence and deputed A12 for that purpose. Though there were five calls

between A32 and A28 on 14.6.2010, there is nothing to suggest that A28 had

contacted A8 or A12 on that particular day. The definite case of the prosecution

is that A28 is an active member of PFl. There may be some calls between A32

and A28. The learned Public Prosecutor has pointed out that on 4.7.2010, the

date of incident there were several calls from the mobile numbers used by A28

to other accused who are involved in the crime. But he could not point out any

call to the number of A32 Manaf from the mobile phone numbers of A28. PW27I

has stated that the last call between A32 and the phone number 9048686611

of A28 was on 30.6.2010. Thereafter there were no calls between those two

" numbers.'The prosecution could not point out any call between A32 and A28

, just before t$e incident or on the previous day. From the evidence of PW27l- it
ii,

A1, A3 and 46 also. But the last ca*lcont?cts with
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between A32 and A1 was on 26.5.2010. The last call between A32 and A3 was

on 21.6.2010. The Learned Public Prosecutor could point out only one call

between A32 and 46, that was on 16.6.2010. From these phone calls I cannor

say that A32 had conspired with A28 or any other accused. lt is true that there

were calls between A32 and A8 upto 3.7.2010. lt cannot be said that those calls

made between the District President and Muvattupuzha Mandalam president

were unusual. The calls noted in Ext.P666 are not sufficient to prove the

involvement of this accused in the conspiracy. I cannot ignore the fact that the

prosecution did not allege any participative act against this accused in

connection with or in pursuance of the conspiracy. The mere fact that this

accused had denied his phone number is not a ground to draw an adverse

inference against him. In Gilani's case (supra) the Apex Court, while discussing

a similar point held that though the conduct of the accused was not above

board, the court cannot condemn him in the absence of sufficient evidence

pointing unmistakably to his guilt. Therefore, even if it is assumed that some of

the accused contacted each other, immediately after the incident it cannot be

said that the latter was aware of the entire conspiracy. lf a person after

committing an offence contacts another and making request to do some favour,

it cannot be said that the latter was aware about the offence committed and

that it was committed with the concurrence of the latter.

400. The defence has a specific contention that this accused was in constant

touch with the party members and the other office bearers of the said party.

A-c.gording to the learned counsel for the accused there is nothing unusual ii
those calls. His definite case is that the prosecution has deliberately suppressed

"uid "nou'
started. toto make it appear that thi.s accused contact the other
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accused and conspirators only after the question paper issue. According to him,

with that intention to suppress evidence, the prosecution had obtained the CDR

from 25.3.2010 only. lf the CDR of the previous period is produced, it would

show that this accused had been in frequent touch with the other accused. I

cannot reject this contention in toto. Ext.P668 would show frequent calls not

only with the accused but also with several others.

401. Ext.P668 the CDR would show that A32 had several calls with some

witnesses and some of the accused who are not charge sheeted. Prosecution

has no case that the calls between this accused and the witnesses were made

as part of conspiracy. 5o also the calls between A32 and the accused who are

not charge sheeted cannot be said to be made as part of conspiracy.

Prosecution could not so far collect evidence against those accused. As the

President of the district committee of PFI A32, had to contact with the members

all over the district frequently. lt is not unusual. Therefore the calls made by A32

with the party members including the accused herein cannot be taken as a

circumstance against this accused to prove the charge of conspiracy.

402. According to the prosecution, after the incident A32 went absconding

and that itself can be taken as a link to connect the circumstances against this

accused with the conspiracy. PW159 and PWl.60, who were residing near the

house of A32 identified the accused and stated that after the hand chopping

incident they did not see him in the said house. They added that after that

incident, the family members of Manaf had shifted from the said house. PW167

Badarudheen who is working in a restaurant at Tirur identified A32 Manaf anl

ad and stated that he had occasion to see these two.accused from

witnesses i9 not sufficient to'Qimbis'Cool Bar, ,Iirur. The evidence of these two
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suggest that he was absconding. lt is clear from the versions of pW159 and

PWL60 that the family of A32 has been shifted from that place. So also the fact

that a witness had occasion to see an accused at a distant place on one or two

occasions, is not sufficient to prove that the accused was absconding.

403. The circumstances pointed out by the prosecution against A32 were i)

his phone calls with the other accused, ii) he was absconding and iii) he, being

the President of PFI was behind the entire conspiracy. I have already found that

the phone calls of this accused would not help the prosecution. So also there is

nothing to prove that he was absconding. Even if it is assumed that he was

absconding, it cannot be reckoned as a link in the circumstances.

404. Another contention put forward by the prosecution is that this

accused was the person behind the publication of pamphlets and notices with a

public call to Muslim youth to raise to the occasion and to build forts of defence

to protect their lslamic belief. According to the learned Public Prosecutor these

publications would prove the motive of the accused who was the District

President of PFl. The pamphlets and notices circulated by PFI would show that

organization was very much aggrieved by the act of PW2. They conducted

protest march and convened meetings to protest against the act of PW2. In

Ext.P718 andP777 pamphlets Mansoor K (accused not charge sheeted) and one

Siddique were shown as District Secretaries of PFl. The prosecution has no case

that Siddique, one of the District Secretaries had involved in the crime. The

prosecution could not collect any evidence against the other Secretary Mansoor.

It is still .in. investigation stage. Almost all the accused were in frequent touc'h'-.- ..i .\
. -a' i\

with Mansoo'f. Merely because of the reason that PFI had published pamphlets
, il,l

and noticei.'lit cannot.be..said that A32 who was the District Pfesident was
,' . 

',|
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behind the entire incident. Publication of pamphlets and notices by PFI cannot

be treated as a link to connect A32, the then President of PFI with the incident

since there is no other evidence to prove the role of this accused in the

conspiracy.

405. At this juncture the allegations levelled by the prosecution against the

PFI is also to be considered. lt is true that several pamphlets and publications

have been seized from the house of some accused. All these publications are

seen made to propagate that the Muslims are facing challenges from other

religions. The Prosecution mainly relies on Ext.Pl2l (Ext.P758) and Ext.P795,

leaflets issued by PFI fixing the liability of ridiculing the Prophet on the church

and the Christian leadership. These leaflets were published to protest against

the question paper issue. Ext.P721 pamphlet would show that PFI took it as an

attack on Muslim community and they made an appeal to wreck vengeance on

PW2 who made derogatory reference on Prophet. lt is very pertinent to note

that the prosecution could not collect any evidence against Mansoor, the

Secretary of PFI Ernakulam District Committee. They have not raised any

allegations against Siddique, the other Secretary of District Committee. At the

same time we cannot ignore the fact that all the accused whose complicity

have been proved are active workers of PFl. The prosecution has a definite case

that AB Younus Aliyar was the Muvattupuzha Division Convener of PFl. One

thing is clear that some of the leaders were in constant touch with the accused

whose involvement have been proved, but there is no evidence to accept the

contention of the prosecution that the entire attack was planned and eiecutei

with the.consent of the entire leadership of that organization.

is alpady found that A34.Anwar Sadique had harpoured A8 Younus ;.
It



Aliyar in the house of PW43 Afsath. The prosecution has a case that A34, as a

member of the terrorist gang participated in the conspiracy to cause the death

of PW2. Ext.C21 is the original CAF submitted by A34 for getting mobile phone

connection and Ext.C21 (a) is the copy of the lD submitted by him along with

that application. These documents were produced and marked through PW274,

the Alternate Nodal Officer of Vodafone. As per this application phone number

9946406099 was allotted to A34. This accused, at the time of questioning under

Section 313 of Cr.P.C. has admitted the said phone number.

407. The CDR of that phone number was produced by PW271 and marked

as Ext.P670. lt is elicited from this witness that A34 had contacted A14 on

25.6.2010, contacted A10 on 21,.6.2010 and contacted A29 on 11.6.2010. He

deposed that there were two calls between A34 and phone number

9746026660 (admitted phone number of A15) on 4.7.2010, one at 10.35 am

and the other at 10.39 am. On 4.7.2010 at 4.50 am there was an incoming call

from mobile number 9846182913, (the phone number of Sainaba, mother in

law of A28) to the phone number of A34. lt is brought out through PW271 that

there were some calls between A34 and phone number 9048686611 (phone

number of A28) on 2.7.20'J.0 and 3.7.2010.

408. According to A34, it was the mobile phone number used in his house

by his family members including his mother and wife. But there is no evidence

to substantiate the said contention. lt cannot be believed that his family

members had frequent calls with the admitted numbers of A10, A14, Al-7 and

is nothing to substantiate the contention of this accused that this

cn was obtained by A34 was used by his mother and other family

is;rot sufficient to prove that this accused ha{''participatedthat
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in the conspiracy. lt is to be noted that A34 has explained his phone calls with

A15. Merely because of the reason that A28 had contacted this accuseo on

2.7.2010,3.7.2010 and in the early morning of 4.7.201,0, lcannot say that

these calls were made as part of conspiracy to commit terrorist act. In Gilani's

case the Hon'ble Supreme Court has made it clear that suspicion however

strong cannot take the place of legal proof. He has explanations for the phone

calls with A15. Even if it is assumed that he had some calls with other accused,

it will not be sufficient to fasten this accused with the liability of criminal

conspiracy.

409. The allegation of the prosecution is that after the incident A19 and

A31 (absconding) shifted A1 and A5 in a black Indica car bearing No.KL-09/R.

7541 which belonged to PW170 Sanooja and then shifted them to a Lancer car

bearing No.KL-07/AH.151"5 and took them to the house of 416 at Aluva. pW170

Sanooja, wife of A34 Anwar Sadique, has admitted that she was the owner of

the Indica car. PWLTL Joint RTO, Aluva identified the signature of his

predecessor in office, Shri.K.T.Ravindran in the RC particulars of vehicle

No.KL-09/R.7541 and it was marked as Ext.P296. The said registration

particulars would show that Sanooja was the owner of the said car. Further

PWL70, in reply to the notice issued under Section 43F of the UA(p) Act by the

investigating officer to furnish the details of car bearing Regn.No.KL-09/R.7541

has admitted that she was the registered owner of the said car. Ext.p2g9 is the

copy of the notice served on her by the NIA under Section 43F of the Act and

Ext.P290 is the reply submitted by her. In Ext.P290 this witness has admittel
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denied that she sold the vehicle to one Badar Dareez. She

to the prosecution. A34 did not send any reply to the

Section 43F of the UA(P) Act nor did he produce the vehicle.

was declared hostile

notice issued under

410. PW256 Badar Dareez deposed that he had purchased indica car

bearing No.KL-09/R.754L from a dealer of used cars at Morayur in Malappuram

District. The original registration certificate was produced by PW303 along with

the documents obtained from the RT Office, Malappuram. The original

registration certificate, the receipt for remitting the fee for the transfer of the

vehicle, Form No.29 with carbon copy and Form No.30 were marked as

Ext.P296, P786, P610 series and P611- respectively. Ext.P785 is the copy of the

Aadhar card of Badar Dareez. These documents would prove that the ownership

of vehicle No.KL-09/R.7541 was transferred in the name of PW256 with effect

from 7.11.2013.

411. PW303 Abdul Khader, Deputy Superintendent of Police, NIA deposed

that on LL.2OL4, P256 Badar Dareez produced the said car before him, as per

the notice issued by him. He took the vehicle in to custody as per Ext.P783

mahazar and got the vehicle examined by PW292, the Scientific Assistant.

PW292 Mary Sherin who is working as Scientific Assistant, District Crime

Records Bureau. Kochi deposed that on 9.1.2014, as per the requisition of the

investigating officer she collected samples from the seat and from the ceiling in

the cabin of the car and put it in four packets and handed over the same to the

investigating officer who took those packets into custody as per Ext.P782

mahazar. This witness also identified MO.37 car and stated that she too-k

' " samples from the said car.

4I2. PW230 Dr.Thomas Alexander, when
t:

recalled aq per order in Crl.M.P.
t I
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2OO]2O]4 stated that he had examined the materials received on 25.1.2014 in

four sealed packets, containing cotton gauze with light brown stains. Those

items were subjected to benzidine test. Blood was detected on item Nos.1 to 3.

Ext.P781 is the report filed by him. Ext.P78L (a) is the covering letter sent by

Director to the court along with his report. The remnants of cotton gauze in the

four packets were identified as MO.192 to MO.195.

4l_3. From the evidence of PW230 it is clear that blood stains were detected

in the samples taken from vehicle No.KL-09/R.7541 by PW292. lt is the

prosecution case that A31 took the injured accused No.L and 5 in the said car to

the house of 416 for providing treatment and during that journey to the house

of 416 that blood stains happened to be in the seat and other parts of the car.

It is very difficult to believe that PW292 was able to collect that blood stains

from the car after about three and a half years. lt is very pertinent to note that

pw23o did not mention anything about the age of the dried blood stains

examined by him. Even if it is assumed that dried blood stains were found in

the said car by PW3o3 at the time of seizure of the said car, it is for PW256

Badar Dareez to explain the same. lt is very pertinent to note that prosecution

did not get any explanation from PW256 how the blood stains happened to be

there. There is no evdience to show that those dried blood stains were there in

the car even at the time of the purchase of the car by PW256' The best person

to say about the same was PW256. But the prosecution did not put any such

question to this witness with regard to the origin of the blood stains found in the

car. As stated above l find it difficult to believe that the blood stains taken from

were

proyenot help
t



used for transporting the injured accused No.L and 5 by A1-9 or A31. Further

there is no evidence to show that A34 Anwar sadique had provided vehicle to

A31 to take A1 and 45 to the house of A16 and thereby attempted to cause

disappearance of evidence.

414. The prosecution was able to prove that A34 had provided safe hide

out to A8. But there is absolutely no evidence to show that A34 had previous

knowledge about the attack on PW2. There is nothing to show that A34 had

contacts with any of the other accused except A10, A14 and A17. Those calls

with A10, A14 and A17 were made before 8.6.2010 as part of conspiracy. The

fact that this accused had contacted A28 on 2.7.2OIO and 3.7.2010 is not

sufficient to prove that he took part in the conspiracy to attack pW2. On the

other hand there is evidence to prove that this accused had harboured A8 in the

house of PW43.

415. Apart from the charge that A35 had harboured A2, 43 and A5 in a

rented house at Nettoor, it is alleged that this accused took part in the

conspiracy to attack PW2. To prove the said contention the prosecution relies on

the CDR of this accused. PW276 Anil, Nodal Officer, Reliance produced the

original CAF submitted by A35 Niyas in his company and that CAF was marked

as Ext.CL3. The CDR of that phone number was marked through PW268 as

Ext.P637. PW268 spoke that there were several calls from this number to

mobile number 9846722220 (the number of A32) and that the last call between

those two numbers was on 1.7.2070 at 17:24 hours. Further there were several

calls between his number and phone number 9288853217. According to the
.,i '.

on, it was the number of his brother Riyas (A36). Ext.C35 ahd C35(a)

€AF and the 6opy of the lD proof submitted by 436 Riyag PW273, the'i'i
I
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Nodal Officer of Tata Tele Services proved these two documents. As per this

cAF, phone number 9288853217 was allotted to Riyas. Prosecution could not

produce the CDR of this number. I cannot say that the calls made between the

brothers are unusual and made for hatching conspiracy. I have already

discussed these facts in one of the above paragraphs. On going through the call

details of A35, I could find that this accused had no contact except A32 and

436. Even if it is assumed that A32 had instructed A35 to provide hide out for

the assailants, there is no evidence to show that this accused was aware of the

conspiracy hatched by the other accused. The prosecution has no allegation

that 436 took part in the conspiracy.

416. The allegation against A37 Noushad is that in pursuance of the

conspiracy he helped 411 to prepare the sketch of the.locality where PW2 was

residing, followed PW2 on his way to Bishop's house and participated in the

conspiracy meeting held at the house of PW157 Ansari at Kakkanad and acted

as the captain of the pilot team on 4.7.2010. lt is already found that the

evidence adduced by the prosecution regarding the alleged incident dated

2.7.20L0, is not acceptable. So also there is no evidence to prove that this

accused had acted as the captain of the pilot team on 4.7.2070. The other

allegation is that he took part in the conspiracy held at house of PW157. The

CDR of phone number 9846007283 along with the copy of the CAF, copy of lD

proof and verification form were produced and marked through PW268, Raja

Raja Varma, Nodal Officer of Reliance Communications. That CDR which was

s Ext.P635 would show that he had contacted phone number

3.6.201.0 and contacted ohone number 9447798692 on several

calfs with phone number of A8, A15, A28, 43? and somg



other accused who were not charge sheeted. Further the prosecution has

brought out through PW26B that there was no activity in his phone on 2J .2olo

between 0607:21 hours and 19:23:55 hours. On going through the CDR for the

period between 25.3.2010 and 23.7.2010 it could be seen that this accused had

several calls with several persons, including some of the accused. Admittedly

he is an active member of PFl. There is every chance for the party members to

contact each other. There is nothing suspicious in those calls. The prosecution

could not pin point a particular call to suggest that he hatched conspiracy with

the other accused over phone. Merely because of the reason that some calls

have been made between this accused and some other accused in this case. I

cannot presume that he also participated in the conspiracy.

4L7. Another point raised by the prosecution is that A37 was absconding

and he was staying in a hide out at rirur in another name "Faisal". According to

the prosecution, PW151 Ameer @ Manikkam, at the request of accused Zakkeer

Hussain (not charge sheeted) provided job and accommodation to A37 in his

tailoring machine repairing unit. Admittedly pwi-51 Juki Ameer was running a

repairing unit in a building owned by Maunathul lslam sabha. This witness

denied that he had provided job and accommodation to A37. He identified his

visiting card which was marked as Ext.P168. PW22l- Nehru @ Antony has

admitted that he is running a tea shop in the building owned by the same

Sabha, adjacent to the tailoring machine repairing unit of pW151. This witness

stated that police had brought an accused to the tailoring machine repairing

unit for the purpose of investigation. He identified the said person as A37 anl

e had seen A37 in the room of PW151 on several occasions. He

Faisal..PWl63 who is working as LDthe said roogn in the name ng as LD



Clerk in the Revenue Divisional Office, Tirur stated that on 31.10.2012 he went

to the offce of the DySP, Tirur as directed by the RDO and met PW303 from the

said office. A37 was also present in that office. On the basis of the statement

given by A37 they proceeded to a house near Chitrasagar theatre at Tirur, from

where A37 showed a house to PW303. Thereupon A37 took a key, which was

kept on the wall of the bathroom and opened the door. From the said building

PW303 recovered one bag and two plastic kits containing mobile phones, SIM

card pouch, driving licence, CD, prescription, discharge certificate, discharge

card, certificates etc. PW303 seized those items as shown by A37 as per

Ext.P271 mahazar. This witness identified MOs 28 to 34 and Exts.P272 to P278.

the articles seized by PW303 from that building.

418. PW166 is the Administrative Officer of MES Hospital, Perinthalmanna.

This witness identified the inpatient records maintained in the hospital and it

was marked as Ext.P283. Ext.P282 is the seizure mahazar. According to him. it

is the case file of one Faisal, 'Alfa', Chitrasagar, Tirur. In Ext.P283(b) the consent

letter signed by the patient, his father's name is noted as Beeran. According to

him, that patient was admitted in the hospital on 30.12.2011 and discharged on

3.'J..20I2. PW257 who was working as a postgraduate doctor in that hospital

identified Ext.P283 mahazar prepared by him and stated that the patient was

under the treatment of Dr.Muhmmedali.

419. Ext.P168 is the visiting card of PW151, seized from the possession of

A37 at the time of his arrest. This is one of the circumstances to prove the

connection of this accused with PW151 who was running a repairing unit at
tiijl': '' :1'*

,,,"'"r.'.'ifrid.rtlhner Pw227 has specifically stated that A37 was staying in the repairl :.i1. . :...
l. 'i'
,' ..t j uhit ot PWl51 at Tirur in the name Faizal. PW303 ptovgd the seizure of
:, . 

]
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Ext.P272, the driving licence of A37, the prescription and discharge certificaie

(Exts.P273 and P274) from the said room as pointed out by A37. lt is brought

out in evidence through PW166 that A37 was admitted in MES Medical College

Hospital, Perinthalmanna in the name Faisal. PW182, the Village Officer, Aroor in

Ernakulam district stated that as per the requisition given by the investigating

officer to enquire about one Faisal, S/o Beeran, Puthenveedu, Aroor, he

conducted enquiry and found that there was no such person or address in the

said village. Ext.P308 is the certificate issued by him. Here the prosecution was

able to prove that A37 was staying in the room occupied by PW151 in a

fictitious name Faisal. I am satisfied that A37 was absconding and staying at

Tirur in a fictitious name.

420. Now the question is whether that evidence is sufficient to prove that

this accused also took part in the conspiracy or involved in the attack on PW2.

It is already found that the evidence adduced by the prosecution that this

accused had followed Pws 2 and 3 on their way to Bishop's House is not

believable. The prosecution could not point out any suspicious call between this

accused and the conspirators. So also there is no evidence to prove that this

accused had attended the conspiracy meeting alleged to have been held at the

house of PW157 Ansari. Ext.P635 CDR would show that at 4.41 pm his phone

was found at Marthanda Varma Bridge, Aluva. At 20.16 pm that phone was

located at Ambattukavu. Thereafter from 9.36 pm it was found at Edathala.

Nobody has a case that these places situate near Kakkanad, where the meeting

,*:i.rpasi[eld. Similarly the fact that this accused had pointed out a place near the
,:. ;-l tr! ': l' .-: \.
.'. , fqarady,V.ittage office to PW303, would not prove his involvement in the offence

i.- .._ .. : r.{

' 
..gr the cdnspiracy. At the most it cguld be infeEed that he knows such a place. tt
':t. . t': )'

':.
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cannot be held that this accused, as a member of the pilot team, remained near

to the Village office, Marady and informed the others about the movements of

police. The evidence adduced by the prosecution regarding the pointing out

mahazar is a weak link in the chain of circumstances. I cannot enter into a

conclusion against the accused on the sole basis of the fact that after the

incident he was absconding. The learned counsel for the accused submitted

that after the incident the police was behind the PFI members and it might be

the reason for keeping away from their residences. According to him, the court

should consider those facts also. I cannot rule out the said contention raised by

the learned Public Prosecutor. There is no other link to enter into a conclusion

that this accused also took part in the conspiracy.

421. On an appreciation of the entire evidence I find that Call Data of

A10, A1L, A13, A15 to A17, A20 to A22, 424, 432, 434, A35 and A37 are not

sufficient to prove that these accused also took part in the conspiracy with the

other accused whose involvement in the crime have been proved. On the basis

of the telephone calls made between these accused and the other accused, I

cannot enter into a conclusion that they were aware of the attack and they also

took part in the conspiracy. There had been several calls between some of

these accused and some other accused whose involvement in the overt act has

been proved. But there is no iota of evidence against these accused about their

participation in the conspiracy. Each phone call cannot be treated as a link in

the chain of events against that accused and enter into a finding that the
.._ ii:.::..

t, ,. gull_tulative effect of all the calls would lead to the guilt of the accused or that
,(i .:
f they.tgd hatched conspiracy. There is no evidence to prove the conversations
i i.- .'

ir\ ..Fade through the mobile phones. Ihese ac.cused are active members of PFI r,
\''

\'.r;... r ;.
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and staying in nearby places. The calls made between such persons cannot'be

termed as unusual. court cannot take each call as a link against that accused

and convict them for offence under Section 120 B of lpC.

422. Pws 297, 299, 300 and 301 who had issued Exts.pB75, gB1, 882 and

876 and 877 orders have stated that they had issued the sanction orders after

verifying the case records submitted by the investigating agency. I am satisfied

that these officials had issued those certificates after considering the entire

facts and the materials and applying their mind. I could not find any infirmity in

the sanction order issued by these officers.

423.Io recapitulate, lfind that the prosecution was able to prove that

42, A3, A5 to A9, A12, A27 and A29 took part in the conspiracy along with

others to attack PW2 and to commit murder. In pursuance of the conspiracy A2,

A3 and A5 to 47 along with two others attacked PW2, chopped off his right hand

and caused simple as well as grievous injuries to him. 46, in pursuance of the

conspiracy and with an intention to terrorise public used explosive substances.

Thus they committed terrorist act. A8, who had visited the house of pW2 on

17.5.2010 made arrangements through A12 to purchase MO.2 omni van for

committing the crime. lt is proved that A2, A3 and A5 to A7 and two others

came to the spot to attack PW2 in MO.2, which was purchased by A12 from

PWl44. That vehicle was seized from the possession of A9 by the Sub lnspector

of Perumbavoor within two hours after the incident. Further it is proved that A29

as part of the conspiracy made fake number plates. The prosecution has proved
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inside the digit '0' contained in item no.3(f) is the part of corresponding digit

contained in MO.3 number plate. The SIM card purchased by A27 in the name of

PW168 Selvaraj, was found to be used by the facilitators of the crime near the

place of incident. In view of the entire evidence I am satisfied that A8, A9, A12,

A27 and A29 conspired with 42, A3 and A5 to A7 and two others to commit

terrorist act with an intention to cause the death of PW2 by inflicting grievous

injuries, and to promote disharmony among the members of different religions

and thus abetted the commission of the offence,

424. Another allegation of the prosecution is that the accused, being

members of terrorist gang which is involved in terrorist act have committed

offence under Sections 18 and 20 of the UA(P) Act. Section 2(l) defines

"terrorist gang". lt means any association other than the terrorist organization

whether systematic or otherwise which is concemed with or involved in terrorist

act. In view of the discussions made in the above paragraphs, I find that A2, A3,

A5 to 47 and two others associated with an intention to commit terrorist act.

hatched conspiracy and committed that offence. A8, A9, A1-2, A27 and A29

took part in the conspiracy, associated with the terrorist gang and abetted the

commission of the terrorist act. These points are found accordingly.

425. Point No.17:- lt is alleged that A8, A29 and A32, to execute their

plan recruited persons and formed a terrorist gang. The prosecution was able to

prove that AB and A29 took part in the conspiracy to attack pW2. For that

purpose they made all arrangements with the help of A9, A12, A27 and some

ut there is no evidence to prove that A8, A29 and A32 had recruited
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short there is absolutely no evidence to show that Ag, A29

members of PFI for the preparation, piloting, harbouring,

point is found accordingly.

and A32 recruited

financing etc. This

426. Point No.2O:- In view of the above discussions I find that the

prosecution has proved beyond all reasonable doubt that A2, A3, A5 to A7, Ag,

A9, A12, A27 and A29, along with some others, out of enmity towards pW2 prof.

T. J. Joseph who prepared a question paper for the internal examination of

B.com. Degree students ridiculing Prophet Muhammad, entered into a criminal

conspiracy to cause the death of PW2 by inflicting grievous injuries and A2, A3

and A5 to A7 along with two others, with that common object, formed

themselves into an unlawful assembly, came to Hostelpady junction in Maruthi

omni van (MO.2) with fake number plates bearing No.KL.O7.AD.72OL driven by

A7 Pareed, stopped the vehicle abruptly in front of the WagonR car of pW2

which was proceeding from the side of the Nirmala Matha church and thereby

wrongfully restrained Pws 2, 3 and their mother who were in the car. A2, A3, 45

and A6 got down from the omni van with the other two persons and smashed

the window panes on the right and left front side with weapons and caused

damage to the said car to the tune of <8,000/-. PW2 was taken out of the car

and dragged to the backside from where A2 inflicted grievous injuries to pW2

with chopper. PW2 was forcibly laid on the road and the right hand of pW2 was

chopped off with hatchet. Due to the attack PW2 had sustained simple as well

injuries. When PW4 Mithun made attempt to attack the assailant

ng off the right hand of PW2, A5 Shamsudhin and 46 Shanavas

lifted and pushed him towards the school ground and thereby

injuries to PW4. In the course of thre attack, when PW3 Sr. Marie



Stella got down from the car with an intention to interfere and to prevent the

attack on PW2, 45 Shamsudhin caught her neck, pressed her towards the side

wall and caused simple hurt to her. When PW1 rushed towards her husband, 46

hurled a bomb and caused explosion. A2, 43 and A5 to A7 thereby committed

terrorist act on the ground of religious faith and promoted disharmony among

the members of different religions. Thus A2, 43, A5 and 46 committed offences

under Section s L43, 147, ir48, 34|., 427, 323,324, 326,506(ii), 307 and 153A

rlw 'J.49 of lPC. A7, being member of the unlawful assembly has committed

offences under Sections 143, 147, 341, 427,323,324,326,506(ii), 307 and

L53A r/w 149 of lPC. A6, in addition to the aforementioned offences has

committed offence under Section 3 of the Explosive Substances Act. A2, 43, 45

and A7 have committed offence under Section 3 of the Explosive Substances

Act r/w Section 1208 of lPC. Also, these accused (A2, A3 and A5 to A7) have

committed offences under Sections 15 r/w L6, Sections L8 and 20 of the UA(P)

Act.

427. The prosecution could not obtain sanction from the concerned

authority for prosecution of A29 Kasim for offences under Sections 18 and 188

of the UA(P) Act. Inadvertently this fact was not noted at the time of framing

charge. Both sides omitted to bring that fact to the notice of the court. Since

the trial has been completed and A29 has faced the trial, he cannot be

discharged under Section 227 ol Cr.P.C. of the offences under Sections 18 and

188 of the UA(P) Act. He shall be acquitted of offences under Sections 1"8 and

188 of the UA(P) Act for want of sanction under Section 45 of the UA(P) Act.

A8, A9, A12 and 427 who hatched conspiracy with 42, A3. A5, to A7

othe6 are liable to be convicted under Sections ]20B r/w 153A, 326



and 307 of lPC, Section 3 of the Explosive Substances Act, Sections 18 and 20

of UA(P) Act. A9 who had destroyed the fake number plates shall be convicted

under Section 201 of lPC. A29 who hatched conspiracy with A2, 43, A5 to 47

and abetted the commission of a terrorist act shall be convicted under sections

L2OB rlw L534, 326 and 307 of lPC, Section 3 of the Explosive Substances Act

and Section 20 of UA(P) Act.

429. A25, A34 and A36 have committed offence under Section 212 of lpC.

A10, A1"1, A13 to A24, A26, A32, A35 and A37 are found not guilty of the

offences charged against them and they are acquitted under Section 235 of

Cr.P.C. The bail bonds executed by A10, 411, A13 to A18, 420 to A24, 426, and

A35 stands cancelled and they are set at liberty.

430. A2, A3, 45 and 46 are acquitted under Section 235 of Cr.p.C. of

offences under Section 201 of IPC and Section 18B of the UA(p) Act. A7 is

acquitted under Section 235 of Cr.P.C. of offences under Sections 148 and 201

of IPC and Section 188 of the UA(P) Act. AB is acquitted under Section 235 of

Cr.P.C. of offences under Sections 143, 1,47,148, 341, 427,323,324, 506(ii),

2OL, 212 r/w 1208 of IPC and Section L8B of UA(P) Act. A9 is acquitted under

Section 235 of Cr.P.C. of offences under Sections L43, 147, L48, 341, 427, 323,

324, 506(ii), 212 rlw 1208 of lPC. A12 is acquitted under Section 235 of Cr.p.C.

of offences under Sections 143, 147, L48, 341,, 427, 323,324, 506(ii), ZO]-,2L2

r/w 1208 of lPC. A27 is acquitted under Section 235 of Cr.P.C. of offences under

S_ections ]-43, 1.47, 748, 341., 427, 323, 324, 506(ii), 2OI, 212 r/w 12OB of lpC..--": . I'-1.-
" ' l,,ii ."r....o

" A?9 is' d\quitted under Section 235 of Cr.P.C. of offences under Sections 143,

L47 , 148, 347, 427, 323, 324, 506(ii), 2OI,212 r/w 1208 of tPC and Section l-8



offences under Section s L43, I47, 148, ]49' 34I' 427 ' 323' 324' 326' 506(ii)'

307,20:.., L53A r/w 1208 of IPC and sections 18. 19 and 20 of uA(P) Act. 436 is

acquitted under Section 235 of Cr.P.C' of offences under Sections 19 and 20 of

UA(P) Act.

43t.A2Jama|,43ShobinandA5Shamsudhinarefoundgui|tyand

convicted of offences under -

i) Section 143 of IPC'

ii) Section 'L47 of lPC,

iii) Section 148 of lPC,

iv) Section 34L ilw 149 of lPC,

v) Section 427 rlw 149 of lPC,

vi) Section 323 rlw 149 of IPC'

vii) Section 324 rlw 149 of lPC,

viii) Section 326 rlw 149 of lPC,

ix) Section 506(ii) r/w 149 of lPC,

x) Section 307 rlw 149 of lPC,

xi) Section 153A r/w 149 of lPC,

xii) Section 3 of the Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 lPC,

xiii) Section 15 r/w 16 of the UA(P) Act,

xiv) Section 15 r/w 16 and 18 of the UA(P) Act and

xv) Section 20 of the UA(P) Act.

,11

. 432. 46 Shanavas is found guilty and convicted of offences under -

i) Section L43 of lPC,

iD Section 147 of IPCt-' :. t
I 1



iii) Section 148 of tpC,

iv) Section 341 rlw 149 of tpC,

v) Section 427 rlw 149 of tpC,

vi) Section 323 rlw L49 of tpC,

vii) Section 324 rlw J.49 of tpC,

viii) Section 326 rlw 149 of tpC,

ix) Section 506(ii) r/w 149 of tpC,

x) Section 307 rlw 149 of tPC,

xi) Section L53A r/w 149 of tpC.

xii) Section 3 of the Explosive Substances Act,

xiii) Section 15 r/w L6 of the UA(p) Act,

xiv) Section 1.5 r/w 16 and 18 of the UA(p) Act and

xv) Section 20 ofthe UA(p) Act.

433. A7 Pareed is found guilty and convicted of offences under -

l) Section 143 of lPC.

ii) Section 147 of IPC

iii) Section 341 rlw 149 of lPC,

iv) Section 427 rlw 149 of lPC,

v) Section 323 rlw L49 of lPC,

vi) Section 324 rlw 149 of lPC,

vii) Section 326 rlw 149 of lPC,

viii) Section 506(ii) r/w 149 of lPC,

ix) Section 307 rlw 149 of lPC,

x) Section 153A r/w 149 of lPC,

{i) ,"Section 3 of the Explosive Substances egt ./y 1208 tPC,
t1
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xii) Section L5 r/w 1"6 of the UA(P) Act'

xiii) Section 15 r/w 16 and L8 of the UA(P) Act and

xiv) Section 20 of the UA(P) Act.

434. A8 Younus Aliyar, 4L2 K.K.Ali and A27 Shajeer are found guilty and

convicted of offences under -

i) Section 326 rlw 1208 of lPC,

ii) Section 3O7 ilw 1208 of lPC,

iii) Section L53A r/w 1208 of lPC,

iv) Section 3 of the Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 lPC,

v) section 18 ofthe UA(P) Act and

vi) Section 20 of the UA(P) Act.

435. A9 Jafar is found guilty and convicted of offences under -

436.

i) Section 326 rlw 1208 of lPC,

ii) Section 3O7 ilw 1208 of lPC,

iii) Section 153A r/w 1208 of lPC,

iv) Section 201- of lPC,

v) Section 3 ofthe Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 lPC,

vi) Section 18 of the UA(P) Act and

vii) Section 20 of the UA(P) Act.

A29 Kasim is found guilty and convicted of offences under -

i) Section 326 rlw 1208 of lPC,

ii) Section 307 rlw 1208 of lPC,

iii) Section 153A r/w 1208 of lPC,

iv) Section 3 of the Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 IPC and

t
v) Section 20 of the uA(P) Act.
!t
,
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437. A25 Abdul Latheef, A34Anwar sadique and 436 Riyas are rouno guirty

and convicted of offence under Section 2I2 of lpC.

Dictated to the confidential Assistant and typed by her, corrected and

pronounced by me in open court on this the 30th day of April, 20L5.

s4l-
P. Sasidharan

Judge, Spl.Court for liial of NIA Cases.

438. Heard the convicts. their counsel and the leamed public prosecuror

on the question of sentence. They were allowed to consult their counsel. They

highlighted their family problems and their commitments and requested to

show maximum leniency while awarding the sentence. They requested to send

them to Central Prison, Kannur.

439. The learned Public Prosecutor submitted that the accused who have

no feeling of remorse is not entiHed to get any leniency. He argued for

maximum punishment and consecutive sentence. Whereas the learned counsel

for the accused submitted that this case cannot be equated with the Parliament

attack or Mumbai Blast case. He requested to show maximum leniency towards

the convicts who have no criminal background and added that when an

accused is convicted in one case under different counts of offences and

sentenced to different terms of imprisonment under each such count, all such

---Sfltences are to run concurrently. He placed reliance on O.M. Cherian 6i
.\
Thb\achan v. State of Kerala and others (2015(1) SRJ 67), pritam

; Chiiuhan v. State (Govt. of NCT Dpthf (2014 (4) KLT Suppt. 23 (SC)) it



and Mohammed Akthar

Case No.66).

34r

v. Assistant Collector (1988 (2) KLT 5.N. 49

440. ln fameel V.

Court held as follows:-

State of U.P. (2010 KHC 7354), the Hon'ble Supreme

" The general policy which the courts have followed with regard to

sentencing is that the punishment must be appropriate and proportional

to the gravity of the offence committed. lmposition of appropriate

punishment is the manner in which the courts respond to the society's cry

for justice against the criminals. Justice demands that courts should

impose punishment befitting the crime so that the courts reflect public

abhorrence of the crime".

It is the duty of every court to award proper sentence having regard to the

nature of the offence and the manner in which it was executed or committed.

The sentencing courts are expected to consider all relevant facts and

circumstances bearing on the question of sentence and proceed to impose a

sentence commensurate with the gravity of the offence. lt will be a mockery of

justice to permit the culprits to escape the proper sentence, when faced with

such evidence and such cruel acts.

44I. From the various judicial pronouncements it has come out that in

." ::'': -thq choice of sentence the court has to weigh the aggravating and mitigatin;
.' \

factofs available on the facts and circumstances of the particular case. Keeping
L.-

i" .].f the guidilines given by the Apex court, I find that it ii prope;'to impose

.?'
t:'

...

,,"
.},
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deterrent sentence on the accused.

In the resurt A2 Jamar, 43 Muhammed shobin and A5 Shamsudhin are

sentenced to undergo Rigorous lmprisonment for three months each u/s 143 of

lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for six months each u/s !47 of lpc, Rigorous

imprisonment for two years each uls !4g of lpc, imprisonment for one month

each u/s 34r rlw 149 of lPc, Rigorous imprisonment for one year each uls 427

rlw L49 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for three months each u/s 323 rlw 149 of

lPc, Rigorous imprisonment for one year each uls 324 rlw 'J-49 of lpc, Rrgorous

imprisonment for five years and fine of t15,ooo/- (Rupees Fifteen thousand

only) each, in default to undergo simple imprisonment for two months each u/s

326 rlw L49 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for two years each u/s 506(ii) r/w

1.49 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for B years and fine of <25,OOO/- (Rupees

Twenty five thousand only) each, in default to undergo simple imprisonment for

six months each u/s 307 rlw 149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for two years

each u/s L53A r/w 149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years each u/s 3 of

the Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 8

years and fine of {25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only) each, in default

to undergo simple imprisonment for six months each u/s 15 r/w 16 of the UA(p)

Act, Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of {25,000/- (Rupees Twenty

five thousand only) each, in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six

months each u/s 16 r/w 18 of the UA(P) Act and Rigorous imprisonment for five

rs and fine of <10,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only) each, in default to

simple imprisonment for two months each u/s 20 of the UA(P) Act.

t t t
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46 Shanavas is sentenced to undergo Rigorous lmprisonment for three

months u/s 143 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for six months u/s 147 of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 148 of lPC, imprisonment for one

month u/s 341 ilw 149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for one year u/s 427 rlw

149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for three months u/s 323 rlw 149 of lPc,

Rigorous imprisonment for one year u/s 324 rlw L49 of lPC, Rigorous

imprisonment for five years and fine of tL5,000/- (Rupees Fifteen thousand

only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for two months uls 326 rlw

149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 506(ii) r/w 149 of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of <25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five

thousand only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six months u/s

3O7 rlw l-49 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 1534 r/w 149 of

lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years u/s 3 of the Explosive Substances Act,

Rigorous imprisonment for I years and fine of {25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five

thousand only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six months u/s

15 r/w 16 of the UA(P) Act, Rigorous imprisonment for I years and fine of

<25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only), in default to undergo simple

imprisonment for six months u/s 16 r/w 18 of the UA(P) Act and Rigorous

imprisonment for five years and fine of {10,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only), in

default to undergo simple imprisonment for two months u/s 20 of the UA(P) Act.

A7 Pareed is sentenced to undergo Rigorous lmprisonment for three

months uls 143 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for six months u/s 147 of lPC,

\-imprisonrlent for one month u/s 341 rlw 149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for
.l

one year yts 427 rlw !49 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for three'months u/s.t,
,-'r ..i t; tf

.J.

. J_.
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323 rlw 149 of lPc, Rigorous imprisonment for one year u/s 324 rlw 149 of lpc,

Rigorous imprisonment for five years and fine of (15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen

thousand only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for two months u/s

326 rlw 149 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 506(ii) r/w 149 of

lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of t25,000/- (Rupees Twenty

five thousand only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six months

u/s 307 rlw L49 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 1534 rlw t4g of

lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years u/s 3 of the Explosive substances Act

rlw I2OB of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for I years and fine of t25,000/-

(Rupees Twenty five thousand only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment

for six months u/s L5 r/w 16 of the UA(P) Act, Rigorous imprisonment for B years

and fine of t25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only), in default to undergo

simple imprisonment for six months u/s 16 r/w 18 of the UA(P) Act and

Rigorous imprisonment for five years and fine of <10,000/- (Rupees Ten

thousand only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for two months u/s

20 of the UA(P) Act.

A8 Younus Aliyar, A12 K.K.Ali and A27 Shajeer are sentenced to undergo

Rigorous imprisonment for five years and fine of <15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen

thousand only) each, in default to undergo simple imprisonment for two months

each u/s 326 rlw 1208 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for B years and fine of

<25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only) each, in default to undergo

. sinlple imprisonment for six months each u/s 307 r/w 12OB of lPC, Rigorou-s
,1

imprisehment for two years each u/s 153A r/w 1208 of lPC, Rigorous

.. iimprisoFlment for 3 years each u/s 3 o[ the Explosive Substances Act r/w 1208
t' ,1 :. t ! t

.t :.. :.
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of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of t25,000/- (Rupees Twenty

five thousand only) each, in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six

months each, u/s 16 r/w 18 of the UA(P) Act and Rigorous imprisonment for five

years and fine of <10,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only) each, in default to

undergo simple imprisonment for two months each u/s 20 of the UA(P) Act.

A9 Jafar is sentenced to undergo Rigorous imprisonment for five years and

fine of <15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen thousand only), in default to undergo simple

imprisonment for two months uls 326 r/w L20B of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment

for 8 years and fine of (25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand only). in default

to undergo simple imprisonment for six months u/s 307 r/w l-20B of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 153A r/w 1208 of lPC, Rigorous

imprisonment for two years and a fine of <10,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only),

in default to undergo simple imprisonment for two months u/s 201 of lPC,

Rigorous imprisonment for 3 years u/s 3 of the Explosive Substances Act r/w

1-208 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for 8 years and fine of <25,000/- (Rupees

Twenty five thousand only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six

months u/s 16 r/w 18 of the UA(P) Act and Rigorous imprisonment for five

years and fine of <10,000/- (Rupees Ten thousand only), in default to undergo

simple imprisonment for two months u/s 20 of the UA(P) Act.

A29 Kasim is sentenced to undergo Rigorous imprisonment for five years

and fihe, of t15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen thousand only), in default to undergg

months uls 326 r/w 1208 of lPC, Rigorous

fine of <25,000/- (Rupees Twenty five thousand

t



only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for six months u/s 307 r/w

1208 of lPC, Rigorous imprisonment for two years u/s 1534 r/w 12oB of lpc,

Rigorous irnprisonment for 3 years u/s 3 of the Explosive substances Act r/w

1208 of IPC and Rigorous imprisonment for five years and fine of <10,ooo/-

(Rupees Ten thousand only), in default to undergo simple imprisonment for two

months u/s 20 of the UA(P) Act.

A25 Abdul Latheef, A34 Anwar Sadique and A36 Riyas are sentenced to

undergo Rigorous imprisonment for two years and fine of t10,OO0/- (Rupees

Ten thousand only) each, in default to undergo simple imprisonment for two

months each u/s 212 of lPC.

It is made clear that the substantive sentences of imprisonment shall run

concurrently, The convicts are entitled to get set off, of the period undergone by

them in custody under Section 428 of Cr.PC. Out of the fine amount, <8,00,000/-

(Rupees Eight Lakhs only) shall be paid to PW2 under Section 35T(l_) of Cr.pC, if

realised. No order is made for the disposal of properties since the case against

absconding accused is pending. The accused are committed to the central

Prison, Kannur to undergo the sentence imposed.

Dictated to the Confidential Assistant, transcribed and typed by her,

corrected and pronounced by me in open court on this the Bth day of May 2015.

.all"1 t-
P. Sasldharan

Judge, Special Court for Trial

i;

-of NIA Cases.

t t
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APPENDIX

PROSECUTION EXHI BITS:-

-- Album

Photo of Sajil

Photo of M.K. Nazar

-- Photo of Savad

O4.O7.2O1'O F.l. Statement given by Salomy, Wo Prof. T.J. Joseph.

28.05.2010 Complaint submitted by Prof. T.J. Joseph to Dy.S.P',
Muvattupuzha.

25.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW 19 to Dy'S'P'
Muvattupuzha from " 2.7.2010 oflorcoil
eorcod .................... ......................"-to1-o-tolo;en5"

25.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW 19 to Dy.S'P,
MuvattuPuzha from "pcgcoa
oOOCm .............. ocnilo;cmocacenS. "

P6

P6(a)

30.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW 19 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha From " 2.7 .2010 roloxoil erorcnE ................

a,losor;erreco.fl o;<mongceni' "

25.08.2010 Portion of l6L statement given by PW 21 to Dy.S.P.
Muvattupuzha from " 2.7.2010 rofloxoll o<rrflo;<m;. "

25.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW 21 to Dy.S.P.

P1

P1(a)

P1(b)

P1(c )

P2

P3

P4

P4 (a)

P5

P7

Muvattupuzha from " pcgcoa 
"6pcm a,cerril4

g6nBcao'l@:cm;."

P6(b) 25.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW 2L to Dy.S.P.
Muvattupuzha from " crocrld geem;a,v1oord

P6 (c)

ecocoroad colcofl"

25.08.2010 Portion of l-61 statement given by PW 21 to Dy.S.P.
Muvattupuzha from " onord po6mladlaocd
z oerrflorcoil5;eni"

17 .07 .2OlO Portion of 161 statement given by PW 22 to C.l. of Police
Muvattupuzha from " cnoroa c".rcg;a6
omrga,5cilocerd"

P7(a) 17.07.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW 22 to C.l. of Police
Muvattu puzha f rom " onorcn;m;old ............. e,eier5cemooiloi
co-lcO.l'I"

.07.2010 Seizure mahazar of medical prescription sheet of
AL- Ameen Dental Clinic, Aluva prepared by Cl of Police,
Muvattupuzha.

.07.2010 Medical prescription, AL-Ameen Multispeciality Dental. Clinic, Aluva.



P10

P11

Pt2

P13

P1,4

P15

P15(a)

Pls(b)

P15(c)

P16

15.07.2010

04.01.2011

27.07.2070

06.10.2010

30.09.2010

30.09.2010

30.09.2010

30.09.2010

27.07.2010

27.07.20IO

27.O7.2010

15.03.2010

Seizure mahazar of medical equipments of AL-Ameen
Dental Clinic, Aluva.

Indian Dental Association Member ship certificate of
Dr. Reneef.V.A.

Seizure mahazar of Ext. P11 prepared by Dy.Sp
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of MO 21 and MO 22 prepared bv Cl of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of the ration card of Najathullah
Siddique prepared by Dy.SP, Muvattupuzha.
Portion of l6L statement given by pW27 to Dy.S.p,
Muvattupuzha that " onenioloE eLrorolnd PFI lnro6orora,cncerfi. ',

Portion of 161 statement given by pW27 to Dy.S.p,
Muvattupuzha from " rcraenio;oa aool"-o'ool Ritz ................. nroeni
marxa"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW27 to Dy.S.p,
Muvattupuzha from "org a,c6 cnec<oo;gg
mnranonoofl mtg"o5conrrcen5 msc(otolgg mtruloi.,'

Portion of 161 statement given by PW27 to Dy.S.p,
Muvattupuzha that " mecororpg nutratoi alari PFloa
loruEo|oil+lloJ(m(d)cao'l Grociloco."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW28 to C.l. Of Police,
Muvattupuzha from " octoil 6o)sBoa ........................... aocgJoeotl
oLlg1<if om;. "

27.07.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW28 to C.l. of police.
Muvattupuzha that " peo oncmoceni a,1os ormcorc<r8ae5 o;cil
ro;ocm; oa,cs;ooo5. "

27.07.2010 Portion of l6L statement given by PW28 to C.l. of police,
Muvattupuzha from " erocoa paercorcd ..................... 

"9<n5P€O ojo6l(no)].

Portion of 161 statement given by PW28 to C.l. of Police.
Muvattupuzha from " roaa,oot6, ogcilokd ............. @lc <rikde4cmci"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW28 to C.l. of Police,
Muvattupuzha that " porcog 6,cci1d 6,o19;l oigcd crilrm;o corcofl"

Booking register of LB of Kerala Water Authority,
Muvattupuzha Sub Division.

Entry in page No. 56 of Ext.P17.

Collection statement of Kerala Water Authority,

P16(a)

P16(b)

P16(c)

P16(d)

Pt7

P17(a)

P18
Muvattupuzha Sub Division.

-- Booking Diary of Seemas Auditorium,

8.03.2010 Entry in Ext. P19

Peru mbavoor.



P20

P2t

P21(a )

P21(b)

P21(c)

30.07.2010

05.10.2010

05.10.2010

05.10.2010

05.10.2010

05.10.2010

01.07.2009

22.O8.20LO

P21(d)

P22

P23

P24

P25

P25(a)

P26
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Seizure mahazar of Ext. P19 prepared by C.l. of Police,
Muvattupuzha.

Portion of 1.61 statement given by PW33 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha that " peerc corc*llelrE too6rBlooe ("ro6olora,mceni."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW33 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha that "oe.oz.zoro or"loro'fl ggaer o6o(m o(mooJgg
or'l$cfl oo,o6relolrmcaeil."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW33 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " r.oz.zoro ol"tolroil ................ p@Jrm]
mromrco'laoJ<mJerrec(o o;cm;."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW33 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha that " 

"Odl6d ool mobile phone genecoiolcml.
rood ooggomiloE oflemoil<n;ccronolo go.tcorc<rilaocci1g. "

Portion of l-61 statement given by PW33 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha that " paerccJad c"nc6nA .................... 

"6ymcen5. 
"

Copy of Vodafone Customer application form in the
name of Sainaba.

Copy of HUTCH prepaid application form in the name of
Sakkeena.

Copy of Voters ldentlty card of Sakkeena.

Account book of Kothamangalam Municipal Park.

Entry in page No. 109 of Ext. P25

Portion of 161 statement given by PW35 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from "a,sleolo.l ooqJ occuo aocglo a,!s:l
gerecoio;cm;. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW35 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " oaog oosJoyo c@duo .............. Lnrco[a,o
qooo-fl4ilo]cm1. "

Portion of l-6L statement given by PW36 to S.l of Police
Va zh a ku l a m f rom " or.oz.zoro ro"leDoil edorocoi ................ coolorceeil
o6ics)torol]. "

Portion of L6L statement given by PW37 to C.l. of police
M uvattu pu zh a f rom " o<ocs;"l;e cn5lacoa cd,ccgdloer ...............
eerre<rEronor'le-r;gg oornrpcollo;cm;. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW37 to C.l. of police
M u vattu puzha f ro m " Gq nDor3orluroilroE o;cm1 r:1cr-rmr ................
ooo(RDcdoc()c <nrom;co1eo3<mo] e5rcJ. "

Portion of L6L statement given by PW37 to C.l. of police
Muvattupuzha that " porcg;os 6,los e6recotcolcm oglggorotoollo

"6crilee5 
a,enecrd crdcil(o)co. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW38 to C.l. of police
Muvattupuzha from " cncercoooror oa,ci
Gro(rro'Dlo rO9om.)ooenj. "

22.O8.201_0

P26(a)

P27 26.07.20rO

P28 10.08.2010

P2B(a) t_0.08.2010



P29(a) L0.08.2010 Portion of l6L statement given by PW38 to C.l. of police
MUVattupuzha.. " Gtao'noc'0 Gq)c(')or€Jo oSlo eomnplos o.flgd
oJ4 (DS6OCO]5rr3.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW38 to C.l. of police
MUvattupuzha ffom "oa.oz.zoro ofoxoil ocgoiloikd ............... o65rrrlti
o6rEl cor@lo O".nal<moi aerre]. "

Scene mahazar of the House No. XXV1615, Ajith Vihar ,
Vyttila prepared by Dy.S.P. Muvattupuzha.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW39 to Dy.SP of
Police Muvattupuzha from "gqcgccd PoliceJeep
cocoaDlgilolcmJ. "

Rent agreement executed between Haseena, Naduvila
veettil, Nettoor and Niyas.

Kaicheet of Power of Attorney given by Muhammad Zain,
Nettoor.

Special Power of attorney executed between N.K.
Muhammed Naseer and Haseena Nazeer.

Scene mahazar of the house No. XVlll/269 of Maradu
Panchayath, Nettoor prepared by Dy.SP of Police,
Muvattupuzha.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW40 to Dy.S.P of
police Muvattupuzha from "pq.rc <rfldao;cmorcod
ooc<6 a,erelggerd. "

Portion of L6L statement given by PW40 to Dy.S.P of
police Muvattupuzha from "Conference
orsoroll<mcrilo<n oocoe{ o"ldor;. "

Power of attorney between N.K. Muhammed Nazeer and
Hazeena Nazeer.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW46 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from "gqo ocm)o oralcrilccocos ..................... elodJ
olor<ruo olcoaD'l9;l. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW46 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from "eorcoa ggonagcd ................ p@coa oroeroroxti. "

Copy of MTS prepaid customer application form in the
name of Basheer.

Copy of Voters lD card of Basheer.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW48 to C.l of police
M uvattu puzha f rom " mlctocoem eldrcoocd,j .............. cocufl d,glo
oKmJ. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW48 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from "ceDcdsd ero; co.rro5oflloo
oacslGl{Dl oils5rDo ('OCmJ oJofino]. "

i r

P29(b)

P30

P3t-

P32

P33

P34

P35

P36(a)

P37

P38

P38(a)

P39

P40

P4t

r.0.08.2010

02.09.2010

02.09.2010

01.01.2010

08.09.2010

19.11.2010

02.09.2010

02.09.20r-0

r.5.01.2009

27.07.2010

27.07.20t0

28.08.2009

L5.07.2010

P36 02.09.2010



P41(b)

P41(c)

P42

P42(a)

P43

P43(a)

P44

P44(a)

P44(b)

P45

P46

P47

P48

P48(a)

P48(b)

P49

15.07.2010

15.7.2010

16.07.2010

t-6.07.2010

16.07.2010

16.07.2010

15.06.2010

30.08.2010

351

Portion of 161 statement given by PW48 to C.l of police
M uvattu puzh a f ro m " cucdso;os c.'ocsnfl rd crilcm}o .............

c.,ocerrilcercerceni ojlgl9id. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW48 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " onei.r edl6lorolcdcsa cnilcilent;o

m);ojlolo o6,cslonDaD4l. "

Copy of Airtel prepaid enrollment form in the name of
Dr. Reneef

Copy of passport of Reneef.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW49 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " orocgcoa gcqcoo
oa,csioroo)qJ.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW49 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " eronoE mr1<n1cocd mjlcp;6 "joeonrl "

Portion of l6L statement given by PW50 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha that " mn6yd onoilos go;rm 6rceocro)ototc(o@]o

oneuJ."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW50 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " oo<rd colcalsoo a,GrB ccooruo

o'l$oercroilorafi."

Portion of 161" statement given by PW50 to C.l of police
M uvattu pu zha tha t " a,go94c<noo a,il5roocdccrE cmcdsd ocm;."

Sale agreement of KL07 AH 8768 Maruti Omni Van.

Copy of driving licence of K.K. Ali.

Copy of driving licence of K.K. Ali.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW53 to Dy.S.P ,

Muvattupuzha from " z cnd.sjocot 5|6)caE ............................. g"Lmjlnoofl

16.07.2010

OCnC"n;ocen5. "

30.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW53 to Dy.S.P,
MuvattuPiuzha from "PFl o2os
1"jcrj6o|dreocor "Jo'ldoaJggd.

30.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW53 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattuouzha from " 15..6.2010 oflool oooe,lld o

o5rrflc(ocos a,lsg4oenecni oOrcni 
".roeoro1. 

"

16.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW54 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " or9 a,c<i aurcm;o 9 oCffDo oJ(ri
ocecnlororcenS.'

16.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW54 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that " eroc<nl" orucmorc(Tulo 1 '/2 er6'ero olol
cu'ltoo "-rmocojl ocogdoo o{)slorDJ."

16.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW54 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " nsic(nocmi Popular Front of India
(PFl) ;.................. ...... orocmt.*ilogolo;o aendlgf'



P49(c)

P49(d)

P49(e)

P49(f)

P50

P51

Ps1(a)

P52

Ps2(a)

P53

P56(a)

P57

P53 (a)

P54

P55

P56

16.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW54 to Dy.S.p ,
Muvattupuzh^a .that" c.,.rca;ooo1 o.oor8epqold crllcm;o nilonm)
otscotfiild aoril. "

16.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given
Muvattupuzha from " or9 uemo;o
co.lcena$ oJlsl4oi. "

01.03.2009 Rent agreement of the House No. 30/1615 at ponnurunni.
Vyttila executed between K.K. Rajappan and Niyas.

06.07.2010 Portion of l6L statement given by pW59 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " acleroor a-co cD.lcolcril coocsejloj
ogcrdrucoo otrm;. "

06.07.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW59 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " ooeruaei crilo;orfl gqomnl

"o"lcoc c.'oc6ng ooenreocoflot<ml onoi."

.titl

16.08.2010 Portion of l-61 statement given
Muvattupuzha from " eio) o.lomr
nilorcmjlarncd om6nnDJ. "

16.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given
Muvattupuzha from ".sc<norcmj
............... <rjlcopcrj 

"6crmcd do6r6to)). "

by PW54 to Dy.S.P

"Offjld6i

by PW54 to Dy.S.P,
ogojlosor;oenecrfi

by PW54 to Dy.S.P ,

dcdnt

in the name of Sameer.

by PW64 to Dy.S.P
dic(r)oJcfiucGfii

05.07.2010

05.07.2010

29.08.2010

29.08.2010

oa,csloRDl. "

30.09.2010 Portion of 161
Muvattupuzha

statement given by PW63 to Dy.S.P
frOm ".6ocr3 roilol4cfloxif a,cdor5 g"lcorccrfl2j
<oacilcortrmci."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW61
Muvattupuzha from " <m9 conc6na olorcgJor)e
......... rncm.lcilcri oa,cs;oroorccrll r o6torocil6oRD:. "

01.04.2011 Copy of Voters ldentity Card of Adam S/o Muhammed.
07.08.201,0 Copy of idea subscription form in the name of Adam.
30.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW63 to Dy.S.P

Muvattupuzha from "pcgcroo s olrd.go

Seizure mahazar of Motor Bike bearing Registration No.
KL 44- 8029 prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.
Disclosure statement of Jaffer in Ext.P52.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW61 to Dy.S.P ,
Muvattupuzha from "PFl torudroroa,coeao)
c"ncemcerd orceurtoci. "

to Dy.S.P

miorcn'loi

28.06.2005

11.09.2010

Copy of ldea subscription form
Portion of 161 statement given
Muvattupuzha from " raraoloa,ceni
P"rc(o)csjlaol(m(d. "

Copy of Vodafone
Vahishad.

prepaid application form

t

in the name of



P60

P61

P61(a)

P61(b)

P62

P63

P64

P67(a)

P67(b)

P67(c)

P68

P68(a)

P68(b)

P68(c)
. , tl:

P69

07.07.20L0

19.07.2010

01.07.2010

01.07.2010

06.01.2011

03.09.2010

03.09.2010

03.09.2010

18.7.201,0

18.07.2010

18.07.2010

18.07.2010

11.09.2010
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Copy of driving licence of Vahishad.

06.07.2010 Daily statement of account of Bus bearing Regn. No.
KL-6 B 8226.

Daily statement of account of Bus bearing Regn. No. KL-6
B 8226.
Daily statement of account of Bus bearing Regn. No. KL-6
B 8226.
Daily statement of account of Bus bearing Regn. No. KL-6
B 8226.

Copy of Ext. P62

Portion of 161 statement given by PW68 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from "or.oz.zoto (o)'lo)oil cuello @66)

"OddleJd."

P66

P65 03.04.2002

P67 03.09.2010

Attested copy of registration certificate of KL 07 AH 1515
of Lancer Car.

Sale agreement of Maruti car bearing Regn. No, KL 10 M
8044 executed between Muhammed Sajad and
Moideenkutty.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW75 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " oacra agilo.il<rf, c".lcoxufl<ri ctonsio ..............

onol)o1 gcaefl olo;<m;. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW75 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzhafrom"ooccncerfiang<og".rgoilofl<d 2oo0cllor
ol(m;."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW75 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " oa<ra oroen PFI ....................oro11de)olggd. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW75 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " mo"ersmold o".6clrd
oo6E(d 2ooo olor roxmd."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW76 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha that " c":go0 coaejl ololcgJo4eollcfl dldd
acdlaeqaorceni."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW76 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " c".rgcd GrdeJl c<noooro ........................ m)eg"lo

to-rodorora,rocerd."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW76 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha that " c"r5oo! eonc6na cnnu(A es676e32oe 

"grmcer6."
Portion of 161 statement given by PW76 to C.l of police
M uvattu puzh a f rom " orocsl"lle <o53occrE cacegecloer ............

oa,c6rBlolariloJmJ."

Portion of 1.61. statement given by PW77 to Dy.S.P ,

Muvattupuzha that ".gc<nocmi PFI aco<ncoem<ni GncilsDoo. "
I



P70

P7T

P71(a)

P72

P72(a)

P73

P73(a)

P74

P75

P76

P76(a)

P76(b)

P77

P78

P78(a)

P78(b)

22.08.2007

3t-.08.2010
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14.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW78 to DyS.p
M uvattu puzha f rom " olocg;"l3edococ(D oerd c.,.ri
oa,cere;orr$ rormo5."

Copy ofVoters lD card of Jaffer
Copy of CAF of mobile No. 9605785296 in the name of
Jaffer.

Copy of Airtel prepaid enrollment form in the name of
Meeran.

Copy of voters l/D card of Meeran.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW79 to Dy.S.p
M uvattu puzha f rom " oaog aoenrd ogolocaeilcol$
oflo'loa orrocd. "

31..08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW79 to Dy.S.p
Muvattupuzha from " 

".flcritd oo€lkpdi porloroo
or<rrn$S."

07.l1-.2OO7 Sale agreement of Motor Bike bearing Regn. No. KL 7 y
2600 executed between Abhilash and Blessy K. Jacob.

L1.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW8L to Dy.S.p
Muvattupuzha from " sc"ot0 PFI aofld .-___-. aloeJl
adlor]cmrccrd orogo."

04.0L.2011 Portion of l6L statement given by PW82 to Dy.S.p
Muvattupuzha from "or.oz.zoro cf sco.od
olc6BCoa "lc)dorilol(ml. "

04.01.201L Portion of l6L statement given by PW82 to Dy.S.p
Muvattupuzha that "t.z.zoro oer statement ec.'otd .,6<rjlae5
oxnflgcollo;rmg."

04.01.2011 Portion of 161 statement given by PW82 to Dy.S.p
Muvattupuzha from " ocdm:;d aerredsocojl -----. ondcugtd

"61v;roiloxorcer6."

02.09.2010 Ownership ceftificate of the building No. XVilt/269
(1)U1648 A) issued by Secretary Maradu Grama
Panchayath to Muhammed Nazeer.

31.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW84 to Dy.s.P
Muvattupuzha from " 

"go<m cercrxd o)aten66fl ................
o<rrilo;cm;."

31.08.201"0 Portion of 161 statement given by PW84 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " 

"jlm15 4-co (')'to)(oil ....... cDo'tolo onrnslfl."

31.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW84 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzh_a that." paeicorgos c.,ocerd oerreegorgo oloilcd. , "
or4l5c6rd a":coilo;<mo5."

31.08.2010 Portion of L6L statement given by PW84 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " oro cDoq)o gq6o g".rconrlflgilog<md

spice............. ggojlos gqo:laerlcmger€l'
t
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31.08.201-0 Portion of L6l. statement given by PW84 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from "oag c"ncenE aileoro nlormro

"6;s3roo;oa,cerd 
a".rcor'|"

Application form for learners licence submitted by
Jamal.K.H before SRTO, Perumbavoor.

Driving Licence of Jamal.K.H.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW86 to Dy.S.P

P82 08.10.2010

Muvattupuzha from " a,cleroro slooer ocd)o
a6n4g1H."

P81(a) 24.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW86 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " roaor<ra PFI onoa

P81(b) 24.08.20L0

oa,cene;onril1ggd."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW86 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that " ooooof, c"ncenllocrfi rnfixd 8tze10r03,
9388,14643s 

"6<mcsn5."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW87 to Dy.S.P
M uvattu puzha from "aocoa oogcrlroroceni

P82(a)

on666l9l Sl6n5. "

08.1-0.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW87 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that " 

"Jlcoonlocuo 
encoE oro"lofloaao ongd

c"jcofl oocooeucd ocarr'I"

08.10.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW87 to Dy.S.P

P78(d)

P79

P80

P81

P82(b)

P82(c)

P82(d)

P82(e)

P84

P85

24.08.20r-0

23.O4.200I
15.10.2010

o.gr'Coct(f,

M uvattu p u zha f ro m " olorcgl-rlpoioeL m:oeororojlci
cr-rcor:loaenene; c"lcol "

08.10.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW87 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " ooonooS 

"itcgnd
"gcrflad orm]."

08.10.201,0 Portion of 161 statement given by PW87 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " toaolcra t.,.roilocoemcrd oocooenxd
Po.tcorccdlg[|51]g."

08.10.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW87 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from "gcq<no aocd".r o;mi
oocoocnxd oacsJonDl. ' '

P83 09.10.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW88 to Dy.S.P
MUVattUpUZhaffOm"".ro'lcrflocqoocooeru<if .,.neo|oroerd
csncil5rorolci. "
Passport of Pareed.

Driving licence of Pareed.

Voters lD of Pareed.

Portion of L6L statement given by PW88 to Dy.S.P'
Muvattupuzha from " 

"6ocrg 
aa*r6 onmS<nccu;os redroocoj

oa,cenegonril5;end."

t

oocooGru(d



P88

P89

P90

P91

P92

P93

P94

P96(a)

P97

P98

P99

27.03.2010

16.09.2010

13.08.2010

25.09.2010

01.12.2009

02.08.20L0

18.07.2010

31.08.2010

31.08.20L0

24.08.2010

02.09.2010

P94(a) 18.07.2010

P95 10.09.2010

P95(a) 10.09.2010

Pgs(b) 10.09.2010

P96 31.08.2010

Sale agreement of Motorbike Regn.No. KL 7 AG 2766
executed between Noushad and Shobin .

Portion of 161 statement given by PW89 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that " ansio6njloco ngnilae5 oncilcorco."

Seizure mahazar of Ext. P17 register prepared by C.l. of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Portion of L61 statement given by PW91 to Dy.SP,
Muvattupuzha from " 

"n"oe:loj ao) ........................ KL-7-AE-7849

"6lcmcerd 
"

Rent agreement of the House No. 91245 of Kadungalloor
Panchayath executed between Kareem and P.M. Siyad.

Seizure mahazar of Ext. P92 prepared by C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW93 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " cruoeoro clsdolcm<oilo5 oncrrrd oserrjl
otcrrtl$S.'

Portion of 161 statement given by PW93 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha that " c.'lcer'lmi Groorocn rcnomro&il{ oflgd
o.l(mcdcac6ni 6|ocoa d,cojdrBoa oncilenoloi. "

Portion of L6L statement given by PW93 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from "oq cuoeob e6rrcJ@oiloofl ................. ocn5
dolcoE 6,6n4silg."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW93 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that "Shobin ao; ooorad pen5. <oaoocrfl po
orc56rt9$ oa,cs3ooxocer6."

Portion of L6L statement given by PW93 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that " cxlsilcf crdcuoal olcflao'koE po;cm roaoroerfl
oocooeru<d GD6nj 5locaa pcgccrE ooceocaoloxmci. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW95 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " zt.oa.zoro or"lorojl oro(o .................. osjocu)oJloc)
6,6181$H.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW95 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that " .orom4 ool PFI g"lodorole,cncerfi.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW96 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha trom " zt.oa.zo'ro ro"lorroil ........ o$nfl€oJ orcrrAslg.'

Portion of 161 statement given by PW97 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " <oacononl ocero'lormr
proloroo €"Grr45'lfl."

Portion of L6L statement given by PW98 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha " ruroeilor;os oocooenrd cnffud 9567693209 

"6ymcen5."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW98 tb Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " rorcer orgdojolloo eemasi .................. CgrocdoqA

.09.2010

I
rujl{ oc".d crgo.flo;rm;. "

t
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02.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW98 to
Muvattupuzha from "Grocaa 4.7.2010d 4-5 o)orcrn
<ruil{ ac".d crgaololcD}. "

Dy.S.P

02.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement
Muvattupuzha from "PFl
<uneilaei;o ".re,;oene<ni "gnilas5

given by PW98 to Dy.S.P
(o))os scloao€oJo

02.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW98 to Dy.S.P
Muvattuouzha from " zoro erenE ocmro

Pee(b)

P99(c)

Pee(d)

oDo('d{Oo crolcrrril. "

P100 17.07.2010

Pl-00(a) 17.07.2010

P100(b) 17.07.20L0

P101(a) 05.10.2010

P101(b) 0s.10.2010

P101(c) 05.10.2010

Pro2 10.08.2010

PL02(a) 10.08.2010

P102(b) 10.08.2010

P103 02.08.2010

P104

oraoilcngc<oooro -ilcmld ocrrflilg."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW20 to C. I of police
Muvattupuzha that " 

"6oofl 
oocooen:<rfl galo44ross"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW20 to C.
Muvattupuzha from "o.z.zoro (u,)l(o)oil .............................
genecolo;cm;."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW20 to C.
M uvattu pu zha f rom " olorcA;".r;vorlaf roroao5cua,om

delete oucJrong. "

I of police
Message d

I of police

P101 05.10.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW99 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " <onr:u5c".ra,ooe ooo-groot
a,e-r5cemooilcr5 olan]B. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW99 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha from " roonu5c".ra,oofl ooa,oogco ...................... eorcc0
orocflo4cmci "

Portion of l-6L statement given by PW99 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that " c".rcgSercrE toD6ndlooe rDotrun,c<n ctnolcoi
oroeniolod 

"oolr5 
oc.,*ilo<o Grocte)co"

Portion of l-61 statement given by PW99 to Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha that " r.z.zorod ac.si oflgcd orcrrilo;rm;."

Portion of L6L statement given by PW100 to C.l of police
from "gcgcroo 3 occDo oJrri ooocort(r)slo|di po66ilon5)."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW100 to C.l of police
from " oroao5c"la,oafl ooo,ocrgcoE
o(r)qRlerceo)ll."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW100 to C.l of police
that "oc"rjloEa,;5ilo4o o"o4o;o PFI o4os Lotol6ooa,(oco6mmolo)co."

Seizure mahazar of driving licence of Prof. T.J.Joseph and
R.C records of KL 17 E 1795 WagonR Car.

Kychit given by Viswappan for receiving the driving
licence and R.C records of KL 17 E 1795 of
Prof. T.J. Joseph.
Copy of driving licence of Prof. T.J.Joseph.

Copy of insurance certificate of KL 17 E 1795:

dopy of registration certificate of KL L7 E 1795.

jlrmlS 
"6<rilati

.2007

.2009

.2007



P108

Pt-09

P110 30.07.2010

P11t 30.07.201-0

23.11.2006

30.07.2010

22.08.20t0

23.08.2010

23.08.2010

05.07.2010

05.07.2010

06.07.2010

06.07.2010

06.07.2010
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Tax token No. 043534 of KL 17 E 1795.

Scene Mahazar of the room occupied by Najah in the
building at Kothamangalam Substationpady owned by
Palikkal Meeran prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.
Scene Mahazar of lV Floor of Revenue Tower,
Kothamangalam Taluk prepared by C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Scene Mahazar of front side of the mosque at
Kothamangalam-Muvattupuzha road prepared by C.l of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Scene Mahazar of Muvattupuzha Municipal Park prepared
by Dy.S.P Muvattupuzha.

Scene Mahazar of Perumbavoor Municipal Park prepared
by Dy.S.P Muvattupuzha.

Scene mahazar of Kothamangalam Municipal Park
prepared by Dy.S.P Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of number plates prepared by C.l of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Disclosure statement of Jaffer in Ext.P1L5.

Portion of L6L statement given by PW108 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from "s.z.zoro ro"lor<oil ........................raraceancj oom;."

Portion of l6L statement given by PW108 to C.l of police
MUVattUpuzha that ""jgooro4rda,co<rd ec.noJo a,losolenecollo;<m;"

Portion of L6L statement given by PW108 to C.l of police

PIL2

P113

P114

P115

P115(a)

P116

P116(a)

P116(b)
Muvattupuzha from " 

"gocr1 
oL"ldlni a,1oeo;orooo

C. I cruccilonfl ooa,glcoE oe,csltilrol."

06.07.2010 Portion of l6L statement given by PW108
Muvattupuzha from " ononrd aor a,ndemoroilcd

P116(c)

P116(d) 06.07.2010

PrrT 31.07.2010

P118 27.07.2010

27.O7.20t0

to C.l of police,

og)e]Gr6)Jggo)locoio;rmJ. "

Portion of l-6L statement given by PW108 to C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha from " org rncnrd "Jcgglocrfl ............. 

"Oelrotl "OsJoDt'
Scene mahazar of the house No. Ill282 of Eloor
Panchayath prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.

Scene mahazar of the house No. lYl224 of Edayoor
Panchayath, Perinthalmanna prepared by C.l of police ,

Muvattupuzha.

Scene mahazar of the house No. lX/338 ofThiroorkatt
desom, Angadippuram Panchayath prepared by C.l of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Airtel customer application form in the name of
Muhammed Hashik.C.M, Managing partner, Metro
builders. 

;.

05.01.2010



P12t
PI22

PL23

P124

27.Ot.20L0

16.07.2010

10.08.2010
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Copy of Voters lD card of Muhammed Hashik

Letter given by Metro builders to Airtel.

Seizure mahazar of KL-7-Y-2600 Motor Bike prepared by
C.l of police KuruppumPadY.

Scene mahazar of the house of Machan at
Valayanchirangara prepared by C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of KL 8/AB 5597 Maruti Alto Car
prepared by C.l of police, North Paravur.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW116 to C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha from "eiopoa PFI as$o4|536nd."

Pt25

Pt26

2s.07.2010

26.07.20L0

PL27(a) l-1.09.2010

P127(b) 11.09.2010

P128 11.09.2010

Pr29 r_r..09.2010

Pt27 11.09.2010

M uvattu puzha from " oq ooenraer'le-rcerd

or'lSloJg(or6)l6r|3c(otol(ml. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW117 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from "oq ol:oeorotojlai cqoosio . . . . . . . . . . . .

".neoro5ca,5ilo;rm; 
"

Seizure mahazar of KL-7 AG 2766 Hero Honda
Motor bike prepared by Dy.S.P.,Muvattupuzha.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW118 to
Dy. S. P, Muvattu puzha from "KL-7AG-2766 cncrura

o6 o4il5;snd"

P129(a) 11.09.2010 Portion of L6l. statement given by PW118 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha that " c.sic6Dflaa c.'rcBlled l"nene1oofl

Pt 30

ln todrooo,<ncoemcni 
"Ocil6ocilo)9o. 

"

3L.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given
Muvattupuzha from " eocoE o;<ro"i

L"jodo|ofl gilo;(m(oc{oi GrdcilQ)co."

by PW119 to Dy.S.P,

P130 (a) 31.08.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW119 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha that " oe cuo€orcmiloS csorsjo eocejlom pc
rsc<norolJ 6,5r81$f{."

P131" 03.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by
M uvattu puzha f rom "eorccn;o oneilor;o
lorcxd(odildol(m(ocoil crrocjlopo. "

PW120 to Dy.S.P,

.2010 Portion of 161- statement given by PW120 to Dy.S.P,
M uvattu p u z ha f rom " zg.oo.zoro or"lcorojloroo
on<oilcngc<onoo dcrtl$R. "

.20L0 Portion of 161 statement given
Muvattupuzha from " <woeilael aol
rcneil cr-rcm;c"-na,;rmcd." 

:

by PWL20 to Dy.S.P,

Portion of l6L statement given by PW117
Muvattupuzha from "KL-7AG-2766 

"4rmcend
or4lSlGrd."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW117

NDF

to Dy.S.P,

""""""""""" adJ

to Dy.S.P,

Passion

coccscrd oommeilqd



P140 03.09.2010

15.05.2010

04.07.20IO

30.07.20r.0

10.08.2010

30.07.2010

03.09.2010

28.08.2010

28.08.2010

28.08.2010

PL32

P133

Pt_34

P135

P138

P139

P141

PT42

P143

PL36 10.08.2010 Portion of L6L statement given by PWl24 to C.l of police
Muvattupuzha from " op ce<njloer toro.ilolcao)

PI37 25.05.2010

oooq36 o'rgcocaol "

Rent agreement of the House No. TC 68/896 Thiruvallam
Village, Pachalloor Desom executed between Murugan
and Riyas.

Scene mahazar of O.P section of Kothamangalam Govt.
Taluk Hospital prepared by C.l of Police, Muvattupuzna.
Scene mahazar of the House No.TC 68/896, Thiruvallam
Village. Pachalloor Desom, Thiruvananthapuram of
Murukan prepared by Noble Mannuel, S.l of Police,
Vazhakkulam.

Portion of 161 statement given by PWl-27 to S.l of police
Vazhakkulam that " Sl m:ccilocncgo ocm lo.roil eeoceilocn 

"6ycrllaelgcilo,llo 6,6rec(f, oncjlcorco "

Seizure mahazar of black colour Nokia mobile phone
prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of KL-O7/AG-1370 Hero Honda Passion
Motor Bike prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.
Portion of 161 statement given by PW128 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " ecocejlocn 

"6nltee5oooqld (Dgcocdol "

360

Sale agreement copy of KL 7 Y 2600 Motor bike executed
between Eldose and Manaf K.E.

Scene mahazar of scene of crime in Crime No. 70412010
of Muvattupuzha Police station prepared by C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Scene mahazar of Hut in the Seemas Auditorium.
Perumbavoor prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.
Scene mahazar of the House No.Vl/1284, Vengola Grama
Panchayath, Perumbavoor prepared by C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha,

Portion of l-61 statement given by PW128 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " onoilm;cto.ruo BoceJlocfl .............................5 ./.
o6rrfl€d ooo(Rd rorgcocd6il "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW128 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " rorg conc6rDlo cocc5cd oomraeilg;o ...............
(olol(AorDa,(r)co6rrxmcilaoco "

Seizure mahazar of the driving licence of Jamal
prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.
Scene mahazar of the House No. XVlll/617, Edathala
Panchayath, Aluva prepared by DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Pl-43(a) 28.08.2010

P143(b) 28.08.2010

PL44 31.8.2010

'. t

09.09.2010



P146

P146(a)

P146(b)

P1,47

P148

P1,49

P150

P151

P151(a) 09.10.2010

P152 t-0.10.2010

P153 10.10.2010

P153(a) l-0.10.2010

P153(b) 10.10.2010

P154 09.07.2010

361

09.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW130 to Dy.S.p,
Muvattupuzha ffom ,. c,".rcpt'tmj n:coeelc$ ......... alslorcerfi ormci ,,

09.09.2010 Portion of l6L statement given by pW130 to Dy.S.p,
Muvattupuzha from ., c..oe-flmtooe a,los . co€oc5 oIt5td ...........
ocoolo 6r8jloldtS]GrB.

09.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW130 to Dy.S.p,
M uvattu puzha that " c"lceflm;; oa,ccrBlcufi) 1.,.roil .,elc<norcm:1o<o
pcrilolo o6yrflae5 a,erecrd rcocflorco.,'

08.10.2010 Seizure mahazar ofthe dress of pareed prepared by
Dy.S.P., Muvattupuzha.

08.10.2010 Anest memo of Pareed (A7).

08.10.2010 Portion of 161. statement given by pW131 to

09.10.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW132 to
Muvattupuzha from " 

".ro'loi 
c.,.lcdJera lonerr4ocrfl

olocgJo4e Dy.SP mncnoi oarcslonDl. "

Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " cncjlaooa , o1d
gorordooilaola,orcoem<mceni <ooolsroocfi "

P149(a) 08.10.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by pW131 to Dy.S.p,
Muvattupuzha from " mreo mroot uro1gflo;rm
oooqgcilcd eorccd ogil$sl6nd "

09.10.2010 Seizure mahazar of Nokia mobile phone prepared by
Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Dy.S.P

Portion of 161 statement given by PW132 to Dy.S.p
Muvattupuzha " 

".rolnf 
aggcemorono5 ocnng "

Scene mahazar of parking place of Maruti Omni Van at
lrumalappady prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.
Portion of 161 statement given by PW133 to Dy.S.p
M uvattu puzha f ro m " etglrna<ooi ao:cefl mi ............... oOmcoGTDaD)o
roocilenor

Portion of L6l. statement given by PW133 to Dy.S.p
M uvattu puzha f ro m " ooa,oog; cacploet lo.roilo,od
Gorc(ooo)cDlo cDcn5|ol(')l"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW133 to Dy.S.p
Muvattupuzha from " o"olaloaA "o66m'146 ecerril4;
oa,cslorDl"

Seizure mahazar of number plate prepared by C.l of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Portion of the disclosure statement made by Jaffer in
Ext.P154.

.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW135 to C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha that " ooa,Eflrif, oflereon;o4 oocglo s.l*[trd
gdrBc(o)l@J(ml

t.-t'



P158 26.07.2010

P155(a) 09.07.2010

Plss(b)

PLs6

Pt 57

09.07.2010

P159

P160

r.6.09.2010

25.O2.20L2

2s.09.2010

25.09.2010

P161

P162

Pl-62(a) 25.09.201-0

P163 18.06.2011

P163(a) 18.06.2011

P164 28.08.2010

P164(a) 28.08.2010

P164(b) 28.08.2010

28.08.2010

I

08.09.2010

26.07.2010

362

Portion of 161 statement given by PWL35 to C'l of police,

Muvattupuzha that " ooaoo5ilo ca,cp{loo tuoilorcenl

oileEBJor&iloldolmorcoa "6prl Cl crua6 "-neorol"

Portion of l6L statement given by PWL35 to C.l of police,

M uvattu pu zha f rom " a<ocd cocnoloop otoldoJol@tod

adldlorollcolcol <rflaoilocoio;rm;. "

Seizure mahazar of Ext.P32 and P34 prepared by Dy'S'P,

Muvattupuzha.

Scene mahazar of the House No.Vlll/533 of Chittattukara
Grama Panchayath prepared by S.l of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW137 to 5.1 of police,
Vazhakkulam from " eiop<ra ocDorolgg
penecoiol<m; "

Seizure mahazar of the sale agreement of KL-7 AG 2766
Hero Honda Passion prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Proceedings of photo identification parade conducted at
Thayamankunnel Veettil, Hostelpadi, Muvattupuzha in
R.C.1/1L NrA.

Seizure mahazar of KL 7 AE 7849 Hero Honda Bike
prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Portion of l6L statement given by PW145 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " pcrd (2s.e.2oo) oconoer
mrcedlopoi agjlo4il5l6n5 "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW145 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha that " KL07 AE 7849 

"6<mcen5 
cocca6

oofiDdo'l4oaa mml(6 "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW146 to Dy.S.P, NlA,
from " I questioned my relative Najeeb................ those
two persons. "

Portion of l6L statement given by PWL46 to Dy.S.P, NlA,
from " The could not reply ............... away from the flats"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW149 to Dy.S.P,
MUVattUpuzha from " eoccfl @a@cglos ........ aoJ o.'oq$d o0)elotl"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW149 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " onroilcn;c@.ojo slacenoa| ........... oo; o"o<pd

"Oeloil"
Portion of L61 statement given by PW149 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha from " eaocd PFI t"rolOorora, ......... pcmcsnl
e,cem;<mai" : '

Portion of L61 statement given by PW149 to Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha that " rao<dlrnl o;mi eoceJlocn toaorcgleis a,sdkf,
6,cernco;erecoiogrmg. " 

i



PL65

P166

P167

P168

P169

16.06.2011

16.06.2011

16.06.2011

02.rr.20L2

363

Pointing out Memo of Seemas Auditorium, perumoavoor
prepared by Dy.S.P NtA.

Pointing out Memo of Saith Mosque, BankJunction, Aluva
prepared by Dy.S.P NlA.

Pointing out Memo of Flat No. 7 B Daffodil Apartment.
Thrissur prepared by Dy.S.P NlA.

Visiting card of Juki Ameer, Alfa Tailoring Machine
repairing Tirur.

Portion of 161 statement given by pW 151 to Dy Sp, NtA
from " ro'no3r0 orcoogcerord audotnooe maud "
Portion of 161 statement given by pW 151 to Dy Sp, NIA
from " zorr orga5ooiloE aollaooE o;.,oooaceilo4o
(oaojlosao)eaoJlol(ml orcomjl2flo;cmo5 "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW L51 to Dy Sp, NtA

P169(a) 02.1.1..20L2

P169(b) 02.7t.2012
from "pagccd o6lnllad acerrilg4 rocm
cojo; .roeroroilo;cmai "

P169(c)

P169(d)

P169(e)

P170

02.tt.2012

02.1,1.2012

Portion of L6l. statement given by PW 151 to Dy Sp, NIA
frOm "so.ro.zorz <ri NIA s1o............. GraonE eolcolcsil4) oa,cerrello;cmo5"

Portion of l6L statement given by PW 151 to Dy Sp, NIA
from " onoilos cilcmJo,ocrresloro ...............................a,1crdc5dm:'lo6 om<m
(DconDl4ilolmJ."

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 151 to Dy Sp, NtA
from " pcgcoS .'Oocm 6ccrrit4 Subair.T.P o6xmolcg)os
rrDlmld ogrmccnj ngccmcsl cotrd 

".roeroroilo;cmni"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 152 to Dy Sp, NIA
from "on 4.7.2010 after attendinS ............ return the car
at the earliest".

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 152 to Dy Sp, NIA
from " But lwaited till afternoon .......... has spread all
over".
Portion of 161 statement given by PW 152 to Dy Sp, NtA
from "repeatedly I was contacting ......... from
Tha ikkattukara village".
Portion of l6L statement given by PW 153 to Dy Sp, NIA
from "l am an active member provide them any
assistance".

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 154 to Sp, NIA
from " after one week to 3.4.2010".
Portion of 161 statement given by PW L54 to Sp, NIA ,:. .

from " in the last week of March 2010........ organised by
PFI".

Portion of 161 statement given by PW I54 to Sp, NIA

02.rt.20L2

12,LT,zOLI

P170(a) l-2.1-1.2011

P170(b) L2.r1.201.t

P171 12.11.20]-1

Ptl2 06.03.2012

06.03.2012

.o3.2012

,.. from i'on 3.4.2010 evening......... than pFUSDplt,.
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Portion of L61 statement given by PW 154 to
from " PFI leaders Manaf......."'. addressed the
gathering".

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 154 to
from " while I was about to go home..'.......... I

home".

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 154 to
from " in the year 2008 ........... was started".

Pamphlet of SDPI, " e<nca,ogotclor"

Page No.Ll entry in Exbt. P 173.

SDPI Membership form in the name of Shibu
Muhammed.

Oath Portion in Exbt. P174.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 156 to DySP, NIA
from " 

"Jlcmld 
NDF er;o PFI o;o 9".rconall9[lo;<moi "

Portion of l-6L statement given by PW 156 to DySP, NIA
" ooe,oorg; ouoclolo p6rEpq) c(orruo omco6 on$cfl onrAglg "

Portion of 161" statement given by PW 156 to DySP, NIA
from " ooaoclsl cDorectto <nc$cd onrfl$g "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 156 to DySP, NIA
that " oO c"ocenE <ogerd pqcgcod 

"6cn1ae5 
a,cenfl{ oxmoi "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 1-56 to DySP, NIA
from " ca,cClaaood rceilorcropg ocncoolocn a,endl5geni "

Portion of l6L statement given by PW 157 to DySP, NIA
"oorco8 rggs oloxrf NDF (d ous'loloccoil laotErooil4flo;cm;. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 157 to D ySP, NIA
from " zooscd Division Convener or9o2o
ecoorcoriloro o"rndlSlS"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 157 to DySP, NIA
from " zooo-oz 6,cer@goncf M.K.rnccur0 cDotlol<ml "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 157 to DySP, NIA
from " eocna o)crj go+sozozet g".rcorccrflgil5flg "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 157 to DySP, NIA
ffom " s.z.zoooi ooJ G()c(r)o g5nd ....... 

".ne,s3<uoilo;cm3 
"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW 157 to DySP, NIA
from "z oenilaonsg.ogdl GnaEotrd .............. s o6nilcolcosolc6ni a.'tcolcoi

Portion of 16L statement given by PW 161 to DySP, NIA
from " ogoog;"llooiba ooaoor5; -.-.- ogl" aerril5ler€

Portion of l6L statement given by PW 1.61 to.DySP, NIA
from " ageorol6$ldooaco(d M.K,cocnuo;o ..............:.:......,1.. t".rcocood

PLl2(c) 06.03.2012 SP, NIA

SP, NIA
left for my

SP, NIA

PL72(d)

P172(e)

P173

P173(a)

PL14

P174(a)

PL75

P175(a)

P17s(b)

P17s(c)

P17s(d)

P176

P176(a)

P176(b)

P176(c)

P176(d)

P176(e)

06.03.2012

06.03.20r.2

01.05.2009

03.11.2012

03.11.2012

03.1r-.2012

03.11.2012

03.11.2012

20.to.20L2

20.70.2012

20.10.20L2

20.10.2012

20.L0.2012

20.to.20t2

15.01.2013

15.01.2013

66rdl51S."
J



Pr77(b) 15.01.2013

365

Portion of 161 statement given by pW 161 to DySp, NIA
ffOm " ecgc<rd c.,occsccot(d a,c6nilglolrm otgcprcgp pFl
d,cooc6ni. "

Copy of driving licence of Muhammed Ansari.
Witness summons issued to Muhammed Ansari.
File containing membership forms of SDpl.
SDPI Membership form of Pareed.K.A

SDPI Membership form of Shamsudheen.V.M

SDPI Membership form of Anas.K.A

SDPI Membership form of Ashraf.M.A

SDPI membership forms (26 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name of Kamarudheen.T.A.
SDPI membership form in the name of Siyad.p.M.

SDPI membership forms (18 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name of K.A.Ali

SDPI membership form in the name of Abdul Latheef.
SDPI membership forms (13 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name of K.A. Mansoor

SDPI membership forms (14 Nos.)

SDPI Application form in the name of Shejeer.K.H.

SDPI membership forms (32 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name of Mohammed
Ansari.M.A .

SDPI membership forms (30 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name of Ayub.P.M.

SDPI membership forms (30 Nos.)

Application form in the name of Noushad.M.K.

SDPI membership form in the name of Nasar.M.K.

SDPI membership form in the name of Najathulla
Sidhique.

SDPI membership forms (22 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name of Abdul Salam .

SDPI membership forms (15 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name of Savad.M.M.

SDPI membership forms (14 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name of Shobin. '

SDPI membership forms {B Nos.)

P178

P1,79

P180

P180(a)

P180(b)

P180(c)

P180(d)

P181

P181(a)

P181(b)

PL82

P182(a)

P182(b)

P183

P183(a)

P184

P184(a)

P185

P185(a)

P186

P186(a)

P187

P187(a)

P187(b)

P187(c)

P188

P188(a)

31.12.2013

11.05.2009

26.04.2009

03.05.2009

1_7.0s.2009

';r



P1-91(a)

P192

PL92(a)

P192(b)

Pl_93

P193(a)

P193(b)

P194

Pl-94(a)

Pt e4(b)

P195

P195(a)

Pr.96

P196(a)

PT97

P197(a)

P1e7(b)

P198

P198(a)

Pr.99

P199(a)

P200

P200(a)

P20t
P201(a)

P201(b)

P202

P202(a)

P203

P203(a) .

366

SDPI membership form in the name of Shamnad.K.V.

SDPI membershiP forms (28 Nos')

SDPI membership form in the name of Rasheed.P'M'

SDPI membership form in the name of Mahinkutty.M.A.

SDPI membership forms (25 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership form in the name
Mohammed Ali .

SDPI membership forms (25 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership forms (15 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name
Luthufullah. K.5.

SDPI membership forms (18 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI Membership forms (15 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membershio form in the name

SDPI membership forms (18 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership forms (9 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership forms (18 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership forms (6 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership forms (4 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership forms (12 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership form (36 Nos.)

SDPI membership form in the name

SDPI membership form in the name
Sadique.T.H.

.t

of Muhammadali.

of Shalikkar

of Noufal.N.M.

ofAbdul Shefeek.

of Muhammed

of Yunous Aliyar.

of Shiyas.K..K.

of Ali.K.K.

of K.M.Ali .

of Shanavas.P.A.

of C.S.Siyad.

of Niyas.M.M.

of Riyas.M.M.

of P.M.Manaf .

of K.H.Jamal

of Shanavas.P.A.

of Anwar
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membership forms (14 Nos.)

membership form in the name of Sajil.T.M.

membership form in the name of Nissar.M.A.

membership forms (9 Nos.)

membership forms (12 Nos.)

membership forms (21 Nos.)

membership forms (19 Nos.)

membership forms (L3 Nos.)

membership forms (5 Nos.)

membership forms (24 Nos.)

membership forms (7 Nos.)

membership forms (24Nos. )

membership forms (22 Nos.)

membership forms (21 Nos.)

membership forms (10 Nos.)

membership forms (16 Nos.)

membership forms (8 Nos.)

membership forms (24 Nos.)

membership forms (52 Nos.)

membership forms (6 Nos.)

membership forms (1L Nos.)

membership forms (27 Nos.)

membership forms (15 Nos.)

membership forms (11 Nos.)

membership forms (23 Nos.)

membership forms (15 Nos.)

membership forms (14 Nos.)

membership forms (6 Nos.)

membership forms (10 Nos.)

membership forms (22 Nos.)

membership forms (20 Nos.)

membership forms (2L Nos.)

membership forms (5 Nos.)

membership forms (28 Nos.)

membership forms (28 Nos.)

meinbership forms (12 Nos.)

P205

P205(a)

P20s(b)

P206

P207

P208

P209

P210

P211,

P212

P213

P21,4

P2t5
P2t6
P2I7

P218

P2t9
P220

P221,

P222

P223

P224

P225

P226

P227

P228

P229

P230

P231

P232

P233

P234

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI

SDPI



P239

P240

P24T

P242

P243

P244

SDPI membership forms (12Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (15 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (13 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (9 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (14 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (18 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (12 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (10 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (24 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (60 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (14 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (33 Nos.)

SDPI membersio form in the name of Muhammed Rafi.

SDPI membership forms (21 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (11 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (9 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms(12 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (7 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (8 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (13 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (21- Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (13 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (18 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (12 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (7 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (7 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (28 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (23 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (13 Nos.)

SDP| membership forms (7 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (10 Nos.)

SDPI membership forms (7 Nos.)

06.03.2012 Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 162 to SP,NIA from
" in the year 2005..... joined PFl".

06.03.2012 Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 162 to SP,NIA from

;.'on4.3.2010PF|/SDP|...............,r.................myhome".

P245

P246

P247

P248

P249

P250

P250(a)

P251

P252

P253

P254

P255

P256

P257

P258

P259
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Portion of 161 Statement given by pW 162 to Sp,NlA from
" on 4.4.20L0 morning ............ on
5.4.201,0".

Seizure Mahazar of items seized from the house No.
XVll/60 of l-irur Municipality prepared by DySp, NtA.

Driving Licence of Noushad.P.V.

Medical prescription of Faizal issued from Almas Hospital,
Kottakkal.

Discharge summary of Faisal issued by MES Medical
college hospital, Perinthalmanna .

Certificate of achievement issued by Logic Software
solutions Pvt. Ltd. to Noufal.N.M.

Photograph

Certificate of Merit issued by G-TEC Computer Education
to Subair.T.P.

Marks transcript issued by G-TEC Computer Cducation to
Subair.T.P.

Observation Mahazar of the place in front of Maradi
Village Office prepared by DySP,NlA.

Search list of the house of T.P. Subair prepared by
DySP,NlA.

Voters lD Card of Subair, S/o Pareed Pillai.

Seizure Mahazar prepared by Dy.S.P., NIA for seizing l.P
Register and consent form of Faizal from MES Medical
College & Hospital, Perinthalmanna.

lP Register of Faizal maintained by MES Medical college,
Perinthalmanna (16 sheets).

Out patient registration form in the name of Faizal.

Consent of Faizal.

Case sheet written by Dr. Ramnarayan.

Carbon copy of discharge record of Faizal.

Vodafone Prepaid Application form in the name of
Selvaraj.

Vodafone Prepaid Application form in the name of
Selva raj.

Copy of the passport of Selvaraj.

Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 169 to DySP, NIA
ffom " rggs ol(o-)(uE 6|ocoa ---...........a,00191 Gno<noceni "

Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 169 to DySP. NIA
f f O m " o3ocg}.'rleaotoer otolconaDolos --.-. _;*-.--- "Jos,sJoroilorml "
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Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 1-69 to DySP, NIA

from "PFl eclgc l".rcrulcucrlcoio;rm....................'..................'.....'-'.. oorcctE

corcoooiloi ocmcd "

Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 169 to DySP, NIA
from " cocrnoroilcti "6)6oi oo5Drdo'lercerd clcmol"

elgc om4egcllolo
Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 169 to DySP' NIA
from " eolccn;o cn.lcorucolo

crgoll olcml oroaercerrool "

P288(e) 06.11.2012 Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 169 to DySP, NIA
ffOm " oorcoA n r;ooroiloar:;ccrucoE
cDoilos g6rBcaolol(m)"

oaAau]6 oo(mold

15.01.2013 Notice u/s. 43(f) of the unlawful activities (Prevention) Act
1967 issued by DySP, NlAto Smt. Sanooja.

17.01.20L3 Reply of Sanooja.

L8.07.2012 Portion of l6L Statement given by PW 170 to SP, NIA that
"During that period he joined PFI ".

P291(a) 18.07.2012 Portion of 1"61 Statement given by PW 170 to SP, NIA
from "My husband used to Najeeb and
Yu nous".

P291(b) 18.07.2012 Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 170 to SP, NIA
from "on 3.7.2010 my husband .. PFI Party".

P291(c) 18.07.2012 Portion.of 161 Statement given by PW 170 to SP, NIA
from "on 4.7.2010 morning........ wake up early".

P291(d) L8.O7.2OI2 Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 170 to SP, NIA
from'After our breakfast .............. to my
husband".

P291(e) 18.07.2012 Portion of l6L Statement given by PW 170 to SP, NIA
from "When I discussed with ......... discussed by
M.K.Nassar".

P291(f) 18.07.2012 Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 170 to SP, NIA
from "Najeeb used the car .......... ask any questions".

P291(g) 1.8.O7.2012 Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 170 to SP, NIA
from "My husband left from the function...................... on
my own".

P291(h) L8.07.2012 Portion of 161 Statement given by PW 170 to SP. NIA
from 'After two days my................ will be here for some
davs".

RC Particulars of Lancer Car bearing Regn. No. KL 07 AH
L515 issued by M. Suresh, Joint R.T.O., Aluva.

RC Particulars of Motor cycle bearing Regn. No. KL 41.A
3068 issued by M. Suresh, Joint R.T.O., Aluva.

RC Particulars of Tata Indica car bearing Regn. No. KL 07
AP 1613 issuedDy M. Suresh, Joint R.T.O., Aluva. t
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05.02.2009

12.08.2010

12.08.2010

20.09.2010

12.08.2010

14.09.2010
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15.07.2010
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RC Particulars of Mahindra Scorpio bearing Regn.No. KL
03 J 3883 issued by M. Suresh, Joint R.T.O- Aluva.
Registration Certificate of Tata Indica Car bearing Regn.
No. KL 09 R 7541-.

RC Particulars of Maruti Ritz car bearing Reg.No. KL42 C
4700.

RC Particulars of Hero Honda Passion bearing Reg. No. KL
07 AL 6992,
RC Particulars of Hero Honda Bike bearing Reg.No. KL 7
AG 2766.
RC Particulars of Hero Honda Passion plus bearing Reg.
No. KL 44-8029.

Driving licence particulars of Mohammaed Shobin K.M.

Inspection report of Maruti Omni Van prepared by
V.P.Sakkir, Asst. Motor Vehicle Inspector, Regional
Transport Office, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of Vodafone activation Tracker Register
and Nokia mobile phone used in the shop of Surya,
Penta Menaka prepared by V.K.Abdul Khader, Dy.SP, NlA.

Vodafone activation Tracker register.

Portion Marked in Page No.ll- of Ext.P304.

Wound Certificate of Prof.T.J.Joseph issued by Dr.Suresh
Kumar, Nirmala Medial Centre, Muvattupuzha.
Wound cum discharge Certificate of Prof.T.J.Joseph issued
by Dr.T.P.Paulose, Specialist Hospital, Ernakulam.

Treatment summery of Prof.T.J.Joseph issued by
Dr.T.P Paulose.

Certificate issued by Village officer, Aroor.

Report of Susan Antony, Scientific Assistant, Ernakualm.

Report of Susan Antony, Scientific Assistant, Ernakulam
regarding Wagon R Car.

Report prepared by Susan Antony, Scientific Assistant,
Ernakulam after examination of Maruthi Omni Van.

Expert opinion of T.J.Vijayan, finger print expert.
Finger Print slip.

Thumb impression marked as'S' in Ext.P313.

Left thumb impression marked as S 18/10/2010 in
Ext.P313.

Copy of Ext.P313

Photograph of thumb impression
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P327
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P329

P330
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P320 \7.07.2010

20.08.2010
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04.07.2010
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Photograph of thumb imPression

Medical Certificate of Shamsudheen issued by Dr'Manoj
Nainan, Taluk Head Quarters Hospital, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of log book of Aluva Police
Telecommunication prepared by Sl of police,
Vazhakkulam.

Accident cum wound certificate of Sister Marie Stella
issued by Dr.P.B.Raju, Assistant Surgeon, Taluk Head
Quarters Hospital, MuvattuPuzha.

Accident cum wound Certificate of Mithun issued by
Dr. P.B.Raju, Assistant Surgeon, Taluk Head Quarters
Hospital, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of Maruti Omni Van prepared by Sl of
Police, Perumbavoor.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 666/2010 of
Perumbavoor Police Station.

Report filed by Sl of Police, Perumbavoor for
incorporating the offence in Ext.P322.

Search memorandum prepared by Sl of police,
Perumbavoor for the search of Hiba Jewellery.

Search list of Hiba Jewellery prepared by Sl of Police,
Peru mbavoor.

Phone index dairy of Hiba Jewellery.

Wall poster of Hiba Jewellery .

Portion of l6L statement given by PWl12 to Dy.SP,
Muvattupuzha from " cuceoorccr8olaerconi 'rnflocerd
oo.rcJroilo;rmcd. "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW11-2 to Dy.SP,
Muvattupuzha from " noom4 ca,(Rl(oE a,mrcrjlolcercoi

ojlgilg: 
"ro6roroJ"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW112 to Dy.SP,
Muvattupuzha from ".vom:; Popular Front of
India Gncil(o)co"

Account Register of Metro Builders.

Seizure Mahazar of KL-07 AP- 1613 lndica car prepared
by Cl of Police, Kothamangalam.

Copy of Registration certificate of KL-O7-AP-1613 Tata
lndica Car.

lnsurance Policy Certificate of KL-O7-AP-1613 Tata lndica
Car.

..Cess cash receipt of Tata Indica Car .
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Pollution certificate of KL-07-AP-1613 Tata Indica Car.

Tax token of KL-07-AP-1613 Indica Car.

Copy of Voter's lD Card of Sudheer, 434(7l2BOl,
Keedapara -ll, Asokapuram, Choornikkara.

Pamphlet of " mSqro'loor ..to'loo,eildol<m oolo "

Pledge receipt issued by Manappuram General Finance
and leasing Limited toJaffer.P.M.

Condition notice Manappuram General Finance.

Search list of the house of Abdul Salam, Padinjareveettil
Choornikkara Panchayath prepared by C.l. police,
Kothamangalam.

Search Memorandum of Ext. P339 search.

Search Memorandum of the house of Sulfikkar H.No.
Xl6l2 ot Kalamassery Municipality prepared by C.l. of
police, Kothamangalam.

Search list of the house of Sulfikkar prepared by C.l. of
police, Kothamangalam.

Photograph of Sulfikar

Photograph of Sulfikar

Visiting card in the name of Sulfikkar.

Personal Index Diary in the name of Alappatt Fashion
Jewellery.
A book of " oroo ocgo l*rco5TDcUlo @crocdmJcrl;o"

Complaint filed by Famous Varghese, C.l.of police,
Kothamangalam to SHO, Kothamangalam Police Station.

Search Memorandum prepared by S.l of Oonnukal Police
Station for the search of the house of Yunous Aliyar .

Search list of the house of Yunous Aliyar prepared by S.l.
of police, Oonnukal.

BOOklet "dl"ocr5 (.rcorcoo6dBgJo cikAc€oooBg;o"

Booklet " <nm;os oc,dLs"le)o"

Notice of Popular Front of India " oroaaoi cons odqcrDo"

Four sheets of paper with heading " 
"6pinr5"lccr6"o<rd 

dgcm5-s"

17 sheet paper with heading of Freedom parade 2009.

5 sheet papers with heading of Orange Test-Dec- 2009.

14 sheets of paper with heading of Arabi writing.:

13 sheets of papers with heading of 'Muvattupuzha'.

One sheet paper with heading of Gulf contact numbers.

' '' :
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3 sheet papers with heading of Popular Front of lndia
Political conference Kawath Final list.

Search Memorandum prepared by S.l of police,
Oonnukal.P.S for the search of the house of Yunous
Aliyar.

Search list of the house of Yunous Aliyar prepared by S.l.
of police, Oonnukal.

Search Memorandum prepared by S.l.of police, Oonnukal
for the search of the house of Yunous Aliyar.

Search list of the house of Yunous Aliyar prepared by S.l.
of police, Oonnukal.

Search Memorandum prepared by S.l.of police, Oonnukal
for the search of the house of Yunous Aliyar.

Search list of the house of Yunous Aliyar prepared by S.l.
of police, Oonnukal.

Report of S.l of police, Oonnukal P.S to DySP,
Muvattupuzha regarding the details of hospitals from
Muvattupuzha to Aluva.

Search list of the house of Asharaf Mattapilli veettil,
Velloorkunnam Village prepared by S.l of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Pamphlet " nflor:g;os m)olBc(oo of3o, crualocaoo"

Search Memorandum prepared by S.l.of police,
Muvattupuzha for the search of the house ofJamal
Kalapurakkal Veettil, Chowara Village.

Search list of the house of Jamal prepared by S.l.of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Certified copy of FIR in crime No. 733/2010 of
Muvattupuzha Police Station.

Certified copy of Seizure Mahazar prepared by S.l of
Police, Muvattupuzha for the seizure of Mobile phone
from Mujeeb.

Search Memorandum prepared by S.l of Police, North
Paravoor P.S for the search of the house of Siyad,
Chouthi paramb, Kottuvally Village.

Search list of the house of Siyad, Chouthiparamb,
Kottuvally Village prepared by Sl of Police, North
Paravoor.

A bOOk rr oloNllo @:olcdooaodoco} (6)locD oo}ojdl "

Pamphlet of Popular Front of lndia.

Booklet of Pooular Front of India "

P373 2r.07.20rO

P374 2r.07.2070

15.08.2009

.a..r3cr-rs;4,<ri "
t
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P380(a)

P380(b)

P380(c)

P380(d)

P380(e)
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P383
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19.07.2010
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Thejus Fort nightly
Thejus Fort nightly
A cash receipt No. 9325 of Intermedia publishing Limited
for Rs.200/-.

A cash receipt No. 9343 of Intermedia publishing Limited
for Rs.700/-

A cash receipt No. 9344 of Intermedia publishing Limited
for Rs.200/-

A cash receipt No. 9349 of Intermedia publishing Limited
for Rs.100/-

A cash receipt No. 2748 of Intermedia publishing Limited
for Rs.200/-

A cash receipt No.272l of Intermedia publishing Limited
for Rs.100/-

Notice of Popular Front of Ind ia " ooca<o'la,oemoroitoerfl

".r;os;a,oE"
Two papers writing with red and blue ink.

Booklet of Hiba Jewellery.
A paper containing Slogans of NDF March.

Document list (Form 15) by S.l.of police, N.Paravur.

Seizure Mahazar prepared by S.l.of police, Aluva for the
seizure of MO60.

Seizure Mahazar prepared by S.l.of police, Aluva for the
seizure of MO24.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 1824/2010 of Aluva
Police Station.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 1836/2010 of Aluva
Police Station.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 1964/2010 of Aluva
Police Station.

Search list of the house of Veerakutty, S/o. Moitheen,
Panachiyam Kara, Ashamannoor Village prepared by
C.l.of police, Kuruppampadi.

Voters lD Card of Savad, S/o. Veerakutty.

Diary of " coresat dl<no{roo"

Booklet of Popular Front of India " ooa,orjlol"

Booklet containing Inauguration speech of E.M.Abdul
Rahman, Chairman, Popular Front of India.

A book " dloocd lolc4Jcom@BgJo ctdcqoa@Bglo"

t
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P397
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P400

P401

P402
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P4L2

P404 07.07.2070

P405 L0.07.2010
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01.07.20LO

07.o7.201,0

r,0.07.2010

1'n.orroro

02.08.2010

02.08.2010

12.08.2010
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A book " mm;os ocndts"lcoro" Popular Front of India State
Committee of Kerala.

Pamphlet "gg<raa"nc 5rxleegloa oc6{ zoto"

Pamphlet "Expansion class I coceolaosm""

Pamphlet " ooro ocgo oolglo @@'lotlo (omnloctE )" of All India
lmams Council, Kerala State Committee.

Search list of the house of lbrahim Chittethukudi veedu,
Ashamannur Village prepared by C.l.of police,
Kuruppampadi.

Search Memorandum of Ext.P401 search.

Search list of the house of Bava, Kizhakkanayi veettil,
Ashamannur Village prepared by C.l.of police,
Kuruppampadi.

Search list of the house of Basheer, Parayiveettil,
Pindimana Village prepared by C.l.of police,
Kuruppampadi.

Search list of the house of Shine Muhammed,
Chittethukudi veedu, Thrikkariyoor Village prepared by
S.l.of police, Kothamangalam.

Search Memorandum of Ext. P405 search.

Photograph

Pamphlet " olcn5gilo ccu5 onormrcnllgile4a,"

Search list of Thamar Kari Powder Factory, Varappetty
Village prepared by S.l.of police, Kothamangalam.

Search Memorandum prepared by S.l. of police,
Kothamangalam for the house No. X/297 Nellikuzhi
Panchayath.

Search list of the house house No. X/297 Nellikuzhi
Panchayath prepared by S.l. of police, Kothamangalam.

Search list of the house of Khader @ Machan, Thuppeli
Veettil, lrapuram Village prepared by S.l.of police,
Kothamangalam.

Search list ofthe house ofAbdul Khader, Nanethan
veedu, Vengola Village prepared by S.l.of police,
Kothamangalam.

Search list of the house of Meeran kutty, Muthuvassery
Veedu, Ashamannur Village prepared by S.l.of p.g]iSe"

Kothamangalam.

Ration card No. 1738039787 in the name of Me€rakutty,
Muthuvassery, Nooleli, Asamannoor P.O.

,

P413 r.2.08.20r-0

P4t4 01.09.2010

P415
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Search list of the Thamar Kari powder Factory at
Karukodam, Varapatty Village prepared by S.l.of police,
Kothamangalam.

Diary 2010 of M.K. Ashraf.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 512/2010 filed by S.t.of
police, Kothamangalam.

Search Memorandum prepared by C.l of police,
Kunnathunadu for the search of the house of Muhammed
Ansari. Kakkanad.

Search list of the house of Muhammad Ansari,
Muriyankara Veedu, Kakkanad Village prepared by C.l.of
police, Kunnathunadu.

Book " oroo acgo lor'rc(o6rDoto olorocdotoJcUJo"

Book " olcr5g1d6ooa poD5cotd"

Book " a,deoooco oa,ccmroco'"

Book " eroesnoa olm5glcngcofl "

Search Memorandum prepared by C.l. of police,
N. Paravur for the search of the house of Punnakkal
Abdulla, Kottuvally Village.

Search list of the house of Abdulla, Punnakkal Veedu,
Kottuvally Village prepared by C.l of police, N. Paravur.

Seizure Mahazar ofWagon R car bearing Regn. No. KL 17
E 1795 prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha .

Seizure Mahazar prepared by C.l. of police, Muvattupuzha
for the seizure of the Bus daily statement, mobile phone
and currency notes from Jaffer.
Seizure Mahazar of the mobile phone & Ritz watch of
Asharaf prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.
Seizure Mahazar of the MOs collected by Susan Antony,
Scientific Assistant from KL 7 AH 8768 Maruti Omni Van
&KL L7 E 1795 Wagon R Car prepared by C.t.of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Arrest Memo of Jaffer.
Anest Memo of Ashraf.

Covering letter forwarded to JFCM, Muvattupuzha along
with documents.
Arrest Memo of Dr. Reneef.

Seizure Mahazar of MO l-8,19 and 20 prepared by
C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha.

Arrest Memo of Moideenkutty.

Driving licence of Moideenkutty.
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P454
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UAE exchange card No. KL l-312000169 of Moideenkutty.

ATM card of Canara bank of Moideenkutty.

Voters lD Card of MoideenkuttY.

Seizure Mahazar of KL 42 C 4700 Ritz Car prepared by
C.l.of police, MuvattuPuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of sketch prepared by C.l.of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Route Sketch

Seizure Mahazar of KL 17 F 5760 Autorikshaw prepared
by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of MO 88 and MO 89 prepared by C.l. of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar ofthe car bearing Regn. No. TN 01 P

7555 prepared by C.l. of police, Muvattupuzha.

Paper printed as "First Aid".

Copy of question paper <aBJCxlo @oro(olo set for B.Com,
lnternal Examination conducted at Newman College,
Thoduouzha.

Paper cutting of Siraj News paper.

One sheet of the Siraj news paper.

Photocopy of paper cutting

Pamphlet of Edavanakkad Jumath Palli "ennm;atgc"ril o"occil
o.,rilo "

Popular Front of India Freedom parade 15th August 2010 ,

Aluva Organising Committee.

Booklet " oil,.jcoror"loo - zoro "

Arrest Memo of A21 K.M.Ali, prepared by C.l.of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of Nokia mobile phone with SIM card,
watch, Purse and currency notes of K.M.Ali prepared by
C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of the sale agreement of Maruti Car
bearing Regn. No. KL 10 M 8044 prepared by C.l.of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of the BDS Certificate and Dental
Counsel Registration Certificate of Dr. Reneef prepared by
DySP,Muvattupuzha .

Seizure Mahazar of the carbon copy of sale agreement of
Maruti Omni Van, copy of Ration card of Lowrance and
photocopy of driving licence of K.K. Ali prepared by C.l.of

22.07.20t0

24.07.20t0

24.07.20rO

25.07.2070

13.07.20r-0

06.07.2010

06.07.2010

01.08.2010

01.08.2010

P457 22.t1.2010

P458 05.01.2011

09.07.2010

police, Muvattupuzha.



P460

P461,

P462

P463

P464

P465

P466

P467
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24.07.20IO Seizure Mahazar of note book of Sikkender Ali Khan
prepared by C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha.

-- Note book of Sikkender Ali Khan.

31.08.2010 Seizure Mahazar of Ext. P25 prepared by Dy. Supdt. of
police, Muvattupuzha.

10.07.2010 Seizure Mahazar of petition register of Muvattupuzha
Police Station prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.

!2.O7.201,0 Seizure Mahazar of MO97,98,98(a) and 99 prepared by
C.l. of police, Muvattupuzha.

13.07.2010 Seizure Mahazar of Scorpio bearing Regn. No. KL 03 J

3883 prepared by C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha.
24.07.201,0 Seizure Mahazar of MO94 & MO95 of prepared by C.t of

police, Muvattupuzha.

27.07.201,0 Seizure Mahazar of Maruti Car bearing Regn. No. KL 10 M
8044 of Moideen kutty prepared by C.l.of police,
Muvattuouzha.

NOtiCe " (r)l6m6uAoa,c6ni o;mig"lo oocato'ta,o6rDooo) orcdaoccncoilg
c"jcgJej(a g"nend "

-- NOtiCe 
-" 

cn;eme,o6oa,ceni o;m5g'lo crocaola,(o6yylo(orD (Da,ddocff cojl$
cojcggel(a t"o6n5 "

31.07.2010 Scene Mahazar of l.B Muvattupuzha Water Authority
prepared by C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha.

31.07.2010 Scene Mahazar of the house of Siyad (lX/98 Kadungaloor
Panchayat) Eloorkkara prepared by C.l.of police,
Muvattupuzha.

07.08.2010 Arrest Memo of Anas ( A20)

07.08.2010 Arrest Memo of Rasheed.

07.08.2010 Arrest Memo of Mahinkutty.

09.07.2010 Anest Memo of Kamaruddin.

09.07.2010 Arrest Memo of Shejeer.

12.07.201,0 Arrest Memo of Abdul Salam.

07.09.2010 Arrest Memo of Shobin and Shanavas.

05.07.2010 Seizure Mahazar of the dress of Prof. T.J Joseph prepared

20.08.2010

by C.l.of Police, Piravom.

Seizure Mahazar of the dress of Shamsudheen prepared
by DySP, Muvattupuzha.

O8.2O1O Seizure Mahazar of the RC of the Motor Cycle bearing

P468

P468(a)

P469

P470

P47t
P472

P473

P474

P475

P476

P477

P478

P479

Regn. No. KL 40 C 3739 prepared by DySP,
Muvattu ouzha. .)

L1.2009 Registration Certificate of Hero Honda Passion PRO '.',:.
ibearing Regn. No. KL 40 C 3739 of Shamsu.VM. .



P482

P483

P484

P485

P486

P487

P488

P489

P490

P491

P492

P493

P494

P495

P496

P497

P498

P499

P500

P501

P502

24.08.2010

24.08.2010

31.08.2010

31.08.2010

02.09.2010

18.09.2010

03.05.1999

08.10.2010

15.10.2010

17.10.2010

30.10.2010

21.07.2010

22.07.2010

22.07.2010

23.07.2010

24.07.20t0
25.07.20]-0

20.08.2010

28.08.2010

28.08.2010

15.07.2010

21.07.2010

07.09.2010
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Seizure Mahazar of MO104 & 105 prepared by DySP,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of MO107 prepared by DySP,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of driving licence particulars of
Shamsudheen prepared by DySP,Muvattupuzha.

Driving license particulars of Shamsu.

Seizure Mahazar of the rent agreement of the house No.
30/16L5 at Vyttila prepared by DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of registration deed of Thejus Publishing
Charitable Trust prepared by DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Certified copy of Thejus publishing charitable trust deed
No. 161/99.

Seizure Mahazar MO 106 prepared by DySP,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of Passport, driving licence, Voters lD
Card of Pareed prepared by DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of Ext. P417 prepared by DySP,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of Nokia mobile phone of Fasurudheen
prepared by DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Arrest Memo of Yunous Aliyar.

Arrest Memo of Shiyas.

Arrest Memo of Muhammadali.

Anest Memo of Siyad.

Anest Memo of Sikkandar Ali Khan.

Arrest Memo of Fahad.

Arrest Memo of Shamsuddeen.

Anest Memo of Jamal.

Seizure Mahazar of MO 110 to MO 113(a) prepared by
DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Scene Mahazar of the house of Abdul Salam prepared by
C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha.

Arrest Memo of Abdul Latheef.

Seizure Mahazar of MO 114,115,116,117,118. prepared
by DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure Mahazar of MO 119,120,121 and 122 prepared by
DySP, Muvattupuzha. --

P503
. '' i

.-:,..
P504 J'\

iL: "',t',)
P505 '..::.
. rr:i: '\. i}

ir1 : ,gi,: '''r,

. ..1:",'::;/

7.09.2010



P506 08.07.20L0

381

Search Memorandum prepared by C.l. of police, Piravom

for the search of the house of Ansari, Muriyankara Veedu,

Kakkanad.

Search list of the house of Ansari, Kakkanad prepared by
C.l.of police, Piravom.

Letter by K.H.Nazar, Organizing Secretary of National
Development Front.

Pamphlet " o<sroocrjl cors lojlcobl<oturoiloi a,p;<rfldaerolo5 " of PFI'

Booklet containing the inauguration speech of
E.M. Abdul Rahman, Chairman, Popular Front of India.

PamPhlet " c.'.oeflrru;o crilong;o "

Hand book of of PFI "oo6,toroilo1 g".totdoorcdao;99
OOa,".4m)<Oa,o"

Book of PFI " sl"ocd (olcolcooongJo crildcqooang;o oocrooi

oocucnJo"loE o;oJo1o"

Book "rsrg6."OaU."Oaulo(r) <oocilor;e,"

Green colour file.

Search list at the house ofAshraf, S/o Khader
Mattappailly, Velloorkunnam Village prepared by C.l of
police, Piravom.

A book with heading of Nisha Camp oco{ 2008.

Personal diary 2008.

Photograph

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 32712010 filed by S.l of
police, Thodupuzha.

Certified copy of Malayalam question paper in ll
Semester B.com programme conducted in Newman
College, Thodupuzha.

Question No. l.L in Exbt. P521.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 329/2010 of
Thodupuzha Police Station.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 330/201-0 of
Thodupuazha Police Station.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 333/2010of
Thodupuazha Police Station.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 331/2010 of
Thodupuazha Police Station.

Search list of the house of Aliyar, Kadukkapilly veedu,
Kalady Panchayat(Xl/492) prepared by S.l.of police,

P507

P508

P509

P5L0

P511

P5t2

P513

P514

P5t_5

P516

P521(a)

P522

P523

P524

08.07.2010

30.12.1998

19.07.20r-0

26.03.2010

26.03.2010

26.03.2010

27.03.2010

P5L7

P518

P519

P520

P521

26.03.2010

3l_.07.2010

Kalady.
I



P527

P528

P529

P530

P531

P532

P533

P534

P535

P536

31.07.2010

23.08.2006

20.10.2010

13.07.2010

13.07.2010

15.03.2010

11.03.2010

13.07.2010

21,.07.20]-0

2I.O7.2010

-Sealch 
Memorandum prepared by S.l. of police, Kalady

for Ext. P526 search.

Copy of tax token No. 053611 of KL 07 AH 1515.
Search list of the house of Ajmal, Kappungal veettil,
Kalady Village prepared by S.t.of police, K-alady.

Search list of the house of Nassar, puthuval parambu
Veettil, Eramam kara, Kadungaloor Village prepared by
C.l of police, Vadakkekkara.

Search Memorandum of Ext.p530 search prepared by
C.l. of police, Vadakkekkara.

New f ndia Insurance Policy certificate of KL OIy 7I2l
Toyota Qualis in the name of P.M. Ayoob.

Copy of driving licence of Ayoob.p.M.

Copy of complaint filed by P.M. Ayoob to C.t. of police,
Kadakkavoor.

A copy of one sheet paper with heading of
" m.looaolaerco;<m coajeja,{./a "

Search list of Abdul Salam, Kelam Parambu, Eramamkara.
Kadungalorr Village prepared by C.l.of police.
Vadakkekkara.

Book " o;eocoroi m51or"l cogo4os m)c6,ejJ66Boi "

Search list of M.K. Traders prepared by C.l.of police,
Vadakkekkara.

Search Memorandum prepared by C.l.of police,
Vadakkekkara for Ext.P538 search.

Photocopy of newspaper cutting.
Photocopy of newspaper cutting.
Photocopy of newspaper cutting.
Photocopy of newspaper cutting.
Photocopy of newspaper cutting.
Photocopy of newspaper cutting.
Photocopy of newspaper cutting.

15.07.2010 Seizure Mahazar of Hero Honda Passion Motor Bike
bearing Regn. No. KL 7/AL 6992 prepared by S.t. of police,
Kuruppampadi.

11.08.2010 Registration particulars of KL-17-F 5760, Autorikshaw
issued byJoint RTO, Muvattupuzha.

08.2010 Registration particulates of KL-17 E. 1795 Maruthi
Wagon R car issued by RTO, Muvattupuzha. ..

-- Answer sheet of Thasni.V.A. ;:

P537

P538

P539

P540

P540(a)

Ps40(b)

P540(c)

Ps40(d)

P540(e)

Ps40(f)

P541



P545

P546

P547

P548

P549

P550

P551 11.01.201-L

06.01.2011

29.07.201,0

29.07.2010

29.O7.2010

20.01.2011

03.09.2010

03.09.2010

383

Certified copy of the threatening letters received by

Newman College, ThoduPuzha.

Site plan prepared by Village Officer, Muvattupuzha'

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 2094/2010 of Aluva
Police Station.

Certified copy of report of Jayanath, ASP Aluva to SP,

AIUVa.

Certified copy of search list of the house of
Moideenkunju, Kunjunnikara prepared by ASP Aluva.

Chemical examination report of Thomas Alexander. Asst.
Director (Serology) Forensic Science Laboratory, Police
Department, Govt. of Kera la, Thi ruva na ntha pu ra m.

Chemical examination report of Molly George, Scientific
Assistant (Chemistry) Forensic Science Laboratory, Police
Department, Govt. of Kera la, Th i ruva na ntha pu ra m.

Portion of 161 statement given by PW234 to DySP,
Muvattupuzha from "adleoror u.2o1o ro'lo;oil ......on51roE d0-rtl51g '

Portion of 1,61 statement given by PW234 to DySP,
Muvattupuzha from "r -co ofloloil (en;ooo ocmr)
orcJ oil ol<rril g "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW234 to DySP,
Muvattupuzha th?t " erdororcoilooe c"ncdrrflooa mcrrxa e5676e3209

"6rmceni 
"

Portion of 161 statement given by PW234 to DySP,
Muvattupuzha from " red<oolcoi PFI oloa l"lordrooa,rnceni ............

a,l$(o)los alos nil<mo) "

Portion of 161 statement given by PW234 to DySP,
Muvattu puzha f rom " mro"esrnofl <6ogsot6
gmoorc<mcd .|1()61616):"

Expert report of Rahila.R, Scientific Assistant Physics,
Forensic Science Laboratory Police Department Govt. of
Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram.

Search Memorandum prepared by C.l of Police,
Perumbavoor for the search of the house of
Shamsudheen Variyathu veedu, Vengola Village.

Search list prepared by C.l of Police, Perumbavoor as per
Ext. P554.

Search memorandum for the search of the house of
Asmabeevi, Wo Ummar, Kureekad, Thandekadu Kara
prepared by C.l of Police, Perumbavoor.

Search list of the house of Asma Beevi, fureekode veedu,
Vengola Village prepared by C.l of Police, Perumbavoor.

I t

P552

P552(a)

Pss2(b)

P552(c)

Pss2(d)

P553

03.09.2010

03.09.2010

03.09.2010

11.01.2011

P554 21.07.2010

P555

P556

2r.07.2010

2r.07.20t0

21.07.20ro



P558 31..07.2010

P559 31.7.20L0

Search memorandum prepared by C.l of police,
Perumbavoor for the search of the house of Shoukathali,
S/o Kunumuhammed, Hidayath Nagar, Vengola.
Search list of the house of Kunju Mohammed,
Vadavanakudi veedu, Hidayath Nagar, Vengola,
Arakkapadi Village prepared by C.l of police-,
Perumbavoor.

Diary 1994 writing ADGAS

Diary 2006 of Jisny Showkkath

Hand book published by PFt.

Note book

Note book

Photo Copy of one sheet paper with heading freedom
parade Kottayam.

Seizure mahazar of black colour mobile phone (Spice) of
Shamsudheen prepared by DySP, Muvattupuzha.
Seizure mahazar of the driving licence of Ali.K.K prepared
by DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of the T-shirt of Shanavas prepared by
DySP, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
357092001391263 and ldea SIM card prepared by DySp,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of daily statements dated 6.7.2010,
7.7 .2010 and 19.7.2010 of the bus bearing Regn. No.
KL-6 B 8226 prepared by DySP, Muvattupuzha.
Portion of 161 statement prepared by DySP,
Muvattupuzha from "eorcoa Campus front 

"gcm
State Treasu rer clgconogrmt"

Portion of 161 statement prepared by DySP,
M uvattu pu z h a th a t " onenioyderniro'l"d PF l orgosg"lo6ooe,cnceni"

Portion of 161 statement prepared by DySP,
Muvattupuzha from " enorof "n1cn;coen{l fiucmioRril6,

P560

P561

P562

P563

P564

P56s

P566

P567

P568

P569

31.08.2010

03.09.2010

07.09.2010

1-0.09.2010

P570 04.01.2011

P571 04.09.2010

P571(a) 04.09.2010

Ps71(b) 04.09.2010

P571(c) 04.09.2010

04.09.2010

06.1 0.2010

t

Ps".tcs;eni "

Portion of l6L statement prepared by DySP,
M uvattu pu zh a f rO m " 

"6po1 
oocooenrrif cooccnA cnfiud .................

n6nllee5 oxmrolcerfi"

Portion of 161 statement prepared by DySP,
Muvattupuzha from " oooaorciloofl c".ro1o8
e-rorol"l"-d, o5rolrDol 1"la,coacerd oa,cs;oroai"

Kychit of the ration card of Najathulla Sidhique.

t

71(d)



P573

P574 25.03.2011

385

Reply given by Najathulla Sidhique to DySf,^ --.
fvLivit[upuzhi reg-arding the Ritz Car KL 42 C 47oo'

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL

Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No'

9446519213 in the name of Najumudeen.

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL

Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No'

9495220963 in the name of Hassan.K.P.

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL

Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No.

9447L96842 in the name of Ashraf M.K.

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL

Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No.

9447623404 in the name of AliYar.

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL

Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No.

9446334404 in the name of AliYar.

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL
Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No.

9446419908 in the name of Abdulrahman'

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL
Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No.

9446720090 in the name of Samad K.M.

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL

Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No.
9447798692 in the name of Muhammed M.K.

Certificate issued by alternative nodal officer LED BSNL
Mobile services, Ernakulam regarding the mobile No.
9446935639 in the name of Salam.P.B.

Call details of MTS mobile phone No. 9142192168 in the
name of Muhammadali for the period from 25:03:2010 to
20.07.2010.

Out going call from mobile phone No. 9142192168 to
9846722220 on 19.04.2014 at the time of 2L.23.37 with
the duration l-5 seconds.

lncoming call from 9846722220 to 9142192168 on
26.04.20'J.O at the time of 17:55:05 with the duration of
66 seconds.

Incoming call from 9567693209 to 91421921-68 on
29.06.2010 at the time of 17:48:23 with the duration of
55 seconds.

lncoming call from 9846508555 to 9142192168 on
03.7.2010 at the time of 07:26:09 with the duration of

P575 25.03.2011

P576 25.03.2011

P577 25.03.2011

P578 25.03.2011

P579 25.03.2011

P580 25.03.2011

P58r- 25.03.2011

P582 25.3.2011

P583

P583(a)

Ps83(b)

Ps83(c)

115 second. t



Ps83(e)

P584

P584(a)

Ps84(b)

P585

P586

P589

P590

P591

P592

P594

P595

04.07.2010

20.o7.201.0

20.07.2010

16.10.2012

16.10.2012

14.1,0.2012

31.10.2010

01.11.2010

P587 20.07.2010

20.07.20t0

01.11-.2010 Search list as per Ext. P595 prepared by S.l of police,
Kuruppumpady. ..

P593 31.10.2010

Out going call from 9i.42I92169 to 9847 7 38642 on
I.7.2O]-O at the time of 22:38:33 with the duration of
87 seconds.

Call details of MTS mobile phone No. 9142134630 in the
name of Basheer on 04.07.2010.
lncoming call from 9746026660 to 9142 134630 on
4.7.20L0 at the time of 9:40:27 with duration of
55 seconds.

lncoming call from 9746026660 to 9142134630 on
4.7.20IO at the time of 10:29:41 with duration of
8 seconds.

FIR in Crime No. 704/2010 of Muvattupuzha police
Station.

Search memorandum prepared by S.l of police,
Vazhakkulam Police Station for the search of the house of
Nissar, Malayakudiyil, Muvattupuzha Village.
Search list of the house of Nissar, Malayakudiyil,
Muvattupuzha Village prepared by S.l of police,
Vazhakkulam.

Search memorandum prepared by S.l of police,
Muvattupuzha for search at the house of Sajil,
Thottathi ku d i veetti l, Muvattu puzha Vi I lage.

Search list as per Ext. P588 prepared by S.lof police,
Vazhakkulam .

Arrest memo of P.V. Noushad, S/o Beeran prepared by
DYSP,NIA, Kochi.

Personal search memo of P.V. Noushad prepared by DySp,
NlA. Kochi.

Complainant filed by Dinesan,P.C., NlA, Kochi to SHO,
Ernakulam Town South Police Station regarding the
suicide attempt of Manaf.

Search memorandum of the house of Basheer,
S/o Ahammed Moulavi, Kizhakkekara Karayil,
Muvattupuzha Village prepared by S.t of Police,
Kuruppampady.

Search list as per Ext. P593 prepared by S.l of pohce,
Kuruppumpady.

Search memorandum prepared by S.l of Police,
Kuruppumpady for the search at the house of
K.K. Muhammed, S/o Kunjubava, Keezhidathu veeQu,
Cheruvattoorkara, Nel li kkuzhi Village.



P597

P598 15.11.2010

387

4 sheet paper containing name and address.with phone

numbers oi 42 persons of Tejus Publishing Charitable
Trust Media citY, Kozhikode.

Reply given by C.A Haris, Secretary Thej.as Publications to
DySP, Muvattupuzha in response to the letter No'

704/CR/10/MS dtd. 4.11.2010 and 11'11.2010.

Details of phone numbers in the name of Thejus
Publishing Charitable Trust Media City, Kozhikode.

Name and address of Trustees of Thejus Publishing
Charitable Trust.

Notice u/s. 43 F Unlawfull Activities (Prevention) Act
issued by DySP, NIA to C.A.Harris, Thyyil House, V'V.Road,

Vadakode.

P599

P600

P60L

P604

P604(a)

P605

P606

P607

P608

P609

P610

P610(a)

P611

04.11.201_0

16.02.2009

08.04.2013

L4.L0.2012

10.05.2014

07.1-t-.201-3

07.11.2013

07.o5.20r4

12.05.20L4

P602 1-5.11.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW248 to
Muvattupuzha from " o<nc"d, occrimrltd,

oD9Co)lc6)"|oael5|otoi pcdcaJo GncuoJos

P603 L6.09.2010 Portion of 161 statement given by PW248 to DySP
Muvattupuzha from " oocdro'krd a,;eroroilom

"johon g5loroilolroi ocnc"n cer6 "

Cl of Police

uaoepsni."

Reliance prepaid application form of the mobile No.

9387086242 in the name of Kunjathu.

Copy of Voters lD Card of Kunjathu.

CD of Scene of Crime.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 1312/2012 of
Ernakulam Town South Police Station, Ernakulam.

Owner ship certificate of the house of Muhammed Ansari,
Kakkanad issued by Secretary, Thrikkakkara Municipality.

Accident Register cum wound certificate of P.M.Manaf
issued by General Hospital, Ernakulam.

R.C. Particulars of the Maruti Omni bearing Regn. No.
KL-07 AH 8768.

Form 29 for the transfer of ownership of the Indica Car
bearing Regn.No. KL 9 R 7541 from Sanooja to Bader
Dareez.P.

Carbon copy of Ext.P610.

Report of transfer of ownership of a motor vehicle
(form-30) of India Car bearing Regn. No. KL-9 R 7541.

R.C. Particulars of the Santro car bearing Regn. No. KL-07
AD 720r.
R.C. Particulars of KL-10 M-8044, Maruti 800
joint RTO, Thirur.

I

issued by



P614

P615

P6r-6

P6T7

P6L8

P619

P620

P620(a)

P620(b)

P62t

P621(a)

P621(b)

P622

P623

P623(a)

P624

05.05.2014 R.c. particurars of KL-07 BH 9807 Maruti swift issued byjoint RTO, Thodupuzha.
06.05.2014 R.C. Particulars of KL-07y 26O0Zuzuki Max issued by

Joint RTO, perumbavoor.

06.05.2014 R.c. particurars of KL-40 c 3739 Hero Honda passion pRo
issued byJoint RTO, perumbavoor.

03.05.2014 R.C. Particulars of KL-09 B 3560 Hero Honda Splender
issued by MVl, North perumbavoor.

03.05.2014 R.C. Particulars of KL-07 AF 7949 Hero Honda passion
issued by MVl, North perumbavoor.

07.05.2014 R.C. Particulars of KL-07 BH 3186 Honda Unicorn issued
by Joint RTO, Ernakulam.

- Call details of Airtel mobile phone No.9567693209 in the
name of K.K.Ali for the period from 25.3.2010 to
30.08.2010.

-- Incoming call from the mobile No. 9567693209 of K.K.Ali
to 9846508555 on 29.06.2010 ar the time of 21:34:10
with a duration of 226 seconds

-- Incoming call from 9847380528 to 9567693209 on
04.07.2010 at the time of 09:43:25 with a duration of
29 seconds.

-- Call details of Airtel mobile phone No. 9746026660 in
the name of Reneef from 25.03.2010 to 06.07.2010.

- Outgoing call from9746026660 to 9142134630 on
04.O7.2OLO at the time of 09:40:1,2 with a duration of
54 seconds.

-- Out going call from9746026660 to 9142134630 on
04.07.2010 at the time of 1.0:29:26 with a duration of
8 seconds.

: Case sheet of Prof. TJ. Joseph of Specialist Hospital,
Ernakulam.

- Certified copy of Airtel CAF of mobile phone No.
95677f2600 in the name of KaSlM.

- Copy of driving licence of KaSlM.

-- Call details of Airtel mobile No. 9567712600 from
25.3.2010 to 30.08.2010 in the name of KaStM.

- Call details of Airtel mobile No. 9995227345 in the name
of Shiyas for the period from 25.3.2010 to 6.7.2010.

-- Copy of Airtel customer application form of mobile No.
9995227345 in the name of Shiyas.

Copy of voters l/D of Shiyas.

r



P627

P627(a)

P627(b)

P627(c)

P627(d)

P627(e)

P628

P628(a)

r_s.06.2010
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Call details of Airtel mobile phone No. 9995954555 in the
name of Yunous Aliyar for the period from 25'3'2010 to
20.7.2010.
Incoming call from the mobile No. 8086735173 to
999595i555 on 4.7.2010 at the time of 5:58:31 with
duration 38 seconds.

Incoming call from the mobile No' 9562450880 to
9995954555 on 25.6.2010 at the time of L4:13:47 with
duration L21 seconds.

Incoming call from the mobile No. 9037220794 to
9995954555 on 4.7.2O].O at the time of 8:18:08 with
duration 11 seconds.

Incoming call from the mobile No. 9995286300 to
9995954555 on 15.6.2010 at the time of 7:43:56 with
duration 19 seconds.

SMTfrom 4D668C8562B03C to 9995954555 on
15.6.2010 at the time of 8'.32'.29

Call details of Airtel mobile No. 9995921500 in the name
of Meeran for the period from 25.3.2010 to 4.7.2010.

Incoming call from 9846508555 to 9995921500 on
04.07.2010 at the time of 06:30:04 with duration 15
Seconos.

Call details of Airtel mobile number 9995377187 in the
name of Kamarudheen from 25.3.2010 to 6.7.201,0.

Out going call from 9995377L87 to 9995954555 on
03.07.2010 at the time of 17:10:59 with duration of
68 seconds.

Copy of Airtel Customer application form of mobile
number 9995377L87 in the name of Kamarudheen.

Copy ofVoters lD card of Kamarudheen.

Call details of Airtel mobile No.9746477689 in the name
Thejus for the period from 25.3.2010 to 6.7.2010.

Call details of Airtel mobile number 8129101103 in the
name of Muhammed Hashik, Managing Partner, Metro
Builders from 25.03.2010 to 31.7.2010.

Call details of Reliance mobile number 9349187696 in
the name of Najeeb for the period from 25.03.2010 to
07.07.2010.
Certificate of Reliance Communication regarding
Ext.P633.

Call details of reliance mobile No. 9388007283 in the
name of PV. Noushad for the period from 25.03.2010 till
30.08.?010. i

P629

P629(a)

P630

P630(a)

P631

P632

P633



P636

P637

P638

P639

P640

P641

P642

P643

P644

P645

P646

P647

P648

P649

P650

P651

P652

P653

23.07.2010

23.07.2010

27.07.2070
27.O7.2010

02.09.2010

02.09.2010

04.t2.2070
04.t2.2070
04.r2.20t0
05.12.2011

05.12.2011

05.12.2011

18.03.2012

18.03.2012

18.03.2012

15.07.2010

15.07.2010

15.07.2010

15.07.2010

25.06.2010

Call details of Reliance mobile No. 9397787170 in the
name of Shamsudheen from 25.3.2010 till 27.g.2010.
Call details of Reliance mobile No. 9397269173 in the
name of Niyas from 25.3.2010 till 30.08.2010.
164 statement of Lowrance recorded byJFCM,
Kolenchery.

Proceedings of JFCM, Kolenchery.

164 statement of Mani recorded by JFCM, Kolenchery.
Proceedings of JFCM, Kolenchery.

164 statement ofAbdul Azeez recorded byJFCM,
Kolenchery.

164 statement of Varghese recorded by JFCM, Kolenchery.
164 statement of Vijayan recorded by JFCM, Kolencnery.
164 statement of Shiyas recorded by JFCM, Kolenchery.
Proceedings of JFCM, Kolenchery.

Report of T.l Parade conducted by JFCM, Kolenchery at
Central Prison, Viyoor.

Memorandum of T.l Parade (P647)

Name and address of witnesses participated in the T.l
Parade.

Memorandum ofT.l Parade conducted at Central prison.
Vlyoor.

Name and address of witnesses participated in the T.l
Parade conducted at Central Prison, Viyoor.
Report of T.l Parade conducted by JFCM, Kolenchery at
Central Prison, Viyoor.

Search list of the house of Rahim, lllikkal veettil,
Thaikkattukara, Aluva, West Village prepared by C.l of
Police Aluva.

Search memorandum of Ext.P653 search prepared C.l of
Police Aluva.

Search memorandum of the house of Najeeb, Karimbayil
veedu, House No. Vnl578, Kadungaloor Village prepared
by C.l of Police Aluva.

Search list as per Ext. P655 search prepared by C.l of
Police Aluva.

Popular Front of India " coca<o'le,oemoloilo<rfi -r;os;ecii" ..'.

Phone bill of mobile No. 9349187696 of Reliance
communication in the name of Najeeb.K. . . ,

Membership book of SDPI. i "

P654

P655

P656



P660

P661

P662

P663

P664

P665

P666

P667

P668(a)

P669

P670

P671

P671(a)

P671(b)

P672

20.07.201,0

01-.04.2010

t-8.04.2010

P668
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Search list of Hiba Jewellery prepared by C'l of Police

Aluva.

Telephone index Diary of Hiba Jewellery.

Notice in the name of Nazeer Babu, Salim Kousari and Ali

along with the Question Paper of ll Semester B.com
Programme of Newman College, Thodupuzha.

Phone bill of Reliance phone No. 04843277500 in the
name of Ayoob.P.M.

Call details of Vadafone mobile number 9846508555 in
the name of Yunous Aliyar for the period from 25.3'2010
to 6.7.2010.

Call details of Vadafone mobile number 9745003256 in
the name of M.K.Naser for the period from 25.3.2010 to
8.6.2010.

Call details of Vodafone mobile number 9048686611 in
the name of M.K.Naser for the period from 25.03.2010 to
04.07.20L0.

Call details of Vodafone mobile number 9846182913 in
the name of Sainaba for the period from 25.3.2010 to
30.08.2010.

Call details of Vadafone mobile number 9846722220 in
the name of Abdul Manaf for the period from 25.3.2010
to'J.4.7.ZOLO

Copy of Customer Application of Mobile No.9846722220
in the name of Abdul Manaf.

Call details of Vadafone mobile number 9946855461 in
the name of K.M.Ali for the period from 25.03.2010 to
1s.07.2010.

Call details of Vodafone mobile number 9946406099 in
the name of Anwar Sadique for the period from
25.03.2010 to 30.07.2010.

Call details of mobile number 9645631249 in the name of
Selvaraj for the period from L.7.20IO to 9.7.2010

Letter No. VECUKEUNODAL dtd. 30.5.2013 issued by
Sanal V.R. Nodal OfficerVodafone to Dy.S.P, NIA Kochi.

Certificate dated 30.5.2013 issued by Sanal V.R. Nodal
Officer of Vodafone.

Call details of mobile No. 9946055745 in the name of
Selvaraj for the period from 1.7.2010 to 8.7.2010.

Call details of Vodafone mobile number 9846003789 in
the name of Christopher for the period from 25.3.2010 to
15.7.2010.

ii



P674

P675

P676

P677

P677(a)

P678

P679

P680

P681

P682

P683

P683(a)

P684

P685

P685(a)

P686

Call details of Vodafone mobile number 9946304017 in
the name of Jamal for the period from 25.3.2010 to
31.7.2010.

Call details of Vodafone mobile number 9745004911 in
the name of Mansoor for the period from 25.3.2010 to
30.8.2010.

Call details of Vodafone mobile number 9946609011 in
the name of Shihabuddin for the period from 25.3.2010
to 6.7.2010.

Copy of Vodafone CAF of mobile number 9946609011 in
the name of Shihabuddin.

Copy of SSLC Certificate of Shihabudhin.
Call details of Vodafone mobile number 994661724I in
the name of Vahishad for the period from 4.7.2010 to
23.7.2010.

CDR of Vodafone mobile No. 9745004910 in the name of
Moideenkunju for the period from 25.3.2010 to
30.8.2010.

CDR of Vodafone mobile No. 9745004920 in the name of
Haris (Thejus) for the period from 25.3.2010 to
30.8.2010.

CDR of Vodafone mobile No. 9846042930 in the name of
Ayoob for the period from 25.3.2010 to 30.8.2010.
CDR of Vodafone mobile No. 8086735173 in the name of
Noushad for the period from 25.3.2010 to 10.7.2010.
CDR of (TATA) mobile No. 9037220794 in the name of
Kamarudheen for the period from 1,.7.2OLO to 6.7.2010.
Copy of Voters l/D Card of Kamarudheen.

CDR of (TATA) mobile No. 9037294544 for the period
from 25.03.2010 to 5.07.2010.

CDR of (TATA) mobile No. 8089230639 in the name of
Shanavas for the period from 25.3.2010 to 30.8.2010.
Copy of Voters l/D card of Shanavas.

CDR of (TATA) mobile No. 9249738696 in the name of
Kamarudheen for the period from 25.3.2010 to 5.7.2010.
Copy of voters l/D card of Kamarudheen.

FSL report of Dr. S.P. Sunil, Scientific Asst.(Documents),
Forensic Science Laboratory, Thiruvananthapuram.
Covering letter of Ext. P687 report.
Standard writing

Standard writi[r9
t

1.4.02.20Lt

14.o2.201r



P690

P691

P692

P693

P694

P695

P695(a)

P69s(b)

P696

P697

Specimen writing

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9847542062 in the name of
Shanavas for the period from 25.3'2010 to 6.7'20L0.

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9947594068 in the name of
Savad for the period from 25'3.2010 to 6'7.2010.

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9744139003 in the name of Anas
for the period from 25.3.2010 to L0.7.2010.

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9847738642 in the name of Sajil
for the period from 25.3.2010 to 6.7.2010.

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9961839801 in the name of
Sikkender Ali Khan for the period from 25.3.201'0 to
4.7.2070.

Copy of CAF of mobile number 9961839801 in the name
of Sikkender Ali Khan.

Copy of Voters l/D of Sikkender Ali Khan.

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9605300950 in the name of Akhil
for the period from 25.3.2010 to 6.7.2010.

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9847573387 in the name of
Muhammed Shobin for the period from 25.3.2010 to
6.7.2010.
CDR of idea mobile No. 9562450880 in the name of
Ashraf for the period from 25.3.2010 to 4.8.2010.

Copy of CAF and Election l/D card of Ashraf

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9605785296 in the name of Jaffer
for the period from 25.3.2010 to 4.7.2O1-O.

CDR of ldea mobile No. 9544869060 in the name of
Rasheed for the period from 25.3.201,0 to 6.7.2010.

CDR of idea mobile No. 9847345611 in the name of
Adam for the period from 25.03.2010 to 20.07.2010.

Ownership certificate dated 9.9.2010 of building No.
XlVl429 (New No. XVll/617 A) in the name of
Dr.P.M. Kadeeja issued by Edathala Gramapanchayath.

Ownership certificate of building No. 1U282 in the name
of K.S. Rashim, issued by secretary, Eloor Grama
Panchayath.

Ownership certificate of building No. AP lV/652 in the
name of Chalilakath lbrahim issued by Spl. Grade

P698

P698(a)

P699

P700

P701

P702 13.09.2010

P703 07.08.2010

P704 27.07.2070

Secretary,Angadipuram Grama Panchayath. 
:

2OL0 Ownership certificate of building No.lll/285(A) in the
name of Basheer issued by Kadungaloor Grama . .

Panchayath.

t



P706

P707

P708

P709

P710

P711

P711(a)

P711(b)

P71_2

P7T3

P71_4

P7L5

P715(a)

P716

P7t7
P7L8

P7L9

P720

P72t

P722

14.10.2010 ownership certificate of buirding No.il-r.56 B (Vil-246) in
the name of M.K. Nazar issued by Kadungaloor
Gramapanchayath.

03.09.2010 Ownership certificate of buitding No. 30/1615 in the
name of Rajappan issued by Revenue Officer,
Corporation of Cochin.

04.04.2011 FIR in RC 1/2011 NtA

26.O7 .2OLL Pointing out memo of ATM, South Indian Bank at
Peru mbavoor.

26.07.201.1 Seizure mahazar of the LG mobile phone and one
Reliance SIM card.

01.05.2013 Examination report of p.N. Ramakrishnan. senior scientific
Officer, Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Directorate
of Forensic Science Services, Computer Forensic Unit,
Hyderabad.

21.06.2013 Covering letter of P711 report .

-- Work sheet of Ext. PTl.L reoort.
-- Hard Disc of Ext. P711 report.

16.06.2014 Expert report No. B1-4403/FSaJ2O!4 dated 16.6.2014 of
Rahila Scientific Assistant (Physics).

16.06.2014 Covering letter of Ext.P 713 report.
20.06.2014 Expert report of PN. Ramakrishnan, Sr. Scientific Officer.

Covering letter of Ext.P715 report.
04.07.2070 Search memorandum prepared by ASp, Aluva for the

search of the house of Mansoor, Kanjirathunkal veettil,
Aluva West Village .

04.07.2010 Search list as per Ext.P716 prepared by K. Jayanath.
-- Details of PFI District leaders with phone numbers &

e-mail lD upto January, 2010.

NWF(National Women Front ) election schedule.

PFI Annual report from lTthJanuary 2009 to December
31.

-- Pamphlet " ororcsl".qool<d m:oeoil4ocncrd "

-- Photocopy of publication containing the details of some
Temples.

Pa m p h I et " goromorcnloor nikEclooemo" (4 S h eets )

4 Sheet papers with heading " ,jler cn:orEor ojla,cau66Bua ,,

Muvattupuzha division study report.

Name of President and Secretary of various unit.
Minutes of District Committee( 6 sheets) i



P728

P729

P729(a)

P729(b)

P729(cl

P730

P730(a)

P730(b)

P731

P731(a)

P731(b)

P732

P732(a)

P733

P734

P735

P736

P737

P738

P739

P740

P74!

P742

P743

P744

03.02.2010

07.02.20L0
28.04.20L0

03.05.2010

08.06.201"0

29.05.201-0

30.05.2010

L7.04.2006

30.04.2006

08.07.201_0

05.07.2010

l_0.07.2010
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Minutes of District Committee ( 4 sheets )

Minutes of District Committee (3 sheets)

Minutes of District Committee (1 sheet)

Minutes of District Committee (5 sheets)

Minutes of District Committee (8 sheets)

PFI Ernakulam Division committee working report for the
month of May.

PFI Muvattupuzha Division committee report.

PFI Kalamassery Division committee report.

O.P registration Card in the name of Sajitha Mansoor.

O.P registration Card in the name of Mansoor.

O.P registration Card in the name of Mansoor.

Visiting card of K.A. Mansoor.

Visiting card of K.A. Mansoor.

Diary of Sajitha Mansoor.

Diary of K.A. Mansoor.

Telephone index book

Note book

Diary

Sketch

Album

Certified copy of the search list of the house of Ayoob,
Panikkara Veettil, Aluva West village prepared by ASP,
Aluva.

Pa m ph I et " ecoca,ogorclror"

Diary

Thejus News Paper.

Search list of the house of Kasim, Kappoori veedu,
Kadungaloor Village prepared by DSP, Aluva.

SSLC book of Kasim.

Ration card of Kasim.

Diary of Subaida.

Telephone Index Diary

Pamphlet " <om;os oc.dLsloro"

Pamphlet of PFI containing Inauguration speechl of E.M.
Abdul Rahiman in the oio.rcoror"loococor5auoooo. .at Aluva.

Bgoklet "ooa,orfloll" t', i
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P750

P75L

P752

P753

P754

P755

P756

P757

P757(a)

P7s7(b)

P758

P759

P759(a)

P760

P76t

P762

P763

P763(a)

P763(b)

P764

P765

P766

P767

Notice of NWF

Notice of All India lmams Council.
13 sheet papers containing the details of the
participants in the meeting at various dates.
Pamphlet " mn;occororilooEo fiulmDo m.2oo,so cm:rn"

Details of Popular Front of India Freedom parade L5th
August 2010 Aluva Organising Committee.
Pamphlet " enrcenrcfl om5dlr5 oa,tdggcorlos o<nccuoo poildgpocrEo
GrdS(OCgo"

Search list of the house of M.K. Nassar prepared by ASp,
Aluva.

Pamphlet of NWF " a;s;oeruoroilooEo uodrojl alaloo<ooiloaEo
a,olrod"

Pamptrlet of NWF " a;s;oenrooilooEo rndoil mro;ooonriloodo
e(olcro)..

Pamphlet of NWF " a,;s;osruooilocr6o odoil mm3oo<ooilonEo
e,o;toroi"

Pamphlet " oorcs;.,.qeoflcd mueoil4orocoi "
Thejus fortnightly
Thejus fortnightly
Shahab weekly

Search memorandum prepared by ASP, Aluva for the
search of the Clinic of Dr. Reneef.

Search list as per Ext. P761 search.

Receipt of BSNL issued to Dr. Reneef

BSNL Telephone bill in the name of Dr. Reneef.

BSNL Telephone bill in the name of Dr. Reneef.

Search memorandum prepared by ASP, Aluva for the
search at the house of Dr. Reneef.

Search list prepared as per Ext.P764 search.

lndex telephone diary

Search memorandum prepared by ASP. Aluva for the
search at the house of Noushad Kunjunnikara.

Certified copy of search list as per Ext. P767 search.

Pamphlet " erucerucil om5eclr5 orc,<dqolos o<ncrruoo gaol6*itodfl
('DSAOCgo

Publication of PF| " cocarola,o6morfloo! 
".qos;a,<6

Search list of the house of Shanavas prepared by ASP

10.07.2010

13.07.2010

13.07.2010

28.06.2010

29.06.2010

07.06.2010

13.07.2010

13.07.2010

13.07.2010

13.07.2010

Aluva.
\
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25.08.2010 Search memorandum for Ext'P771 search'

Diary

Publication of PFI " <ocaortaoemoroflocrfl "-r;os;a,od 
"

Badge of PFI (12 Nos.)

Booklet of NDF " 
".to1ordoo<ooroflo<rfl 

ucoo;loa,<6 "

Details of PFI District leaders with phone numbers and
e.mail lD.

Pamphlet

Pamphlet " o".rogordnflas{ olloilcr.r orcao;o.ror:<.d "

PamPhlet " o;qp'lo cr5doilom "

Pamphlet

A sheet of paper containing the details of members who
were ParticiPated in the meeting.

Report of ASP, Aluva to SP, Aluva.

24.02.2014 FSL report of Dr. Thomas Alexander, Asst. Director,
Serology.

P781(a) 24.O2.20L4 Covering letter of P781'

P782 09.01.20L4 Seizure mahazar prepared by DYS.P NIA for the seizure of
MO192 to MO195.

08.01.2014 Seizure mahazar of MO37 prepared by V.K. Abdul Khader

P772

P773

P774

P775
(series)

P776

P777

P778

P778(a)

P778(b)

P778(c)

P779

P780

P781

P783

P784

P785

P786

P787

P788

P789

P790

P791

L7.OL.20t4

L7.0t.2014
04.07.20LO

04.07.2010

05.07.2010
05.07.2010

08.07.2010

08.07.2010

DYS.P NIA.

Seizure mahazar of Ext.P610, 61,0(a),611,785,786 and
296 prepared by K.G.Sajan, ASl, NlA.

Copy of Adhar Card of Badar Dareez.P.

Receipt of Friend Janasevana kendram.

lnspection memo of Jaffer.

Inspection memo of Ashraf.

Accused Inclusion report ofJaffer and Ashraf.

Section inclusion report.

Search list of Periyar Valley building prepared by C.l of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Search warrant of Ext. P791 search

Public.ation of " raaorrde6g onoic@colrJ1 "<ocoto"lqoj
o)(COo

Pamphlet of PFI "snrcsrucn omSdlr5 roe,dgo4os oc)cmroo poradool

onoalo (rucx65m

t

Gros()cgo "
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P794(a)

P795

P795(a)

P796

P796(a)

P797

P797(a)

P798

P798(a)

P799

P799(a)

P800

P80L

P802

P803

P804

P805

P805(a)

P806

P807

Pamphlet of PFI "enrcenrcfl omid}d roa,64orgos oc)ofiuoo pologflooe
('lds()cgo "

Pamphlet of PFI , Ernakulam District Committee
"g.lorc-ot6, crilcn: oJorrccerc'.r(r)ddol .Jlffrnrd fiDec(o)c ? coJcenc(ruc ?,,

Pamphlet of PFI , Ernakulam District Committee
" 1.rcrcola, <rflcn: o3o-rsccoc,.trndael; .r-llnriloE crueccoc ? colceflcaDc ?,,

Notice of Thejus " o$otdc68 octano cdrcoc "
Notice of Thejus " crrooll9rcd ocl(oo c.rcoc',

Pamphlet of Sathiasarani "eopoi .,jtocm o(oo "
Pamphlet of Sathiasarani "oorcna ojlom o<olo "
Pamphlet of Sathiasarani "orlgcercerpg odt "
Pamphlet of Sathiasarani " oflstcerdolgg orct ',

Booklet " o61a oooor oilcrdcauo "
Booklet " n636, ooocr ojluolccuo "

A publication of Kerala lmams Council.
" pcror5oioa o;cp"lo oc"dCs"lor "
Thejus fortnightly ' 'orcoiao;a, ,:a,loroccu;a ,'

Book of Thejus publication " crccrJlaei;a, ra,irooco;a, ,'

Kerala Imams CounciI publication " ojtcocor<no go.nco:a,nfla4os

"oll6rrn{i pnO 'rcdd lotoldrororo ocrOgcool " of Thejus
Newspaper.

Ledger book.

Ledger book.

Accused inclusion report of K.K.Ali , yunous, Nassar filed
by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.

Search list of the house of Abdul Rasheed, Velammavadi
veettil, Eramalloor Village prepared by S.t of police,
Kuttampuzha.

Inspection memo of Kamarudeen .

lnspection memo of Shajeer.

Accused inclusion report of Shajeer and Kamarudeen.

Ration card copy of Lawrance.

Inspection memo of Abdul Salam prepared by C.l of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Accused Inclusion report of Abdul Salam prepared by C.l
of Police, Muvattupuzha.

J

08.07.2010

08.07.2010

09.07.2010

09.07.2010

09.07.20L0

L2.07.2070

L3.07.2010 Inspectior' memo of Dr. Reneef.



P815

P816

P817

P818

P819

P820

P82I
series

P822

P823

P824

P825

P826

P827

P828

P829

P830

P831

P832

P833

P834

P835

P836

14.07.20L0

1,4.O7.20LO

19.07.2010

27.07.2010

2t.07.2070

21.07.20ro

22.07.201,0

22.07.20t0
22.07.20tO
22.07.2010

22.07.20t0

22.07.2070

23.07.2010
23.07.20L0

24.07.20t0
24.07.201,0

24.07.20]-0

25.07.20t0
26.07.20t0

01.08.2010

02.08.2010

.2010

.2010
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Accused lnclusion report of Dr. Reneef prepared by C.l of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Report for incorporating the offence uls.2O2 IPC
prepared by Cl of Police, Muvattupuzha.

Report for correcting the address of Abdul Salam
prepared by C.l of Police, Muvattupuzha.

Inspection memo of Yunous Aliyar.

Seizure Mahazar of MO 85 and MO86 prepared by C.l of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Inspection memo of Abdul Latheef.

Photographs of Ritz car bearing Regn. No. KL42 C 4700.

Inspection memo of Moideenkutty.

Inspection memo of Shiyas.

Inspection memo of Muhammadali

Report for incorporating the offence uls.2I2 IPC
prepared by C.l of police Muvattupuzha.

Accused inclusion report of Abdul Latheef, Moideenkutty,
Shiyas and Muhammedali.

Accused inclusion report of Shamsu prepared by C.l of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Inspection memo of Siyad.

Accused inclusion report of Siyad prepared by C.l of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Inspection memo of Sikkender Ali Khan.

Report for correcting the address of Shamsu prepared by
C.l of Police, Muvattupuzha.

Accused inclusion report of KasSlM and Najeeb prepared
by C.l of Police, Muvattupuzha.

lnsoection memo of Fahad.

Accused inclusion report of Fahad prepared by C.l of
Police, Muvattupuzha.

Inspection memo of K.M.Ali.

Accused inclusion report of Manaf prepared by C.l of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Accused inclusion report of Anwar Sadique prepared by
C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.

Accused inclusion report of Shobin, Sajil and Azeez
Odakkali prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.

,



P839

P840

P841

P842

P843

P844

P845

P846

P847

P848

P849

P850

P851
series

P852

P853

P854

P855

P856

02.08.2010

05.08.2010

07.08.2010

07.08.20r_0

07.08.2010

08.08.20r_0

08.08.2010

11.08.2010

15.1r-.2010

04.07.2010

r.s.08.2010

15.08.2010

20.08.2010

20.08.2010

20.08.2010

21.08.2010

28.08.2010

30.08.2010

30.08.201_0

07.09.2010

07.09.2010

07.09.2010

09.09.201-0

08.10:2010

Accused inclusion report of K.M.Ali prepared by C.l of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Accused inclusion report of Niyas Kalady prepared by C.l
of police, Muvattupuzha.

lnspection memo of Anas.

lnspection memo of Rasheed.

Inspection memo of Mahinkutty.

Accused inclusion report of Anas and Mahinkutty
prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.

Address correction report of Rasheed prepared by C.l of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Report for incorporating un lawful activities (Prevention)
Act 1967.

Seizure mahazar of P597, P598 prepared by C.l of police,
Muvattupuzha.

Report of CJayakumar S.l of Police, Perumbavoor to C.l of
police, Muvattupuzha.

Arrest memo of Niyas.

Inspection memo of Niyas.

ATM card of SBT & HDFC of Niyas.

Voters lD Card of Niyas.

lnspection memo of Shamsudheen.

Address report of Shamsudheen prepared by Dy.S.P
Muvattupuzha.

Accused inclusion report of Jamal, Shanavas, Pareed
prepared by C.l of police, Muvattupuzha.

Search list of the house of Abdul Salam,Vl/119,
Choorni kka ra Panchayath, Thaikkattukara, prepa red by
Dy.S.P., Muvattupuzha.

Inspection memo of Jamal.

Arrest memo of K.K.Ali

Inspection memo of K.K. Ali.

Inspection memo of Shobin.

Inspection memo of Shanavas.

Address report of Shobin & Shanavas
Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Accused inclusion report of Niyas (A35)
prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

f nspection memo of Pareed. i



P865

P866

P867

P868

P869

P 870

P 871

P 872

P 873

P 874 04.01.2011

08.10.2010

30.10.2010

08.11.2010

06.11.2010

11.11.2010

20.11.2010

25.11.2010

25.11.2010

02.r2.20LO

11.0t .2011

13.01.2011

13.01.2011

05.09.2010

14.09.2010

16.09.20L0

14.01.2013

t8.12.2012

10.04.2013

.08.2011

40t

Address report of Pareed prepared by Dy.S.P,
Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of 351943035608641- lMEl No. Nokia
mobile phone prepared by C.l of Police, Muvattupuzha.

Accused inclusion report of Thamar Ashraf prepared by
Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Correction report regarding the arrest place of Abdul
Latheef.

Seizure mahazar of deeds and books ofThejus
publication.

Seizure mahazar of 352049023622724 lMEl No. Nokia
mobile phone prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of 2010 Half yearly Account report of
PFI prepared by Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of account statements of PFI prepared
by Dy.S.P, MuvattuPuzha.

Correction report dated 2.I2.2OlO in FIR of Crime No.
1O4|LO of Muvattupuzha Police Station filed by
Dy.S.P, Muvattupuzha.

Correction report for correct in the seizure mahazar as
Perumbavoor Municipal Station in the place of Municipal
Park.

Proceedings dated 11.01.2011 of District Collector,
Erna ku la m.

Order GO (Rt)108/201l/Home dated 13.01.2011 of Govt.
of Kerala.

Order GO (Rt) 109/201L/Home dated l-3.1.2011 of Govt.
of Kerala.

Carbon copy of seizure mahazar of P137 agreement.

Address report of Shobin filed by Dy.S.P , Muvattupuzha.

Seizure mahazar of Ext.P599 & P600 prepared by Dy.S.P ,

Muvattupuzha.

Sanction order for prosecution issued by P.l.Sheik Pareed,
District Collector & District Magistrate, Ernakulam.

Sanction order for prosecution issued by N. Srivastava,
Under Secretary to the Govt.of India.

Sanction order for prosecution issued by N. Sriveistava,
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India.

Arrest memo of Anwar Sadhiq.

Pointing out memo of the place of Thachavallath house,
Ellookkara, Muppathadam, Aluva prepared byDy.S.P, NlA.

P 875

P 876

P 877

P 878

P 879

P 880

P 881

P 882

.201r.



P 886

P 887

P 888

P 889

P 890

P 891

P 892

P 893

P 894

P 894(a)

P 894(b)

P 894(c)

P 895

30.11.201L

30.11.2011

20.I0.2012

12.08.2010 Pointing out memo of H.No. 9/98 Ellookara Village, Aluva
prepared by Dy.S.P, NlA.

12.08.2011 Pointing out memo of Karimbinkadu house 'J,ll2g2,Eloor
Ernakulam prepared by Dy.S.P, NlA.

l-2.08.2011 Pointing out memo of Desam petrol pump,
Chengamanad, Aluva prepared by Dy. S.p, NlA.

12.08.2011- Pointing out memo of Najath Hospital, BankJunction,
Aluva prepared by Dy.S.P, NlA.

30.11".2011 Pointing out memo of 'Stuthi house' H.No. 8/533
Mannam, Paravoor prepared by Dy.S.p, NlA.

30.11.2011 Pointing out memo of BankJunction ie.,Eastern side of
junction in front of Krishna temple, Aluva prepared by
Dy.S.P, NIA.

Pointing out memo of the place of Nanethan (H)
Kandanthara, Perumbavoor, prepared by Dy.S.p, NIA .

Pointing out memo of Mattappallil (H), Puchatta road,
Kovunkal Kara, Velloorkunnam prepared by Dy.S.p, NlA.

Visiting card in the name of Noushad.

Visiting card in the name of Shahir Pallath.

Visiting card in the name of Jafar.
Visiting card in the name of Arun.P.V.

Pointing out memo of the place of Muriyankara house,
Kuzhikattu moola, Kakkanad, House number 71575,
Thrikkakkara Municipality, Ernakulam prepared by
Dy.S.P, NlA.

Seizure mahazar of MO227 prepared by Dy.S.P, NlA.

Anest & inspection memo of KaSlM.

Observation mahazar of front side of Angamali Juma
Masjid prepared by Dy.S.P., NlA.

Notice u/s/ 43 (f) of UAP Act 1967 issued by Dy.SP, NtA to
T.H. Anwar Sadhio.

Covering letter of Ext. P112.

Covering letter of Ext.P13 & Ext. P114.

Certified copy of final report in Cr. No. 705/10 of
Muvattupuzha Police Station.

P 896

P 897

P 898

P 899

P 900

P 901

P902

03.11.2012

28.1,t.20L2
04.t2.2012

15.01.20L3

22.08.20LO

23.08.2010

05.o2.20t4
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PW3 Sister Marie Stella @ Lilly Kutty

PW4 Mithun T. JosePh

PW5 George Varghese

PW6 Nibin

PW7 Molly George

PW8 Thomas

PWg Betty Shaji

PW10 G. John

PWLL Freddy Pereira

PW12 Mini Paul

PW13 Sister Jossy Treasa

PWL4 Mary

PW15 Jobi

PW16 Latha Abraham

PW17 Fr. George

PW18 Johny
PW19 Moosa

PW20 Mujeeb

PW21 Ansari

PW22 Habeeb

PW23 Varghese

PW24 Moitheen

PW25 Shanavas

PW26 Rejoy

PW27 Anwar Hassan

PW28 Ramla

PW29 Vijayan

PW30 Antony E.J, Asst. Engineer, l(WA.

PW3l- Savio, Jr. Superintendent, KWA, Muvattupuzha.

PW32 Varghese

PW33 Sakeena

Pry.4___ Joseph
iAnilkumar

t

Raihanath
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PW38

PW39

PW4O

PW41

PW42

PW43

PW44

PW45

PW46

PW47

PW48

PW49

PWsO

PW5I.

PW52

PW53

PW54

PWs5

PW56

PW57

PW58

PW59

PW6O

PW6].

PW62

PW63

PW64

PW65

PW66

PW67

Abdul Khader

Joji

Muhammed Zain

Haseena

Shiyas

Afsath

Dharmesh

Tony

lbrahim
Habira

Sainaba

Safiya.T.B

Raheema

Mani

Rasheed

Amanulla

Sameer.P.M.

Niyas.P.A

Abdul Hakkeem

Nishad

Niyas

Haneefa

Bava

Majeed.M.M

Jameela
Adam

Shameer

K.K. Rajappan

Sidheeq.P.A.

Navas

Mansoor

C.P. Aliyar
Rubeena

Suhara

Unaise i
'

t
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PW73

PW74

PW75

PW76

PW77

PW78

PW79

PWSO

PW81

PW82

PW 83

PW 84

PW 85

PW 86

PW 87

PW 88

PW 89

PW 90

PW 91

PW 92

PW 93

PW 94

PW 95

PW 96

PW 97

PW 98

PW 99

PW 1OO

PW 101

PW 102

PW t_03

PW l_04

Abdul Azeez

Muhammed Sajad

Fathima

Aboobacker

Shaji

Shereena

Asmabeevi

Abhilash

Meeran

Saleem

P.J. Antony, Secretary,

Banasira

Abdul Rasheed

Ali

Abdul Gafoor

Abu

Naushad

Nasser.K.K

lsmail

Kareem

Meerakutty
Neena Joseph
Sanooj

Radhakrishnan

Lakshmanan

Abdul Khader

Shahida

Shemeer

Viswappan

Prasad

Renjith

Vincent Mathew

Maradu Grama Panchayath.

,:.

i
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PW 108

PW 109

PW r-10

PW 111

PW 112

PW 113

PW 114

PW 115

PW 1,16

PW 117

PW 1r.8

PW 119

PW 120

PW 1.21

PW I22
PW 123

PW I24
PW 125

PW 126

PW 127

PW 128

PW 129

PW 130

PW 131

PW 132

PW 133

PW 134

PW 135

PW 136

PW 137

PW 138

Koyan

Abdul Nazeer

Sharafudheen

K.P.Balan

Muhammed Hashik

Sumeer

Jose

Andru

Shamjath

P.V. Poulose

Jaleel
Abdul Asis

Mohanan

Bessy K. Jacob
Rajesh.K.S.

E.J. Poulose

Shihab.N.A.

Vijayan

Kasim

Sameer

Sajeer

Muhammed Asif

Shaji

Asainar.K.A.

Shanavas

Ramakrishnan.K.N.

Kunjumon

Sreedharan Kartha

E.S. Bijas

Shijas

K.M. Pareed

Sivara ma n

Vishnu prasad, L. D. Clerk, Ta I u k Office, Ka nayan nur.

Steephen.G, Villageman, Village Office, Elamkulam.
jiidy Joseph,Vi I la geman, Vi I la ge Office, Elamkula m.

,L39

tu
PW



PW r.43

PW 144

PW r_45

PW 146

PW t47
PW 148

PW 149

PW 150

PW 15r.

PW L52

PW 153

PW 154

PW 155

PW 156

PW 157

PW 1.58

PW r_59

PW 160

PW 161

PW 162

PW 163

PW 164

PW 165

PW 166

PW 167

PW 168

PW 169

PW 170

PW 171

PW t72
PW 173

PW 174
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M.T. Anilkumar, Deputy Tahsildar, Taluk Office, Muvattupuzha.

Lawrence.B.A.

Kunjumuhammed

lqbal

Sijin Varghese

M.V. Roy, L.D.Clerk, Taluk Office, lGnayannur.

Musthafa.P.B.

K.R. Sajeevan

Ameer @ Manikyam

Hansal.O.M.

Shihabudheen

Shalikar Muhammad Ali

Sathyaseelan

Nadira

Muhammed Ansari

M.C. Joseph
K.B. George

B.V. Varghese

Abdul Nazar

Nissar

K. Sunilkumar, L.D.Clerk, R.D. Office , Trissur.

Sunil C.K,, U.D. Clerk, Taluk Office, Kanayannur.

A.V. Abraham, Clerk, Taluk Office, Kanayannur.

Najeeb.M.

Badarudheen

Selvaraj

V.M.Anwar Sadath

Sanooja

M. Suresh, Joint R.T.O, Aluva.

Joji.P. Jose, M.V.l. Sub R.T. Office, North Paravur.

Antony VJ, Joint R.T.O, Sub R.T. Office, Mattanchery.

Indira Devi, Joint R.T.O, Kothamangalam.

Manoj.K, M.V.l, Sub R.T. Office,Kothamangalam.

AMVI, Muvattupuzha.kkeer.V.P,

:Suresh,

tr
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PW 178

PW 179

PW 180

PW 181

PW 182

PW 183

PW r.84

PW 185

PW 186

PW 187

PW 188

PW 189

PW 190

PW 191

PW 192

PW 193

PW 194

PW 195

PW 196

PW 197

PW 198

PW 199

PW 2OO

PW 201

PW 202
PW 203

PW 204

PW 205

PW 206

PW 207

PW 208

Shyni Cletus

Annie Jisha

Dr. P.S. Suresh Kumar

Dr. T.P. Poulose

R. jayesh, Village Officer, Aroor.

Susan Antony, Scientific Assistant.
T.T. Vijayan, Finger Print Expert.

Dr. Manoj Ninan

Davis.A.A

Dr. P.B. Raju

C. Jayakumar, S.l. of Police, Perumbavoor.

Famous Varghese, C.l. of police, Kothamangalam

C.G. Sanal Kumar, C.l of police, Kalady.

Muhammad.M.A., S.l of Police, Oonnukal.
Murukan.

R. Manoj Kumar, S.l of Police, Muvattupuzha.
Sreekumaran Nair, S.l of Police, North Paravur.

Shaji S. Nair, GHC, Aluva.P.S.

Anoop.C. Nair, S.l of Police, Aluva.

Chrispin Sam, C.l of Police,Kuruppampady.

R. Madhu, S.l of Police, Kothamangalam.

K.A.Abdulsalam, C.l of Police, Kunnathunadu.

K.G.Babu Kumar, C.l of Police, N. Paravur.

James Zacharia, ASl, Oonnukal Police Station.

P.J.Paul, ASl, Muvattupuzha Police Station.
Libu Thomas, Constable, Muvattupuzha Police Station.

VJ.George, GHC, Muvattupzha, Traffic Unit.

M.S. Raghunathan, Gr.S.l, Vazhakkulam Police Station.

T.M.Johny, Gr. S.l. Puthencruz Police Station.

Faisal P.Khader, ASl, Pothanikadu Police Station.

George Francis, S.l, Piravom Police Station.

P.V.Paul, Gr. ASl, Muvattupuzha Police Station
Binoy.K.G., GHC, Dy.S.P. Office, Muvattupuzha.

Sreeja.P., WPC, Valancherry Police Station.
K.P Babu, Driver, C.l Office, N. Paravur.



PW 213

PW 2L4

PW 21_5

PW 216

PW 217

PW 218

PW 219

PW 220

PW 221
PW 222

PW 223

PW 224

PW 225
PW 226

PW 227

PW 228
PW 229

PW 230

PW 231

PW 232

PW 233

PW 234

PW 235

PW 236

PW 237

PW 238

PW 239

PW 240

PW 247
PW 242
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M.M.Shameer, GHC, Kuttampuzha Police Station.

George Joseph, HC, Kalloorkadu Police Station.

K.Bijumon, C.l of Police, Piravom.

Shinto P. Kurian, S.l, Thodupuzha Police Station.

T.R.Santhosh, S.l , Kalady Police Station.

Sajan Koickal, C.l, Vadakkekara Police Station.

Antony.M. George, GHC, Kuruppampady Police Station.

Thomas C.Markose, ASl. Muvattupuzha Police Station.

R. Antony

Roy Mathew, Joint RTO, Muvattupuzha.

Thasni V.A

Dr. T.MJoseph

P.R. Raju

K.S. Pareed

K.K.Anilkumar

A.M. Sidhique, S.l, Valancherry Police Station.

K.T. Xavier., Addl. S.l, Aluva Police Station.

Thomas Alexander, Asst. Director ( Serology), FSL,

Thiruvana nthapuram.

Molly George, Scientific Asst. FSL, Thiruvananthapuram.

Babu.VJose, S.l of Police, Telecommunication, Aluva.

Ansar E.M., Wireless operator Police, Telicommunication, Aluva.

Rasiya

Rahila. R., Scientific Asst. FSL, Thiruvananthapuram.

G. D.Vijayakumar, C. 1., Perumbavoor.

Saneesh.M.R.

K.V.Joy, ASl, Dy.SP Office, Muvattupuzha.

Najathulla Sidhique

L. Vijayakumar, Alternative Nodal Officer, BSNL.

Sandeep K.Aravind, Nodal Officer, MTS

Arul Kumar.P., Nodal Officer, Aircel.

Noble Mannuel, S.l, Muvattupuzha Police Station.

C.Radhakrishna Pillai, Inspector NlA, Kochi.

P.K.Dineshan, Constable NlA, Kochi.

Najeeb
:-



PW 247

PW 248

PW 249

PW 250

PW 251

PW252

PW253

PW254

PW255

PW256

PW257

PW258

PW 259

PW26O

PW261

PW262

PW263

PW264

PW265

PW266

PW267

PW268

PW269

PW270

PW27I
PW272

PW273

PW274

PW275

PW276

PW277

4L0

Sam Jose, S.l, Kuruppampady Police Station.
Haris

Kunjathu

Ashraf.P.M.

Anilkumar

Shamsudheen, S.l , Ernakulam, Town South Police Station.
D.Saju

Dr.Divya.S.

Mohanan.K.T.

Baderdareez.P.

Dr. Ramnarayan

A.K. Sasikumar, Joint RTO, Aluva.

M.B.Subhash Babu, Joint RTO, Thirur.

Babu Peter Elayidom. Joint RTO, Thodupuzha.

Shaji Madhavan, Joint RTO, Perumbavoor

Abhilash.K.B, MVl, RT Office, N. Paravur.

Sadiqe Ali, Joint RTO, Ernakulam.

Vasudevan, Nodal Officer, Airtel.

Dr.R. Jayakumar
Dr. K.P. Jayakumar, Director, FSL, Triruvananthapuram.

Muhammed. P. M., P.C., Muvattu puzha Pol ice Station.

Dr.Raja Raja Varma. Nodal Officer, Relience.

RJ aya krish na n, Mu nsiff Ma g istrate, Kolencherry.

Ramesh Kumar. C.l. Aluva Police Station.

Sanal.V.R., Nodal Officer, Vodafone.

Sheela Sara Abraham, Nodal Officer, TATA Tele Service.

Anwar Azeez Sait, Nodal Officer, TATA. Tele Service.

Shahin Komath , Alternative Nodal Officer, Vodafone.

A.R. Mohanan, Alternative Nodal Officer, BSNL.

Ani lkuma r.S.S, Nodal Officer, Reliance Communication.

Dr. Sunil.S. P., Scientific Asst. FSL, Thiruvananthapuram.

Raj Kumar, Nodal Officer, ldea Cellular Ltd.

C. Ramachandran, Nodal Officer, ldea Cellular Lto.

Jyothindrakumar. P., S.l, Thi rur Police Station.

C.S. Sosamma, Secretary, Edathala Grama Panchayath.
I
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PW282

PW283

PW284

PW 285

PW286

PW287

PW288

PW289

PW29O

PW291

PW292

PW293

PW294

PW295

PW296

PW297

PW298

PW299

PW3OO

PW30t_

PW3O2

PW3O3

PW3O4

PW3O5

PW3O6

Malathy.K.V., Secretary, Eloor Grama Panchayath.

K. Sudhakaran, Spl. Gr. Secretary, Angadippuram Panchayath.

Sobha.K.N.

Sethumadhava Sharma. Revenue Officer, Corporation of Cochin.

Swayamprakash Pani, Supt. of Police , NlA, New Delhi.

Balakrishnan, S.l of police, NlA.

Sainaba

Dr.Ramakrishnan, Scientific Officer, Physics CFSL, Hyderabad.

Shihabuddeen

K.Jayanath, ASP, Aluva

Mary Sherin.P.N, Scientific Assistant, District Crime record Bureau,

Kochi City.

Sajan.K.G., ASl, NIA Kochi Unit.

P.P.Shams, Cl of Police, Muvattupuzha

K.M.Sabu Mathew, Dy.SP, Muvattupuzha

P.Vikraman, Dy.SP, NlA, Kochi

Dr.M.Beena, District Collector, Ernakulam.

K.Sunil lmmanuel, SP, NlA, Hyderabad.

P. l.Sheik Pareed, District Collector, Ernakulam.

K.Jayakumar, Addl. Chief Secretary, Home & Vigilance Kerala.

N.Srivastava, Under Secretary, Internal Security MHA.

Muhammed Tajuddin Ahamed

V.K.Abdul Kader

Sheela Kurian. M., Jr.Superintedent, JFCM, Muvattupzha.

T.A.Younus, Cl of Police, Muvattupuzha.

Christopher

DEFENCE EXHIBITS.

The portion of 161 statement given by PW1 to NIA
from "l saw one person ........ loud sound and smoke."

The portion of 161 statement given by PW1 to NIA
from"then 1saw........ to tried to escape." ,.:'
The portion of 161 statement given by PW}'to NlA. :

from " then the assailants............to injuries he .. ,,,..:l
suffered." ': . ' ., jl:r'

ir

D1 o2tostrr

D1(a) 02l05lll

2l05lrr



D3

..-.-.- oSlH oro6rtorn6to|oi'

05.07.2010 The portion of 161
C.l.,Piravom from

"jlsld o4o6rotlo€6t "

statement given by PW3 to
"onod co.r-rcciloofl gcm5

D3(a) 05.07.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to
C.1.,Piravom from" GrolcoA eJolcfl onoldoyd,l cmcaolcffxcoA

ocdoccil oorrym<ri eene;."

D3(b) 05.07.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to
C.1.,Piravom from " rsood ocm nr;oa,;oroood

D3(c)

aconfl orccncoJlo2<m;."

05.07.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to
C.1.,Piravom from " eorcrn;o GncDo;lo p4orotld crfloongil4l

...........o11n;crE roraoilos o<m;.''

1,7.O7.2OIO The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to
C.1.,Muvattupuzha from "gqcgcoE 

"6pcm ocoil{
oocilorcen)"

D1(c)

D2

D5

D5(a)

Ds(b)

D5(c)

Ds(d)

D5(e)

02t05t7r

02t05tLl

02t05t1,1

02tostrr

02t05trl

02t05tLl

02t05tL\

02t05tLt

412

The portion of 161 statement given by PW1 to NIA
from " there was heavy flow ......... fled the scene."
The portion of 161 statement given by PW1 to C.l.of
police, Muvattupuzha from " cdororcojloo ocxsoca orrm

The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to NIA
from "my mother tried ..................... get only one."
The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to NIA
from "when we reached ......... could not go further."
The portion of L6L statement given by PW3 to NIA
from "among the total six... ................ lwas sitting."
The portion of L6L statement given by PW3 to NIA
from "the other two...... ..they had ."

The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to NIA
"all assailants to escape ."

The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to NIA
from "he pressed direction of their entry ."

The portion of 161 statement given by PW3 to NIA
from " all the assailants the scene ."

The portion of l.6L statement given by PW2 to C.l.of
police, Muvattupuzha from " onc6c<rE
oco'lcriloiloE <rllcm3o r....- ((/00)14;"

D4

Ds(f) 02t0stLt

The portion of 161 statement given by PW2 to C.l.of
police, Muvattupuzha that " "qpcrfl 

ooe,ocugro orggSos
o1".to o6oo! ocncgllo;eni " i



D7

D8

D6(b)

D8(a)

D8(b)

D10

4t3

]-2.07.2O],O The portion of L61 statement given by PW2 to C.l.of
police, Muvattupuzha from " *ncmt5 otorcglo4e

.... acdm orrmci. "

23.08.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by PW2 to DySP,
Muvattupuzha from "pcgc<6 ooo(m ....................... aocgceni."

02.05.2011 The portion of 161- statement given by PW2 to DySP,
NIA from "among the total six
people ..... injured me."

02.05.2011- The portion of 161- statement given by PW2 to DySP,
NIA from "then all the assailants......... out of the car."

02.05.2011 The portion of 161 statement given by PW2 to DySP,
NIA from "there was heavy flow.... nearby
compou nd. "

05.07.2010 The portion of l-61 statement given by PW4 to C.l.of
police, Piravom from " GDoild olqlilo nDolBc

ojlccoc0t6,oE penecoi. "

02.05.2011 The portion of l-61 statement given by PW4 to NlA,
from "l saw one person.......... low smoke."

D9

D10(a) 02.05.2011 The portion of 161 statement given by PW4 to
NlA.from "l saw that the assailants ....... at that
instance. "

D10(b) 02.05.2011- The portion of 161 statement given by PW4 to NIA
from " all the assailants fled the scene."

D10(c) 02.05.2011- The portion of 161 statement given by PW4 to NlA,
from "l had identified by the Kerala police."

D11 06.07.2010 The portion of 161- statement given by PW8 to C.l.of
police, Muvattupuzha from " a,cd a,llscmroilcri ooraelcrcoord

orseod nilo;ruroiloflolee4cmol;o a,ene;."

DI2 06.07.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by PW9 to C.l.of
po|ice, Muvattupuzha from " a,laogcm a,Elaoo5 .................

ot1$coee5 crJc(m;."

D13 03.08.2010 The portion of L61 statement given by PW29 to C.l.of
police, Muvattupuzha that " 

"6o,cq<no 
100 6rcgo errd

o"hnocil<nlcrBcollolcml. "

D14 ... 02.08.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by PW92 toC.l. of..,'.. police, Muvattupuzha from " ooa,oog(o nDoeoJo

enncod a,endlggen5. " . .

07.2OlO The portion of 161 statement given by PW143,!o
C. l.of pol ice, Muvattu puzha that" onooaBsa co.rcnl{
a,Scilogs;oror cso.ruo oo)ocD()lo o6rrflc9r56}baolo ojlSl."
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D15(a) 05.07.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by pW144 to
C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha that " pcgcod 

"Oocm 6,c6rrit4J
rocm c"nccgcoll<rf, a,c6TDlaD rstaeilao)ccni o6pofl oendl orcon'lolai. "

D16 2O.LO.2OI2 The portion of l6L statement given by PW155 to
DySP, NlA from " o;ocg3".r;eoitoa o1.,.rcoom;o;os

Dy.SP uoeoo4."

DI7 O4.O7.2OIO The portion of l6L statement given by PW189 to
C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha from " ooola,'ts 6 o6rrilcocos

a,crd a,lsaer;<mni e,ere;. "

D18 12.07.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by PW207 to
C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha from "cord 'neoo ca,cpglloo

oiloroo a,'l$olo.lcorl Cl auc6 ,roeoro;. "

D19 04.07.2010 The portion of 161 statement given by PW243 to
C.l.of police, Muvattupuzha from "SP <araorda,g)os

roacnolldolcmci ce5ilo;rmg. "

D 20 29.08.2010

D 20(a) 29.08.2010

D 20(b) 29.08.2010

D 21, 08.09.2010

D 21(a) 08.09.2010

D 21(b) 08.09.2010

D 21(c) 08.09.2010

D 21(d) 08.09.2010

D 22 21.08.2010

D 22(a) 21.08.2010

D 22(b) 21.08.2010

D 23 09.10.2010

D 23(a) 09.1-0.2010

D 23(b) 09.10.2010

D 24 22.07.2010
D 25 10.07.2010

D26

Deshabhimani News paper

Malayala Manorama News paper.

Mangalam News paper.

Mathrubhumi News paper.

Deshabhimani News paper.

Malayala Manorama News paper.

Mathrubhumi News paper.

Kerala Koumudhi News Paper

Mangalam News paper.

Malayala Manorama News paper.

Deshabhimani News paper.

Malayala Manorama News paper.

Deshabhimani News paper.

Mathrubhumi News paper.

Mangalam News paper.

Malayala Manorama News paper.

Final report in Cr. No. 7O5|2O1O of Muvattupuzha
Police Station.

Certified copy of FIR in Cr. No. 705/2010 of
Muvattuouzha Police Station.

.04.2010 Certified copy of Fl statement in Crime No. 261/2010
of Kothamangalam Police Station.

Certified copy of FIR in Crime No. 261/2010 of
Kothamangafam Police Station.



4L5

DEFENCE WITNESSES :

DW1.

DW2

DW3

DW4

COURT EXHIBITS :

cr. 30.11.2009

C1(a)

c2
C2(a)

c2(b)

C2(c)

c2 (d)

C2(e)

c3 28.08.2009

c4 01.10.2007

C5(a)

c6
C6(a)

c7 06.05.2008

C7(a)

c8 29.08.2008

C8(a)

22.O8.2007

P.A. Faisal

C.K. Krishnakumar

Ansar.N.A

Ashraf.T.A

c5

Customer application form (MTS) of mobile No.
9I42I92L68 in the name of Muhammadali.

Copy of Voters l/D card of Muhammadali attached to C1
form.

MTS Cell l/D list.

SL No. 1015 in Ext.C2 regarding the tower No. 21243.

SL.No. 986 in Ext.C2 regarding the tower No. 21151.

SL.No. 1036 in Ext.C2 regarding the tower No. 21311.

SL.No. 976 in Ext.C2 regarding the tower No. 21113.

SL.No. l-739 in Ext.C2 regarding the tower No. 20613.

Customer application form (MTS) in the name of Basheer
for the No. 91421-34630.

Aircel customer application form of mobile No.
9809926230 in the name of Shalikar.

Airtel customer application form of mobile No.
9567693209 in the name of K.K.Ali.

Copy of driving licence of K.K.Ali.

BTS list of Airtel mobile Company.

SL.No. 6674 in Ext.C6 regarding Tower.

Original Airtel customer application form of mobile No.
9746026660 in the name of Dr. Reneef.

Copy of passport of Dr. Reneef.

Airtel subscriber Enrollment form of mobile No.
9995954555 in the name of Yunous Aliyar.

Copy of Driving Licence

Original Airtel prepaid enrollment form of mobile No.
9995921500 in the name of Meeran.

-- Copy of voters Election l/D card of Meeran.: '

7.2OOB Subscriber Enrollment form of mobile number
9746477689 in thg name ofThejus.



c11

C11(a)

c11(b)

C11(c)

c11(d)

C11(e)

crz

C12(a)

c13

C13(a)

ct4

C14(a)

cL5

C15(a)

c16
ctl

C17(a)

c18

C18(a)

c19

C19(a)

c20

05.01.2008

27.O1,.2010

1-6.09.2008

02.06.2009

31.07.2009

13.10.2009

21.05.2010

01.07.2009

25.08.2007

20.o4.201,0

4t6

Airtel Customer application form in the name of
Muhammed Hashik C.M.

Copy of voters l/D card in the name of Muhammed
Hashik, Managing Partner Metro builders.

List of mobile numbers.

Copy of PAN card in the name of Metro Builders.

Copy of partnership deed of 'Metro Builders'

Purchase order of Metro Builders.

Reliance CAF of mobile No. 9387787170 in the name of
Shamsu.

Copy of passport of Shamsu.

Reliance CAF of mobile No. 9387269173 in the name of
Niyas.

Copy of driving licence of Niyas M.A.

Reliance CAF of mobile No. 9387037375 in the name of
Ali.K.A, Kolambel House, Uliyanoor.P.O, Aluva-8.

Copy of voters l/D card of Ali.

Vodafone CAF of mobile No. 9846508555 in the name of
Younus Aliyar.

Copy of Driving licence of Yunous Aliyar.

Vodafone BTS list
Vodafone CAF of mobile No. 9745003256 in the name of
M.K.Naser.

Copy of voters l/D card of M.K.Naser.

Vodafone CAF of mobile No. 9048686611 in the name of
M.K.Naser.

Copy of voters l/D card of M.K.Naser.

Vodafone CAF of mobile No. 9846182913 in the name of
Sainaba.

Copy of voters l/D card of Sainaba.

Vodafone CAF of mobile No. 946855461 in the name of
K.M.Ali.

Copy of voters UD card of K.M Ali.

Vodafone CAF of mobile No. 9946406099 in the name of
Anwar Sadhiq.

Copy of Driving licence of Anwar Sadiq.

CAF of mobile No. 9645631249 in the name of Selvaraj,
S/o Palanimuthu, Labbaikudikadu, Perambalur.

Copy of passport of Selvaraj. it



c23

C23(a)

c24

c25

C25(a)

c26

C26(a)

c27

C27(a)

c2B

C28(a)

c29

C29(a)

c30

c31

C31(a)

c32
C32(a)

c33

C33(a)

c34

C34(a)

c35

28.t2.2007

04.07.2010

04.07.2006

29.01.2010

or.og;oro

23.07.2010

01.01.2008

o8to7tog

zs.orzorr.

07ft0t09

ra.og:oog

4t7

Hutch CAF of mobile No. 9946304017 in the name of
Jamal.
Copy of Election l/D card of Jamal.

Vodafone CAF of mobile No. 9946667255 in the name of
Thejus Publishing Charitable Trust.

Vodaphone CAF of mobile No. 9946617241 in the name
of Vahishad.

Copy of Driving licence of Vahishad.

Hutch Customer application form of mobile No.
9846042930 in the name of P.M.Ayoob.

Copy of Driving licence of P.M.Ayoob.

Vodafone Customer application form of mobile No.
8086735173 in the name of Noushad.

Copy of voters l/D card of Noushad.

Vodafone Customer application form of mobile No.
9048020781 in the name of Muhammed Ansari.

Copy of voters l/D card of Muhammed Ansari.

Vodafone Customer application form of mobile No.
9846002534 in the name of Fahad.

Copy of voters l/D card of Fahad.

Vodafone Customer application form in the name of
Thejus Publishing Charitable Trust.

Copy of voters identity card of Kamarudeen.

TATA prepaid CAF of mobile No. 9037220794 in the name
of Kamarudheen.

BTS list of TATA Tele Service Limited

Cell lD BTS list.

TATA CAF of mobile No. 9249738696 in the name of
Kamarudheen.

Copy of Voters l/D card of Kamarudheen.

TATA CAF of mobile No. 8089230639 in the name of
Sha navas.

Copy of Election l/D card of Shanavas.

TATA CAF of mobile No. 9288853217 in the name of
Riyas.

Copy of Driving licence of Riyas.

TATA CAF of mobile No. 9037844420
Muhammed Ansari.

C9RV of Election l/D card of Muhammed Ansari.
1t

:



c37 16.09.2006

C37(a)

c38 28.05.2007

C38(a)

c39 2r.09.2004

C39(a)

c40 09tru09

C40(a)

c41 I4.O7.2004

C41(a)

c42 0s/01/10

C42(a)

c43
c44

C44(a)

c4s 07to8to6

c45(a)
c46 29tO8tO9

C46(a)

c47 19.08.2009

C47(a)

c48 25.05.2006

C48(a)

... c49 26.01.2008
'."''

C49(a) i.

.r-C50" ' 27.O7.2007
'.,' '. ./ 

l,-.'
'.'''-
" . C50(a) '

ki
_'tt- t"_

4r8

BSNL CAF of mobile No. 9495220963 in the name of
Hassan.K.P.

Copy of voters l/D card of Hassan.

BSNL CAF of mobile No. 9446720090 in the name of
K.M. Samad.

Copy of voters l/D card of Samad.

BSNL CAF of mobile No. 9447798692 in the name of
M.K.Muhammed.

Copy of voters l/D card of Muhammed.

BSNL CAF of mobile No.9447121795 in the name of
Muhammed Ansari.

Copy of voters l/D card of Muhammed Ansari.

BSNL CAF of mobile No. 9447196852 in the name of
M.K.Ashraf.

Copy of Passport of M.K.Ashraf ( Thamar Ashraf)

BSNL CAF of mobile No. 9447180995 in the name of Shaj.

Copy of voters l/D card of Shaji.

BSNL Cell l/D data.

Reliance CAF of mobile No. 9387467977 in the name of
Ma nu.

Copy of Voters lD card of Manu.

ldea CAF of mobile No. 984734561-1 in the name of
Adam.

Copy of voters l/D card of Adam.

ldea CAF of mobile No. 9562874315 in the name of
Navas.

Copy of voters l/D card of Navas.

ldea CAF of mobile No. 9544869060 in the name of
Rasheed.

Copy of voters l/D card of Rasheed.

ldea CAF of mobile No. 9847573387in the name of
Muhammed Shobin.

Copy of voters l/D card of Muhammed Shobin.

ldea CAF of mobile No. 9847738642 in the name of
Sajil.T.M.

Copy of driving licence of Sajil. T.M.

ldea CAF of mobile No. 9947594068 in the name of
Savad.

Copy of voters l/D card of,.Savad.



4t9

ldea CAF of mobile No. 9744139003 in the name of
Anas.N.A.

C51(a) Copy of voters l/D card of Anas.

C52 3L.01.2010 ldea CAF of mobile No.9747046423 in the name of
Romy. A.K.

c51

C52(a)

cs3 02to3to9

C53(a)

c54

C54(a)

c55

css(a)
cs6
c57

c58
cs9

c60

28.06.200s

09toTlto

Copy of Driving Licence of Romy.A.K.

ldea CAF of mobile No. 9747151067 in the name of
Noufal.N.M.

Copy of Secondary School Certificate of Noufal.

ldea CAF of mobile No. 9847542062 in the name of
Sameer.

Copy of voters l/D card of Sameer.

ldea BTS list

ldea BTS list

Distribution Register of JFCM, Muvattupuzha.

Search warrant issued from JFCM, Muvattupuzha to
Adv. Sri. C.K. Krishnakumar.

l2lo7l!2 Reportfiled byAdv. C.K. Krishna Kumar.

24.09.2007 Vodafone CAF of mobile number 9846003789 in the
name of Christopher.

O2.L2.2O1^O Certificate issued by Nodal Officer, Vodafone.

MATERIAL OBJECTS.

MO1

M02

M03

MO4 Series

M05
Series

M06

M07

MO8 Series

MO9

2 pieces of Number plates.

White colour Maruthi Omni Van.

2 Pieces of Number plates.

Paragon chappals.

Paragon chappals.

Black Pride chappal.

Glass-Spectacle-L.

Two caps(Black)

Pieces of glass car.

Glass pieces.

orcdooofl (Sickle)

eo16r6ro drcrdoil (Burned cotton wool)



MO13
Series

MO14

MO15
Series

MO16

MO17

MO18

MO19

MO20

MO21

MO22

M023

MO24

M025

M026

MO27

M028

MO29

MO30

MO31

M032

M033

MO34

M03s

420

aoldrdro 
"JcoolorosJo eo'lel6rd) arsscfiulo

Shirt of Prof. T.J. Joseph.
Black colour Pant with black colour belt of Prof.T.J. Joseph.

Baniyan of Prof. T.J. Joseph
Shuddy of Prof. T.J. Joseph
Saree of Sister Marie Stella

Blouse of Sister Marie Stella

Skirt of Sister Marie Stella

Mobile phone cardboard box (Nokia)

Mobile phone charger (Nokia)

Hero Honda Passion PRO Bike bearing Registration No. KL44
8029.

Black Lancer car bearing Registration No. KL 07 AH 1515.

Suzuki Max 100 bike bearing Regn. No. KL 07 Y 2600.

Black colour LG Mobile phone with Sl. No. 811CWQO150794 with
Reliance SIM card.

Computer CPU

Black colour bag (LUDAN).

White and maroon colour "forme" mobile phone with lMEl No.
910584101807081.

Black mobile phone of HTC Company with lMEl No.
35504601s871985.

Vodafone SIM card pouch.

CD with pouch writing as "Social Justice conference Popular Front
of lndia."
Polythene cover writing as DESIGN.

G.fone cardboard box.

Black colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
35535200124957812.

CD with cover "Nayakarwan".

Black Indica car bearing Regn. No. KL 09 R 7541.

Black colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
3s3504t02t022949t2.
Black colour umbrella.

Catalog of Pulse meter.

One plastic cover printed as" NOVA'
I



MO42

MO43

MO44

MO45

M046

MO47

MO48

MO49

MOs0

M051

M052

M053

MO54

M055

MOs6

MO57

MO58

MO59

M060

M061

M062

M063

MO63(a)

M064

M064(a)

MO64(b)

MO64(c)

M064(d)

42r

Samsung black colour mobile phone with lMEl No.
35174610u2r640219.
Silver colour Samsung mobile phone with lMEl No.
352945t03t77707Lt6.
Black colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl 35939700/331015/5.

Airtel SIM card.

Docomo SIM card.

Airtel SIM card.

VCD with cover of Popular Front of India National Political
conference.

VCD of Kerala lmams Counsel printed in front "m5ior"lurm ollolcoo"

VCD with cover " perucoooiloofl c".rn$a<oil, olereteru" ( Pa rt l)
VCD with cover " p5rucBoroilocrfl cunr5a<oil, oJcrret6ru" (Part ll)

VCD "Human Anatomy."

Pen drive.

CPU

Pen drive.

Badge of Popular Front of India.

Badge of Popular Front of India.

Badge of Popular Front of India.

SIM card (BSNL).

Motor cycle bearing Regn. No. KL 41 A 3068.

Lancer car bearing Regn. No. KL 07 AH 1515.(Already marked as
MO24)

CD of " ocn;.sl5o@ mco 6rmi, <nonlos ooBrrro anrl o;eec"rilri enrco;<rdcooo1"

Cover with CD " erucerucfl amidlr5 ocndtso oll'poem oorgodslcm)."

Cover with CD " erucenrcjl omidlri ocndgso oflo.poem odgodslcml."

Cover with CD " @tloqcnonoofl a,o;<od."

Cover with CD " onA4cnonocrfl a,o;oni."

Cover with CD " onA4cnoloofl aoyooi."

Cover with CD " ctnolcnonocrfl a,o;od."

Cover with CD " otlolrcnonoofl a,o;od."

CD with cover of PFI " e*cnca,ogocgor"

r with CD of " toostacoo e<oane'laercd PFI cBco"lao og.dts'lco)

Empower India conference.r with CD "Nayakarwan"
I ,



M068

M069

M070

MO71

MO72

MO73

MO74

MO75

MO76

MO77

MO78

MO79

Mo79(a)

MOTe(b)

MO79(c)

MO79(d)

MO79(e)

MOTe(f)

Mo79(g)

MO79(h)

MO80

MO81

MO82

M083

MO84

MO85

M086

MO87

MO88

422

Cover with CD " mrcro6ro5ooilo5 a,co<rd Freedom Parade zoos "
Album

VCD with writing of ccnrdaelcrnd NDF onodoocnanglo ooJojtStcDJo

CD of Babri Masjid Judgment.
Large type album.

Large type album.

Large type album.

Small type album.

Small type album.

Small type album.

Small type album.

Flex of g"nlolo 
"lconr5 

2008 <sroofir)cxi 15

Flex of 1.,nlnoo .,.rcoo-ri 2008 rctqcnnJcxi 15

Flex of 1.olam .,.rcoo.r5 2008 orgomicxi 15

Flex of g"nlolo 
".rcocu) 

2008 otgomjcxi 15

Flex of Lonloro orccocd 2008 oOocniai 15

Flex of 1.,n"loro .,lcooJ 2008 ooocrdai 15

Flex of g.,n1oro .,.rcooi 2008 orqoo$cd 15

Flex of 1.'o'luo .,.rcooi 2008 oooaricd 15

Flex of g.,ol<r.uo .,.tcoo.d 2008 rarqomid; 15

Silver colour G -Five mobile phone with lMEl No.
359435035746895.

Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.359310102117532516.

Q&Q quartz watch.

Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.356799102189577812.

Black purse.

T-shirt.

Lungi

Nokia black colour mobile phone with lMEl No.
3s3s48t02t607627t0.
Black with white colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
359849/0r./50s100/3.

Black colour mobile phone of Karbonn Company with lMEl
910080700430409.

Book binder.

B4own colour purse.
j:



MO92

MO93

MO94

MO95

MO96

MO97

MO98

Mo98(a)

MO99

MO100

MOt 01

MO102

MO103

MO104

MO105

MO106

MO107

MO108

MO109

MOLt 0

MO111

MO112

MO113

MO113(a)

MO114

423

Steel colour Cosio watch.

Black colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
354L97 to2t04023us.
Black with red colour Sony Ericsson mobile phone with lMEl No.
35362603-342tr3-7 .

Black colour purse.

Cover MIHRAJ Auto consultant and Finance, Pattambi road,
Valancherry.

Black colour Nokia mobile ohone with lMEl No.
3s3r_99/03/769065/1.

VISA Card of Abdul Salam issued by Union bank of lndia.

VISA Card of Abdul Salam issued by Catholic Syrian bank.

Special Pass of Lekshore hospital issued to Abdul Salam.

Black with blue colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
35s212t03tO9s64st4.

Black colour Sony Ericsson mobile phone with Sl.
No.BD3098MT3.

Motor bike of KL 07 AE7849.

Black colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
3s9349t03ft70078t2.
Black colour LG mobile with Sl. No. 710CY2P2959045.

Reliance SIM No. RAXR U287 3827447.

ldea SIM No. 89911 90 231 072570537 KL R- 2.

Aiftel SIM No. 89919 50 403102232020F.

Silver with ash colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
356424t01t226009/9.

Sonata Steel watch.

Shirt meroone colour with black and red lines.

Dark brown colour pants.

Dark brown colour belt.

Black colour light weight slippons chappal.

Black colour light weight slippons chappal of
42 Jamal.
black colour bag 'Puma'

Black colour track suit .

White colourJubha .

ht rose colour Shirt.

rey Qplour pants
I



MO119

MO120

MO121

MOt22
MO123

MO124

MO125

MO125(a)

MO12s(b)

MO125(c)

MO126

MO126(a)

MO126(b)

MO126(c)

MO126(d)

MO126(e)

MO126(f)

MO126(9)

MO126(h)

MO126(i)

MO126U)

MO126(k)

MO 127

MO 128

MO128(a)

MO128(b)

MO128(c)

MO128(d)

MO128(e)

MO128(f)

MO128(g)
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Grey colour pants .

White T-shirt.

White colour bath towel

Black Track suit .

Sword

Cover of sword.

CD of NDF Freedom parade.

CD of Freedom parade 2008 of PFl.

CD of NDF Freedom parade 2007.

CD of NDF Freedom oarade.

CD of SOHANAA Digital.

CD of KWF state conference 2008 Power of realization.
CD of CPS I

CD of CPS ll

Attitude for success.

CD writing on VHP Sasikala teacher.

CD of pem6oro4"rc$eoa Popular Front of India.

C D l".roilaoccoo Graotoccuog

CD aoo ocgo e,Jga5olJog

CD oroo ocgo a{ga{co5og

CD o<oogo o(T)losjJ(r)lo miccn.'omroao

N DF g".roilc.v<l ocejl collo;orrnooro4oo 2o0o

Hat "Puma"

CD encounter killing and state terrorism
CD of "6ggo15af oarcehrcoa,5sBgJo eocTDa,ls re"laoorolo

CD of a,o;rolonoo! 
"-r;os;a,<rd 

NDF 1"n"lnro ".rcoor5

CD of a,olooiloofl 4os;a,od zooo NDF g.,nlcu.ro .rconr)

CD of Freedom oarade Perumbavur

CD of Freedom Darade Perumbavur

CD of NDF Freedom Parade 2006 at Trissur

CD of l"lroflcoc<lo ronror(oc<'rlog.

Sony VCD "Video on Patestine."

Audio CD (Arabic) quoron I

Audio CD (Arabic) quoron ll

CD of Republic day parade, Ngw Delhi.



MO 128(l)

Mo 128(m)

MO l-28(n)

MO 128(o)

Mo 128(p)

MO 128(q)

Mo 1,28(r)

MO 128(s)

MO 128(t)

Mo 128(u)

MO 128(v)

MO128(w)

MO 128(x)

Mo 128(y)

MO 128(z)

MO128(aa)

MO128(ab)

MO 128(ac)

MO 129

MO 130

MO 131

MO 132

MO 133

MO 134

MO 135

MO 136

MO 137

MO 137(a)

MO 138

MO 139

MO 140
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CD of Republic day parade, New Delhi.

CD of Film I. OMAR MUKHTAR

CD of FiIm II, OMAR MUKHTAR

CD "OMAR MUKHTAR III"

CD of audio C.D. of song

CD Of nnorccrormc<o6u oc<ncoo o.tc<od oJd4

CD of crotdae2c<noo Disc -l

CD of crn6e2c<rxro Disc -ll

CD of PFI empower India conference Bangalore.

CD of pocoi @no qDJnDo <ooo<ruc<rflae4crrflg.

CD "Sunami and other natural disaster"
CD " super scan"

CD of Malayalam film songs

Audio songs Mappila MP3

Audio C.D and songs.

Blank C.D

CD

CD

CD AMAR

Hero Honda Passion Bike No. KL-7 AL 6992.
A small piece of dark brown stained cotton gauze.

A small piece of dark brown stained cotton gauze.

A small piece of dark brown stained cotton gauze.

A small piece of dark brown stained cotton gauze.

Dark brown stained soil.

A piece of dark brown stained cotton gauze.

A piece of dark brown stained / light brown coloured rexin.
A piece of dark brown stained / light brown coloured rexin.
A piece of dark brown stained cotton gauze.

A piece of dark brown stained cotton gauze.

A piece of stained rexin.

A black coloured T-Shirt.

Packet contained colourless transparent glass fragments.
Packet contained colourless transparent glass fragments.
Packet contained colourless transparent glass fragments.



MO 145

MO 146

MO l-46(a)

MO 147

MO 148

MO 149

MO 150

MO151

MO 152

MO 153

MO 154

MO 155

MO 156

MO 156(a)

MO 156(b)

MO 157

MO 158

MO 159

MO 160

MO 161

MO 162

MO 163

MO 164

MO 165

MO 166

MO 1-67

MO 168

MO 169

MO 170

MO 171

MO t72

Hero Honda Passion PRO Motor Cycle bearing Regn.No. KL 40 L
3739.

Samsung 52 Y CD.

Samsung 52 Y CD.

Album.

Visiting card V.K. Shoukath Ali, District President, Ernakulam.

Motor Cycle bearing Regn. No. KL 07 AG 2766

Black colour Spice mobile phone with lMEl No.910020013909194.

Folded type black with silver colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl
No. 357 092/00 | t39t26 | 3.

fdea SIM card No. 899119060384806784-2.

Red line with white colour shirt .

Black colour Pants .

CD

Reliance Mobile phone card board box.

Reliance Mobile phone card board box.

Reliance Mobile ohone card board box.

CPU

ldea SIM No. 8991190231078505016 HLR- 2.

Airtel SIM No. 89919500000911345627.

ldea SIM No. 8991190120914528458 HLR-1.

Airtel SIM No. 899195000008961L1309.

Vodafone SIM No. H3 8991462160433590515.

Cellone SIM No. 89917240L0412130928.

Excel SIM card No. 899L725063431543659.

Vodafone SIM No. H1 8991462160303754191.

ldea SIM No. 8991190120910382496 HLR -1.

Tata docomo SIM No. 89910351110102941560.

Hutch Sf M No. 8991460607 0337 37 7 7 3.

Cell one SIM No. 8991724019492001533.

ldea SIM No. 8991190120863405377 H1.

Cell one SIM No. 89917251I34322523LL
Cell one SIM No. 8991726013432555555.

Cell one SIM No. 899L726!234I22O4445.

Hard Disc of laptop

Hard Disc of laptop
t
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Hard Disc of Dell CPU

Hard Disc of Mercury CPU

Hard Disc of Sony CPU

Sticker paper

Sticker paper

Sticker paper

Sticker paper

Sticker paper

Sticker paper

ldea SIM No. 89911-90231083417975 HLR-2.

Air Cell SIM No. 89918091108L30857913.

c.D
CD ( 21 Nos.)

File folder
File folder " oil".rcoor'loo" .

Sword

CD 10 Nos.

CD (31 Nos)

Ash and Black Colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
3s9846/0r./830009/8.

Hero Honda Motor cycle bearing Regn.No. KL-g B 3560.

Seal

Seal

Seal

Seal

Seal

Seal

File folder

File folder
File folder
Remnant of cotton swab.

Remnant of cotton swab.

Remnant of oiece of cotton swab.
'l

MO 176

MO 177

MO 178

MO 179

MO 179 (a)

MO 179(b)

MO 179 (c)

MO 17e(d)

MO 179(e)

MO 180

MO 181

MO 182

Mo182 (a)
to
MO 182 (t)

MO 183

MO 184

MO 185

MO 186
Series

MO 187
series

MO 188

MO 189

MO 190

MO 190(a)

MO 190(b)

MO 190(c)

MO 190(d)

MO 1,90(e)

MO 191

MO 191(a)



MO r.95

MO 196
series

MO 197

MO 198

MO 199

MO 200

MO 201

MO 202
MO 203

MO 204

MO 205

MO 206'
MO 207

MO 208

MO 209

MO 210

MO 211

MO 2t2

MO 213

MO 21,4

MO 215

MO 216

MO 217

428

Remnant of piece of cotton gauze.

CD (6 Nos.)

rcad (Plastic Sack)

Kidney tray
Tweezer

Scissors

Needle holder

Suture needle

Black thread roll

Syringe labeled as Dispovan .

A bottle labeled as lignox 2% A.

A bottle of Betadine .

Videocon black colour mobile phone with lMEl No.
910030000024667.

Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No. 355510/01/955101/8.
Purse of Shiyas (Brown colour).

Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.354841101132273617.

Ash colour Nokia Mobile phone with lMEl No.
3s8250t03t662079t6.
Black colour Nokia mobile ohone with lMEl No.
353659018281051.

Black colour purse.

Black colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
35s508/01/11I27212.
Red and ash colour Nokia mobilb ohone with l[4El No.
35294600t42287U2.
Black colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
351943/03/s60864/1.

Silver colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.
352049t02t362272t4.

Motor bike bearing Regn.No. KL -7 AG-1370.

Light brown colour of shirt.

Light Yellow colour with white and red line shirt.

Black colour oants.

Black colour VKC pride chappel

t
Cao labelled as ENERGIE
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Dark blue colour Bag.

Samsung mobile phone with lMEl No.359566031120063'

Black colour purse

Black colour Nokia mobile phone with lMEl No.

359347 tO41223866/9.

MO224
MO 225

MO226
MO227

llTrueCopy ll

tdt_
Judge,

Special Court for Trial of NIA Cases.

(By Order)

<u>c-Qt'

Sheristadar0.
Copied ov,pV r
compaired by' &&,s!2--u/,
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Copy of the Judgment
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